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Abstract 
This thesis is an examination of the learning processes employed by adults who learn to 
play an instrument within an ensemble. The alms of the research were threefold. Firstly, 
to discover how a person learns in a group and what the role of the soclo-cultural 
environment is In learning. Secondly, to Investigate the role that Identity plays In 
learning and whether the students regard themselves as musicians. Rnally, to explore 
the role of the performance in the musical learning process. 
The research has been carried out using case-study research and a four-year 
autoethnographlc study. The theoretical framework Is provided by literature from the 
fields of cultural psychology, music psychology and adult learning. Activity Theory has 
been used as the main analytical tool. 
The discussion firstly considers the leaming process in order to construct an activity 
system of muslcalleamlng within an ensemble. Then, using this activity system, the 
motivational factors inherent In the learning ensemble and the role of Identity In 
generating motivation are considered. Through analysing motivation and Identity In 
relation to the activity system, I have demonstrated how the activity system can be 
developed into a three-dimensional system by Incorporating Identity as a constituent, 
thus stabilising the activity system. A three-dimensional system then allows for multiple 
activities to be analysed through the construction of activity constellations. 
The result of this study is a model of partidpative learning. Partidpative learning takes 
Into consideration the purpose of learning and the soclo-cultural environment so that 
musical leaming Is embedded In social music making. This then provides music 
education with a new model for leamlng a musical Instrument. 
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I Introduction 
As an instrumental teacher I often hear It commented that the best way to learn an 
instrument is through individual tuition. This comment comes from parents, children, 
instrumental teachers as well as schools. When I started Instrumental teaching, this may 
well have been my view too; I had always been taught one-to-one and never 
experienced a group lesson. However, this view was very soon challenged when I saw 
the benefits of group teaching. Group teaching has now become standard practice In 
peripatetic Instrumental teaching. What maybe started as a way to provide a cheaper 
option for parents has become recognised as a way of giving students a rich learning 
experience where they can engage with other students and make music together. The 
value of group teaching has been endorsed by organisations such as the Associated 
Board of the Royal Schools of Music, who have devetoped an assessment scheme aimed 
solely at assessing students who learn within groups. The purpose of the scheme Is to 
'reflect the special dynamics of group teaching, serve as a useful and versatile 
tool for group teachers, and provide a series of milestones to motivate and 
reward group leamers on their musical journey. ' 
(Scaife, 2004; 142) 
Originated by the Department for Education and Skills (DfES)l and the Department for 
Culture Media and Sport (DCMS), and backed by organisations such as the National 
Association of Music Educators (NAME), the Federation of Music Services (FMS) and 
Youth Music, the Music Manifesto provides a common agenda for the development of 
music education In the UK with five key aims: 
• To provide every young person with access to a range of music 
experiences 
• To provide more opportunities for young people to broaden their musical 
Interests and skills 
• To nurture our most talented young musidans 
• To develop a world class workforce In music education 
• To improve the support structures for young people's music making 
(www.muslcmanlfesto.co.uk, accessed 24/04/09) 
With the advent of Wider Opportunities schemes across the UK to fulfil these alms, 
instrumental tuition providers are rethinking ways of delivering tuition to a larger, 
broader audience. Many are· using whole-dass methods of teaching musk;al.lostruments. 
1 Now the Department for Education (DtE). 
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If these schemes work then the large majority of students filtering though schools Into 
further and higher education will have had experience of group learning In some form or 
other, which in turn will provide a serious challenge to the view that one-to-one tuition Is 
best. 
Therefore research Into how an Individual learns music through participation In whole 
group learning programmes Is needed. Also, if It is envisaged that every young person 
will have the opportunity to develop their musical skills, then perhaps providing an 
opportunity for adults to continue their musical pursuits after .their formal education has 
ended wo~ld be beneficial; after all, these schemes are aimed at fostering lifelong 
learning. As more children receive opportunities to partidpate In muslc making, I. have 
found that parents are becoming interested In how they too can gain access to learning a 
mUsical instrument. So research Is also needed Into how adults develop their 
musicianship through participation In active music making so as to Inform providers and, 
aid the growth of these opportunities for adults today, as well as laying the groundwork 
for continuing opportunities for today's Wider Opportunities students In the futu~. 
Therefore, the 211m of this research Is to both InfOnn those who currently provide adult 
musical learning opportunities, and to aid the growth of'quallty provision by encouraging 
new adult musical teaming Initiatives. 
This research project has arisen from a desire to find out why adults who learned to play 
their Instruments within an ensemble environment were successful in their learning. This 
stemmed from being Involved In such a project as a tutor. The project was set up. In 
2002 by a UK Music Service after the Head of Service saw an opportunity to give parents 
the chance to learn an instrument too. The project was set up with two groups and 
material using a 'band method' was selected. The 'band method' was developed In 
America In the 19205 after Charles Farnsworth reported on how large groups of. children 
were being taught the violin In Maidstone, England. This coincided with the development 
of large community music groups outside of formal education. Larg~ bands were 
considered an appropriate way of giving young people a purpose, and formed the baSis 
of a social rationale for music education In America •. This then paved the way for music 
education to be delivered in high school bands and orchestras (Lee, 2007). 
As the adult learning project that I was Involved In progressed, It became dear that this 
was a successful way of learning for the adult students. More groups were developed so 
as to provide a progression for'students on the scheme and also to start more beginner· 
groups' 'as demand necessitated. After conducting an Initial small-scale research project .i 
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on the students' attitudes towards learning in this way2, I decided that more research 
was needed. This was to find out what the role of the society created by the ensemble 
was in the learning process so as to use the research to create a model of learning. 
The research context for this project crosses the boundaries of both adult and school-age 
studies, something that is not unique. Green's (2008) recent work on bringing informal 
learning practices Into the school has had an enormous Impact on current key stage 
three music teaching. Her book 'Music, Informal Learning and the School: A New 
Classroom Pedagogy' provides some of the rationale for the 'Musical Futures' project 
being undertaken by many UK secondary schools. In order to develop this classroom 
pedagogy, Green's research focussed on the learning processes of popular musicians and 
was carried out with adult musicians (Green, 2002). Davidson, McPherson, Evans and 
Faulkner (2008) are currently undertaking a longitudinal study of musical learning In 
Australia, following children through school and Into adulthood, and their Initial findings 
suggest that we should take a step back from schematic teaching of music and allow 
children to Interact with music In the same way that adults do There are also current 
PhD research projects looking at musical learning In the third age. Taylor's (2009) 
project looking at mature piano students and Gembris' (2008) project looking at musical 
activities within the third age are two such studies. Therefore a research project looking 
at how adults learn to play their Instruments within a speCific social environment fits well 
within current PhD research. Moreover, a model of learning through participation In 
musical activities should be of Interest to adult educators as well as those who educate 
school-aged children. 
Alongside this there Is a growing amount of work within the field of musical Identities; 
the Identity that students give themselves whilst studying their Instrument as opposed to 
Identification as a follower of a particular genre. As well as various research Into muslca I 
Identity such as that of Hargreaves, MacDonald and Mlell (2002) and Pitts (2005a, 
2007), Identity Is of Interest to PhD students such as Jordan (2007, 2008) who has 
recently undertaken research Into the musical identity of singers. During my research 
project I too became Interested In how the students viewed themselves as mUSicians and 
found a discrepancy between their view. of themselves and the ,view of others. Therefore 
this research project also contributes to the discussion of the Impact that learning an 
Instrument In a social environment has on the Identity of the student. 
2 I conducted this project as part of the Certificate of Teaching, AssocIated Board of 
Royal Schools of Music. 
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Early on In the research It became apparent that the performance was a key factor In 
student learning. The 'learning ensemble' is a performing group that offers Instrumental 
and ensemble skill tuition as part of the group rehearsal process. It differs from a . 
traditional ensemble In that It Is purposely designed for learning rather than performing, 
although performance Is In many ways an outcome of learning (discussed In some detail 
In the following chapters). At times the purpose of the group, i.e. learning or performing, 
changes, sometimes causing a tension between the two. With this In mind, I set myself a 
third research question In order to look at the relationship between learning and 
performing. 
The research questions of this project are thus: 
• How does the Individual learn within the group environment? 
.' How do the students Identify themselves as musician - at what point do they 
class themselves as musician? 
• How does the dual function of leamlng·tool and performing ensemble <:atalyse the 
students' learning? 
Many subsidiary questions have arisen during the research process, such ali 'are the 
students learning the music or about the music?', 'what motivates the students.tQ.leam .... 
In this way?' and 'what Impact has learning an Instrument had on the lives of these 
people?' These are posed during the discussion of the research findings. 
It Is my hope that thIS research project will be useful to music education practitioners as 
well as contributing to the field of music education research. It will also.be of Interest to 
anyone who Is concerned with the relationship between learners and the social 
environment. With a learning model developed from In-depth research. Into learning 
through participation, and an Insight Into the learning .processes of an Indlvtdual m.l.ng:, 
mUsic In a sodal enVironment, this project can not only Inform aJrrent musiC education. 
thinking, but will also ralse new questions that can fuel further research Into this area. 
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II Theoretical Context 
To provide a theoretical framework for this research, I have drawn on literature from a 
number of different areas. Not only does this research deal with educational concerns, It 
also deals with the sociological and psychological aspects of learning within a group 
environment. Therefore I have taken literature from a wide spectrum of areas within the 
disciplines of education, sociology and psychology Indudlng soclo-cultural theory, 
musical pedagogy, adult learning, musical performance, instrumental1 teaching, formal 
and Informal learning and the social psychology of music. This literature falls Into three 
main areas: cultural psychology, music psychology and adult learning. During the 
research process questions arose concerning motivation and Identity (see I Introduction, 
page 1), therefore I have also drawn on literature concerning motivation and identity. Irt 
order to present the theoretical context for this research project I will review the 
literature for each of these five areas in tum. 
11.1 Cultu,.., /Isyeho/olJY 
Ratner (2002; 3) describes cultural psychology as seeking to 'comprehend the ways In 
which psychological phenomena are part of cultural /lfe and are Interdependent with 
other cultural phenomena. 'In other words, our psychological processes are embedded 
within the cultural context in which they are placed. He continues that 'westem 
ideology ... tends to regard hum&n pSyt:hology as an Individual or unlvers.I'phenomenon, 
equally unrelated to social factors' (p.4). However cultural psychology places the social 
factors at the heart of a psychological phenomenon. The main concept is that even when 
we are undertaking Individual activities, there is a sodal hlstortcal context that underpins 
our psychological actions; as Bourdieu (1986; 241) saYs, 'the socIal world Is 
accumulated history. 'this Is demonstrated by Small (1998; 201-6) using the example of 
how a solitary flute player creates relationships through the history of the Instrument, 
the music and the 'sonic space' created within the sodal context. In other words, the 
individual and the context cannot be diVOrced even when an activity Is perceived as 
solitary, as Shweder's (1990; 1) explanation of cultural psychology shows. 
1 Instrumental teaching as In learning to play a musical instrument. 
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'A discipline is emerging called "cultural psychology. " It is not general 
psychology. It is not cross-cultural psychology. It is not psychological 
anthropology. It is not ethnopsychology. It is cultural psychology... [It] is the 
study of the way cultural traditions and social practices regulate, express, 
transform, and permute the human psyche, resulting less in psychic unity for 
humankind than in ethnic divergences in mind, self and emotion. Cultural 
psychology is the study of the ways subject and object, self and other, psyche 
and culture, person and context, figure and ground, practitioner and practice 
live together, require each other, and dynamically, dialectically, and jointly 
make each other up. ' 
Cole (1996) traces the disdpline of psychology from its beginnings in the late nineteenth 
century, outlining the split between "scientific psychology" and the "second psychology' 
where culture Is recognised as entering into psychological processes. He considers how 
twentieth century scholars, induding the early scholars Vygotsky, Luria Leontiev, Dewey 
and Judd, as well as his contemporaries Shweder and Bruner have attempted to 
regenerate this "second psychology·. As a student of Luria in Moscow and through 
editing works by Vygotsky (1978) and Luria (1979), Cole came to the condusion that 
what these scholars proposed was that 'all psychology would treat culture, along with 
biology and social interaction, as central. ' Although he had reservations as to the 
Russians' methodologies in terms of cross cultural psychology, he 'began to see ways to 
combine key insights and methods of the cultural-historical approach with equally 
important insights and methods from American approaches' in order to build a cultural 
psychology (Cole, 1996; 107-8). The three key concepts of this are given in figure 1. 
Figure 1 - Cole'. three key mncepU of cultural psychology 
1. Mediation through artefacts: this is the Idea that all human activity Is 
mediated through artefacts such as language and symbols. (The original 
term for artefacts is tools. Both terms mean the same thing but for the 
purposes of this thesiS, I shall use the original term 'tools' as to me it 
relates to an action, whereas an artefact Implies a relic.) 
2. Historical Development: Tools are passed down to future generatiOns so 
that they do not need to be recreated with each generation. This process 
is called enculturation. 
3. Practical Activity: The psychological processes of human beings must be 
grounded in everyday activities, as it is here that the tools that have 
been passed down through history can be seen. 
(from Cole, 1996) 
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Boesch (1997) uses the 'sound of the violin'to explain cultural psychology. He considers 
how the sound of the violin is mediated through the development of technique; 'a violin 
becomes really a violin only on being played' (p.168). However, he explains that 
mediation is not just a physical process, but also a mental process. 'Motor skill is not 
sufficient, but requires support by a mental discipline. Mastery of the instrument, then, 
turns into mastery of oneself.' (p.179). He discusses how the beauty of the sound of the 
violin is Interpreted depending on the cultural perspective of the listener concluding that 
'the sound of the violin, thus, is deeply embedded in cultural myths' (p.178). 
Cultural psychology encompasses psychological processes In terms of mediation, 
historical development and practical activity and these elements are embedded within 
soclo-cultural theory. 
11.2 Soclo-cultur.1 Theory 
Barrett (200S) discusses musical communication from a SOCia-cultural perspective In 
relation to Musical communication and children's communities of musical practice. 
She too provides an account of how Vygotsky's 'version of socia-cultural theory, built 
upon by Soviet ... and American ... colleagues ... has become most influential' (p.262). 
She provides clear explanations of the theoretical concepts of Vygotsky's (1978) 
'Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)" Lave and Wenger's (1991) 'Communities of 
Practice' and EngestrOm's (1999) 'Activity Theory'. 
11.2 •• Zo".. of Prox/"",1 Development 
The Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) Is possibly the most well-known of Vygotsky's 
concepts. He developed the concept in a,n attempt to find an explanation as to why some 
children: who were more mature In their development seemed to be held back when 
entering school (Del Rio and Alvarez; 2007; 277). Taken from II cultural-historical 
perspective, ZPD Is concerned with the space In Which the learning takes place and Is 
rooted In Vygotsky's (1997; 106) genetic law of cultural development. 
'We can formulate, the general genetic IlIw of culturlll development liS follows: 
every function in the cultural development of a child appears on the stage 
twice, In two plllnes,' 'fll$l:; 'the sodltl; Ithen the ,psycho/oflt»l;ffrSt b«Ween' 
people as lin intermentlll category, then within the chlld,lIs lin Jfjtra.mental 
category. 
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The cultural environment within which the individual is placed is equal to the internal 
psychological processes of that person. Therefore society plays an integral role in the 
development of the individual. ZPO characterises the learning space created by this 
SOCiety, as Vygotsky (1978; 86) says, ZPD is 
'the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by 
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as 
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration 
with more capable peers. ' 
The developmental level of the others who share the same social environment as the 
individual determines the space between the two levels of the individual's development; 
the actual level and the potential level. If the others have a higher actual level than the 
individual, then the Individual's potential development level will also be higher. In other 
words, learning takes place within the gap between actual level and potential level. 
Therefore the social environment is crueal in creating an optimum gap between actual 
and potential development levels. 
ZZ.2.b Communities of Practice 
Barrett (2005; 266) explains how Lave and Wenger have drawn on the concept of ZPD in 
order to show how 'the individual may work in the ZPD through interaction with the 
cultural tools of the domain, as well as guided interaction with a more expert other.' 
Lave and Wenger (1991), Wenger (1998) and Wenger, McDennott and Snyder (2002) 
describe a community of practice that involves legitimate peripheral partidpation In an 
activity that is shared by a group. 
'Communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern, a set of 
problems, or a paSsion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and 
expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis. ' 
(Wenger et al., 2002; 4) 
If a person is a member of a communtty d practice, for example the practice of a 
learning ensemble, then their learning will evolve alongside that of their membership of 
the group. Although, partidpation will always remain peripheral as the Idea is that 
learning is constantly changing and that to reach the centre would assume a 'closed 
domain'. The member moves along different trajectories across and within the group as 
• their learning expands and develops (Lave and Wenger, 1991). As Individual 
membership of the group evolves from newcomer to old-timer, the dimensions of the 
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community evolve and the practice becomes integrated within Its historical social 
context. The more experience the learner has of the group, the closer they are to full 
membership of that group. The different trajectories that they move along may take 
them away from the group or they may take them more fully into the group, but each 
holds a valid learning experience that Is unique to the particular community of practice 
that they are part of (Wenger, 1998). 
The community does not necessarily need to meet face to face on a dally baSiS, as 
communities of practice could exist entirely through the internet or, as Barrett (2005) 
and Green (2002) suggest, between an Individual and recordings of songs. However, the 
community must function as something 'distinct from merely a social arrangement' 
(Turner, 1987; 1). Turner (1987, 1991) suggests that there are three aspects that 
contribute to group functioning: Identity, social structure and Interdependence. This 
forms the baSis of Social Identity Theory. Social Identity Theory explains the processes 
of group functioning based on 'the extent to which players come to see themselves as a 
collective or jOint unit' (Turner, 1987; 34) and conformity arises through 
Interdependence. That Is how far members are reliant on each other to reach shared 
goals (Turner, 1991; Stangor, 2004). In the context of communities of practice, 'instead 
of social co-operation producing the group ... psychologically the group is the basis for co-
operation' (Turner, 1987; 34). The community must function so as to allow co-operation 
and therefore create a ZPD between the Individuals and other group members. 
11.2.c Activity Theory 
At the core of activity theory Is Vygotsky's concept of mediation; that people use tools In 
order to carry out activity. Wertsch (2007; 178) says that 'mediation is a theme that 
runs throughout the writings of Vygotsky' describing it as follows 
'Instead of acting in a direct, unmedlated way in the social and physical world, 
our contact with the world is indirect or mediated by signs. This means that 
understanding the emergence and the definition of higher mental processes 
must be grounded in the notion of mediation. ' 
Mediation can occur explidtly In the form of tools that are intentionally Introduced Into 
an activity, but It can also occur Implicitly as 'signs In the form of natura/language that 
have evolved in the service of communication and are then harnessed in other forms of 
activity' (p.185). So, during the process of teaching, a teacher may Introduce a way of 
assimilating information so as to Instruct the student as to how to organise the 
Information to gain meaning. For example, a music teacher may teach a student a 
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rhyme so as to remember where the notes of the stave lie. Once these are remembered, 
the student can then organise this Information and realise It through playing their 
Instrument. The rhyme Is an example of a tool of explicit mediation. Over time, the .. 
student Intemallses this tool until the process of reading music becomes what Hutchins 
(1995; 310) calls an 'automized skill'. This skill has been mediated by a rhymel however 
with continued Interaction between the student and the notation, the rhyme ha.s become 
obsolete but the process stili exiSts. When the student Is asked how they read music, 
they may not be able to articulate the exact reasons why as the tool of. mediation has 
now become redundant to them. 
The example Wertsch (2007) gives of Implicit mediation is. thinking ekut When. thinking 
and speaking at the same time, a person Is exploring their thought processes through 
the tool of spoken language. In musical terms, an example of this Is when a student Is 
trying to learn a tune that they know by working out the notes aloud against, a tune In· 
their head. They are exploring the musical sounds In order to find the. ones that they 
want to fit In with the tune, the Internal tools mediating theactlvtty as It progresses .. 
. -':,.<: 
The crucial factor of mediation Is that Individual cognitive factors and envlrom;nental 
factors (Including other people and their cognitive factors) are not separated, but are 
Integral to each other. Furthermore, environmental factors are culturally and hlstorlcal.ly 
developed, therefore the Individual cannot be separated from the cultural historical 
context. So, mediation allows us to see the processes that are used In the Interaction 
with the social and physical world In order for learning and development to take place. It 
enables us to view mental, social and historical processes together, allowing us to 
understand these processes In a holistic way. Cole (1996; 103) tells us that 
'The dual process of shaping and being shaped through culture Implies that 
humans inhabit -intentional- (constituted) worlds within which the· traditional 
dichotomies of subject and object, person and environment, and so on, cannot 
be analytically separated and temporally ordered Into independent and 
dependent variables. ' . 
The Idea of psychological processes being culturally embedded was central t~ Wgotsky's 
views on cultural behaviour and how this affected mediation. Cole (1992) gives the 
example of tying a knot as an external· way to control memory, highlighting the point .--
that tools are culture-specific In that If they were In a different context, they ,would be 
used In a different way. 
Activity Theory has been developed by Engestr6m (1987, 1990, 1993,2005,2007) and 
continues to evolve as a theoretical concept (contributions by Davydov,l.eictorsky and 
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Fichtner in Engestrom, Mlettlnen and Punamakl, 1999; Rubtsov, 1999; Daniels and 
Warmington, 2007; Cole and Hatano, 2007; Engestrom, 2008 for example). The triadic 
model of Activity Theory put forward by Engestrom, called an activity system, Is a 
framework for viewing mediation, historical development and practical activity In terms 
of subject to object mediated goals within the context of the social environment. It Is a 
way of 'examining the relationships that hold between the individual and her 
environment' (Barrett, 2005; 264). Engestrom (1993; 67) describes the activity system 
as incorporating 
'both the object-orientated productive aspect and the person-oriented 
communicative aspect of the human conduct. Production and communication 
are inseparable. ' 
Therefore the functional aspects of activity can be viewed In relation to the social aspects 
of an activity. This enables analysis of how activity is taking place without separating 
individual cognitive processes from the soclo-cultural context. 
Within Activity Theory 'the unit of analysis is not the individual, not the environment, but 
a relation between the two.' (Nardi, 1997; 71). Russell (2004; 312) elaborates on this by 
saying that the unit of analysis 
'Is not a collection of Individuals and stimuli. Activity Theory suggests we focus 
on a group of people who share a common object and motive over time, and 
the wide range of tools they share to act on that object and realise that . 
motive. ' 
In other words, the unit of analysiS Is the activity Itself. 
This then provides an excellent way of analysing how a person learns to play an 
Instrument within a group. It means that the focus can be on the processes employed by 
the Individual within their group in order to achieve perSonal understanding as well as 
contribute to group functioning. It means that we can treat physical and cognitive tools 
as well as Individual usage and group usage of these tools on the same plane. It also 
allows us to view the context as integral to the activity so we need not be side tracked 
by attempting to separate out Individual and group activity; the context Is both the 
Individual and the group. Through the activity system (presented in IV.l Chapter 1 -
Introducing the Subject, page 83), Activity Theory gives us a way of viewing the 
processes employed by the student as an Individual and as a member of the group 
simultaneously. Russell describes context as a 'web or network of sociocultural 
Interactions and meanings that are integral to the learning.' Activity Theory enables us 
to look 'beyond the individual learner, the Interface and the 'material' to understand the 
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social and material relations that affect complex human leamlng' (Russell, 2004; 310). 
He continues 
'Activity Theory prompts us to ask how we can 're-medlate' our Interactions 
by changing our tools or the ways we share them with others. ' 
(p.311) 
Hutchins {1995; 292} says that '/eamlng must be a consequence of interaction with an 
environment through time. ' If the environment changes through time, a flexible way of 
looking at that changing environment Is needed. 
'Activity Theory holds that the constituents of activity are not fixed but can 
dynamically change as conditions change' and that 'changing conditions can 
realign the. constituents of an activity' 
{Nardi, 1997; 7S}. 
Therefore Activity Theory also gives us a flexible framework for looking at the type of .. 
changing and developing activity Involved In a culturally embedded historically created 
learning environment. 
Daniels and Warmington (2007) proposed three Issues that they feel are important to 
address in the development of Cultural-Historical Activity Theory: contradiction and 
labour-power, subject positioning and Identity within activities and emotional 
experiencing In personal transformation. The Introduction of the concept of 'Iabour-
power' can 'enhance critical understanding of the pervasive presence of contradictions 
within activity systems' (Daniels and Warmington, 2007; 380). Labour-power Is the 
potential of the combination of the Individuals within a situation. In other words, It Is the 
potential of the group. By IntrodUCing a 'meta-object' to the activity system, an object 
that can,be reached through lai?Our-power, as well as the object reached by the 
Individual, the contra~:Uctlon of marginality and centrality can be more readily 
understood. 
The second Issue of Daniels and Warmington Is Concerned with subject position and 
Identity In the activity system. They say that 
'The way In which subjects are pOSitioned with respect to one another within 
an actIvity carr/es with It Implications for engagement with tOOls and objed:s~ It 
may also carry Implications for the ways In rules,· community ilnd the division of·· 
labour regulate the actIons of Individuals and groups. ' 
(p.382) 
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Within an activity system a person may interact with their tools and objects differently 
depending on the other people that they are carrying out their activity with. If this is the 
case, they also may interact with the other constituents of the activity system in a 
different way. This raises questions as to how stable the activity system is and what the 
implications of using an unstable system are, and these will be addressed in this thesiS. 
The final issue is concerned with the contradiction of the 'lived experience' (p.288) 
between the people who are trying to implement change and the subject's control over 
the actual amount of effort that they are willing to put in. Therefore, the activity system 
may not represent the full capacity of a person to Interact with Its constituents and the 
potential for it to become volatile as a person actively resists change is highlighted. 
Burnard and Younker (2008) give a succinct history of the application of this model in 
their paper on the investigation of children's musical interactions within composing and 
arranging. They say that 'in music education, however, Activity Theory research remains 
relatively under-represented' (p.62) citing Welch's (2007) study of female choristers as 
one of the few examples. Another example can be found in Burrow's (2004) exploration 
of the interactions between musicians within an improvisation. Therefore, by using 
Activity Theory as my main analytical tool, this thesis presents a new approach to the in-
depth analysis of musical learning processes. 
11.3 Music Psychology 
In 1985 Sloboda wrote his seminal book The Musical Mind the cognitive psychology of 
music. Stating that 'theoretical developments in the psychology of music have been slow' 
(Sloboda, 1985; V), he wrote the book In order to fill a gap in the contemporary 
literature. The reasons for this slow development were put down to various reasons, 
including the fact that psychologists were either not extensively musically trained, or 
they divorced their musical knowledge from their scientific work. He also saw that 
previous psychological work In music had not been interdisciplinary In nature, It,had 
either been aimed at psychologists or music educators, but never at both. Therefore, the 
literature did not cross the boundaries of psychology or music education and research. 
Covering topics concerning music, language and meaning, the performance ofmuslc, 
composition and Improvisation, listening to music, mUSical learning and development 
and the cultural and biological context of the musical mind, the book was an attempt to 
provide a psychological insight into music, based on the experience and practices of the 
musician. 
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In 1986 Hargreaves attempted to bring together theoretical concerns of music education 
with pedagogical concerns In his book The Developmental Psychology of Music. He 
pointed out that unlike the fields of mathematics and science, music education seemed· 
to be based purely on practice rather than being underpinned by any developmental 
theory. Therefore his aim was to 'define and describe a new and emerging field of study: 
the developmental psychology of music' in order to pull together the dlfferent 
constituents of developmental psychology and mUSic psychology through research 
carried out on children and adults alike (pp.1-2). 
Since the 1980s the field of music psychology has grown extensively. In 1996 '. 
Hargreaves referred to the fact that there has been a rising interest In the psychology of 
music over recent years stating that 'we are now much more likely to refer specifically to 
the cognitive psycholOgy' of music, or to the social psychology of music', and ~ferrlng to 
Farnsworth's (1969) book The Social Psychology of Music for the latter dlsdpline. He 
continues to suggest that there should be a third discipline added to this, the 
developmental psychology of mustc, and he provides a survey, of the 'developmental . ',-> 
foundatIOns that can be Identified for music education' (p.49). In 2005 Sloboda also 
acknowledged this conttnued growth, commenting that his work 'hasbl!en hugely helped 
by the Increasingly numerous and increasingly focussed outlets for music psychology',; . 
(Sloboda, 2005; XX). 
Hallam's Music Psychology In Education (2006) provides an overview, of the m'IDY topics 
that have emerged within Music Psychology. She takes an holistiC approach to the 
subject starting withe discussion of the relationship between music, ttle brain and .. 
learning, she moves on to I,ssues- surrounding what music a~lIlty ~, the teaching of mUsic 
In schools, both curriculum and through Instrumental lessons, and she covers 
assessment of music as well as conSidering the, impact of musical learning throughout, 
the lifespan. She also presents a discussion on motivation and musical Identity. 
With such a large array of topics on offer, It is ~ to see the extent, of the ,field or MUsl~ 
, . , 
Psychology.,Therefore, In order to focuS on the literature relevant to,tN$ study, I hav, ' 
considered the literature that takes a soclo-adtural perspective ,and 1 have. presented 
this In four areas:. Musical knowledge and ex~rlence, the sodal c:o,ntext of 1,Ttuslc1 formal 
and tnfonnalleamlngstrategles Ind musical pertldpatlon. '; , 
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11.3.a Musical Knowledge and ExperIence 
Throughout the late 1980s and the 1990s Keith Swanwlck addressed questions relating 
to how a music curriculum could cope with such a broad range of musical styles and 
diversity in an educational environment that places value on 'respecting musical 
traditions, individual creativity and social relevance' (Swanwick, 1988; 17). He placed 
music education within a psychological and sociological context, discussing concepts that 
related 'strongly to the nature of music itself, to human psychology and to SOCial 
settings' (Swanwick, 1988; 17). This enabled him to consider the value of arts 
education, what makes music musical, how musical skills are developed In childhood and 
issues surrounding cultural exclusiveness and music education within an Inter-cultural 
SOCiety. Swanwick continued his research into musical learning by conSidering the multi-
layered nature of music (Swanwick, 1994; 2). He brought together three strands of 
research concerning what musical knowledge is, what musical experience Is and what 
musical learning and teaching is and considered the place of these within music 
education in Britain. Swanwlck's emphasiS on the psychological and SOCial context of 
music throughout this research enabled him to develop an educational philosophy based 
on placing music at the heart of musical learning, presented In his 1999 work Teaching 
Music Musically. 
Swanwick's emphasiS on sound is echoed by Odam (1995). In The Sounding Symbol: 
Music education in action he considers the 'lack of emphasiS on real musical experience 
in the practice of music education' (p.1). By discussing Issues surrounding musical 
language, meaning and how musical experience is embedded In both the brain and the 
body, he presents a case for teaching music, In particular through learning a musical 
instrument, in a way that allows students to develop an individual mUSical response. 
Odam also proposes that musical learning should help students to develop problem-
solving skills through positive self-criticism that will enable them to continue In their 
musical development throughout their lives (p.103). 
Small's concept of 'muslcklng' was developed through his work during the 1980s and 
19905. First published In 1977, Music, Sodety and Education conSidered music education 
both within and outside of Europe In order to preSent a model of music education that 
could impact on education as a whole. His philosophy that 'Ieamlng is not a preparation 
for life but a basic experience of life itselr underpinned his belief that confidence can be 
gained by engaging In music and that music education should be concerned with each 
moment at a time rather than long-term aims, so that 'skills develop liS they are needed' 
(Small, 1996; 213). Musical engagement is paramount to 'muslcklng'. Smali (1998; 2) 
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states that 'music Is not a thing at all but an activity, something that people do' and that 
through the activity of music, be It listening, performing, creating or re-creating music, 
we can view the fundamental aspects of the SOCial world. In other words, muslcking. can 
show us the complex relationships that exist between humans and the world around us. 
The Importance of this being that If we understand the relationships that occur within the 
world around us, our life experience Is enhanced. 
11.3.b The Sodal Context 0' Music 
Mlell, MacDonald and Hargreaves (2005) presented research from across the spectrum 
of music psychology In order to consider how and why people communicate through 
music. They look at how music Is represented and communicated through discussions of 
Issues surrounding notation and the constraints of communication, how communication . 
Is embodied and the physical nature of musical communication, how communication 
occurs In a learning environment and lastly, how communication differs In different 
cultural environments. The emphasis of the research presented In this book Is that music 
exists In a SOCial environment and through placing It within the social context, and 
considering the environmental factors that facilitate musical Interactions between people, 
we can understand more fully how music Is communicated and therefore how we can 
learn to communicate through music. 
Nerland (2007) addressed the historical-social context of muslcalleamlng when looking 
at one-to-one teaching In a conservatolre as cultural practiCe. She ~mpared two case 
studies In order to explore the cultural context of advanced music teaching of orchestral 
Instruments and consider why lessons are 'an arena for the maintenance of particular 
, 
cultural practices' (p.399). Through an analysis of the two different sets of teaching 
strategies employed In the case studies, Nerland condudes that the teacherS 'have 
gained theIr expertise by participating In certain social practices,· 'and as musicians they 
... 
are embedded in practices for which they as teachers operate as cultural agents' 
(p.412). In other words, the practice that the students are working within requires highly 
. (, 
advanced, Individualised technical ability. The hlstOrical.pra~lces of music perfOrmance 
for which the students are being. trained al~ require Individuals to always strive to go 
beyond what they and others have reached. Therefore the Individualistic orientation of· . 
, . . . 
conservatolre teaching requires students to Interact with cultural agents, I.e.' performers 
who have been successful In achle~lng a hl~hlY adv~nced state, and that those c~ltural 
• < ... '. ,', :(.. 
agents form their teaching strategies ,to allow their students to go beyond their current 
.~,' ,.' . j . ',' " • ; :" • • • ' • -, : : '..~- ! 
advanced state. However, within this, Nerland did nnd that often teachers bring others 
Into the lesson so ·as to 'work 'with the ~dfmt's 'performance In its lJuth~~tlC musJila, 
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context' (p.407). So, although the notion of one-to-one tuition is strongly upheld within 
conservatoires, It does not mean that students are isolated from the social and cultural 
environment of the practice of performance. 
Gaunt (2008; 230) also found that although one-to-one relationship between teacher 
and students In a conservatolre 'was viewed universally as an indispensable, intense and 
intricate part of instrumental/vocal learning', group teaching was also valued. The 
opportunity to engage students in constructive critical evaluation as well as share 
interpretational ideas was considered to be beneficial to advanced students. However, 
unlike Nerland's study, Gaunt's study focused on the perceptions of conservatoire 
teachers rather than case studies of teaching strategies. She found that one-to-one 
teachers often had little knowledge of the wider context of their students' learning and 
that teachers had very different views of practice in terms of how students should use 
their practice time. Gaunt conciuded that although the one-to-one lesson is a powerful 
tool for advanced music tuition, 'it may also inhibit the development of self-responsibility 
and an individual artistic voice' (p.240). 
Folkestaad (2006; 135) said that most research into formal and informal learning 
situations is based 'on the assumption that musical learning results from a sequenced, 
methodical exposure to music teaching within a formal setting.' The problem with this Is 
that it does not take Into account the wider context. Studies such as Soderman and 
Folkestaad's (2004) work on how hip-hop musicians learn, Cope's (2002) research on 
the role of the session In learning folk music and Jaffurs' (2004) ethnographic study of 
the cultural context created by a garage rock band all place SOCial oontext as vital to the 
learning process. Cope (2002; 102) says that the sodal context Is a critical feature of the 
musical meanings which emerge and of the learning which is taking place.' In other 
words, the social context is not only fundamental In the learning process, but also 
paramount to the style of music being made. Hlp-hop, folk and garage rock may be 
recreated In the dassroom, but without Its social context the music loses Its meaning. 
Westerlund's (2006) research into garage rock bands examines the apprenticeship model 
and she concludes that 
'there seem to be sound reasons to think that garage rock bands - and popular 
music practices in general - can show music educators how to create 
know/edge-building communities and expert culture' 
(p.123). 
One of the main components of the learning process In Westerlund's study Is teamwork 
(p.122), teamwork that is a natural part of the functioning of the social oommunlty. 
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What seems to be Important In all of these studies Is the community that Is generated as 
a result of the musicians making music with each other. Community musical learning has 
been highlighted In studies of the Tower Hamlets Project, where large groups of children 
learnt string Instruments together at a music centre (Nelson, 1985). This project also 
saw how adults could be Involved in community music making as parents were Invited to 
learn a musical instrument too whilst their children attended their lessons. The role that 
the community plays In brass bands has been discussed In terms of historical and SOCial 
context (Herbert, 2000) and also the music making that occurs In brass bands that Is 
relatively hidden amongst the traditions of Westem Oassical music (Finnegan, 2007). 
Dally (2006) outlines the importance of community In Javanese musical learning. He 
gives an Insight to the learning processes employed In Java and discusses how gamelan 
Is learned through a process of musical exploration In a communal environment. The 
'music becomes communal property' (p.lS). He too believes that formal music education 
can learn from more Informal learning processes, stating that 'we need to forge a 
pedagogy which combines the best of, but also goes beyond, both Javanese ami Western 
ways of teaching' (p.6). To Dally, the best of the Javanese way of teaching Is the 
essence of gamelan, participating In meaningful music making. 
The role' of the social context of music and Issues surrounding cultural context and SOCial 
environment IS'prevalent In the work of Green. In 1987 Green published her work Music, 
Gender and Education where she presented her research on muslcat meantng, and 
women's music making and how gender Issues can be addressed In music education. 
Within this, Green (1987; 33) considers the role of style In music stating that 'style is 
the medium by virtue of which we experience music' and by unplcklng the Ideology 
surrounding musical style, she Is able to discuss Issues related to school musical 
experience, meaning and learning. This led on to further research Intomuslc:al meaning 
and education with a focus on musical Ideology (Green, 1988). The ,mphasls on .. style In 
Green's work also led to research Into musical learning outside of formal educatl(».1. How 
Popular MusIcians Learn (2002) presents research based on the leamlng.practlces of 
popular musldans. Green explores the learning processes Involved In band rehearsalS, 
learning from listening to CDs, learning from Instruction books and how musldans 
develOp technique without a perceived formal musical training. She considers why, 
popular musldans who also teach, teach differently to ~he way that they themselves 
learnt (p.178), paving the way for developing a pedagogy based on the learning 
processes employed In these more Informal ways. Her 2008 book Music, Informal 
Learning and the School: A new dassroo,,; p'edagogy preSen~Mthls and ~t*:ainethe·:· 
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core of the Musical Futures Initiative bringing informal learning methods Into the 
classroom. 
l'.3.c Formal and Informal learning strategies 
The inclusion of informal learning strategies In formal music education was purposely 
done as part of a popular music course in an Australian conservatoire. Lebler (2008) 
says that this was done as 
'simply to incorporate popular music as content and deal with it in the same 
largely transmissive and hierarchical way as other musics in conservatoires 
would have failed to acknowledge the active role learners usually play when 
developing ability in popular music' 
(pp.195-6). 
Lebler recognises that developing the musicianship required to become a popular 
musician must be done within that speCific context. Gullberg and ercindstrom (2004) 
studied the Informal learning of rock musicians In order to investigate If there Is a 
difference between non-formally trained rock musicians and rock music students In their 
approach to creating a song from a given text. They observed that 'rock music lives its 
own life, apparently unaffected by what happens in music lessons at school' (p.163). In 
other words, as with Lebler's recognition of the learning context being vital to the genre 
being studied, without the specific context, something of the musical learning Is deemed 
to be lost. Therefore, whatever the purpose of learning, learning Is maximised when that 
purpose Is reflected In the context. 
Other studies have shown how informal learning strategies are being used In higher 
education. Young, Burwell and Pickup (2003) studied teaching strategies employed In 
instrumental teaching, highlighting a move away from the traditional conservatolre 
model of learning that coincided with widening participation in higher education In 
England (p.140). Reid's (2001) study of the experience of muslcalleamlng of students In 
higher education explores the different learning environments that the students are part 
of and how they develop their own meanings within those environments. She urges 
higher education providers to develop learning environments that suit the particular 
meaning and understanding that the students are trying tQ develop. So, students who 
are embedded In technical practice are offered a learning environment that allow this to 
flourish and students who are looking for political and social meanings In music are 
offered a learning environment where this can flourish (p.40). Kal Wen Cheng and 
Durrant (2007) presented a case study of an Instrumental teacher working in a number 
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of different contexts. They found that the teacher adopted different strategies depending 
on the context of the learning and that there are Intricate networks of factors, ranging 
from strategies that are considered to be formal to strategies that are considered to be 
more Informal, that make learning successful. These studies all show that what has been 
described as formal and Informal learning strategies can be viewed as part of the sam~ 
spectrum and often they can be employed simultaneously so as to facilitate successful 
learning. 
Pitts' (2003) work has also found that formal and Informal learning coexist In a number 
of different musical learning contexts. In her study of the hidden curriculum In a higher 
education music department she explored the 'soc/al.and personal aspectS of the 
curriculum' (p.2S3) so as to ascertain the true experience of higher education and the 
role that the formal elements and informal elements play in muslcalleaming. In 2004 
Pitts studied the learning environment of a music summer school In order to view 
musical learning outside of the Institutional setting (2004a) and also the social context of 
a musical theatre festival so as to explore the experience of performers as well as the 
role and expertence of the festival audiences (2004b). These two research projects were 
brought together with two more projects, a study of musicians and audiences at a 
'i' 
chamber music festival and a study of first year' undergraduate music: students' 
tranSition Into higher education, In het book Valuing Musical Participation (Pitts, 2005a). 
Using these four case studies, Pitts draws out what partldpants in muslcalactlvttles 
value, the role that Individual experience and group expertence play In musical.·. ',., 
partldpatlon and Issues surrounding becoming a musldan. She found that in the non-
Institutional settings, although students did reveal doubt in their abilities, those that 
were participating In music for pleasure showed a greater confidence in their musical 
expertise and self-concept than the students In a formal educational setting (p.119). ' 
Pitts discusses the role of Independent learning In non-InstItUtIonal settings and suggests 
that the challenges of connecting that Independent learning with the alms and 
constraints of formal education have proved difficult to resolve' (p.127), and she 
speculates on the role tflat outreach programmes offenad by orchestras ean pJayln 
finding the middle ground between formal and Informal learning envlranments~· Following 
on from this, Pitts (2007) conducted a study Of extra-curricullir muslalt partldpatlon4na 
secondary SchoolJ Through this she dlsc:overedthat although theforum of ."'SChool ... 
muSical production Occuples"a,; Increaslng/ycontested mlddlegrounc/ between ','; 
classroom teachIng lind the Informal or self-dlrer:ted leamlng',ithere was 'evtcIeftce that··· 
the sharing of responSIbility for the' pl'Oduction between teacher and sIxth·term student$ 
has 'potentially long-term benefits as well as offering Wlluable peer role motJeJs:tor other 
c~ '. 
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pupils, and is a strategy that could be further developed in activities of this kind' 
(p.163). 
11.3.d Musical participation 
Learning through participation in a specific community has been discussed in relation to 
a number of social contexts. For example, Lee (2007) gives an overview of the American 
system of music education and how learning through the 'band method' brought about 
social cohesion. Taylor (2008) provides an Insight Into the role of the masterclass in the 
musical learning of older students and how they used the community as support for their 
learning and their personal growth. Silber's (2005) research shows how a choir In a 
women's prison enabled the prisoners to engage in music and the therapeutic Impact 
this had on them. Kokostaki and Hallam (2007) documented how higher education music 
students viewed participating In active music making In terms of musical meaning, social 
participation and skills development. 
The Music Practitioner: Research for the music performer, teacher and listener aimed to 
'engage music practitioners and demonstrate the many potential links between research 
and practice' (Davidson, 2004; 1). It draws on a wide range of research topics across the 
spectrum of music psychology in order to demonstrate and encourage the application of 
emerging theories to practical music making. The book Is divided Into five sections 
covering the different ways In which practitioners can use research, different research 
approaches centred on perception and cognition, how practitioners have explored their 
everyday work, musical Identity and Innovative research approaches. Within this, 
different perspectives are given from researchers, academics, performers and 
musicologists, many of whom work within musical performance but others who work as 
physicists and software engineers. Therefore a complete range of viewpoints on the 
application of theories of mUSic psychology Is presented. In 2007 Lehmann, Sloboda and 
W09(lv (2007) also sought to bring the academic field of music psychology to practising 
musicians. Their book Psychology for Musicians: Understanding and acquiring the skills 
focuses on aspects of music psychology that 
'should offer some points of reference for musldans In their activities as 
teachers or performers, or In their everyday lives at home where they practise, 
rehearse or play for their own entertainment.' 
(p.S) 
The book is presented in three sections covering musical learning, mUSical skUls and 
musical roles, allowing the music practitioner easy access to a psychological perSpective 
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on the area of music making of most interest to them. Interestingly, In their Introduction 
they state that 'musical skills are highly culture-specific' (p.6), acknowledging the 
Importance of the social context of music from the outset. 
In discussing musical performance, Davidson (1997; 211) states that 'sociocultural 
circumstances which have produced musical forms and styles have equally contributed to 
musical performance behaviours.' She goes on to discuss the role of others In 
performance behaviour, suggesting that other- people, whether In-the form of an 
audience or a teacher, are vital to facilitating a good perfo~ance. DaVidson, Hare and 
Sloboda (1997) also discuss the role of other people In the learning ot musical 
performance, stating that 'the role of other people Is vital In the music leamlrig prOcess' 
(p.197). Their findings suggest that in order to develop musical performanceskflls, 
specific environmental factors are needed, Including the opportunity to access a 
conducive practice enVironment. This Is echoed by Hallam (1998) and she goes on to 
suggest that the purpose of practice Is vital to the way the practice session should 
proceed (p.136). Pitts, Davidson and McPherson (2000) presented three case studies of 
young musicians In order to ascertain what practice strategies are used in the first year 
of learning. They found three very different approaches to practice. One case study 
showed a conscientious student who maintained enthusiasm throughout the practice 
seSSions, one time-wasting student who filled the practice session up with activities -such 
as changing reeds rather than making music and one uninterested student who 
appeared to be unenthused and unmotivated during her practice. They concluded that 
parents were vital In supporting children In practice and that teachers shoufd give' careful 
consideration as to what practice Is. Whilst research continues to show that parents do 
playa vital role In the musical development of children (McPherson, 20(9), Mills (2007;' 
174) also warns of the Implications of mlsguldecJ practice. She states that 1'0nethofJsand 
hours of the wrong sort of practice Is (at least) one thousand hours of wasted ttme.' 
Therefore, through considering musical partldpatlon, we are reminded of tlle Impo~'~~ 
ot the sodal context to mus'lc making. Within an Informal learning envIronment, pnictice 
, .•..• "". .' .",.j, . ,'" 
Is practise. Within a formal conservatolre learning envlronment~ practice Is rooted Irftt1. 
historical and cultural practices of the genre being studied. Wltilln a non;'Westem-
tradition, the activity of practise Is synonymous with learning. Reviewing the literature 
within the. field of music PSychology,sho~ tm!' complexlUeSof ~pPIVlng th~r'y' to . , 
practice. Although many different perspectiVes have been dtsCussed, the overtap in 
terms of soclo-cultural Influences on musical understanding Is paramount. In Hargreaves' 
definition of the developmental psychology of ~u!ilc.ln 1996 h~ gives a useful , : -<. 
explanation of the areas of cognltlve psycholOQY, ,c;ognltlve-~evelopmental psyC;ho.logy . 
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and behavioural psychology but he maintains that there are two main guiding principles 
to the application of these - that research should be theory-driven and that 'cognitive, 
social and affective aspects of development cannot be considered in isolation from one 
another' (Hargreaves, 1996; 50). 
:1:1.4 Adult Learning 
Hargreaves used research based on both school-aged children and adults to form his 
concept of the developmental psychology of music. The literature discussed above 
provides examples of research carried out on adult learners as well as school-aged and 
higher education music students. These studies have been taken from a music 
psychology perspective, showing how the learning process allows learners to engage 
with music. However, literature from an adult education perspective presents research 
on how music can used by adult learners to engage with the learning process, therefore 
the adult musical learner is presented with an emphasis on being a learner rather than 
on the music. Two such studies are Kaltoft (l997) and Aspln (2000). Kaltoft's research, 
first presented in 1988, focused on how music facilitates adult learning. The aim of the 
study was to conduct preliminary research to discover 'how music can be used to foster 
the learning process and how music serves as a catalyst for social action' (Kaltoft, 1997; 
212). Three community education programmes were selected for the study which 
demonstrated 'how music can be used as a catalyst for change, as a facilitator of 
personal empowerment, and as a medium for fostering the appreciation of cultural 
heritage' (p.212). A strong theme throughout the research was the participants' feelings 
of social connection through the programme of study, and the project highlighted a 
number of research questions surrounding whether this would occur in other community 
education programmes or whether It was unique to music. Kaltoft continued her research 
and presented the findings in her dissertation Music and Emandpatory Learning in three 
Community Education Programmes (Kaltoft, 1990). 
Aspin (2000) presented a discussion of the role of arts education In the changing 
learning environment of the 21st Century. He argues that as employment trends are 
changing and more people are finding themselves In part-time, short-term or contract 
work, 'our society is going to need to find ways other than full-time paid employment to 
occupy the time, energy and aspirations of significant numbers of its population' (p.76). 
Not only this, but communication and information technology have significantly changed 
the way In which people engage In learning. Learners have access to Information day 
and night and can retrieve and collate Information far more quickly and easily than ever 
before. This being the case learners now have more time to 'construct new thought 
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worlds for themselves: Innovative, imaginative and creative' (p.77), which has 
implications for the arts. He puts forward the case that arts programmes allow people to 
become Involved In their community and engage In lifelong learning because of their 
opportunities for 'social interaction and the practical enjoyment of creative activity that 
they offer' (p. 79). 
Both of these studies demonstrate the use of music within adult education and they both 
argue a case for engagement In adult learning programmes In order to engage with the 
socio-cultural environment. However, adult learning theories do not always come from a 
social perspective. Jarvis (1995) provides an overview of theoretical perspectives on 
adult learning, discussing andragogy as a popular concept In adult education as 
" developed by Knowles (Knowles, 1973, 1978, 1984, 1990; Knowles, Holton and 
Swanson, 1998). Andragogy was an attempt to provide a 'unifying theory' of adult 
learning (Cross, 1981; 220) and Is based on five key assumptions centred on the 
suggestion that adults learn differently to children (Knowles, 1990). These key 
assumptions highlight the Individualistic tendencies of adults; children 'expect the 
teacher to firmly direct their leamlng, motivate them, and be responsible for assessing 
al/ the leamlng~ andragogy Is 'more leamer centred' and the adult learner possesses 
'self-direction, autonomy, responsibility for decisions, resources of experience, 
performance of social roles and Immediacy of application of action' (Deveei, 2007; 17-
18). 
However, these definitions of how children and adults learn do not seem to allow tbr any 
cross-over: can an adult learn through pedagogy and can a child learn through 
, ' 
andragogy? There Is no discussion as to why a chlld'cannot be self-directed and why ari 
adult cannot be teacher-directed. Neither is there an allowance fOr adults who do not fit 
the assumptions. 
Knowles, Holton and Swanson (1998; 153) responded to these crltldsms by Stating that 
'the andragoglcal principles are powerful but Incomplete descriptions of adults' leamlng 
behaviour' a~d that In practice the principles are flexible, outlining three new" 
perspectives on adult learning that help to explain andragogy. These are 
j ::-~ 
\ . \ ~ 
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• Taking Into account Individual differences, such as cognitive controls, 
dependence, interdependence and personality. 
• Consideration of learning how to learn through three dimensions: different kinds 
of learning such as personal learning and natural learning; aspects of learning 
defined as emotion, reason and action; and domains of learning given as 
technical, social and developmental. 
• The application of life-span development perspectives that outline the different 
approaches and attitudes to learning at different stages in life. 
(from Knowles, Holton and Swanson, 1998) 
Although a reference to the social dimension is made, within andragogy 'the focus ... is 
the adult learner's experience, considered to be the foundation and most important 
resource for learning' but 
'There is no recognition that selves might be socially located and no recognition 
that self and others are mutually constitutive within relations. All social 
relationships are seen as inherently manipulative functioning to distort the 
autonomy and agency of persons. ' 
(Usher, Bryant and Johnston, 1997; 95) 
Rodgers (1986; 99) states that 'learning is individual'yet continues to talk about how 
most of us learn in groups. However, andragogy rejects the role that others play in 
learning. 
'The rejection of otherness means that andragogy cannot have a conception of 
experience as culturally constructed, pre-interpreted, complex and multl-
stranded.' 
(Usher, Bryant and Johnston, 1997; 96) 
The above discussion of musical learning has shown that the soclo-cultural environment 
Is paramount to learning. Therefore, a theory that does not take into account the 
complex, cultural construction of experience also does not consider the Importance of 
the social self and how learning occurs In the social plane. Moreover, If we are analysing 
learning using activity theory, where the unit of analysis is the relationship between the 
Individual and the socio-cultural environment, a theory that places the individual at the 
centre cannot be used. 
Other theories of adult learning do take Into consideration the soclo-cultural 
environment. Uke andragogy, Mezirow's (1991) theoretical perspective places 
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experience at the centre of learning, although It Is the ability of an adult to reflect upon 
their experiences, taking Into account the SOCial enVironment, that enables learning to 
take place. Freire (2000) also takes experience of the soclo-cultural environment Into 
account In his theory of pedagogy, however his viewpoint is that the socio-cultural 
environment Is oppressive and Individuals transform through oppression created by the 
environment. White (2005) discusses experienttal learning In relatton to adults, 
highlighting the link between the Individual and their society. He says that social change 
can occur as a result of the learning experience as 'Individuals lind society become 
empowered through the relationship between personal learning and public participation, , 
also that personal development stems from Interpersonal experiences (p.34). 
Fenwick and Tennant (2004; 55-6) present three assumptions about adult learning. 
1. No one theory Is better than another as there Is no generic adult learner. 
2. Learning does not occur In a vacuum. 
3. The learner is not separable from the educator. 
With these three assumptions In mind, they present four processes of learning. 
, ' 
• Learning as acquisition. 
• Lellming as reflection. 
• Practice-based community learning. 
• Learning as an embodied co-emergent process. 
:, 
These learning processes place·teamlng firmly within thesodo-cultural,context. Leamlag 
as acquisition focuses on knowledge and strategies and how these strategies are formed 
through Interaction between the Individual and the enVironment, raising questions of 
how knowledge is transferred amongst groups and then reconstructed.· LeamJng as 
reflection places the Interpretation of lived experience' at the forefront o'teamt~g~ 
considering how'people construct their own unique knowledge. Practice-based 
community learning Is centred on communlttes of practice and leglttmate peripheral 
partlclpatton (see II.2.b Communities of Practice, page 8). Leamlrtg as an embodf8d eo-
emergent process' ~uSes on the connection between Individuals In lfie'sOclal 
environment and thatleaml'ng emerges as II result of this (FenWick ahdTennant, 20(4) . 
. - :. ' 
, i , , ~ , 
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11.5 Motivation 
'The most frequently asked question a motivational psychologist hears in the 
school is 'how can I motivate my students?' The same question, however, can 
be asked in a different way, namely; 'How can I create the conditions under 
which students can motivate themselves?' 
(Reeve, Deci and Ryan, 2004; 53) 
In Wristen's (2006) study of what motivates adult piano students, she considers whether 
a community plano programme can provide the same motivational stimulus as a choir or 
a band programme by studying the goals, attitudes and motivations of the students In 
the programme. Her findings suggest that there Is a strong link between the behaviours 
of the instructor and student motivation and also that the group environment was 
'overwhelmingly deemed to be a positive experience' (p.402). She concludes that 'more 
research concerning the social motivation of group music partiCipation is warranted' 
(pA03). 
As discussed above (II.2.c Activity Theory, page 9), Activity Theory provides a lens 
through which to view activity in terms of the Interactions between an Individual and 
their object through mediation using tools. The activity system as presented by 
Engestrom (Engestr6m, 1999; 31) allows us to view these Individual Interactions 
alongside the Interactions that occur between the individual and the social context. 
Within the activity system, a person may interact with different aspects of the soclo-
" 
cultural environment whilst attempting to fulfil a personal object. The soclo-cultural 
environment is as important as the Individual. Nardi (1997; 73) says that 'actions are 
goal-directed processes that must be undertaken to fulfil the object.' So, If this Is the 
case, activity theory must accept that In undertaking actions to reach an object, a 
person Is setting themselves goals. The outcome of this Is the achievement of these 
goals. The discuS$lon of the motivational theories used to underpin my research 
presented below firstly looks at personal motivation. Personal motivation needs to be 
understood in order to understand the basic level of the activity system, the Interactions 
between the subject, object and tools. Secondly, a discussion of motivation theories that 
are concerned with achievement and goals Is presented, drawing out the elements of 
these theories that relate to the soclo-cultural perspective of achievement. Finally, a 
discussion of motivational theories that are concerned with aspects of the concept of 
'self' Is presented. In terms of this study, the 'self' Is Interpreted as the 'social self' and I 
shall demonstrate the aspects of these theories that place the 'self' firmly within the 
socio-cultural environment. 
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11.5.a Persona' motivation 
Personal motivation has many factors ranging from Individual thoughts and beliefs to 
experience within the soclo-cultural envlronmt!nt and many theoriSts have presented 
frameworks within which to view these. Early theories of motlvatlollwere concerned with 
Initial Ideas of hedonistic motivation, motivation through pleasure and pain, and drive 
motivation based on basic needs such as hunger (Latham, 2007). In the early part of the 
century, drive motivation theories were based on experiments with rats (such as 
Simmons, 1924). These experiments showed that when rats were starved,they were 
able to solve a maze to reach food quicker than when they were not starved. Tolman 
(1925, 1932) suggested that as the rats behaved differently depending on the type of 
food and whether or not the food completely satisfied their hunger, there must be 
different motivational factors based on the value the rats placed on the end result. These 
Initial theories of Tolman Influenced drive and expectancy/value theories. Hull (1943) 
and Spence (1956) developed the theory that need deprivation was a driving force and 
motivated behaviour according to the specific need. For example, when someone Is 
hungry, they need food. They will then eat food In order to satisfy their hunger. The 
more their hunger Is satisfied, the weaker the drive lSi so as the need deprivation 
decreases, so does the motivation; lewin (1938), on the other hand, developed Tolman's 
Ideas by suggesting a motivational sequence of need, Incentive and behaviour. He 
Introduced the concept of Incentive In terms of expectancy and value. Skinner (1953) 
develoPed a motivational theory again based on the Initial experimentS of Simmons but 
comlngfrorri'the perspective that you cannot know hoW sOmeone will react to satfsfying 
a need, or achlevlrig a goal, If they have not reached that'gOaI yet. Tiu!..efote his ,". 
relnforcerrierit theory Is based on drfve theory but Introduces retnrOW:ers - consequences 
that follow' an ~ctlon or behaviour. 
These theories however are centred on Individual drive and needs and do noft21kelnto 
account the socro'-cUltu'Rir '.mvlronment. For exali'tple,' If a person Is htingry, theY are 
motivated to eat, but "';hat If the person Is not hungry but Is wIthin a sodal enVIronment, 
where the cultural-hiStorical practices 'Of that society deem that they eat as'part of a 
sOcial act? The motivation to eat moves ftombelng for persOnal need to betngforsOclal' 
n~.'
Maslow (1987) developed a hierarchical needs theory of motlvatlorrba~ on 17' 
p~posltlons:' Th~indude' uritOnsclous motivation, means'to'end motlv8tlori,mumple : 
[ '(i.' t. • ","~, "'. '. ". ". .' , ,,,' '. I
motivations, 'the ImPoSSibility of liStIng drives, satisfactions generating new mottVat16n~ . 
environment and Integrated action (pp.3-30). Maslow's theory is that there lire five 
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different types of need that motivate human behaviour, arranged from lowest to highest 
(figure 2). The lowest needs must be fulfilled before the higher needs can be. The 
highest need, self-actualization, is the recognition that 'a musician must make music, an 
artist must paint, a poet must write, if he is to be ultimately happy. What a man can be, 
he must be' (Maslow, 1943; 382). This can only be satisfied when the other needs have 
been satisfied. In other words, a person will be what she must be when she Is fed, 
watered, in good health, safe and secure, loved, belongs and has self-respect and 
respect for others. Therefore, these needs are motivators for behaviour. 
Figure 2 - Maslow's hierarchy of needs 
Highest Self-actualization Acceptance of facts, morality, 
spontaneity etc. 
Esteem Confidence, achievement, respect 
etc. 
Belonging and love Friendship, family, sexual 
relations etc. 
Safety Security in family, health, 
employment etc. 
Lowest Physiological Food, sleep, to breathe etc. 
Whilst the two poles of this hierarchy of needs are concerned with individual need, 
moving from dependence on physiological needs to Independence In becoming what one 
must be, safety, belonging and love and esteem are all based on needs that can only be 
gained by Interaction with the socio-cultural environment. Safety and belonging place 
the individual within a social unit such as a family or a workplace and esteem Is gained 
by positive interaction with this social unit. Vernon (1969; 95) says that 
'the tendency of human beings to form and belong to social groups Is aimed 
fundamentally at the attainment of security [but] group membership 
undoubtedly affords much more than protection against insecurity; It gives 
positive satisfaction and pleasure.' 
Once a person is secure and satisfied within the social unit, they can pursue self-esteem 
by utilising the environment around them. Malsow (1997; 22) says that 'self-esteem is 
based on deserved respect from others.' Interaction with soclo-cultural practices In a 
way that Is deemed as positive by others is vital In creating this respect. 
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Therefore, Maslow's hierarchy of needs can be viewed as pursujt of Independence 
through self-actualization by embedding oneself In the soclo-cultural environment. In 
striving for personal Independence, a person Is also striving to achieve ultimate 
happiness. Therefore, as Vernon (1969; 121) says, 'independence and achievement are 
closely related together.' 
II.S.b Achievement and gOllIs 
McClelland (1961) outlined three different types of motivational need: Achievement 
Motivation, Authority/Power Motivation and Affiliation Motivation. Within this, he 
acknowledged subconscious motiVes as Important factors In Achievement Motivation. His 
main work centred on Achievement Motivation, the key being the selection of realistic 
goals. Four motivational factors Influence the attainment of these goals: competition, 
reaching the goal, evaluation of performance and working towards long-term goals. 
When a person sets themselves a goal, firstly It needs to be realistic in order for the 
motivation to be strongest. Then, through Interaction with competition, the ability to 
evaluate progression towards the goal, actually reaching the goal and then being able to 
use this to set a sustainable, long-term goal, a person will be motivated to continue with 
the pursuit of the goal. Fundamental to Achievement Motivation Is the premise that 
achievement Is an Incentive. People take pride In their achievements and that then 
motivates them to achieve. How the person expects to achieve, and what value they 
place on their achievements will affect the outcome. If a person has a low expectation of 
success, and they succeed, the outcome will be enhanced pride, and therefore 
motivation will be higher. Individual motives also have an . Impact on the amount of 
motivation that Is gained from achieving a task. The other side to this Is avoidance 
where a person will actively avoid a situation for fear of failure. 
Vernon (1969) built on these Ideas In relation to social groups. He says that 'children and 
adults are motivated to behave In such a way as to seek the society of others and to 
attain social approvlllllnd acceptance' (p.94). He put achievement motivational factors 
Into the context of memberShip of groups, discussing: 
• Competition between group members as well as with oneself. 
•. How performance can be evaluated In the group situation and the ~ ~IS has 
on self-esteem. 
• How aspiration motivates people to achieve their goals. 
• How sentiment for a group helps to maintain pride and protects people from 
contempt, disapproval and frustration thus helping them to achieve their goals. 
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This provides a framework within which to view the motivational factors related to 
achievement within the group context. 
A more recent model of achievement motivation has been developed bV Dweck and 
Leggett (1988) in terms of a social cognitive approach to motivation. Thev say that 'the 
goals individuals are pursuing create the framework within which they interpret and 
react to events' (p.39s). These goals are divided into two categories, performance goals 
and learning goals. Performance goals are the result of people wanting to gain 
favourable judgements of their competence and learning goals are where people want to 
Improve their competence. Their investigations centred on why people in the same 
situation embarked on different types of goals so as to present a model of motivation 
based on an individual's pattern of response to goals and the set-up of goals based on 
individual self-concept. Thev then applied this model to the social domain investigating 
the types of goals in terms of whether social competence Is fixed or malleable. A key 
concept in their social cognitive model is the Interpretation of the social world by the 
individual. Thev say that 'individuals hold Implicit theories about the characteristics of 
other people, places and things, and that these theories will predict the goals that they 
adopt vis-a-vis these external variables' (p.271) and therefore the SOCial environment is 
a key factor in the pursuit of different types of goals. 
These two strands of achievement motivation, McOelland's approach/avoidance 
perspective and the more recent social cognitive perspective of performance/learning (or 
mastery), were brought together bV Elliot and Church (1997). They conducted two 
experiments to test a framework of mastery, performance-approach and performance 
avoidance motivation that was a combination of the two strands. Their findings 
demonstrated a hierarchical model based on the two fundamental motives of 
achievement motivation and fear of failure. This model was further tested and developed 
by Elliot and McGregor (1999, 2001). The 1999 study applied the model to students 
undertaking examinations and in 2001 a 2x2 achievement goal framework was 
presented, plaCing competence at the heart of achievement motivation 'and taking Into 
account a fourth element of mastery-avoidance goals. The resulting framework of 
mastery-approach, mastery-avoidance, performance-approach, performance-avoidance 
goals was tested In three studies and was found to be supported in each test (Elliot and 
McGregor, 2001) 
Dweck and Elliot (2005) drew together recent research on achievement motivation, 
placing competence as Its core concept. 'They presented the research In five areas, the 
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centrality of competence, developmental Issues, contextual Influences, demographics 
and culture, and self-regulatory processes; Within self-regulatory processes, Wheeler 
and Suls (200S) discussed SOCial comparison and how this affected self-evaluation of 
competence. They consider the role of 'superstars' and 'superflops' and the aSSimilative 
or contrastive effects that they produce and conclude that 'perceptions of competence 
and motivation are strongly influenced by social comparisons', however 
'every social comparison presents both the pull of assimilation and the push of 
contrast. Which process predominates depends upon the person ~ degree of 
freedom and flexibility to make strategic comparisons. ' 
(p.S76) 
In other words, a person will build their perception of whether they will succeed or fall at 
',' . 
a task, and therefore determine which type of goal they will set themselves, based on 
comparison with others In the social environment. 
Other theories also take Into account the role of other people and the socla~ environment 
In achievement motivation. Attribution Theory Is based on thepe~elved attributes of the 
success or failure of a task. There are two st~nds; intrapersonal motivation a.nd 
Interpersonal motivation. Intrapersonal motivation relates to how a person expects to 
. . ~ . . 
succeed or fail and encompasses emotions concerned with self-esteem, shame and guilt. 
Intrapersonal motivation relates to other people's perceptions of how a person will 
succeed or fall and Is concerned w,lth emotions such as ang,er and guilt. The,'two 
'. " , : I 1 
motivational systems are closely Intertwined and Interactive' (Weiner, 2004; 21) and a 
person will Judge success or failure based on whether they were In control (I should have 
pa$Sed the exam, but did not), which may generate guilt or shame, or whether the 
. ' 
failure was uncontrollable (I was not prepared enough by my teacher for the exam, so I 
, . .~. , , 
failed), which may generate anger. These attributions then generate .motlvatlf?n . 
a~cortUng to the perceptions of the Individual and other members of their soclo-cultural 
envlronment= . 
, 'Culture,dem.ographlcs, personal history and the !Ike determine for example, 
the goals' for which one Is striving; the definition' of II suCcess and faIlure; what' ", , 
Is expected and Important; what information Is used to determine ClIsuallty; 
the causes salient to the person; where a caUSiJ Is placed /n dimensional space; 
~~~" 
(Weiner, 1994;.23) :. 
Linked to this Is goal setting theory. Goal Setting Theory Is 'based on the premise that 
much human act/on Is purposeful, in that It Is directed by conscious goals' (Locke and 
Latham; 1994; 14), and explains motivation through the ability of a person to set an 
• • 4.') 
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attainable goal. As with Dweck and Leggett's (2005) study above, goals are categorised 
as either performance goals that show competence, or mastery goals (called learning 
goals by Dweck and Leggett) that develop competence. Through the mediation of goal 
effects on Intrinsic motivation, it has been demonstrated that different people react 
differently to each type of goal and that goal setting can enhance Interest in enjoyable 
activities (Elliot and Haracklewicz, 1994). However, unlike Achievement Motivation, it is 
based on 'the relationship to aspiration rather than the relation of outcome to 
expectation that determines affect' (Locke, 1967; 125). The content and the Intensity of 
the goal are important factors in the achievement of the goal. 'People with very specific 
goals show less variation in performance than people with vague goals' (Lock and 
Latham, 1994; 16) and when people believe that they can achieve the goal, and they 
feel that the goal is important, commitment is enhanced. Within this, feedback from 
others within the social environment Is a vital part of the goal setting process as a 
person will use the feedback to ascertain whether they have met the standard that they 
set themselves (Lock and Latham, 1994). 
II.S.c: The 'self' and the 'social self' 
'A person is intrinsically motivated if he performs an activity for no apparent 
reward other than the activity itself. Extrinsic motivation, on the other hand, 
refers to the performance of an activity because it leads to external rewards' 
(Decl, 1972; 113). 
Dec! (1971, 1972) found that intrinsic motivation changed when external reinforcements 
were Introduced. When a reward such as money was Introduced to an activity that had 
been Instigated through Intrinsic motivation, then Intrinsic motivation reduced. However, 
rewards such as love and SOCial approval did not have the same effect. This began the 
development of Cognitive Evaluation Theory, explaining how external reinforcements, or 
events, affect Intrinsic motivation. Alongside this Is Basic Needs Theory, based on a 
person's psychological need for: 
• Autonomy: the need for experiencing behaviour as coming from the self. 
• Competence: the need to be effective In Interactions with the environment 
• Relatedness: the need to establish close bonds and secure attachments with 
others. 
These two theories have been used to form a continuum of motivation known as Self-
Determination Theory. The contlnu~m moves from amotlvatlon (not self-~etermln~), 
through extrinsic motivation to intrinsic motivation (fully self-determlned~ and a dialectic 
framework is presented showing Individual and soclo-cultural factors that determine 
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where a person lies In the continuum (Reeve et al., 2004). This theory also shows the 
Integration of the soclo-cultural context into self-determination theories. 
Bandura (1997; 160) argues that 'people's level of motivation, affective states, and 
actions are based more on what they believe than on what is objectively the case.' Self-
efficacy Is concerned with people's beliefs of how well they can perform. Successes raise 
self-efficacy whereas failure can lower it. Self-efficacy comes from four areas: 
• Mastery experiences: If someone masters something, they will believe that they 
can continue to master It - failure can undermine this. 
• Vicarious experiences: when someone sees their peers succeeding at something, 
they will believe that they also can succeed. 
• Social persuasion: when someone'ls told that they can do something, they are 
more likely to believe that they can succeed. 
• Physiological and emotional states: emotional states such ~s stress' and tension 
will affect a person's belief In what they can do. 
Self-efficacy has been linked with personal goal settl~g i~that If a':~~r50n 'pe'rcelves'that 
they can succeed in something, they will set higher goals for themselves (Locke and 
latham, 1994):,Self .. efflcacy is also fundamental to, Social Cognitive TheOry In ~at 
through self-efficacy, people can control events' and behaviours (Schunk and Pajares, 
2004). It Is Important to note the difference between self-efficacy and self-esteem. 
'Perceived efficacy Is a judgement of capability; self-esteem Is • judgement of self-
worth. They are entirely different phenomenon' (Bandura, 200~; 309). Self-efficacy has 
also been linked with Goal Setting Theory. As Bendura shows that self efficacy has a 
direct effect on performance, locke and Latham (1994) also report the saa:ne direct 
effect. on goals; 
" '" 
.-.t ' " . " 
Self-schemata and possible self theories deal with how judgements about the self guide 
behaviour and motivation. 'Self-schf#lT1ata are cognitive generaJ/~atlons abo,utthe self 
derived from past experience, thllt OTgllnlze lind guide the processing of the self-rellJted 
information contained In an Individual's social experlence'(Markus, 1,917i~~). People 
will develop self-schemata based on their own opinions of themselves. These opinions 
will then guide the behaviour of the person In future events. For example, If In the past a 
person has not been frightened when 'faced with a spider, others~may hlivelO1d that:-· 
person that they are brave and so the person will look at their past behavloUrandwtfl ' . 
cOnsider themselves as brave. Therefore; 'If a similar SltUatlona~, that1'ersOn IS more 
, .. ~ ' .. 
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likely to act bravely, and remove a spider from someone who is frightened by the spider. 
The information that the person has of their previous behaviour in this situation acts as a 
basis for future judgements on how to act in the same situation. It is organised and 
categorised so that the person does not have to process complex information before 
acting. Self-schemata has also been linked with Attribution Theory In that a person will 
be able to make a judgement on the attributes of reaching a goal based on self-
schemata (Markus, 1977). The concept of possible selves is based on self-schemata. A 
possible self Is a mental image that a person will form of who they could be In the 
future; I am now a doctoral student, I could be a professor. These images will be based 
on self-schemata developed through socio-cultural experiences and will influence future 
behaviour providing 'the essential link between the self-concept and motivation' (Markus 
and Nurius, 1986; 954). 
Recent criticism of motivation theories have been aimed at their Individualistic nature. 
McInerney and Van Etten (2004; 1) claim that 'many theories of motivation and learning 
appear to be written in a sociocultural vacuum.' However, 'motivation is not independent 
of context' (Galloway et al., 2004; 89) and although on the surface these theories are 
based around the self, they are fundamentally rooted In the soclo-cultural environment 
and looking closely at the theories as outlined above, they cannot exist without the 
soclo-cultural environment. Weiner's Attribution Theory is based upon Intrapersonal 
theory and Interpersonal theory; if Interpersonal theory Is based on how others think, 
feel and behave then surely this is embedded In the soclo-cultural environment. Self-
Determination Theory has socio-cultural factors built Into Its framework, enabling a 
person to move from amotlvatlon to IntrinSic motivation and back again. Self-efficacy 
takes Into account social persuasion and schemata are built from experiences within the 
social world. In the same way that activity can be viewed from an Individual and SOCiO-
cultural perspective In activity theory, Individual and socIo-cultural factors are not 
divorced when considering motivation in this thesiS. 
ZZ.6 Zdentlty 
Taylor and Hallam (2008) discuss motivation and Identity in relation to research on 
mature adult plano students. They present a case for linking together musical learning, 
motivation and adult musical Identity through a discussion of the value that adults place 
on their own musical skill (self-efficacy) and how t"'ey construct their own musical 
identity, stating that 'during their learning they can shift themselves from music-listener 
to mUSic-practitioner, a huge shift in identity' (p.287). They conclude that 
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'adult musical identity can be expressed, constructed and sustained when 
lifelong musical expenence, expectations and understanding actively feed Into 
musical participation and learning and are enhanced by It. ' 
(p.301) 
If this Is the case, Identity must be taken Into account when discussing the learning 
processes Involved In mUSical parttdpatlon. 
With the rise of research into the psychology of music (see 11.3 Music Psychology, page 
13), research on Identity within music and music education has also Increased. 
MacDonald, Hargreaves and Mlell (2002) bring together previous research oneS present a 
collection of articles covering issues concerning the importance of developing musical ' 
Identities so as to show the role that music plays In self-identity. These cover Issues of 
musical Identity related to the performer, asking the question 'What makes a performer?' 
(Davidson, 2002) and the Impact that performing In the school environment through 
extracurricular activities has on perceptions of Identity (Lamont" 2002). Also; Issues of 
how Identities are developed through music are covered, such as the ctutllenges that " 
national Identity defined through music pose for music education (Folkestaad, 2002) as", 
well as youth culture and how research on Individual identity status contrasts with that 
concerning social Identities (Tarrant, North and Hargreaves, 2002). 
The relationship between musical Identity and different social and a.tItural: groups has 
been explored widely In recent years. Sutton (1991) explored regional identity throll9h 
an analysis of the different traditions of Javanese gameten music. He, found that 
although there Js a strong sense of regional Identity shown thl'OUQR the different 
traditions of Javanese music, when a musldan from one region plays mustc from another 
they are not attempting to reconstruct their Identity, but merely engaging, with the mus~ 
purely for ItsmusJcal qualities. Therefore, although different traditions are linked tol 
different areas, they are not the sole defining feature of the identity of a musldan from 
that area. Musical meanings can span geographical boundaries and be recontextuallsed 
by musicians with different regional Identities (pp.239-240). 
Recent Interest In musical Identity has surrounded music and the creation of national 
Identities. i<~app' (200S) looked at the Amerlcan~uslcal ana constdered the roots' of the 
genre and how It has deVeloped, the role of the musleal)n defining :An,e'rlca arld how the 
. - '. . ~, . '.; I. . '." . 1 t .., , 
Musical has dealt with social Issues such as race andethnldty and war. 'Slmlfarly, 
. , . - . . -. . . . I ~; . - .' ., . 
Applegate and Potter (2002) consider the role of music In the creation of the German ' 
n~tlo~alldentity. They p~nt a collea.on of studles"lookirig at a ~Ide rahge:of IsSues 
from the Intimations of utopia In Schumann's late choral work, An1encan'J~zz and th~ 
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Cold War, Postwar German popular music and the role of opera in constructing a 
Germanic musical tradition so as to ascertain how music came to be so closely 
associated with Germany or 'Germanness' (p.2). Taking a different angle, Biddle and 
Knights (2007) drew together research on world popular musics and the effect of 
globalisation on identities so as to examine the role of the nation in the musical identities 
created by the music. They say that within an environment where globalisatlon, 
territorial breakdown, transmigration and the formation of cultural hybrids, the nation 
remains a crucial but ambivalent category for understanding how cultural texts function 
in the construction of personal and collective Identities' (p.l). Whiteley, Bennett and 
Hawklngs (2005) focus on popular music culture and national Identity Is an 
acknowledgement that, In searching for social and cultural meanings in popular music, 
an examination of the urban and rural space is also needed. They present research on 
national culture in terms of the role of music In the creation of Identities In the Balkans, 
Crete and a discussion of reggae and rastafari as well as the role of rap and hip-hop in 
creating cultural identity and of gender-related musical identity Issues In the 
technological environment of music production. 
Other studies within popular music culture have shown the Impact of different genres of 
music on SOCial groups in terms of developing an identity. Pillsbury's (2006) study of the 
rock group Metallica looks at the group's role within the genre of thrash metal in terms 
of the development of a performing style and how artists target social groups so as to 
form an identity In order to sell their recordings. Leonard's (2007) perspective on rock 
music deals with issues related to gender. She traces the development of girl-power and 
considers the role of the media and the internet, Indudlng self-promotion, In the creation 
of a socially constructed female Identity. Kaminski and Taylor (2008) look at the role of 
music in relation to the identity of drag artists and how different songs formed multiple 
identity functions. They discuss these songs In terms of the ritual of performance and the 
interpretation of these rituals within the culture that they are performed. In other words, 
the meanings aSsociated with the songs themselves and the performance of the songs 
that are specific to the community within which they are performed. They found that 
when drag artists moved from the 'gay community' Into 'mainstream Community', the 
'music enables the drag performers to highlight the differences amongst audience 
members while creating a space for the coexistence of disparate col/ectlve identities' 
(p.69). As with Sutton's (199l) study above, Kaminski and Taylor show that music has 
different meanings to people from a different socIo~cultural environment, but that It can 
also be used as a tool of social protest by constructing collective Identities. 
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Rentfrow and Gosling (2007) look at the stereotypes about fans of different genres of 
music. Through two studies of college students, they considered what the stereotypes 
are and whether they were .accurate. They found that there are' robust and dearly 
defined music-stereotypes associated with a range of musical genres' and that 'many of 
these stereotypes also possess grains of truth' (p.323). If there ere grains of truth in the 
musical stereotypes amongst college students, then It may be possible to understand the 
Identltres of followers of certain genres of music. 
In order to gain a deeper understanding of young people's music Identities, Hargreaves 
and Marshall'S (2003) Investigation Into muslcalleaming in and out of school used the 
concept of ' musical Identities to explore a failing trend In the take-up of optional school 
music courses. Using two studies, one of students' attitudes of curriculum music and one 
of teacher Identities, they placed··students' musical Identities alongside teachers' musical· 
Identities to ascertain whether there was a correlation between how dosely linked the 
Identities of both the students and teachers were and the take-up of school music 
courses. They suggest two applications to their findings, firstly so as to understand 
people's musical behaviour from an 'Inside' perspective and secondly to develop models 
of how music education may work In the future. The modet that they propose (2003; 
273) has 
'three types of outcome, namely mus/CiJI-artlstlc, personlll and soc/akultural, 
and describes some potential overlaps and Interactions between these three 
broad types. These all converge at the centre of the model towards self-
Identity. ' 
..... : 
Stating that 'this might be seen as the ultimate outcome of music education. ' In other 
words, rather than Identity steering youn~ people towards or away from _~uslc 
educatlo~, mUSIC education should steer young pepple ~oward~ developing their own 
identity. ,. 
What these studl.es all show Is tha~ Identity and specifically musical Identity Is 
constructed In relation to the soclo-cultural environment. From the definition of a 
, • . :;: '. ':, " ..' . , ' • ' • t ~ : . ~ .:: '.",' ,,: \..' .• 
national Identity throljgh musical theatre In Ameljca to ,the rol~. of girl-power In rock 
music, different genres bring with them different Identities. However, It Is clear that 
. \ .. . ( . . '" . . ~'. 
ml.lslc can have dltrerent.meanlngs In different c:ultures. Moreover, music can bring 
. , ','. ..' . - ' ~ ; ")',' . . ':' " -; '; . .~: . 
',. 
together disparate .Identities In one collectiv, mus.lcalld4!ntlty., The significance of this to 
'. ' ' , ' , •.• '..:!,.: '.;;':'-' .' ,.' ",,:" 
a study of the learning processes wlt!)ln an ensemble Is that within. th~ ensemble there 
• I' . • i,.. • . 
may be a mixture of different identities, but through the music people can be joined 
together and a new collective Identity specific to the soclo-cultural environment of that 
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ensemble can be built. The music may have different meanings for different members of 
the group, but it Is stili the same music and therefore, the music Is the binding factor of 
the group. 
11.6 •• Identity within. socio-cultur.' framework 
Through this discussion of the literature, I have presented the theoretical context for this 
thesis. The examination of the learning ensemble through this research takes a socio-
cultural perspective, and Identity Is a key theme running through the literature. The 
elements of cultural psychology used are Zones of Proximal Development, Activity 
Theory and Communities of Practice. Within this, 'Issues of identity are an integral aspect 
of a social theory of learning' as 'the concept of identity serves as a pivot between the 
social and the individual' (Wenger, 1998; 146). The creation and maintenance of Identity 
within the community of practice Is a key aspect of participation in that community and 
Wenger (1998, 149) draws parallels between practice and Identity, summarising that 
identity Is characterised as: 
• Negotiated experience: we define who we are by the ways we experience 
ourselves through participation as well as by the ways we and others relty 
ourselves. 
• Community membership: we define who we are by the familiar and unfamiliar. 
• Learning trajectory: we define who we are by where we have been and where we 
are going. 
• Nexus of multimembership: we define who we are by how we reconcile our 
various forms of membership Into one Identity. 
• A relation between the local and global: we define who we are by negotiating 
local ways of belonging to broader constellations and of manifesting broader 
styles and discourses. 
This being the case, if the purpose of this thesis Is to discuss a social theory of learning, 
Identity must be an Integral part of this. 
It is clear to see the role of Identity in discussions surrounding formal and Informal 
learning environments. Many of the social contexts of music learning are also discussed 
in relation to musical identity. For example, Westerlund discusses the apprenticeship 
model used by garage rock bands and Leonard talks of the spread of the 'riot grrrl 
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network,2 through bands performing with and learning from each other. Identity afso 
features In the work Green (2001) and Pitts (200Sa). As discussed earlier, Pitts discusses 
In detail the formation of musical Identities and compares the Identities of undergraduate 
music students with adults who are participating In music outside of Institutional music 
education. Green (2001) also considers the construction of music Identities In relation to 
the careers of popular musicians. Marshall (2008) developed a framework of contlnuums 
of formal and Informal learning to explore whether a school pupil would be likely to opt 
In or out of school music. This was based on his previous research Into musical Identities, 
" 
discussed above. Therefore there Is a close link between Issues of Identity and 
Interaction with the SOCial learning environment. 
An Integral part of many theories of motivation Is Identity. Self-etTIcacy Is' fundamentally 
about self-belief, within self-belief there must be a construct of Identity. Wigfield and 
Wagner (200S) have discussed Identity In relation to Achievement Motivation Stating that 
'adolescents' Identity development has important Implications for the development of' 
their competence and motivation' (p.223). In this discussion they considered the role of 
the social environment on Identity construct and self-emcacy and how this affected 
adolescents' views of their own competencies. The role of Identity Is also significant In 
Possible Selves and the relationship between motivation and Identity in terms of 
temporal comparisons Is conSidered to be a key factor (Strahan and Wilson, 2006). 
Similarly with Attribution Theory and Goal Setting Theory, they must involve a person 
constructing an Identity so that they can assess their expectations, know what' a real'lstic 
goal looks like and so on. As discussed above, these theories also aCknoWle'dge the .' 
soclo-cultural environment as a contributing factor In motivation. Therefore, If Identity Is 
Integral to motivation, It too has to be embedded In' the soclo-cultural environment. ,. 
What Is Identity other than your view of yourself within a given cOntext and how you 
think other people within that context view you? 
Hallam (2002) synthesised research on musical motivation, enCompassing Identity In 
terms of self-concept, in relation to the participation In musical actlvltles. She suggests 
that 'much of the research on motivation in music has not been em~d(ied' within 
motivational research paradigms or theoretical positions' (p.232). She 'presents amode1 
of motivation in music based on a synthesis of motivational theory showing the 
Interactions between Individual and environmental factors determining motivation, 
:', ., 
., ' 
2 The 'riot grml network' was a feminist network of Indle roCk bands that was developed 
In America during the 19905 In response tocriUdsms·of·the:masaJIIneQJlture oUndle ... 
rock music. Promoted through gigs and events, the network comprised bands from the 
'underground' music scene and aimed to encourage females to assert themselves 
through underground music. 
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shown in figure 3. Within the context of the learning ensemble, Hallam's framework 
would suggest an interaction between the group and the Individual through a complex 
set of ideals and aspirations relating to the individual's position, or Identity, within that 
group. 
Figure 3 - Hallam's model of motivation 
Enduring Individual 
behavloura. 
characteristics 
• Temperament 
• Personality 
• Gender 
Cognitive characteristics 
of the Individual 
• Intelligence 
• Cognitive styles 
• Metacognitlve skills 
• Beliefs about learning 
and ability 
~_\~----. 
Malleable aspects of ,Cognitive processes 
the personality and 
self-concept 
• Ideal self 
• Possible selves 
• Self-esteem 
• Self-efficacy 
rG=-o-a~ls-a-n-d~a~lm--s------~~ 
• Aspi rations 
• Su oals 
• Interpretation of 
input from the 
environment. 
• Attributions of 
success and 
failure. 
The environment 
• Place 
• Time 
• Societal 
demands 
• Culture and 
subcultures 
• Family 
• Friends 
• Place of work 
or study 
Motivation to behave 
In particular ways or 
undertake particular 
tasks 
Direct influences of rewards and punishments from 
the environment 
(Hallam, 2002; 233) 
This study then embraces identity as an Integrated feature of the soclo-cultural 
environment. By taking into account the social perspective of Identity, I can view the 
subject both as individual with an individual identity and as social with a social identity In 
the same way that the activity system accepts that activity is both Individual and social. 
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Ratner (1997: 53-4) states that 
'Since positivistic methods are Inadequate for cultural psychology, better 
methods are required that will reveal the cultural quality of psychological 
phenomena. Qualitative methods, developed by humanistically oriented social 
sCientists, have the potential to serve this function ... Qualitative methods are 
useful for understanding meaning, context, Individuality or subjects, 
unanticipated events, and processes by which events take place - rather than 
simply depicting outcomes. ' 
The theoretical viewpoint taken In this thesis Is from a socio-cultural perspective. As 
stated In the introduction (see Ilntroductlon, page 1), the purpose of this research Is to 
discover the processes by which learning takes place within the soclo-cultural 
environment of a learning ensemble, paying attention to the role of perfonnance and the 
construction of Identities within learning. Therefore, In order to understand the cultural 
context and meaning of a learning ensemble, and to uncover the cultural quality of 
learning In this way, my methodology uses qualitative research methods. 
" " 
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III Methodology 
ZZZ.1 Research Approach 
The aim of this research is to look in depth at the social environment SUrrounding 
learning to playa musical Instrument within an ensemble, so as to understand how the 
learning takes place within that environment. An ensemble is a sodal ~nstruct with the 
primary purpose of creating music through the efforts of a number of Individuals joining 
together. There are rules, values, norms, expectations, assumptions, pre-requisites and 
beliefs that are vital to the functioning of the ensemble; some being generated, modified 
and developed by the members of the ensemble, others applied to the ensemble by 
external sources. They have been constnJcted through the activity of the ensemble; 
some may be explicit, some implicit, and most codified In some way that an outsider 
might not understand. The members of the ensemble Interact with each other socially 
and each member constructs personal meanings for these Interactions In order to justify 
membership of the ensemble. 
Any ensemble will involve complex sodal Interactions which can be viewed as a forest. 
The older and more established the ensemble, the more the branches of the trees 
intertwine, sometimes fighting against each other for a place within the sunshine !if) that 
they can grow and flourish. Within a new forest there ls.plenty of space for young ~ 
to blossom, however the longer they spend togetMr, the more entwined they become. , 
The aim of this research project Is to look at the trees -:ad how they as IndlYlduaisgrow 
to become a forest, but also how they exist as ulllcp! ..... wttbII),."" __ and still 
• .L • '.'. ,_ • . .' , 
flOUrish. As a researcher, my task is to discuver how the Indlvlduall~ the sodal 
Interactions that take place WithIn the ensemble, so as to allow their own learning to 
take place. In other words, It Is to 'understJmd the multiple social consl:rudJons of 
meaning and know/edge. 'Therefore I have taken a 'social constructMst" appn:JIICh • 
(Robson, 2002; 27). 
ZU.2 Flexible DesIgn 
" 
<' '_. 
The research questions as outlined In the introduction to this thesis (page 10) have been 
formulated throughout the process of research. When I started the proj~ I had, on~: 
broad aim of finding out what the relationship was between the ~ end ~.group 
In tenns of learning an InstruJ:l18nt within an ensemble and Mwthls method of ~, ' 
.' '. 
seemed to ~ for aduIt,beglnners. As tile ~ progressed,. ~t ... rdl q .. estl~~1S " 
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developed as they were informed by the data and the further I went into the research, 
the more I could define what I was researching. This was crucial in taking a 
constructivist approach as I had no experience of the social fabric within a learning 
ensemble from a student's point of view and therefore rather than having a specific set 
of questions that I wanted to answer through experimentation In the field, I wanted to 
embark on a voyage of discovery Informed by the data. Therefore the methods for 
collecting data In this project have been designed using a qualitative, or as Robson 
(1993) prefers, flexible approach. He says that 
'All of these approaches show substantial flexibility in their research design, 
typically anticipating that the design will emerge and develop during data 
collection. ' 
(p.l64) 
He continues to say that there are 'three influential design traditions within flexible 
design research which appear to be of particular relevance for real world studies: case 
studies, ethnographic studies and grounded theory studies' (Robson, 1993; 164). USing 
this flexible approach, the design for this research project has been an organic process 
emerging through the research Itself. What has actually emerged is a triangulation of all 
three design traditions. 
The flexibility In the design Is one of the strengths of this research project. Had I not 
allowed the design to emerge during the process of research, I would not have been able 
to gather such rich data and my project would have been one-dimensional. The ability to 
design and re-deslgn as I went along has allowed me to Identify and use my strengths as 
a researcher and also as a 'researcher-as-instrument' (Robson, 1993; 167) to produce a 
robust piece of research. 
111.2 •• Ca .. Studies 
Denscombe (2002; 146) says case-study research allows the researcher to gain 'greater 
depth to their research, more attention to the dynamiCS of the Situation, better Insights 
that come from a detailed knowledge and understanding of a specific example. ' The 
purpose of my research is not to assess whether students are able to learn within an 
ensemble, it is to find out why students can learn In this way, therefore a detailed 
knowledge and understanding of a specific example will allow me to look deeply Into the 
learning process. Moreover, it accepts that our world Is social and within that every 
person Interprets, responds to and behaves differently. Therefore there cannot be just 
one reality, one process. Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000; 181) tell us that 'case 
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studies can establish cause and effect, indeed one of their strengths Is that they observe 
effects in real contexts, recognizing that context is a powerful determinant of both 
causes and effects. ' So, by conductingosse-study research I can view each case within 
Its own context and then draw out the common aspects so as to create a generic model 
of learning that can be adapted to suit each particular situation. 
My starting point was a pilot study conducted as a case study. As I had decided to adopt 
a flexible approach, I felt that I needed a pilot study In order to generate some Initial 
data from which to Initiate the research process (Maxwell, 1992). Not only this, Robson 
(1993; 167) tells us that the 'quality of a flexible design study depends to a great extent 
on the quality of the investigator. ' By conducting a pilot study I was able to trial and 
evaluate my ability as a researcher and highlight the effective qualities of my research 
skills to help determine the course of the design. 
Bell (1999; 11) says that the strength of the case study is that It 
'allows the researcher to concentnJte on a specIftc Instance or sItuiItIon and to 
identify, or attempt to . identify, the various Intetact:lve processes at work. 
These may remain hidden in a large-scale survey but may be crucial to the 
success or failure of systems or orgahlzations. ' . 
In my forest, each tree entwines with its sunounding trees·ln • unique way:. they grow 
for themselves yet they all co-exlstas a forest. In this inittaf case study I found that I· 
was able to look at the forest: as a three-dtmenslonal pk:tun!, viewing .... only the 
relationship between the trees from tt. front, but also seeing the hidden structures of, . 
the forest by .looIdng at It In depth. The further into the torest 1 went. the men 1 could 
see how the trees were supporting each other in their quest for sunshine, nutrients, 
water, soli and other elements essential for growth and survival. Therefore I decided to 
,. .: " :."' . !.'" ' ';' ", 
continue with case study research in the main phase of the research. . . 
~befl998; 40) highlights five disadvantages of ~StudY A!seard1: 
• Credibility of generalizations can tome'urider sCrUtiny. 
• PerceIved as prOdudng 'soft' data .. 
• BoundarieS Ot~the case can be difficUlt 'to deftne. : t. ....... 
• Negotiating 'a~ can be Ii: prOblem. .. \ \ :.'.1. . 
• The ~bserver etred d~ from the "noimal sItUation. 
Schofield's (1990; 98) view of case studies is that they create 'a picture of the current 
educational scene that can be used for understanding or reflecting on It' but it is 
essential for the researcher to ensure that cases reflecting the 'typical situation' are 
chosen. Denscombe (1998; 40) suggests that the researcher must be wary of 
generalislng across case studies without being able to 'demonstrate the extent to which 
the case is similar to, or contrasts with, others of its type. ' Whilst Schofield Is concerned 
with ensuring that each case study highlights a typical situation, Denscombe accepts 
that case studies may contrast with each other. As long as the researcher can 
demonstrate the differences and justify the reasons for generalising, this critidsm can be 
addressed. 
Criticisms regarding the negotiation of access have been overcome by the adoption of a 
flexible design. I started the main phase of the study with three potential case studies, 
and I Introduced a fourth and fifth at later points in the research. Participants in one of 
the case studies were unforthcoming (this was not an acrimonious withdrawal of 
participation and the reasons for it are discussed in 11I.4.b EthiCS, page 75). Therefore In 
response to this, a fourth case study was Introduced. The fifth case study was Introduced 
because I had an opportunity to conduct an interview with a group of learners that had 
not been obvious at the start of the research (see 111.3.f Sample, page 67). Had I 
adopted a fixed deSign, I would not have been able to do this. Similarly, critidsms 
regarding the observer effect In case studies have also been overcome by adopting a 
flexible research design. As the design eVOlved, I was able to Introduce a second 
dimension to the research In the form of an ethnographic study that would work 
alongside the case studies and provide a different angle from which to collect data. 
ZZZ.2.b Ethnogl'llphlc ReseaTCh 
The introduction of an ethnographic approach into the main study was a direct response 
to concerns over the students' perception of me as a researcher and a musician (see 
1II.4.a Insider/Outsider Research, page 73). Not only did I feel that my status as a 
musician may have produced a barrier between myself and the participants (Henley, 
2006), I felt that I needed to bring myself closer to the participants In order to really 
'find out how the members of the group ... understand things, the meanings they attach 
to happenings, the way they perceive their reality' (Denscombe, 1998; 69). 
Silverman (2000; 37) says that 'anthropologists argue that, if one Is really to 
understand a group of people, one must engage in an extended period of observation. ' If 
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I am to really understand how the trees move and support each other in order.to 
coexist, then I need to be part of the forest. Not only this, but if 1 am to go deeper and 
find out how they can also obstruct, compete and push each other out of the sunlight, 1 
would need to be a full member of that forest. Therefore 1 Incorporated an extended 
pertod of ethnographic research into my deslgn. 
The ethnographic study involved me joining a learning ensemble. Robson (1993; 187) 
says that 'the focus of an ethnographic study is a group who share II culture. The task Is 
to leam about that culture; effectively, to understand their world as they do. ' The 
difficulty 1 faced in joining a learning ensemble was that 1 am already embedded in the 
learning OJlture but from a different perspective: that of teacher. Also, 1 wanted to 
become a complete participant so that 1 coukt really experience the sodal reaUUes of 
learning an Instrument in a group but I was concerned about whether doing so would be 
In conflict with my ethical code (see 111.4.b EthIcs, page 75). This presented me with two 
problems; how would I become a participant and what level of partidpant would I be?·. 
In January 2005 a community gamelan was set up in my home town. ThIs provided an 
opportunity to join a learning ensemble· that was from a different tradltion to my own 
musical learning, therefore I could experience learning a new tradition cI mHSic as an 
adult in an ensemble. Not only this, but as the group was new, I was able to join as a 
full member from the beginning which gave me a·uniquelnslght Into how • learning 
ensemble establishes Itself and develops over time. ; 
As Bell (1999) points out, ethnographic studies take time and I was .......... to put the 
time in so as to gain as much as I could from the ex.,.mence. When I originally joined 
the gamelan I anticipated being a member for approxtmateAv 18 II1IDfItbs. but In the spirit 
of my flexible design this was not fixed. As the research progressed and I became 
Immersed Into the group, I found that this aspect cI the resean:h not only made a 
significant contribution to the evolution of my reseercb questIoI:ts, ~ ..., to my 
understandtng of the complexities of leamlng an mstrurnant In this way, so much SO that 
I continued the study for four .years. 
In discussing the difIic:uItIes of ethi10graphle research, Robson (1993; 187) says that ': 
'researchers have been known to 'go native~ .resuItintIln them either discontinuing the . 
study, or moving from the role of 1"eSf»n:her to that of advocate. 'The ~ of 
conducting such a studyfor' a four-year period is that I might became so Immersed In . 
my partldpation that I move from the position of I'1!se.dter, but my InIlention was to go 
completely native. The point of the ethnogJaphIc ......-chwesto ...-reb mysetf; to 
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see how I learnt to play an instrument In a group as an adult, to see how I Interacted 
with the community, the realities that I created In order to understand that community 
and the meanings that I attached to the behaviour of myself and of the others around 
me. It was an autoethnographlc study (Coffey, 2002; Ellingson, 2009). I was not there 
to covertly watch my peers and try to reconstruct how they acted within the ensemble; I 
was there to watch myself. Therefore, not only did I Intend going native, but also I 
believe that I was native from the very beginning. Being native from the outset was vital 
to this study. I felt that my involvement In the group should be natural and therefore 
that It should not be seen by me as something purely for research. It was something 
that I was doing because I enjoyed it and I wanted to participate for the sake of just 
participating. These two factors are the things that give me a connection with the rest of 
the group and justify my Involvement as a full member of the group. 
Denscombe (1998; 74) says that one of the characteristic features of ethnography is 
'the significance it attaches to the role of the researcher's 'self' in the process of 
research. 'This is what makes my autoethnographic research project a unique project. 
Throughout the research I have opened myself up in order to look deeply Into my 
learning processes and also how I engage with others in a social environment. This has 
often meant dealing with difficult Issues, both on a personal and sodallevel. However, I 
have not been afraid to confront these difficulties and being anything but honest has 
never been in question. Bringing the 'selr into the research project has allowed me to 
bring a different perspective into the research. Silverman (2000; 39) says that 
ethnographic studies are partial and that partiality Is an Important part of the process, 
something to be celebrated. What Is crucial to this research Is that I am using the 
autoethnographic study alongside case studies so that I can present both partial and 
Impartial data, giving me a full spectrum of views and experiences of this type of 
learning. 
Bell (1987; 13) suggests that a criticism of ethnographic research Is 'the problem of 
representativeness. If the research is studying one group In depth over a period of time, 
who is to say that group is typical of other groups which may have the same title?' As 
the focus of the research is how I act within the group, this raises two questions: Is my 
group representative of other learning ensembles and am I a good representative of the 
group? Firstly, as discussed above with case studies, my aim was not to find similarities 
across typical groups so as to make generalisations about how the learning takes place, 
but to look at contrasting cases so that I can View In depth the learning processes that 
the students engage In. By doing this I can present a model of learning that Is based on 
different cases and my own experience. The point of the autoethnographic research Is 
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that the data works alongside that of the case studies, therefore strengthening any 
theory that is generated from the data as it is grounded across five case studies and one 
autoethnographic study (see III.2.c Grounded Theory, page 50). Secondly, this does 
lead us to the question 'what is typical?' If typicality is based on a skeleton outline of 
how a learning ensemble operates; students join, they play music, they perform music 
and they progress, then all of my case studies and my autoethnographlc study are 
typical. If typicality Implies deeper similarities in the functioning of the group such as 
who partidpates, where they take place, how much they cost, why they were set up, 
who runs the group, how quickly the students learn, then none of my case studies or 
autoethnographlc study are typical as none of them share any of these things. This can 
also be applied to my representativeness as a student of a learning ensemble. Within my 
learning ensemble I am not the only muslc teacher who has Joined the group therefore I 
am not unique. However, whether I represent the group In terms of demographic profile 
is a different matter. The members of my gamelan are all different, which Is the beauty 
of the group. I would venture to say that the Individuals In all the groups that I have had 
contact with are all different and therefore no one person is a typical representative of a 
learning ensemble student. We are all typical and atl unique at the same time and as 
long as I accept this, and make it explicit that I am not trying to give a picture of how 
every learning ensemble functions, then the problem of representativeness Is not an 
Issue. 
Denscombe (1998; 72) says that 
'A challenge to the Idiographic stance W#thlnethnography comes from those 
who question the value of produdng numerous stand-alone descdptJons If. 
there is no attempt to derive something from them which goes beyond the 
specifics of the situation and which can, In some way or other, IInk'to broIJdf!f 
Issues. ' 
Although my autoethnographic approach. was to provide data from a unique point pf view 
, ; :' ,'," J 
based on my own experience of learning within an ensemble, I also wanted to use the 
data In conjunction with my case studies. Therefore, .In order to Illtag" the 
> 
autoethnographlc study with the case study research, I have conducted a case study of 
the students In my gamelan. This link Is vttaf In ,JoIning the two elen,'lents of the research 
together. As Robson (1993; 190) says, ethnographic research 'ClIIJ help provide valuable 
understanding which can then guide later research using other approaches. ' By linking 
the case studies to the autoethnographJc research, I am able to use a grounded theory 
approach across both elements of my research In order to generate theory •... 
I 
I 
l j 
111.2.c Grounded Theory 
Strauss and Corbin (1990; 23) tell us that 
'A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of the 
phenomenon it represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and 
provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data 
pertaining to that phenomenon. Therefore, data collections, analysis, and 
theory stand in reciprocal relationship with each other. One does not begin with 
a theory, then prove it. Rather, one begins with an area of study and what Is 
relevant to that area is allowed to emerge. ' 
As previously diSCUssed, the purpose of this research is to explore the learning processes 
within an ensemble so as to present a model of learning. In order to do thiS, I need to 
develop my own theory of learning so as to support the model, rather than just describe 
the learning that is taking place. Strauss and Corbin (1990) give a definition of both 
theory and description stating that the defining point between the two Is the 
interpretation of the data. By adopting a grounded theory approach I can provide a 
firmly grounded Interpretation of the data, allowing the theory to evolve during the 
process of research. Therefore developing theory based on concepts that interrelate and 
support each other. 
The main elements of grounded theory used In this research project have been In the 
organisation and coding of data. As I was allowing the research design to unfold as the 
project developed, I needed to have a systematiC approach to data collection and 
analysis so as to remain in control of the project. Although flexibility was vital to my 
research, this needed to be balanced by a methodical system for dealing with the data. 
Strauss and Corbin (1990; 57) outline the reasons for this. 
'The analytical procedures of grounded theory are designed to: 
1. Build rather than only test theory. 
2. Give the research process the rigor necessary to make the theory 
"good" science. 
3. Help the analyst to break through the biases and assumptions brought 
to, and that can develop dUring, the research process. 
4. Provide the grounding, build the density, and develop the sensitivity and 
integration needed to generate a rich, tightly woven, explanatory theory 
that closely approximates the reality it represents. ' 
By using a coding process that allowed me to view the data at each stage of the 
research, I was able to make decisions as to where the research should go next. As 
Tesch (1990; 95) says, 'analysis is not the last phase of the research process; it;s 
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concurrent with data collection or cyclic. 80th analysis and data collection inform each 
other.' However, Silverman (2006; 96) says that 'used unintelligently, [grounded theory} 
can ... degenerate into a fairly empty building of categories or into a mere smokescreen 
used to legitimise purely emplridst research'. Therefore I needed to ensure that the ' 
coding process was not merely an exercise in assigning labels to events, but was one 
that Initiated and supported the analytical process. 
Bryman and Burgess (1994; 5) say that' 
'another key element in grounded theory Is 'memo writing~ whereby the 
analyst is constantly writing memos, perhaps relating to codes or to 
connections between emerging concepts, whIch elaborate the data and which 
represent the first step In the emergence of theory' 
During the research process I kept a book of my thoughts, Ideas and plans. This book Is 
a working account of my research; I can look back and see how the theory evolved 
during the course of the research and see changes In my underStanding and 
conceptualisation of the data. In this book I have written memos, drawn diagrams, 
developed my codes, planned presentations and papers as well as recorded research 
seminars, conferences and any discussions about my research. For me, this book Is not 
only a record of the research process, It Is is hardCopy of my thinking through which I 
can trace the evolution of mytheorles. '\ 
To facilitate this analysiS I have written, a number Qf conference papers during the course 
~ . , 
of the research (Henley, 2006. 2007~, ~OO7b, 2007C,,2Q08a, 2008b). The purpose of 
these papers has been two-fokl. Firstly they have e~bIed me to focus my thoughts and 
formulate my theories, moving the analysis of the data on from the memo stage to the 
theoretical development stage, as Ellingson (2009; 12) says 'analysis and writing 
intrinsically Intertwine. ' Secondly, they have given me the opportunity to\teSt my 
theories within the academic community. Strauss and Corbin (1990; 226) say that 'often 
researchers present materials orally as a trI6I run, to see how a giVen'audltmt:e will relICt 
to these presentations. 'Through the process of wrltlng,conference papers,' I have been ' 
able to CXHlSOIldate my thoughts, gain a different VIewpOInt on the reseeR:h and confirm 
or alter my interpretation d the data. This has been fnvalu ... ·1n exploring my '> •. '. 
Interpretation and developing my theory. In other wordt; It has aItOvfed time for·· •. 
'theoretical reflection' before collecting more data from which to test my 'emerging 
theory' (Bryman and BurgesS, 1994; 4). ,Moreover, it has enabledrne ~q ~~ !nY 
parttdpants satisfted that they have taken part in'. rut .... ~ injeCt and that their 
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participation has been valued, as they can see an outcome to the research without 
having to walt for the final thesis (Bryman and Burgess, 1994; 4). 
The coding processes used are discussed below (111.3.e Coding, page 61) and I used the 
same process for both the case study research as I did the autoethnographic research so 
as to integrate the two. The grounded theory aspect of the research project has been 
used to join together the research project as a whole and give It robustness while 
allowing it to be flexible and in some ways reactive to the data. 
Robson (1993; 116) outlines the characteristics of a 'good' research design: 
1. Rigorous data collection procedures are used. 
2. The study is framed within the assumptions and characteristics of the 
flexible (qualitative) approach to research. 
3. The study is informed by an understanding of existing traditions of 
enquiry. 
4. This tradition need not be 'pure~ and procedures from several can be 
brought together. 
5. The project starts with a single idea or problem that the researcher 
seeks to understand, not a casual relationship of variables or a 
comparison of groups. 
6. The study indudes detailed methods, a rigorous approach to data 
collection, data analysis and report writing. 
7. Data are analysed using multiple levels of abstractions. 
8. The writing is dear, engaging, and helps the reader to experience 'being 
there' ... accurately reflecting the complexities of real life. 
In all, I believe my research project fits in with Robson's description of what a good 
flexible research project should look like, and that the research approach that I have 
taken is appropriate to the alms of the research. 
111.3 Datil Co/lec:tlon Ifethods 
Figure 4 shows an outline of my research design. It shows how the pHot study, case 
studies and autoethnographlc study relate to each other and highlights the data 
collection methods used. As with the research approach, I have used different data 
collection methods in order to gather and triangulate data. Robson (1993i 224) suggests 
three simple rules of thumb of data collection. 
• To find out what people do in public use direct observation. 
• To find out what they do in private, use intervIews or questionnaires. 
• To find out what they think, felt and/or believe, use interviews 
questionnaires or attitude scales. 
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As previously deScttbed, the aim of this research was tohiKt outhowpeople'kiarnmi$le: 
within the spedftcsodal envlronrN!nt of the learning ensemb1e.1lWerore t WOuld '~ " 
to find out what people did"n publk: atMI so Inc:oI'porated observatIoh'intri'mydeta ' 
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collection methods. However, the learning environment extends beyond the ensemble 
and many people will continue their musical learning In their own homes in the form of 
practice or other groups that they have formed. So I would also have to find out what 
they did in private. The decision to use interviews for this rather than questionnaires was 
Influenced by two factors: firstly, I felt that I should use my strengths as a researcher 
and as I had previous experience of interviewing, this was a good option; secondly, I felt 
that interviewing would allow me to explore the phenomenon of musical learning within 
a group more deeply than would a questionnaire. The information that I wanted was 
concerned with the experiences of the students, how they felt about learning within their 
group and why they believed that the learning ensemble was a good environment for 
learning rather than simply collecting facts about their groups. Therefore, Interviews 
were the best option (Denscombe, 1998). 
I designed the pilot study to have three phases of data collection; initial observation, 
group interview and Individual Interview. This proved to be not only an effective way of 
collecting data, but also to be effective In allowing the data to generate questions for the 
next phase. After an initial analysis of the pilot study data I decided that this was a good 
way to conduct the case study research and so used this as my skeleton during the 
research process. 
111.3.11 Observation 
The purpose of the observation was three-fold. Firstly, I used the observation to 
Introduce myself as a researcher and familiarise both myself with the group and the 
group with me. I speCifically wanted to be a 'non-participant' observer. It was important 
that the group understood my role as researcher from the outset so that they could 
make an informed decision as to whether they would participate In the interview stage. 
Furthermore, I wanted to assume the position of outside researcher from the start so as 
to ensure there was a dear line between researcher and partldpant. This was so that I 
could avoid becoming 'too familiar' with the Situation opening me to bias or leading to 
taking things for granted (Hockey, 1993; 202). This was particularly important for the 
pilot study group as some members of the group recognised me as a tutor and I wanted 
to maintain my position as researcher. Not only was the pilot study a way to initiate the 
research, It also served the purpose of developing my research skills. Therefore I needed 
to stay in the position that I Intended so as to allow my skills to develop. Once I was 
confident enough in my research skills, I could then move across the boundaries of 
Inside/outside research (see 111.4.a Insider/OutsIder Research, page 73). 
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The second purpose of the observation was to get some Initial data from which to draw 
out Interview questions. Marshall and Rossman (1999; 107) tell us that 'through 
observation, the researcher documents and describes complex actions and interactions. ' 
Therefore an initial observation allowed me to view the actions of the students so that I 
could have something to base the Interviews on. Data was collected from the 
observations using an observation sheet (see Appendix I, page 219) so as to record 
events and reflect upon them as the observation proceeded. As the partidpants knew 
that I was a researcher, I did not feel it inappropriate to note things as I was going 
along. I decided that an observation schedule would not be necessary partly due to the 
fact that the observation was an opportunity for me to get a feel for the group, but also 
as It might distract from the flow of events. The emphasis on having an emergent design 
allowed me to use the observations to help destgn the next stage of research and 1 could 
not do this without an open mind at the initial stage of the-research (Denscombe, 1998)., 
The one group where I did not conduct a non-partldpant observation was Group 3, the 
gamelan group. As previously discussed, I was already a member of this group and 
therefore the observation was done as a partidpant. 
The third purpose of the observation was to recruit volunteers for the group interview 
stage. Mason (2002; 87) states that in order to carry out observation you 'need to 
prepare yourself not Just for the process and technique of observance, but a/soJor social 
Interaction. ' Each observation entailed sitting In with ·the learning ensetnbleand viewing 
what they were doing, but also chatting to students during their coffee break. This 
function of the observation was vital for fntrodudng'rnyself to the stud~nts, telling them 
about the research and gaining their trust so that thev might be willing ,to pertidpate in 
Interviews. I found that most students were more than willing to talk about themselves 
and many were fascinated by the research. As the· students wen! Interested In what I 
was dOing, they were happy to votunteer for Interview.· 
W.3.b Group ZttfenfIew 
Wisker (2008; 182) says that interviews can 'provide both the detailed information you 
set out to collect and some fascinating contextual or otherlnfcHmat/on.' So, as the 
research was to be carried out using a flexible design that allowed ~questlol)S to 
develop through the research proc:e5$, lntervJews provided a good forum In. which to . 
allow this to happen. When planning,"" ~ CQI,c.tIon ~ I ~_J ,~Ily 
wanted.to IntervIeW participants In gro&p. As the. main focus of the ~ Is I)ow 
Individuals learn In a group situation, the Interaction 01 the Individual within the group Is 
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very important. Therefore I thought that by interviewing groups I would be able to 
gather data not only on individual thoughts and feelings, but also I could see how the 
group agreed and disagreed and therefore tap Into the workings of the social 
environment. This being the case a group Interview would not only provide me with 
individual data In the form of statements from individuals about their learning, but also 
group data, In the form of conversations between group members, about how the group 
functions. 
I used a semi-structured approach that would allow me to steer the group discussion to 
cover the areas that were identified by the observation whilst giving control of the 
conversation to the participants, enabling them to ask their own questions. I was then 
able to identify new areas that I could draw out in Individual interviews alongside the 
original themes from the observation. I used an interview script for the group interview 
containing six general questions and some prompt words (see Appendix VIII, page 289). 
An Important factor of using semi-structured group Interviews was that through the 
position of chair I could give the ownership of the interview to the students, reducing the 
risk of bias from my part. Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2003; 121) highlight the sources 
of Interviewer bias as 
• The attitudes, opinions, and expectations of the interviewer; 
• A tendency for the interviewer to see the respondent in her own image; 
• A tendency for the Interviewer to seek answers that support her 
preconceived notions; 
• Misperceptions on the part of the interviewer of what the respondent is 
saying; 
• Misunderstandings on the part of the respondent of what ;s being asked. 
By allowing the Interview to proceed as a group conversation, my attitudes, opinions and 
expectations were diluted by those of the group Interviewees. It would have been harder 
for me to uphold an expectation If a number of people were challenging It rather than 
being challenged by just one person. It would also be far more difficult to see each 
student in my own Image or to seek answers that support my own preconcetved notions, 
particularly when they disagreed with each other. This also reduced the possibility of 
misperceptlon and misunderstanding as the Interview flowed as a conversation, 
therefore the students were able to darlfy, question and argue with each other giving 
me either a dear indication of feeling or a range of points of view surrounding a 
particular issue. The semi-structured nature of the group Interview also reduced the risk 
of 'leading questions', as at times the students were questioning each other. The group 
interviews were recorded as I wanted the Interviews to flow naturally and felt that note 
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taking would not allow this to happen (Sapsford and lupp, 1996). This also meant that I 
could fully transcribe the Interviews, making It easier to refer back to conversations at a 
later stage. 
Cohen et al. (2003) also suggest a long list of difficulties with group interviews, more or 
less all of which are attributed to how good a chair the Interviewer Is. As stated above, I 
felt that one of my strengths as a researcher was In my Interview skills and that my 
chairing skills were strong enough to overcome these difficulties. The group Interviews 
were followed up by individual Interview. This allowed me to darify, question and aoss-
examine any of the points highlighted in the group interview. 
; 
111.S.c IndlvklulIllntew/ew 
To get a rounded view of how the group functioned I decided that the Individual 
Interviews should have three layers of partldpants: students, tutors and managers. The 
students would provide the main body of data but I decided that as I was looking at a 
social group, I must consider the perspectives of all members of that group, Including 
the tutor. This would give me some Interesting data to cross-reference the students' 
data. The third layer was the manager of the group. I decided to Include this so as to 
enable me to put the group Into context In terms of provision of adult learning 
opportunities and to gain an InSight Into the alms of the group from the provider's point 
of view. 
The Individual Interviews followed up themes identified from the group Intervtews, again 
, ' 
semi-structured In nature so as to allow the partldpants the freedom to eXplore thetr 
own thoughts and feelings on themes suggested by myself and allowing me to identify 
new themes to take forward. This being the case, I felt It Important to conduct the 
Interview less as a formal Interview where the 'Interviewer behaves as much like a 
, I , 
machine as possible, , than as an Informal Interview 'In which the shape 15 determined by' 
the Individual respondents' (Bell, 1999; 137). This was because the purpose of th8 . 
Interview was to explore the themes raised In the previous stages of r:es.rch~ By this . 
point I had already cOnducted a preliminary analysis of the o~tton ~ta ~nd alSo a ' 
deeper analysis of the group Interview data. Therefore 1 was taldng my interpI et.atton of 
th~ data back I~to the field In order to chall~ It ~nd verify It. Bell (1999; 137) talks of 
more formal structured IntervIeWs being easier to 'aggregate IJnd qUlJntify' results, but 
the problem with having a very ~red Intervtew IS that the researcher Is asking the . 
questions rather than the respondent. In an indIvtd~al situation, Where I had nO group to 
challenge my own views, I t.dt It Important that the'lndivIduaIied ~ Iritervtew. ~ 
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In the group Interview I could allow the students to have conversations with themselves 
about the Issues that were raised, in the individual interviews the conversation would 
need to be between the participant and myself therefore the individuals were more open 
to bias than the group Interviews. 
Robson (2002) outlines how bias can be a threat to flexible research designs In terms of 
both researcher bias and respondent bias. In any research project where the researcher 
is interviewing participants there is a danger of bias and as Bell (1999; 139) says: 'it is 
easier to acknowledge the fact that bias can creep in than to eliminate it altogether. ' In 
choosing the methods of data collection it was important to devise a design that would 
keep bias to a minimum. This was done by using open ended questioning so that the 
respondent could raise Issues and steer the conversation. Oased questions were used for 
clarification and to cross reference questions with the group interviews, referring back to 
previous responses (Cohen et al., 2000). The only way I could do this was to record and 
fully transcribe each Interview and ensure that I had coded group interviews prior to 
conducting Individual Interviews. Preparation for individual interviewS was done by 
reading through transcripts and picking out themes that seemed particularly relevant to 
each partldpant. I used a generic interview script containing prompts (see Appendix 
VIII, page 289), but also relied on my skill as a researcher to personalise each Interview 
so as to pitch the Interview at the right level for each participant and collect the best 
data possible. This way I could use the interview not only to make new discoveries, but 
also to verify what I had already Interpreted, reducing the risk of bias on my part. 
Robson (2002; 172) explains that prolonged involvement In a group helps to 'reduce 
both reactivity and respondent bias. ' By the time the participant reached Individual 
Interview, I had come into contact with them at least twice before, once in the 
observation and once In the group Interview. Through participation in the observation 
and group Interview stages of research, the students had developed a trust of both me 
and of the research. Therefore In order to reduce cost and time, I decided to conduct 
some of the Individual Interviews by telephone. Telephone Interviewing was appropriate 
to the Interview style as It facilitated a normal conversation. The telephone calls were 
arranged In advance at a time convenient to the participant and were paid for by me so 
the participant did not have to make a flnandal contribution to the research. More 
Importantly, it meant that the interviews were conducted outside the ensemble situation. 
There were no tutors or other students around so it allowed the partidpants to be very 
frank and open about their experiences. Also, this avoided any non-verbal signals from 
myself that could Influence the Interview. The participant was In their own home In all of 
the interviews (the participants with whom I conducted a face to face Individual 
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Interview were the ones that lived closest to me, I conducted the Interview at their 
house at a time again agreed in advance), therefore they were In comfortable, safe 
surroundings making the Interview more relaxed from their point of view. 
As with the group Interviews the Individual Interviews were recorded. The first interview 
that I conducted, the group Interview of the pilot study, was recorded using a mini-disk 
recorder and microphone. However, I recorded the Individual Interviews directly onto a 
laptop for subsequent Interviews. I felt that the laptop was less IntruSive as It Is a more 
normal situation to hold a conversation with a laptop to one side than to have a 
microphone between two people. For the telephone Interviews I used an MP3 recorder, 
the partldpants In the telephone Interviews could not see the MP3 recorder, making It 
less Intnaslve. I asked permission to remrd each Interview before starting, but having 
the recording equipment not visible perhaps made them feel more at ease during the 
Interview. The partidpants were also assured of confidentiality. This being the case, I did 
not feel that they had any cause to be deliberately misleading, or to withhold Information 
for fear of other people finding out what they had said, thus redudng the risk of 
respondent bias In the Interviews. 
.' 
Whilst I have been concerned with redudng the risk of bias In the case study element of 
the research, the autoethnographlc element of the research celebrates my biases and 
, . 
allows me to use them in order to understand more deeply how I learn within a sodal " 
environment. Therefore I needed a method 'of collecting data tNit allowed me to talk 
honestly and frankly about my 1ea~1ng Md give a record of my activities wlthl'n my c:' ' 
. , "" . , ~. 
learning ensemble over a period of time. McGhee and Mielt (1998; 45) say that whilst 
diary methodology does not employ,a single technique, the common characterlstlc'of 
diaries ,Is that the 'partlcl"ant completes some kind of written' statement about WMt they 
have experienced In their sOd~/'lnteractlo':'s"'BelI (1m; 147-S)agrees that 'diaries are 
;' ~,., , '. ~ ) 
an attractive way of gathering Information. about the way Indlv/~ua's spend their tline' 
, ~ ( ",' 
and that they 'can provide valuable Information about work patterns and activities. ' 
However she warns of problems with ~med behaviour, time ~mptlon and 
Instructions about what should and what should not be recorded. 
One way that modified behaviour can be overcome Is through longevity. Whilst this Is 
also a crltldsm of diary research, In that It can become an arduous task to fli In a diary 
over a length of time, this can 'atsD 'en$ure:thia any rnocIfted behaviour batena!s'out . 
over the course of the diary. If, for example, I was asked to fill In a dlary'M»out my 
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newspaper reading over a week 1 might modify my behaviour so as to look interesting or 
Intellectual I.e. 1 might choose to read the Guardian that week instead of Heat 
Magazlne1• However, if asked to do this for a year 1 would probably get bored with 
reading the paper that I normally do not read and revert back to my usual read. Either 
that or 1 would find that 1 actually enjoyed reading the Guardian and continue to do so 
as part of my normal behaviour, which in itself Is interesting and would give the 
researcher an insight Into how behaviour patterns are established. 
My autoethnographlc research was carried out for four years and I feel that this was long 
enough to balance out modified behaviour and to trace my biases, seeing how they have 
changed over the course of the research. This data can then be cross-checked against 
interview data to ensure that my biases are not being transmitted to the participants in 
the case study research. 
Truthfulness, time consumption and knowing what to Include and what not to Include 
were not a problem. I wanted to record my emotions in my diary so as to unpick how I 
related to the social group, and I did this quite freely; there are moments of complete 
frustration recorded in my diary as well as total elation. Through systematic coding, I 
have been able to examine what has caused these emotions and how they have affected 
my learning. The diary was open In the sense that I recorded whatever I thought and felt 
at the time. As It was my own research project, I had the motivation to keep the diary as 
best as 1 could. 1 have also been able to trace the development of my relationships with 
my peers and how my perception of my place within the group has altered, and what has 
caused it to alter. As 1 have employed the same coding as In my Interviews 1 have been 
able to draw comparisons with other data and also draw out the differences and attempt 
to Interpret why these should occur. Most of all, I have an Intimate record of my own 
behaviour which at times has shocked me when looking back at it. Through using the 
diary as a medium, I have been able to Interview myself and present my 'learner self' 
rather than my 'researcher self'. Ellingson (2009; 62) says that In autoethnographlc 
studies 'the author incorporates the "1- into research and writing, yet analyses self as If 
studying an "other" I The benefit of using a diary to collect the autoethnographlc data Is 
that It has allowed me to code the data alongside my Interview transatpts so that 1 can 
treat the "I" as an "other". 
111.3 •• Codlnll 
1 The Guardian Is a reputable broadsheet paper whereas Heat Magazine Is a celebrity 
gossip magazine. 
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The coding process that I used is shown in figure 5. 
Figure 5 - The coding process 
Data type Codlna used Tran.cr~t Shown 
Observation - Pilot Open coding: Labelling actions and Appendix I - page 
study thoughts in terms of conce~ts. 219 
Group interview - Participant coding: using letters Appendix II - page 
Pilot study Open coding: using key words to 235 
identify concepts. 
Axial coding: using colours to 
identify categories. 
Individual interview Coded using colours and list of Appendix III - page 
- Pilot study concepts drawn up after group 247 
interview, reviewing codes to allow 
for new concepts to arise. 
Write up of pilot Data collated for each concept and Appendix IV - page 
study memos written resulting in a list of 257 
research questions for the main 
phase of research. 
Group interviews - Coded using colours and list of Appendix V - page 
Main study concepts drawn up after pilot 259 
study, reviewing codes to allow for 
new concepts to arise. 
Individual interviews Coded using colours and list of Appendix VI - page 
- Main study concepts drawn up after group 279 
interviews, reviewing codes to 
allow for new concepts to arise. 
Write up of main In the form of a story line for each 
study category. 
Conference papers Using literature to inform data Attached to thesis 
analysis. 
I initially began with an open coding procedure (Strauss and Corbin, 1990), the first 
stage being to label the observation data from the pilot study. The concepts that were 
used as labels at this stage were based on the actions of the students and teacher that I 
observed and also on my thoughts noted at the time. I did not have a pre-determined 
list of concepts that were applied to the data, but I coded all actions that I felt 
contributed to the learning that occurred during the observation. The concepts that 
emerged from the first observation data concerned actions surrounding the tutor's role, 
individual actions, group dynamics, notation issues, physical aspects of playing, peer 
learning (where it appeared that students were helping each other), the students' 
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previous relationship with music (where they could use prior experience in order to 
understand something new) and how success was measured. Figure 6 outlines the codes 
used and a set of coded observation notes can be found in Appendix I (page 219). 
Figure 6 - Codes used for observation data 
Label Action/Thought 
PL (Peer Learning) Students talking to one another about the 
music/instrument and helping each other out. 
TR (Teacher's Role) Teacher giving specific instruction to a student 
or group of students. Seeing some students 
get no teacher time and others getting lots. 
N (Relationship Seeing students asking other students what 
with notation) signs and symbols mean. 
My thought: Do they need to understand all of 
the notation to understand the music? 
PM (Previous Seeing how students reacted to musical 
Musical Experience) language, some understood, some didn't. 
My thought: How much musical background do 
students have? 
S (Measure of Seeing how the students reacted when they 
success) got something right and when they got 
something wrong. 
PA (Physical Seeing students struggle with instruments, 
aspects of learning) complain that their backs/arms/fingers ache. 
These concepts led to the questions devised for the group interview. The questions were 
designed to allow the students to discuss the issues surrounding the concepts that arose 
during the observation as well as offer any new topiCS. 
The pilot study group interview was fully transcribed and to begin with, I coded the 
people using letters. This changed to numbers after the main study began so as to 
distinguish between the pilot study participants and the main study participants (a full 
list of participant codes is given in Appendix VII, page 287Error! Bookmark not 
defined.). I then coded the data by assigning a key word label that gave a general 
description of the particular statement or conversation. For example, when students 
were talking about hand or finger position, I labelled this 'physical aspects'. At this stage 
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I felt that it was important to code all the data as even if a concept only appeared once 
in the pilot study interview, it was worth pursuing in individual interviews. I linked 
together these concepts through axial coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) and three 
categories emerged, shown in figure 7. I then assigned each category a colour and 
colour-coded the keywords as to which category they belonged to. This colour coding 
was an invaluable time-saver later on in the data analysis process as I could easily 
search through the transcripts in order to find the relevant data for each category. 
Figure 7 - List of categories and codes after the pilot study group interview 
Category Concept 
Individual Learning Learning Notation 
Physical Technigue 
Developing Skills 
Difficulties 
Child Adult Comparisons in Learning 
Reinforcement of Learning {relearniQ91 
Direct teacher input 
Support Teachil}g S~le 
Peer Learning 
Peer Support 
Safety 
Time Out 
Anonymity 
Social , 
Motivation 'Same Boat' 
Hear the Next Step 
Realisation of Learnil'l9. 
Measurements of Success 
Mental Stimulation 
External Motivation 
After coding the pilot study group interview, individual interview questions were 
prepared for the students, the tutor and the past and present managers. Again, the 
questions were designed so as to allow partjdpants to discuss the concepts that arose 
during the group interview and also offer new concepts. The individual interviews were 
again fully transcribed and coded using the concepts that arose during the group 
interview and adding new concepts as they appeared. Tesch (1990; 87) tells us that 'a 
category is not untouchable once it has been developed. ' Coding should be systematic 
not rigid, therefore the codes and categories used evolved through the coding process 
and I was able to merge concepts and create new codes as the coding process 
progressed. 
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After a comparison of the concepts that arose in each interview, I decided to change 
some of the codes to better describe the data. I merged learning notation and physical 
technique Into skills, changed difficulties Into challenges, changed direct teacher input 
into teacher/student interaction, changed reinforcement of learning into pace and 
changed measurements of success into success/achievements. 
The decision to change these was made after exploring literature surrounding the 
learning process and was influenced in particular by the literature concerning Activity 
Theory. At this stage I was beginning to explore Activity Theory as a way of viewing the 
learning process and as my understanding of the theory and how It can be applied grew, 
so did my understanding of how my concepts and categories linked together. As I 
became more familiar with the idea of mediation (See II.2.c Activity Theory, page 9) I 
began to see that aspects of learning notation and developing physical technique were 
all part of the skills used to fulfil the object. I later understood these to be the tools of 
the activity system. Similarly, I began to see what I had labelled as 'difficulties' as being 
the fundamental core of an objective, and so labelled these as 'challenges'. I later 
understood these challenges as being objects of activity. As I began to understand the 
division of labour Involved in the learning process, I changed my 'direct teacher Input' 
concept Into teacher/student interaction, later realiSing how the level of interaction 
changed depending on where the students were In their learning. Reading literature 
surrounding differentiation (Philpott, 2001d) caused me to view 'reinforcement of 
learning' as 'pace of learning'. This later evolved into how the community is able to 
support differentiation in terms of the activity system. Finally, the transition of 
'measurements of success' into 'success/achievement' was the result of gaining an 
understanding of the role of the outcome In the activity system. 
During the process of coding the pilot study individual interviews, I also found nine new 
concepts. These were aural training (added to skills), confidence and learning style In the 
Individual learning category, sub groups in the Group Interaction category and external 
teaching/learning, other mUSical activities, perfonnance and goals In the Motivation 
category. I drew up a flnal list of categories and concepts after the pilot study and 
produced a check list so that I could see which interview contained which concepts. This 
list Is shown In flgure 8. 
After coding the Individual Interviews in the pilot study I wrote up my initial analysis of 
the data. I took each concept in tum, collated all of the data that fell Into each concept 
and looked for links and possible explanations based on the literature that I had read at 
this pOint. This served to start to fonnulate theory based on the data that could then be 
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developed through the main phase of the research. The result of this write up was a list 
of research questions (see Appendix IV, page 257) and these formed the basis of the 
next phase of observations and interviews. This also prompted me to explore literature 
surrounding motivation as, although my standpoint was from a social constructivist point 
of view, individual motivational factors emerged very strongly within the data. Therefore 
I needed to explore motivation as a concept and align it with my cultural psychological 
perspective so as to explain what the motivational forces that occur within a learning 
ensemble are and how they are used in the social environment (a discussion of the 
literature surrounding this and how it has been used is given in 11.5 Motivation, page 
27). 
Figure 8 - List of categories and codes after the pilot study. 
Area Theme 
Individual Learning Skills 
Challenges 
Teacher/student interaction 
Confidence 
Comparisons 
Pace 
Learning style 
Group Social 
Interaction Reinforcement of Learning 
Peer learning 
Peer support 
Anonymity 
Teaching style 
Time out 
Safety 
Sub Qroups 
Motivation Same boat 
Hear the next step 
Realisation of learninQ 
Success/achievement 
Mental stimulation 
External motivation 
External teaching/learning 
Performance 
Goals 
Other musical activities 
The coding process adopted in the pilot study was repeated with the main study. As 
interview transcripts were coded existing concepts were reinforced and new concepts 
emerged. During this phase a new category labelled Musical Identities emerged. This 
was a result of questions regarding how the students saw themselves as musicians that 
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came out of the write up of the pilot study. I also merged child/adult comparisons into 
success and achievement as the main reason for making a comparison was to discuss 
how the students were achieving and measuring their success. A final list of categories 
and codes was established (shown in figure 9) and a checklist grid was then used so that 
I could highlight which concepts appeared in each interview and easily cross reference 
data. This made analysiS and writing up easier as I could go directly to the transcripts 
that contained the data that I needed. 
Figure 9 - Final list of categories and concepts 
Area Theme 
Individual Learning Skills 
Ensemble Practice 
Challenges 
Personal practice 
Confidence 
Teacher/student interaction 
Material 
Pace 
Learning style 
Group Social 
Interaction Peer learning 
Peer support 
Anonymity 
Competition 
Teaching style 
Time out 
Safety 
View of self within the group 
Sub groups 
Motivation Same boat 
Hea r the next step 
Realisation of learning 
Success/achievement 
Mental stimulation 
Performance 
Playing with others 
Producing music 
Goals 
Why do it 
Love of g rou p 
Musical Previous relationship with music 
Identities Self opinion 
Others' perception 
View of a musician 
Externa I teach i ng/lea rn i ng 
Other musical activities 
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This process led to the bringing together of the data in the fonn of a story line developed 
through selective coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The process by which this story 
line was developed involved writing a description of the axial coding process (Robson, 
1993). I then produced a conference paper on the main theme. In total I did this six 
times, satisfying myself that the data did not produce any new categories. These 
conference papers allowed me to integrate my understanding of the learning process 
gained from exploring the literature with my analysis of the data. During the process of 
writing conference papers I was able to use activity theory to view my data, serving the 
purpose of firstly securing my understanding of activity theory, but also developing my 
own theory through the application of activity theory. As I brought my data together In a 
story line, I found that my concepts aligned with the activity system. The four categories 
that had emerged represented the four stages of the activity system. 'Individual 
Learning' represented the basic activity system, the interaction between the subject, the 
tools and the object. 'Group Interaction' represented the second level of the activity 
system added by EngestrOm (1999), the interactions of the rules, the community and 
the division of labour. 'Motivation' represented the application of the activity system as a 
whole and how the students use the activity system in order to. continue on their 
learning path. 'MUSical Identities' became the key to understanding how a student can 
use different activity systems simultaneously, resulting in the transformation of the two-
dimensional activity system Into a three-dImensional activity system. The final stage In . 
the coding process was therefore to transform my lISt of conc:epts into the discussion of 
the data using the activity system, as seen by the chapter headings and sub-headings 9f 
N Discussion. 
1:n.3.f Sample 
Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000; 92) tell us that: 
'Researchers must take Sllmpllng decisions early In the overall plllnning of II 
piece of research. Factors such liS expense, time and accessibility frequently 
prevent researchers from gaining Information for the whole population. 
Therefore they often neetI to be .. to obtain dIItII from a SITIIIIIer group or 
subset of the total population In such a way that the knowledge gained Is 
representative of the total population (however defined) under study.' 
The decision as to how big my sample should be was made at the same time as the 
decision to use case study research. Initially, my view was that I would need one group 
to form a pilot study and then a number of groups to form the main study. The mIIIn 
deciSion was whether to use a larger number of groups SOa$ to producebrued data or 
whether to use a smaller number of:groups so as:to produee.deep.data. I.dedded that 1 ' 
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wanted my case studies to be a deep study of the Intricacies of learning within an 
ensemble (see 111.1 Research Approach and 111.2 Flexible Design, page 43) and therefore 
it would be more appropriate to use a smaller number of groups but study the groups in 
more detail. 
The first group I set up was for the pilot study. The group I chose was a group that I 
knew I would have access to and was located very near to where I lived. I felt that this 
was Important at this stage because the purpose of the pilot study was to test the field 
and develop the methods of data collection alongside the research questions. Therefore 
If I had difficulties in access and travel it might doud my view of what the actual 
research might produce; I wanted to make the first exploratory stage as easy as 
possible. However, Oenscombe (1998; 17) warns that 'convenience sampling is hard to 
equate with good research.' Therefore I drew up a list of criteria, shown in figure 10, for 
my sample groups In order to satisfy myself that this group fitted in with the 
requirements of the research. I decided that all groups Involved In the research must fit 
each criterion, but I wanted to ensure that I viewed complementary groups as well as 
similar groups. I purposely did not put any restrictions related to style of music learnt, 
Instruments involved and geographical location. As I have previously stated, I did not 
wish to define my cases too narrowly In terms of typicality (page 44). Instead I wished 
to be able to present each group as a unique case, underlining the similarities between 
the cases In order to develop a model of learning. Therefore a method of purposive 
sampling was employed (Cohen et al., 1993). 
Figure 10 - Ust of criteria for Rledlng groups to participate In ..... rch 
• Offers a learning programme within an ensemble 
• Open to adults without audition 
• SpeCific learning aims identified and made explicit 
• Acts as both a performing ensemble as well as learning group 
• Has regular weekly rehearsals 
• No restriction to entry (i.e. no minimum period of previous experience) 
• Self-selecting membership 
The pilot study group was a small string ensemble with approximately 20 members. It 
was part of an adult tearnlng initiative that I had worked on, but I had not worked with 
the particular group that I chose. Therefore I knew the tutor, the premises and the basic 
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structure of how the group operated. This was Important at the pilot stage as not only 
did I want to focus on the actual research rather than the difficulties of gaining a sample, 
I wanted to appear as a confident researcher so as to gain the trust of the participants. 
For my first round of data collection I did not want to be dealing with unknown 
Situations. When I had conducted the pilot study and gained confidence both In my 
research and my ability as a researcher, then I would be able to walk confidently Into an 
unknown situation. 
The group I Interviewed conSisted of seven students. They were a good representative 
sample of the learning ensemble that they belonged to in terms of age and Instrument 
played but there was a difference In gender representation. 
During observation the group comprised 66% female and 33% male participants yet the 
group Interview comprised 43% female and 57% male. Participants were recruited on 
the basis of who wanted to take part. This was so students did not feel pressured In any 
way to participate in the research. This was a conscious decision on my part and 1 knew 
that It meant that I might not get a representative sample of students in terms of 
demographics. This decision however, although seemingly small, has shaped the entire 
project. The approach of this research, as stated earlier, is that people are Individuals 
functioning within a society by finding meanings within that SOCIety. My concern Is with 
those meanings, how both the Individual and the group Interpret them and how they 
allow the learning processes to take place. No two people who pertidpated In my 
research are the same and for each person a different reality. as to how their learning . 
takes place exists. However, they are corti1eded by their learning ensemble, which In 
tum has its own reality as to what Its role Is to the students and how it ~. 
Therefore I am working In multiple realities. If I turned my attention to a comparative 
study of gender, age, race and sexuality, for example, I would get side tracked from my 
Initial concern. If I spent my time analysing what type of trees nudee up my. forest, and 
conSider why my forest only contains certain types ~ trees, I would be dIstnIcted from 
how theylntertwlne, grow and survive together. 
From the group Interview, two participants self-selected for Indtvlduallntenflew. The 
Interviewees were one male, one female. One student had 1ndIvIdua' ~;~e the 
group and one did not. One student was a cellist and one was a vIoIinIst..1bI!se .... n.«. 
the basis for selection from my point of vIeW, 'but when I asked for voIuntaers·for., .. ,' 
Indlvtduallntervlew the partIdpents decided together who would be.good representatIVe$ 
of their group. Thism Itself says something ,about how this palUCUtar tJ1)UP, ~ed 
and was unexpeCted. Had I set atterIa for "acting partldpefttsJor ~ ~\ 
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I would not have found this insight Into this group. Therefore I decided to employ this 
method of selection for individual interview. Where self-selection did not take place, I 
interviewed everyone that volunteered. 
After the pilot sample proved successful, I recruited three groups using the same 
criteria. The groups were recruited through various means; one through a posting on the 
Associated Board of the Royal Schools of MusiC (ABRSM) adult learning online discussion 
forum, one through a contact made at a research seminar at the Royal College of MUSic 
and the third was linked in with the autoethnographic element of the research. The 
groups are all very different in terms of Instrumentation, level of playing, music played 
and geographical location. The purposive sampling of unique groups has allowed me to 
construct a generic model of learning that can be flexible and tailored to each Individual 
learning situation. If I had based my model on groups that were identical, then that 
model would only be useful to those specific types of groups. 
Group 1 is a large string orchestra. The group is well established, having been In 
existence for over twenty years. The group Is split into different levels, with a clear 
progression through each level. I used a group of Level Two students. The students had 
been playing for a least one year and so were able to comment on their participation In 
the group over a reasonable length of time. Group 2 is a medium sized orchestra that 
was established eight years prior to the first observation. This group Is aimed at players 
who have already gained some technical ability and who want to learn how to play as an 
orchestra. Group 3 Is a gamelan. It had been established for approximately a year before 
the first interview. This group was the link between the case studies and 
autoethnographlc research. 
In January 2006 I decided to bring in a fourth group. The reasons for this were two-fold. 
Firstly, after an Initial analysis of the group interviews it appeared that there was far 
more correlation between the data than I had first expected. Therefore I wanted to bring 
In a fourth group to see If this was still the case, thus strengthening any developing 
theory as it would be firmly grounded in four case studies rather than three. The second 
reason for bringing In a fourth group was that although all the students in Group 1 had 
given me contact details to arrange IndMdual interviews, only one student replied to the 
Invitation to partidpate. Also, although very enthUSiastic about an Interview, the tutors 
were difficult to pin down to a time and place. I decided that to keep within my ethical 
code of not pressuring parttctpants, I should not pursue the partidpants further (see 
111.4.b Ethics, page 75). Group 4 Is a wind band. They had been In existence for two 
years prior to Interview and had recently undergone a change of tutor. I was able to 
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Interview the new tutor, but unfortunately the previous tutor had left In order to work as 
a musician aboard cruise liners, therefore he was not available for Interview. 
In July 2008 I brought in a fifth group. This group was very different to the other cases 
as it was a group of women prisoners who had participated in a week-long gamelan 
workshop as part of a prison education scheme. I came into contact with this group 
through my autoethnographlc study and I decided to ask for permission to interview 
them. Permission was granted and I was able to conduct a single group Interview with a 
selection of the women Involved in the project. This interview was· not recorded due to 
constraints on taking recording equipment Into the prison and I did not go on to 
Interview the women individually for reasons of access and ethics. 
In all, during the pilot study I Interviewed seven students In a group Interview, two of 
which were followed up with Individual Interviews. I also Interviewed one tutor and two 
managers. During the main phase of the research I Interviewed 32 
students from five groups In group InterviewS, 14 of which were followed up with an 
individual Interview. Three tutors, two of which were also the manager of their group, 
were Interviewed. One of these tutors was interviewed along with a group of students. 
Although partidpating as a student, I have identified him as a tutor as he is an 
experienced player who offers support to the group (see N.S.a Learning with and from 
each other, page 129). In all, 46 partidpants were Interviewed In 28 Interviews during 
the course of the research. 
1:tl.4 Validity and Rellllblllty 
Silverman (2000; 175) says that 
'Unless you can show your audience the procedures you used to ensure that 
your methods were reliable and your conclusions valid, there Is little point In 
aiming to conclude a research dissertation.' 
With such strong words of caution, I was keen to ensure that I monitored the reliability 
of my methods and validity of my data at each stage of the research process. As part of 
the write up of the pilot study I conducted an evaluation of the etfec:tIvel1llSS. ~ my 
research skills in order to asSess the reliability of the ftIS88I"Ch. As I had fully tnlnscribed 
the Interviews I could see hoW I acted In each of the interviews and check that I was not 
asking leading questtons (Cohen et al., 2000). One thing that I noticed was that my 
character changed in each of my Interviews and It can be seen quite strikingly at first 
glance of the transcrtpts. 
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During the group interview I maintained a role as a fadlltator for discussion. As 
previously described, the aim of the interview was to allow the partidpants to discuss 
the issues themselves, with probes from me if necessary. This Is apparent in the 
transcripts as my Interjections are short, sparse and mainly form a short question. 
Comparing the group interview with the individual interviews shows how my character as 
a researcher changes. looking at the interview with Student P2 (see Appendix 111, page 
247) there Is a full page of data from the student after the first question. 
Figure 11 - Ust of qualities of a good Interviewer 
• Knowledgeable: Has an extensive knowledge of the Interview theme ... the 
interviewer will know what issues are important to pursue, without 
attempting to shine with his or her extensive knowledge. 
• Structuring: Introduces a purpose for the interview, outlines the procedure 
in paSSing, and rounds off the interview. 
• Clear: Poses clear, simple, easy, and short questions; speaks distinctly and 
understandably, does not use academic language or professional jargon. 
• Gentle: Allows subject to finish what they are saying, lets them proceed at 
their own rate of thinking and speaking. Is easy-going, tolerates pauses, 
indicates that it is acceptable to put forward unconventional and provocative 
opinions and to treat emotional issues. 
• Sensitive: Listens actively to the content of what is said ... seeks to get the 
nuances of meaning described more fully. Is empathetiC and feels when a 
topic is too emotional to continue. 
• Open: Hears which aspect of the interview topiC are Important for the 
interviewee. 
• Steering: Knows what he or she wants to find out. Is not afraid of 
interrupting digressions from the interviewee. 
• Critical: Does not take everything that is said at face value, but questions 
critically to test the reliability and validity of what the interviewees tell. 
• Remembering: Retains what a subject has said during the interview, can 
recall earlier statements and ask to have them elaborated, and can relate 
what has been said during different parts of the interview. 
• Interpreting: Manages throughout the interview to clarify and extend the 
meanings of the interviewee's statements; provides interpretations of what 
is said, which may then be disconflrmed or confirmed by the Interviewee. 
(Kvale, 1996; 148-9) 
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Then the interjections become more frequent, although still no more than two or three 
per page, and the questions longer. Looking at the transcript of Student PI's interview, a 
different Interviewer character is seen again. The Interjections are mainly short but they 
are more frequent than In the previous Interviews. It is Important to note here that I did 
know the partldpantand as a result the manner in which the Interview was conducted 
was more informal than other interviews. It was my Intention to be more Informal with 
this participant as the knowledge that I had of him allowed me to use a character that 
could get the best response; I knew he would not respond to a very formal structured 
style of Interview. The Informal tone of the Interview Is dearly heard on the recording, 
again something that a paper transcript cannot show. In contrast, the tone of the 
Interviews with the managers Is formal. The Interview with the tutor shows a different 
character again. The recording dearly shows this a 'chat between friends' more than a 
formal IntervieW, the participant being a colleague of mine. 
At the time of conducting the pilot study interviews I felt that I should act the same In 
each IntervieW, group and indiVidual, so as to validate my data. However during the 
Interviews I sensed that I needed to change my way of questioning to suit the person 
that I was Interviewing so that I could elicit a natural response. 
Looking back, the transcripts show that this was a good decision as the more natural the 
conversation, the richer the data. Kvale lists the qualifications needed for an effective 
Interviewer, shown In figure 11 (page 72). After evaluating my effectiveness in the pilot 
study I decided that I could be all of these things as well as adapting my character to 
suit the person who I interviewed, and in fact I should adapt my character In order to be 
all of these things. Therefore I cIedded that the consistency of these qualities In the 
Interviews, along with the rtgour with which I coded, categorised, mmpared, re-tested 
theory and consistently analysed the data, rather than the actual words that I used In 
the Interview, was the key to making my data valid and rellable. 
The evaluation of the pilot study was audalln the evolution of my Interviewing 
technique. The ability to change character to suit the participant, and the Importance of 
doing so In order to produce rich data depended on how well I could utilise my position 
as an Insider or outsider researcher. LeGallals (2003) suggests that researchers should 
explore their position along a continuum of 'native' and 'stranger'. During the pilot study, 
my position as an· insider ·or' an outsider chariged· ctependlng on who was being 
Interviewed a~ ~ 'I ch8~ character to suit the parttdPant, I ~·thls poSition to my 
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advantage in order to obtain the best data I could. By being aware of my position along 
LeGallais' continuum, and changing my interview character to suit each position, I was 
able to 'utilise the best aspects of both roles to inform and enhance the research 
experience' (LeGa"ais, 2003; 3). However, when I looked critlca"y at my researcher 
position In the evaluation of the pilot study, I found that I not only moved along this 
continuum, but I also appeared to be in two pOSitions at anyone time. 
As an instrumental teacher, I have been directly involved in an adult learning ensemble 
proJect. As previously stated, the group used in the pilot study was one known to me 
and was part of the same project. This put my position as the researcher towards the 
insider end of the continuum. However, the group that participated was not a group that 
I had worked with, so to the students I was an outsider. Therefore I was both insider 
and outsider at the same time. Furthermore, within the group, one partidpant was a 
parent of one of my students. This added an extra dimension to the interview. Similarly, 
another participant was a parent of a previous student who Is now a colleague. This 
partiCipant was also an Individual interviewee. As a researcher I was initially concerned 
about IntervieWing this participant, and tried to assume a position as a researcher during 
the interview. However, prior knowledge of the interviewee helped in adopting an 
appropriate interview style and although during the Interview the participant made 
comments such as 'as you know,' I do not think that this compromised the quality of the 
data received. 
Interestingly, there are some contradictions as to my role of the researcher. As a 
musician who plays an orchestral instrument I am in an insider position. However, I have 
no experience of playing a stringed instrument. This also makes me an outsider. I 
deliberately chose a string group for the pilot study for this reason. Although it is 
impossible to eliminate all bias (Bell, 1999), I wanted to attempt to be as objective as 
possible and felt that by using a group where I was more a stranger than a native, this 
would help. 
The second contradiction is regarding my experience as a teacher/pupil. As a musician I 
was clearly In an Insider position, having knowledge of music theory and music teaching, 
but as an advanced player rather than a beginner I was an outsider. I had no experience 
of what It Is like to be an adult learning music for the first time since school and 
therefore could not put myself In the same position as these adults. When I analysed the 
transcripts of the pilot study I became very aware that to the students there was a dear 
distinction between themselves and 'a musician'. The realisation of this caused me some 
concern. I am a musician, so to a student who knows me as a 'musician' am I someone 
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who is perceived as far more accomplished than they? If so, would this affect my 
relationship as an interviewer and could it create a barrier in interview? 
This was addressed In the main phase of the research by the introduction of the 
autoethnographlc study. In terms of insider/outsider research, I am now able to place 
myself along a continuum of 'stranger or 'native' as well as a continuum of 'master' or 
'pupil' in order to view the data, as shown In figure 12. This gives me a much wider 
angle from which to view and analyse my data as well as an extra dimension to my 
ability to be knowledgeable and sensitive to the participants. 
Figure 12 - PosItIons from which to carry out ........ /outaicier rMeIIrch 
master stranger 
native pupil 
(Hen~,2006; 105) 
UZ.4.b Ethics 
Cohen et al. (2000; 56) state that 
'Social scientists veneral/y have a responsibility not only to their profession in 
its search for knowledge and quest for truth, but also for the subjects'they 
depend on for their work. Whatever the spec:ifIc nature of their work, sodal 
researchers must take Into account the effects of the research on participants, 
and act in such a way as to preserve their dignity as human' beings. ,. , ' 
Pring (2004) discusses ethics In educational research projectS In terms of the moral 
decisions that a researcher must take during the course of the -research.- For me these 
fall Into two categories: permissions and respect. 
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In terms of permissions, these include the following: 
Permission to: 
• access groups 
• observe participants 
• interview participants 
• record and fully transcribe interviews 
• write about participants 
• use quotes from the participants in any written form 
• publish anything written about participants or that uses participants' quotes 
I did not assume that once a person participated in an interview or an observation, then 
that was consent for me to use that contribution as I Wished, so these permissions were 
all gained at each stage of the research (Mason, 2002). PartiCipants were fully informed 
of what was expected of them before participating in observations and interviews. They 
were told when the Interview would take place, how long It would be and the format that 
the interview would take (Bell, 1999). A letter explaining the research and outlining the 
confidentiality code was given to each partiCipant. The confidentiality code being: 
• All information given in Interview is in confidence. 
• No reference to names or places will be made in any written or verbal 
account of the research. 
• PartiCipants have the right to withdraw at any stage of the research. 
This was reinforced at the beginning of each Interview. Interviewees were told that 
nothing in the interview would be discussed other than In academic writing or 
presentation, that they would not be referred to personally In any academiC writing or 
presentation and that they could contribute as little or as much as they liked to the 
Interview, withdrawing at any point. Consent to participatiOn and acceptance of the 
confidentiality code was asked for directly prior to switching on recording equipment. In 
order to record consent for group Interviews (Wlsker, 2008) I asked each participant to 
state his or her name at the beginning of the recording. To record consent for Individual 
interview, I made a statement that recording equipment was switched on and active and 
participants were asked if they were happy to continue. Participants were given the 
option of listening to recordings and reading transalpts if they wished. No participant 
requested this. 
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In order to gain consent for participation in written accounts, each participant involved 
was contacted and Informed of my wish to use their contribution in the paper. Once 
permission was granted, copies of the relevant paper were sent to the participants 
before publication or presentation. Partldpants had the opportunity to alter, contradict or 
withdraw from these papers at any point. No participants withdrew their contribution or 
contradicted anything that I had written. 
In terms of respect, my main concern has been with the difficulties of 'speaking for 
others'. Ellingson (2009; 37) says that 
'Reframing our participants' words within our theoretical frames benefits us far 
more than them, and may even serve to harm partiCipants. Certainly, no 
matter how weI/Intentioned, the process of representing other's experience 
remains fraught with significant challenges. ' 
One paper I wrote was based on four students' stories (Henley, 2008a). I used the 
students' stories to show how students used the concept of 'possible selves' to motivate 
their learning and It Involved a narrative of the students' history and participation In their 
learning ensemble. In order to guard against making any assumptions about the 
students, and to keep within my.code of permissions, I sent the paper to the students 
Involved prior to presenting It. I had changed the names of the students In the paper to 
keep within my confidentiality code and three out of the four students commented on 
how 'spot on' I had got their stories and how they could relate to their character. All 
students were happy to be used for tile paper •. 
My method of asking permission and sending out written accounts to the participants not 
only adds to the validity of the research, but has also enabled me to show the 
partiCipants that I respect their contribution, keeping them actively Involved In the 
research PrQCess. One of the benefits of conducting a research project that uses both 
autoethnography and cootrastlng case studies Is that I can present a multi-voiced 
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opinion on a topiC. Thro~hout this thesis I have presented differences of opinion and 
used these to form my arguments. In this way I can show respect for the participants' . 
differences of opinion and use them In a productive way. 
One major deciSion that I had to make In terms of ethical considerations was whether I 
told the members of my gamelan group what I was doing. Would I be showing the 
participants in the research disrespect If I were covert about my autoethnographlc 
study? On the other hand, if I were open about It, would this alter their behaviour? After 
careful consideration about the alms of the autoethnographlc study, I decided that there 
was no reason why I needed to be covert. As discussed previously, the point of the study 
was to research myself and how I reacted to learning in an ensemble. Therefore there 
was no reason why the members of the group should not know what I was doing. This 
also made it easier to keep my ethical code consistent In the case studies; I could not 
see how I could conduct a case study that Included observing and interviewing whilst 
being a covert researcher within the group. In terms of respect for my partldpants, it Is 
important to stress that the data in my diary is my reality and not an attempt to 
reconstruct that of the other members of the group. It is my view of how I interacted 
with other people and it is completely partial and biased. I am not attempting to 
represent a point of view of the others, nor am I trying to second-guess what the others 
might be thinking or feeling. The point is that it documents what I was thinking and 
feeling at the time so that I can analyse my experiences in the same way that I can 
analyse others' experiences via the interview data. There are instances in the diary 
where I observe the behaviour of two or more members of the group and then put my 
own meaning to that behaviour, but these are absolutely crudal In my understanding of 
how a person constructs a meaning within a sodal group. That meaning may be 
completely different to the Intended meaning of the others but as it is my own 
construction, it is valid as I have always ensured that the diary relates back to me; what 
I thought, how I reacted. My diary shows both moments of joy and of frustration. Being 
part of a social group, these naturally involve other people. I do not see a difference In 
referring to other members of the group In an account of my own experience and the 
other participants referring to other members of their groups In their accounts of their 
own experience; therefore as long as I have kept within my own confidentiality code, I 
see no reason to exclude data that refers to other group members. 
In all, the partidpants In this research project have been more than wIRing to contribute. 
Whereas some participants have decided not to continue with their contribution to the 
research, no one has withdrawn any contribution. The partldpants have been happy to 
be part of the research process and have been very forthcoming In their contributions. 
They have allowed me to video them to provide further support for the research 
(although not part of the research process, I have used video footage in oral conference 
presentations). This has made the research process easier and the ethical code that I 
have worked In has produced a mutual respect for researcher/participant. This has been 
Invaluable in the research process. 
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111.5 Presenting the research 
What I have described above Is a research project that takes a social constructivist 
viewpoint, uses a flexible design with a combination of case study, autoethnographlc and 
grounded theory approaches. I have attempted to collect both partial and Impartial data 
so as to provide a spectrum of experiences that can be analysed. In order to draw all of 
these different methods and approaches together, I have presented the research as a 
crystallized project. Ellingson (2009; 10) suggests that 'crystallization manifests In 
qualitative projects that 
• Offer deep, thickly described, complexly rendered interpretations of 
meanings about a phenomenon or group. 
• Represent ways of produdng knowledge across multiple points of the 
qualitative continuum, generally induding at least one middle-ground 
(constructivist or post positivist) and one Interpretive, artistic, 
performative or other creative analytic approach; often crystallized texts 
reflect several contrasting ways of knowing. 
• Utilize more than one genre of writing (e.g., poetry, narrative, report) 
and/or other medium (e.g., video, painting, music). 
• Include a significant degree of reflexive consideration of the researcher's 
self and roles In the process of research design, data collection, and 
representation. 
• Eschew positivist dalms to objectivity and a singular, discoverable truth 
in favor of embradng knowledge as situated, partial, constructed, 
multiple, embodied, and enmeshed In power relations. ' 
Ellingson (2009; 8-9) puts forward a qualitative continuum (shown In figure 13), 
suggesting that rather than a dichotomy of art/science, there Is a continuum at 
which art anchors one end and science anchors the other. Most qualitative 
researchers occupy a point between the two ends and what crystallizatton does is 
allow the research to move along this continuum in order to utilise a variety of 
different viewpoints to produce the best research (Ellingson, 2009). The points 
related to this research project have been highlighted in red. It Is easy to see that 
although mainly situated In the middle ground, there are strong elements of the 
art/Impressionist end of the continuum and some elements of the science/realist 
end. Therefore I have utilised different viewpoints so as to present this research In 
the most effective way. 
1. .; , I '-" 
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Figure 13 - Qualitative Continuum 
Art/Impressionist Middle-Ground Approaches Science/Rea list 
To unravel accepted truths To construct situated To discover objective truth 
To construct personal truths knowledges To generalize to larger 
To explore the specific To explore the typical population 
Goals To generate art To generate description and To explain reality "out 
understanding there" 
To trouble the taken-for- To generate scientific 
granted knowledge 
To generate pragmatic To predict and control 
implications for practitioners behaviour 
How do we/can we cope with How do participants What does it mean form the 
life? What other ways can we understand their world? researcher's point of view? 
Questions imagine? What IS unique about How do the partiCipants and What is the relationship 
my or another's experience? author co-construct a world? among factors? What 
What are the pragmatic behaviours can be 
implications of research? predicted? 
Autoethnography Semistructured interviewing Coding textual data 
Interactive interviewing Focus groups Random sampling 
Participant observation Participant Frequencies of behaviours 
Performance observation/ethnography Measurement 
Methods Sociological interospection ThematiC, metaphoriC, and Surveys 
Visual arts narrative analysis Structured interviews 
Grounded Theory 
Case studies 
Participatory action research 
Historical/archival research 
Use of first-person voice Use of first-person voice Use of passive voice 
Library techniques Incorporation of brief "View from nowhere" 
Writing Stories narratives in research reports (Harraway, 1998) 
Poetry/Poetic transcription Use "snippets" of participants' Claim single authoritative 
Multivocal, multigenre texts words interpretation 
Layered accounts Usually a single interpretation, Meaning summarized in 
Experiential forms with implied partiality and tables and charts 
Personal reflections positionality Objectivity and minimization 
Open to multiple Some consideration of of bias highlighted 
interpretations researcher's standpoint(s) 
~ 
Researcher as the main focus, Participants are main focus, Research is presented as 
Researcher or as much the focus of but researcher's positionality irrelevant to results 
research as other partiCipants is key to forming findings 
~ 
Artistic/Interpretive: inductive, Social constructionist Positivist: deductive, tested, 
personal, ambiguity, change, /Postpositivist: inductive, axioms, measurement, 
adventure, improvisation, emergent, intersubjectivity, variables, manipulation of 
Vocabularies process, concrete details, process, themes, categorized, conditions, control, 
evocative experience, thick description, co-creation predication, generalizability, 
creativity, aesthetiCS of meaning, social validity, reliability, theory 
construction of meaning, driven 
standpoint, ideology 
Do stories ring true, resonate, Flexible criteria Authoritative rules 
engage, move? Clarity and openness of Specific criteria for data, 
Criteria Are they coherent, plaUSible, processes Similar to quantitative 
interesting, aesthetically Clear reasoning and use of Proscribed metholodical 
pleasing? support processes 
Evidence of researcher's 
reflexivitv 
The research is presented as a report layered with autobiographical accounts and 
personal reflection on the experiences encountered by myself as a participant and also 
by myself as a practitioner within the field of learning ensembles. The crystallization of 
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the research allows the audience to see the multi-faceted nature of the enquiry and 
allows myself as a researcher to use writing as a creative process in order to analysis my 
data and present my theories, whilst keeping within the traditional reporting framework 
of a social constructivist research project. 
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IV Discussion 
IV.1 Chapter 1 - Zntroduclng the Subject 
The discussion of the findings of this research falls Into two parts. In Chapters 1 to 8 I 
shall discuss the learning process found within the learning ensemble in detail. This 
discussion will look at each aspect of the learning process In tum. Then, In Chapters 9-
13, I shall combine all of these aspects looking holistically at the musical learning 
process In order to discuss motivational factors within the learning ensemble and the 
personal transformation that occurs as an outcome of learning in this way. For the 
discussion of the learning process I will use Activity Theory, and so before Introducing 
the subject, I shall briefly discuss the application of Activity Theory to musical learning. 
Activity Theory Is a way of looking at learning In terms of the interactions between the 
person undertaking the activity (the subject), their object (or goal) and the tools that 
they use to carry out that object. Nardi (1997; 73) explains: 
'Actions are goal-directed processes that must be undertaken to fulfil the 
object. ' 
Learning a musical instrument can be seen as a series Of actiOns undertaken by the 
student so as to reach a speCific goal. For example, a student may wish to learn to play 
a tune In the key of D major. In order to do so, th~ Student muSt'bConie'filmlllar with 
the technical aspects of playing in D major, I.e. playing a sharp F and a sharp C. They 
must know how to physically produce these notes on their instrument and also know 
what they sound like in relation to a natural F and a natural C so as to identify whether 
the note has been played correctly. To do this they may decide to learn the scale of D 
major. This action Is speclflcally directed towards the goal of learning how to produce the 
sharp notes within the con~ of the key In order to fulfil the object of playing a tune in 
D major. Activity Theory maps out the dtfferent factors Involved In these Interactions and 
provides a lens through which to view these processes. 
The traditional model shows the Interaction only between the subject, the object and the 
tools (also called mediating artefacts) In the fonn of a triangle and is described as an 
activity system, shown In figure 14 (page 84). The subject Is the student; the object Is 
to play music. The subject uses tools such as the Instrument and the notation to fulfil 
this object. The notation or the Instrument cannot play the musicw'~t the student, 
), ' :-'. . 
and the student cannot. produce the muslf ,without the tools. 
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Figure 14 - A basic activity system 
tools 
subject ~------------------------------------~ o~ect 
However, this process does not happen in social isolation and Engestrom (1999) 
presented another layer to the activity system, shown in figure 15, to reflect this. Three 
more triangles represent the interactions between: the subject, the rules and the 
community; the subject, the community and the object; and finally the community, the 
division of labour and the object. So we are able to view the context within which the 0 
major scale has been learnt, and see how the student has Interacted with this In order to 
learn. It is this model of the Activity System that I shall use to discuss the learning 
processes occurring within a learning ensemble. 
Figure 15 - Eng_tram's activity system 
mediating 
artefacts 
- ... ~~ outcome 
rules L-________ ~ ________ ~ 
Division of Labour 
community 
(Engestrom, 1999; 31) 
Engestrom also added the outcome to this activity system, representing the fact that the 
outcome is separate from the object. For example, the object might be to play 'Ode to 
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Joy' on the violin so as to secure the 0 major scale, and the outcome might be a 
performance of this piece. 
lV.l.a Leisure musicians 
The musical learners In this research are different to ~~e fo~nd.aWl eiUler.~semi- . 
professional amateur ensemble or learning In Isolation. These people have chosen to 
play in an ensemble where they can learn the skills Involved In playing their Instrument 
within a social environment. I have previously described these learners as leisure 
musidans (Henley, 2007a). These adults are turning to instrumentalleaming purely for 
the joy of making music. Their Intentions are not to make a career out of playing; there 
are no obvious connections with their jobs or any opportunities to use this learning as 
part of skills training for their employer, they have undertaken the activity for the 
primary purpose of wanting to playa musical Instrument for their leisure. Within this, 
there are of course many reasons for wanting to do so. Some students did not have the 
chance to learn as a child and always wanted to play, like Student Pl. 
'1 just didn't play anything [previously], even when 1 was at school. It wasn't a 
musical school anyway, It just wasnt a subject'th« 1 pursued or anyone did. 
So it wasn't until my daughter st~rted that Inspired me to start really.' 
Student 0 joined her learning ensemble beatuse she simply wanted a new hobby: 
'My children all play through the loealauthority's music schoo/and tl)ey seem 
to get a lot out of it. I was kind of looking for a new hobby, I helrcJ [about the 
group on a] radio programme ... last year, and lapplied to join. ,. .. ". 
Like Students P1 and 0, other students' decision to join a learnIng ensemble has been 
Influenced by their children. Student yjotnedhet leamlng ensemble betause'herion '. 
was involved In a music centre. She descrtbeswhy she chose ltie dar1net~ ,::. 
'1 dldht have any formal musiClii edUClltlon much at sthool'~r th.,. Slttglng; 
classes ... then I'm actually a teacher; and at the flf$t school I worked In had II:, ;,~ 
big choral society ... so 1 discovered I could sing by IIccldent .. lind so I started' , .. 
singing. And ... five years ago I had serious health problems and ... prior to that 
.I'd actually acquired a flute but because of the nllture of the Illness I had I,Jost ;" . 
a lot of strength In my left ann and found 1 couldnt play the flute and didnt do 
any more about It until, my· son was« a fnusic centre, this Is hoWllcnew . " 
[about the group], and ~ thotK./ht I would ~ alright with an Instru",."t ~tw,s,c 
straight down instead of having to hold something up. ' 
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This then inspired her husband, Student AA, to join. However, he joined a little after the 
beginner group had started and found it quite difficult at first. 
'Weill didn't have any instrument to start with, and I wasn't sure I wanted to 
do it and then because my son and wife were doing it I thought 'I'll give it a 
try'. 
Didn't you get the book yourself and get yourself up to speed? 
I did. I got the book and I went through all the exercises and got to almost the 
same pOint that she was at and then the big shock was when I had to come 
and play with a group of other people. 
Oh really? 
Oh yeah, that was a real problem. Sitting in my room here playing away was 
quite OK. As soon as I came to play with other people it was like 'They don't 
stop when I can't remember how to play that note!' 
The students above all say that they had no musical training at school. Student B on the 
other hand did learn to play the violin at school and she has returned to it through her 
learning ensemble. 
'I hadn't really thought about taking up the violin again for a long time. I hadn't 
played for about 25 years, and if you'd asked me three years ago if I could 
have envisaged spending every Saturday doing four hours' worth of playing 
again I would have said you were mad, I couldn't actually see any way back in. 
And I had vaguely been thinking of it sImply because I had found myoid violin 
at my sister's house and I'd gradually been doing things, I'd taken it to the local 
violin shop and got it fixed up. But I was totally puzzled about, 1 didn't know if 1 
had the drive or the energy or anything, or even the time to really do it. And in 
fact it was on one of the forays to the local violin shop that I saw a poster for it. 
As far as I was concerned it was a real lifesaver. ' 
For a student like Student B who has played an instrument previously, the learning 
ensemble provides the perfect forum in which to refresh skills and continue learning. 
Also, the level that she reached at school did not allow her to play In many local 
orchestras. Therefore her learning ensemble is not only allowing her to refresh her skills, 
but also pick up from where she left off, playing at a level that Is comfortable for her but 
with the opportunity to develop when she is ready. 
For the players of Group 2, where the learning Is pitched at an Intermediate level and 
prior Instrumental skill is reqUired, an outlet for students who like Student B have 
reached this level but want to play without the pressure of a demanding auditioning 
orchestra is provided, as Student H explains. 
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'The good thing about it is that it's completely non-judgmental, you don't 
audition to get in. ' 
Many amateur orchestras operate at a fairly advanced level and have audition 
procedures. They can be over competitive or critical of someone who Is not quite at the 
level of the other players, as Student G found out. 
'I started two years ago and I thought I would never be able to get to play with 
people for years and years and years and I tried some other group and my view 
was confirmed. Then I spoke to someone who plays and she said try [Group 2J, 
and I expect it's the wrong word, but I've been tolerated cheerfully [laughter] 
and that's Important for somebody in my position... I'd already trled another 
small orchestra thing and it didn't work at all, in fact I rather resented the fact 
that I was told that people that didn't stick it didn't have any gumption. I felt 
that at my age and my time of /lfe and after all I'd done, I dldn t need some 
formidable woman who'd never done music In her life telling me about 
gumption. So I was very relieved to find somewhere that 1 could lit least get 
started. Because playing with others, especially for an adult, Is not that easy a 
thing to achieve. ' 
For members of Group 3, the reasons for Joining their learning ensemble are slightly 
different because of the different style of music, and the gamelan attracts students with 
highly developed musical performance skills alongside those with no previous experience 
of playing a musical Instrument. Student K has a strong musical background: 
'[I was}brought up by parents who loved dasslcal music primarily, my mum 
sang In choirs, amateur chOirs, and they were great concert goers so they 
encouraged their two children to learn instruments. So I started plano at six, 
cello at seven, always wante~ to play double bass so started thllt at nine. ' 
She went to Music College ahd sh.!'now 'pl~YS prote$slonally. When I asked her why 'she 
joined her learning ensemble she 'said that she 'was intrigued by It'. She continued 
'When 1 was doing my Master's degree (my tutorJ said go off lind do as many 
bizarre cultural experlenCf!$ as'you can while you are here [laughterJ so we 
have this thing called BCE, Bizarre Cu1tlJrai Experiences In Our house [lots of 
laughter] and we try to collect as many as J'Osslb'e~ 50 when' we heard there 
was a gamelan ... ' 
Student R Joined the group purely because a group of friends were .goIng. 
'I went along not knowing what It was at all. I'd heard a description of It but I 
didn't really know what It was. And 1 went along with about five other friends 
and 1 think we suddenly boosted the group by about half because there were 
only about five people there at that time. And 1 thought It sounded rel.xlng 
lind I thought I'd had a really stressful dllY at work .nd yet 1 felt relllly calm 
after It. Even though I couldnt do It, It dldnt seem to ",.tter very much. It just 
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felt, with all the sounds coming from the people who could play even If I 
couldn't keep up, it felt like a kind of therapy really more than a lesson.' 
And then students M and N joined because of past experiences. After a music degree at 
university, Student M moved to London and 'was Involved In various experimental 
groups as well as orchestras. ' Within his 'experimental groups' he played a lot of 
Messiaen's music (Messiaen was greatly influenced by gamelan) so when the chance 
came to join the gamelan, he took it. Student N also came to gamelan through an 
interest in Messiaen and had experience of Balinese gamelan in the 1970s, as he 
explains. 
'Actually gamelan and me go back a long way, like [Student M] I did a lot of 
Twentieth Century stuff and I was really interested In Messiaen and, this is 
when I was at University, this is, you know this is back in the late 70's which is 
before universities in this country had gamelans ... but I still got to hear lots of 
records. And then when I discovered that my then best buddy's girlfriend was 
going off to Bali to do a bit of research for what was going to be a PhD in 
Balinese music and he said why don't you go along and hang on, so it's like you 
know Balinese music, you can keep her company. So I went, the end result was 
that I ended up marrying her [Laughter]. We did spend a month and a bit in 
Bali together back in 1980 and so I learnt some Balinese gamelan then ... being 
1980 when we came back, there was no work for gamelan players or teachers 
really in England then, so we went back to our freelancing in early music but 
always ... in the back of my mind was that I would always like to get back into 
gamelan. When I lived in London, although there was gamelan playing in 
London in the 90's, 80's and 90's, I just didn't have time. But then, moved here 
and then when I heard that the town was getting Its gamelan I thought, Ok, 
right, here's my chance to get back into It all these years. ' 
Family members who play an Instrument are a strong Influence. Other influences include 
playing an instrument at school and wishing to 'dust off the cobwebs' and wanting to 
learn a new skill. Student P2 explains why she joined her learning ensemble. 
'I started because my son started to learn the cello and to keep him motivated 
I said that he could try and teach me to read music and to play after his lesson. 
I was quite taken with It so ... I decided to hire a cello of my own to keep on 
learning and ... I started getting lessons then one-to-one with my son's teacher. ' 
However, she found that 'as an adult and as a beginner there aren't very many forums 
where you can practise and have a go at stuff. ' Her teacher told her about the learning 
ensemble and she decided to join. When asked how she found playing In the group after 
having Individual lessons she said: 
'it gave you a whole load more freedom and the ability to see how other people 
were doing and how quickly they were learning .... Doing one-to-one when I just 
don't know, I've never played an instrument, 1 can't read music and I don't 
know how people sound when they do well apart from you know Yo Yo Ma, 
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people like that. .. 1 don't know whether I'm doing well, whether I'm getting on 
reasonably or if 1 should give up now. It just gives you an opportunity to sort 
of. .. doing it amongst other people that are learning to try and gauge the right 
sort of speed ... ' 
To this student, the experience of learning alongside other people gave her the chance 
to place her own learning in context with other learners and also to ensure that she Is ' 
learning at a 'normal' pace. Unlike school children who are orten more able to compare 
themselves to others around them who are also learning an Instrument, this student ,had 
felt isolated as an adult beginner cellist untn she joined her group. She continued: 
'I find that [In my Individual lessons IJ was going too slow ... 1 don't want to sit 
down and play Jingle Bells ... 1 want to try and stretch and do some hard things, 
and 1 don't mind if 1 don't do them well, but 1 want to keep the Interest up by 
trying to do hard things and 1 don't feel ... that the way that 1 am beIng taught 
one-to-one Is keeping my interest as an adult whereas. this group does do that. ' 
It is clear that this student feels that she does not get as rich a learning experience from 
her Individual lessons as she does learning within her group. So, what Is It that the group 
provides that keeps her learning alive, and why can she not get this from an Individual 
lesson? 
: I,' 
. t'·, 
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.lV.2 Chapter 2 - Social Music Making 
Traditionally within Western Classical music, instrumental learning has been carried out 
on a one-to-one basis, 'expert' teacher to 'novice' pupil (Gaunt, 2008). In many people's 
eyes, parents included, the more 'expert' the teacher, the better the learning experience 
is perceived to be. Recent years have seen a shift in instrumental teaching towards 
group teaching. Young, Burwell and Pickup (2003; 140) commented on this shift 'from 
the conservatoire model towards a more eclectic, inclusive one.' In Nerland's (2007) 
discussion of different teaching strategies employed in one-to-one teaching she explains 
that 'teaching is heavily bounded in the historical practices of music performance' 
(p.399) The teaching and learning in academies of music Is centred on the one-to-one 
teaching of a principal instrument where 'the positions of teacher and student are 
institutionally regulated' (p.400). If this is the way high-level music academies teach the 
elite of the performance world, the role models for many learners, then it is easy to see 
why the view that the best way to learn an Instrument is through one-to-one lessons is 
held by so many. However, for an adult leamer, this may not be the case. 
When asked "Why provide a learning opportunity for adults as a learning ensemble?H 
Manager A said 
'Most of the things we do in life are done as groups, you know, we survive as 
families in groups, we don't always get on, but we survive. We work in the 
work place generally in groups and when you look in the group context, the 
best groups are those that can interact together and move forward together 
and pupils in school are used to working in groups, in groups of 30, sometimes 
in smaller groups, so why is it that in instrumental teaching there is a mentality 
amongst teachers that of course we can teach in groups but we are not going 
to get the same standard?' 
This is a very Interesting question. Moreover, as Lave and Wenger (1991; 35) say 
'learning is an integral part of generative social practice in the lived-in world. ' 
The Idea that a person learns through the situation that they are in, and that the 
learning Is a fundamental ingredient of the social world that they are a part of, Is the 
essence of the concept of legitimate peripheral participation developed by Lave and 
Wenger (1991). In relation to adult learning ensembles, the key factor to the learning is 
what the practice of the community is. If the learner wishes only to learn for the sake of 
learning an Instrument and has no deSire to partiCipate In the social creation of music, 
then being part of a community of practice where the practice is that of learning an 
instrument on an indiVidual basis may suffice. However, if the learner wishes to be part 
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of a musical experience with others and join an ensemble, performing music In a social 
context, then they can only do so by being part of the practice of the social creation of 
music. To a leisure musician the idea of the act of learning an instrument may not be the 
motivation for learning, but the desire to create music and play with others may provide 
a far greater stimulus; they do not want to learn an Instrument, but they want to be able 
to play the instrument (whatever words they use to express this desire). So, whatever 
their reasons for wanting to do so, they all have the same object of social music making. 
By engaging in the learning of a musical Instrument through a learning ensemble, they 
are entering a community of practice of social music making. 
IV.2.a The practice of practising 
Davidson, Hare and Sloboda (1997; 192) dalm that In the development of mUSical 
performance skill 'the most directly effective activity for skill acquisition is deliberate 
practice' and the need for practice has been widely discussed in relation to how 
musicians learn (Miklaszewskl, 2004). Furthermore, the opening statement of Hallam's 
(1998) chapter on Practice in Instrumental Teaching is 'all musicians practise' (p.l3S). 
However, to many students who are members of a learning ensemble, personal solitary 
practice Is not necessarily something that they want to'particlpate In or may not have 
time for, as Student D states, 'practising is a problem actually too. ' 
If practice Is a problem, why Is it necessary? Hallam (1998; 136-7) explains 
., 
'Practice serves a number of functions. These depend on the level of expertise 
of the musician and the preparations required for particular perfonnances. For 
beginner musidans practice Is required to develop a range of musical skills: the 
technical skiNs for playing the Instrument, Ns~nlng SkIlls to monitor Whether . 
the music Is being played appropriately and slcJlls concemed with reading and 
performing music. 
Practice for novice musicians Is particularly Important for developing 
automaticity. Many of the skills Involved In playing a musical instrument are 
carried out, by expert players, with little conscious effort. They hlIve been 
repeated sufficiently often for them to be undertaken automatically, rather as 
many aspects of driving II car become lIutOmated lis experlenc:e'ls gained. 'The 
advantage of skills becoming relatiWJ1y automlltlc Is 'that attention can then' be 
focused on other aspec:t:s of perforinllnce, fOr'lnstllnce, playlng·mlislc6lly, 
synchronizing playing with others, or following i conductor • .,. ' 
If this Is Indeed the case, pra~tng skHls' are vital to musical developl'nent and this Is 
something that all students should be aware of. Howe~er, ~dent D's v~\¥ that, practice 
Is a problem Is not a unique view and most students felt that they should be doing more 
" .. ":, 
practice, feeling guilty when they did not, as Student D and 0 explain.' 
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'D 1 get frustrated because 1 can't play. 
o Yes. 
Do you? 
D And I'm cursing myself because 1 didn't. .. 
A Yes, yes, yes. Exactly and you feel guilty. 
D You do feel guilty to read the newspaper ... 
o Yes it's on a guilt trip. 
D It's a guilt trip isn't it? 
o Yes.' 
Student 0 goes some way to explain why the students feel that they need to practise 
more. 
'0 Most people are probably between you know, thirty and seventy really, 
there's a whole range, but by that time you've kind of got your adult life 
organised [agreement] and most people who come here are a fairly self 
selected group [agreement] who manage they own lives or feel reasonably 
content and ... [are competent] in their work life, and to actually come here and 
find you are not very good at something, it's quite hard ... It's quite a hard thing 
to manage ... [agreement] if youte ... so used to being on top of your ... 
C But then again for me it's like, what 1 put in is what I get out ... 
o Yes, that's absolutely right. 
C And 1 think there is an onus on all of us to, to do personal work ... 
A Well we all know that don't we. What we do and what we should do ... 
[general agreement and laughter] 
o This is what it comes down to. 
A It's not the same thing. 
o It's the guilt thing isn't it, 1 mean at home, if 1 need to do something at home 
1 do it. If 1 hadn't finished something 1 needed to do for work I'd take it home 
and deal with it, 1 wouldn't be slobby about work. But it's leisure so I don't do 
it. 1 feel I put in that four hours here I don't think I've ever missed, there's one 
session where I was ill apart from that 1 haven't missed anything. But when I 
get home I tend not to do anything else. And I mean to, I mean to go and 
practise during the week and I don't and I come back here week after week and 
there's this feeling of guilt and, and, but not guilt exactly but this feeling of 
failure [agreement] for not having done something ... 
A Disappointment in yourself. 
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t) Disappointment in yourself, that's right. 
B But it's entirely self ... 
A Yes. ves. 
B Self generated isn't it?' 
It appears that these students are putting a great deal of pressure upon themselves 
to practise so that they can Improve their playing. Thev all feel that oractlce Is 
necessary but actually motivating themselves to do It is where the difficulty lies. 
Student D highlights where her motivation for practice lies. 
'And there's concerts and they a/ways, ok, got to practise now.' 
Student E shows that she'ls aware of the relationship between practice and progress 
and uses it rationally as a way to resolve her own Issues regarding achievement. 
'E But there [are} ... sort of advantages. If you know that you haven't really 
practised all week then it doesn't, then you sort of think that's the reason that 
I'm not very good. 
A You know where if you had practised ... 
E If 1 had practised I'd be really good.' [laughter} 
Student 0 adds to this 
'Somebody who started the same time as me who~ also II beginner;' who~ also' 
middle aged with ,grown up, she's effectively just a grown up in a household,. 1 .: 
mean she did practise every day and there's no doubt that when we get these 
[sings} she can Just whiz through them ... ' , .' i' . . 
The Interesting paradox here Is that whilst the students feel this tremendOU$ amount of. 
guilt about not practising, It Is entire'ycreated by themselves; they an! fully awa,.. of . 
why they do not practise enough. 
"0 But 1 think perhaps Is an Issue for most of us, 1 mean effectlvr!ly 1 hardly say .. 
1 do anything when 1 get home, very occasionally ... 1 mean there are people 
who, and there are different lifestyles one of the cellos 1 think he played as a 
child and when he came 1 think he said he wanted to bect1me really good and ,. 
he gets in from work at 5.30 and he has his cello, sitting ~ and-Ithlllk he. 
practises every day from 5.30 to 6.30. 
'., 
BWow. 
o And that's what he does when he gets in. Now 1 don't have either the, I say 
it at the time but I basically 1 don't have the inclination because I suppose 1 
could move all of my lifestyle. 1 mean 1 don 't get in that early 1 must admit. 1 
suppose 1 could move my life schedule back where 1 could say 1 could do it 
from nine to ten, but 1 don't have the sort of life where I would be prepared to? 
C There's also other family commitments ... 
o Yeah that's right. 
C ... Myself /Iving in a part of a household it's like, they don t want to hear me ... 
A No, no [laughter1 
C ... I've been practising for a while and they keep going, and it's just like, it's 
very off putting for them. I'm embarrassed. 
A Yeah, yeah. 
D 1 brought a very expensive big fat mute [laughter1 hoping that would help. I 
Although perfectly understandable, these are all reasons that could be changed by the 
Individual if they felt strongly enough to do so. The only musical reason for not practising 
enough was given by Student D. 
' ... because you always have a part ... , you never have a tune that sounds good 
on Its own. I 
Here is an absolutely crucial difference between learning as an individual and learning 
within a group. As an individual leamer, the student will mainly learn tunes that can be 
played as an individual, there may be an accompanying part, but the student will 
practise the melody and in most cases, this will stand up on its own as a piece of music. 
This makes practice a pleasurable experience. However, as a member of an ensemble, 
unless you are playing the melody line, quite often your part is not only an 
accompaniment, but also a part within that accompaniment and can often make little 
musical sense If practised on Its own. This can make practice for the Individual who is 
learning within a group very difficult. 
In contrast to the above students, one group of students do not have to undertake any 
personal practice, as the nature of the group does not allow It. Within a gamelan the 
instruments are never separated, the Instrument of gamelan Is the collection of 
instruments Itself. In other words the music cannot exist without one of the components 
and therefore cannot be played on an Individual instrument without the others. In Java 
the gamelan Is a community Instrument and remains together, players do not take their 
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Individual Instruments home to practise and instruments within It are not owned 
separately. As Student l says 
'What I like about gamelan as a concept is it's an ensemble by definition and 
therefore what you're playing is part of an entity. ' 
The following extract from my learning diary explains how the music works through the 
integration of all parts of the gamelan. 
'11 October 2005 
Interestingly too, [the tutor] was telling us that In the gamelan there is always 
a tune that is never heard until all parts are playing together. You can't go and 
practise your instrument, you have to play together ... people don't practice in 
Java, they just play together and correct themselves as they go. It really Is a 
community thing. ' 
This being the case, the students learning gamelan actively do not carry out personal 
practice. Student l explains why this is a good thing for himself as a learner. 
'L It's absolutely wonderful not having homework. [laughter] Knowing that 
nobody else has done better homework than you have. That's a really nice 
experience. The flIct that nobody has practised. beforehand, and they come 
back and oh yes, I can do that, and you are thinking, I didn't have time 
over the week and I actually have a busy life and this is my allocated time. I 
really enjoy coming here and being just as useless as 1 was last time. 
[laughter] And developing onwards from there.' 
The progress made by the gamelan students has been made entirely through practice 
within the playing sessIOns, yet their level, ofprog~ has not been slow. The ~ature of 
the music Is that the other parts are needed In order for an Individual to. progress. 
However, to the orchestral students It seems that their view fsthat progresS Is'made as 
an individual, on an Individual basis despite the fact that they are lear:nlng as a group. 
Although both sets of students are progressing Indlvl~ually, the orchestral ,students seem 
to think that progress only happens when playing Individually and have not actually 
, .' '. " 
realised that when they are rehearsing In their ensembles they are In fact also 
practiSing, which In some cases Is for four hours a week. 
Hallam (1998; 137) states that 
. ' . 
'The development of automatldty requires repetition. Repetition does not occur 
only in practice. Every time that the IndJv.ldual plays their Instrument skills are 
being repeated and enhanced. ' . . '. '. ' ..: ' . 
, < • ~ • ' . ;., ! 
, ' 
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Green (2002) discusses practice In relation to popular musicians and the interviewees in 
her research had similar constraints on personal practice time due to external pressures. 
So 'practising and playing become one and the same thing' (p.88). Folkestaad also holds 
this view. In his discussion of formal and Informal learning practices he quotes Bob 
Dylan's (2004; 16) view of practice: 
'I could never sit in a room and just play all by myself. 1 needed to play for 
people and all the time. You can say 1 practised in public and my whole life was 
becoming what 1 practised. ' 
What this then demonstrates is that the people who have chosen to learn within an 
ensemble rather than as an individual have done specifically as It fits In with their lives. 
The point is that although they do not perhaps realise it, they are practiSing, but unlike 
other students, their practice does not consist of spending time on their own to acquire a 
sound technique before entering into ensemble playing, It conSists of playing with others 
from the outset. The Idea that practice is finite and It Is simply a matter of frequency 
that allows a student to accelerate (see Davidson et al., 1997 for a diSCUssion on the 
relationship between exam grades and practice hours) means that the students In 
learning ensembles will progress over time, and it Is precisely this longeVity that 
'provides learners with opportunities to make the culture of practice theirs' (Lave and 
Wenger, 1991; 95), in other words that will take them deeper into their community of 
practice. 
Fenwick and Tennant (2004; 63) state that 
'Learning is rooted in the situation in which a person participates, not in the 
head of that person as intellectual concepts produced by reflection. Knowing 
and learning are defined as engaging in changing processes of human 
partiCipation in a particular community of practice. ' 
Therefore to a leisure musician whose focus is on the social creation 1 of music rather 
than the technical mastery of an instrument, as Dally (2005) says of gamelan playing, 
'gamelan instruments are not to be mastered but to be cooperated with'; no matter how 
well a student could grasp the intellectual concepts of learning an Instrument within an 
Individual lesson, their learning must be grounded in the social context of playing with 
others if that Is what they want to do ultimately. This Is not to say that people who learn 
within a learning ensemble do not practise by themselves, some practise very regularly, 
particularly leading up to a performance. Student Y told me: 
1 Rather than the term creation of music being the composition of original music, I have 
taken creation here to mean the musical sound created when playing an Instrument. If 
playing from notated music, some would term this the recreation of music. 
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'I certainly don't practise every day but it would be a bad week if it was less 
than 3 or 4 practices ... in the week. ' 
But her practice is not centred on mastering the particular passages given by a tutor. 
When I asked her If she practised things from the band rehearsal she told me 
'No, that's something] thought of doing and would like to do but time is of such 
a premium. But] brought ... other books to work through. A tutor [book} and 
I've got a book of studies and my husband brought me s couple of books for 
Christmas. And you know, I'm playing quIte a lot of different sorts of things. 
Which you can do qultes lot with CDs.;. you ,can fet a CD accompaniment so 
that you know that you are playing in time. ' 
This shows that this student is learning to play her instrument so that she can go and 
play other things, and enjoy what she is pl~ylng rather than spend valuable time trying 
to tackle a tricky passage for her band rehearsal. Therefore strengthening the view that 
the object of learning for her Is to be able to I?'ay an Instrument rather than leam It. 
Student H recognises that the more he plays, the more practice he gets and this Is the 
reason why he attends a summer school with a different group to his own. -
'the reason] go Is that 1 like 'the selection of mUsic that we play.' Plus, It's 
more practice for me ... it's more practice on more pieces. ' 
Student B told me 
'A lot of people say 'oh gosh I don't: have time for practising In the week' and 
stuff like that arid that's true of me as well 'to an extent, 1 would like to practise 
more than] do. But 1 thInk as it goes along youautomlJtical/y find yourself 
doing a little more [practice} because the more complex the music becomes, 
the more Interested you become In being able to play It really well. ' ; . 
.'il, 
So whether the students undertake personal practtce or not, they are practising within " 
their ensemble and they all share the same overarchlng desire to learn to play an 
Instrument within a social group, and thl$.is the object,of their learning. As Student I 
states '[the reason] Joined my groups Is} to learn to play with other people', and this Is 
the common factor that binds all of these different people together within their 
community of practtce •. 
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IV.3 Chapter 3 - Creating A Community 
Turner (1987; 1) poses the question 'how does a collection of Individuals become a 
social and psychological group?' In the context of this study we must ask ourselves how 
does a group of individual instrumentalists become an ensemble and, furthermore, how 
does that ensemble facilitate the learning of the Individuals? In other words, how Is the 
community of the ensemble created and then allow the students to interact with the 
tools so as to fulfil the object? 
Firstly we must ascertain what type of group the ensemble Is. Turner's (1987; 1-2) 
definition of a psychological group is 
'one that is psychologically significant for the members, to which they relate 
themselves subjectively for social comparison and the acquisition of norms and 
values, which they privately accept membership in, and which influences their 
attitudes and behaviours .,. it is a reference group and not merely a 
membership group as defined by outsiders. ' 
Within an ensemble the members need to accept and share the same norms and values 
In order to function. For example a large ensemble, such as an orchestra, string 
orchestra or wind band, normally operates with direction from a conductor (Durrant 
(2003) discusses the role of the conductor in learning). The members of the ensemble 
must know what the role of the conductor is in their particular context and how to follow 
the strokes of the baton or hands in order to keep in time, therefore keeping the music 
together. This is something that is acquired through membership of the group and that 
an outsider would not necessarily understand. Moreover, each conductor brings a specific 
style with them to their group and any member must familiarise themselves with that 
style in order to play together with the group. Members with more experience of 
different conductors may find It easier to Integrate, but nevertheless a period of 
adjustment may stili be needed In order to ascertain the downbeat and therefore 
establish membership of the group. For some, this may be the first note of the first bar 
of the piece, for others this may be the first playing of a piece of music, or longer. 
In the production of a piece of ensemble music, different layers OCOJr simultaneously. 
These layers may be Independent, for example a melody line, or they may be entirely 
dependent on other parts to make musical sense such as the middle notes of a chord, 
but all layers are Integral to the musical functioning of the piece. The conductor may 
wish for a certain part of the music to become quieter and so will gesture to the 
ensemble In order to elicit a suitable response. Therefore, to produce a cooperative 
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response to the conductor, a common Interpretation of gestures Is needed by the 
members of the group. The behaviour of the members of the group needs to be 
influenced by the specific norms and values held within that group, e.g. where the 
downbeat Is, what the conductor's left hand is saying when It Is raised palm up, or else 
the music could not function. 
The ensemble must also have a point of reference. Members are not merely people who 
are in the same room as one another at the same time each week, but they are 
collectively engaged in the same activity. The members of the groups studied in this 
research are engaged In two activities, firstly music and secondly learning. Therefore the 
members must be 'musicians' and 'learners' as they are engaging In' both activities at the 
same time. However, as later discussions will show, labelling a group of adult 
instrumental learners as musicians Is not a simple task, but all members of the group do 
consider themselves to be learners. The values that the members of the group hold are 
synonymous with the fact that they are learning to play their Instruments. They know 
that they may get things wrong, they understand that others will make mistakes, they 
are aware that the conductor may stop them and explain a musical term or a new 
mUSical symbol that they have not come across before, and this will shape their 
rehearsals. So the psychological group that the members of a learning ensemble belong 
to Is a group of learners. 
Rodgers (1986; 102) defines a group of adult learners as a reference group and says 
that 'most adult education groups seem to work most effectively as small primary 
, 
groups. ' In other words, they work best when the group Is small and the primary 
function Is that of learning. But the leaml~ ensemble I~ often large and It can be argued 
that the primary function of the group Is making music. Within the norms and values' 
that define the group there are also processes that the members as Individuals engage In 
so as to develop their musical skills. As the members become more proficient on their 
Individual Instruments these processes will change, for example an elementary student 
might spend more time Interpreting written notes and finding the ap~roprlate fingering 
for that note, whereas a more advanced student may pay more attention to the tone 
. " .'. -
produced by their Instrument and controlling the quality of sound. So, the psychologl~1 
group of the teaming ensemble Is a group of learners, ,bu~ the practice of the community 
that facilitates this learning Is making music with other people. Wenger (1998; 149) 
says; 
'Developing if practice r;equlresthe formation of if community whose members., 
can engage with one another and thus acknowledge each other as paltfdpants. r 
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In order for the ensemble to be a community through which the practice can be 
developed, i.e. that enables the subject to interact with the tools used to fulfil the object, 
the members must be able to engage with one another. 
ZV.3.a Engaging with one another musically 
Within the ensemble there is a requirement for members to engage at multiple levels. 
Firstly a player must mutually interact with the other members of their section. For 
example, a flautist within a wind band would be in the flute section. The flute section 
must operate as one, playing together and producing a unified sound. The flute section 
may be divided into smaller sections: the first flutes, the second flutes and the piccolo. 
More often than not these parts will be clearly related to each other, for example the 
second flutes playing in close harmony with the first flutes, the piccolo doubling the first 
flute part an octave higher and the first flutes usually playing a melody or a decorative 
figure. Therefore the second flutes need to engage with the first flutes and piccolo in 
order to produce a unified, harmonious flute sound. The flute section will then need to 
engage with the other upper wind instruments- the oboes and darinets. These sections 
often have parts related to the flutes and sometimes have a shared line. Therefore the 
sections need to be not only aware of one another, but also responsive to each other. 
This process of engagement will happen throughout the wind band; the upper winds 
need to be engaged with the middle section (horns and saxophones) as well as the low 
woodWind and the brass. The whole band will need to be engaged with the percuSSion 
who will keep rhythmic unity. If a conductor Is directing the band, all of this multi-
layered engagement will happen through the direction of the conductor. So, at anyone 
time, members need to be engaged with one another and acknowledge each other as 
partiCipants in the group in order for the music to function. 
This process of engagement Is more distinct within a gamelan where members need to 
constantly interact in order to know where the piece Is going. The gamelan operates In 
three sections: the 'tune' Instruments, the structural Instruments and the drums. In the 
gamelan the drummer provides the direction and will signal changes by different drum 
strokes, each member of the gamelan needing to be aware of what the different drum 
signals mean and what to do when they hear them. This Is crucial to the functioning of 
the gamelan. The structural instruments Indicate certain strategiC points within the piece 
and signpost the tune to where It Is going next. For example, a tune may have repeated 
sections within It (6, 5, 3, 2; 6, 5, 3, 2; 2, 3, 2, 1; 2, 3, 2, 1) and the gong will always 
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sound at the end of the tune (on the note 1) so that tune players know exactly where 
they are. 
Gamelan pieces often work around a tune that Is repeated many times and therefore this 
Interaction with the structural instruments Is vital in order to keep on track. The most 
Important instrument for the tune Is the bonang. This instrument signals where the tune 
Is going by anticipating the strong notes of each gStrS (group of four notes), therefore It 
Is possible to play the tune purely by listening to the bonang. The example In figure 16 Is 
taken from Landrang 'Sumyar' Pe/og Barang. 
Figure 1& - A section of tune from Landr.ng 'Sumyar' 'elog Bar.ng 
Bonang Paneris 7 3 7 7 3 7 7 2 7 7 2 7 
Bonang 7 3 7 7 2 7 
Tune 7 3 7 2 
The tune players can hear each of their notes before It Is played. 
Throughout a gamelan piece the music will change gear. When this happens the tune will 
slow down and the elaborating Instruments will be doubled. For example where the tune 
Is played over 16 beats In one gear, it will cha!lge to 32 in the next and 32 beats will 
change to 64 at the next gear change. When this happens the bonang and the bonang 
paneris speed up to fill In the gaps left by the tune and, depending on which gear they 
are In, may signal the important notes by playing an Imbsl. This Is done by firstly playing 
a tune shared between two Instruments as shown In figure 17. 
Figure 17 - A section of ImlNll from Landrang 'Sumpr' Pelog "rang 
Bonang Panerls 2 5 2 5 2 5 2 5 
Bonang 7 3 7 3 7 3 7 3 
Tune 7 6 
Then they will· play a sak/laran to end on the Important note, the last note of the g'tr', 
shown in figure 18. 
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Figure 18 - A ukharan 
Bonang Paneris 2 7 6 3 5 6 7 6 6 7 6 3 6/2 6/2 
Bonang 6 3 6 1 2 6 1 6 1 2 
Tune 7 2 
(6/2 indicates that these two notes are played at the same time) 
This will happen over a period of four tune notes so that the tune players have time to 
recognise the sakharan and therefore which note it is indicating and ensure that they are 
playing the correct g§tr§. It is these intricacies of mutual Interaction that make the 
gamelan work. 
Wenger (1998; 152) continues 
'practice defines a community through three dimensions: mutual engagement, 
a jOint experience and a shared repertoire. ' 
We have ascertained that the learning ensemble is a community of practice as It allows 
for mutual engagement, and we have defined what the practice is. We can assume that 
members of the learning ensemble are engaging in a shared repertoire by the nature of 
the production of music through the ensemble as described above, but what of the joint 
experience? Are all members of the learning ensemble experiencing the same thing? 
IV.3.b Engaging with one another SOCially 
Students within an ensemble support each other as a natural part of a functioning 
learning group. The members show respect towards one another and have a genuine 
interest in motivating and supporting other members of the group. 
This conversation came from Group 1. 
'A You see, that's what I like about [the group] and that because whenever you 
make a mistake it's so obvious because you are like this, yes it was me 
[laughter]. Whereas in a professional orchestra, everyone's going who was 
that? You know {more laughter}. Whereas here we're all so conscious that we're 
not [like that}, Do you remember [the tutor). .. said that? It was really funny, he 
said that's what I love about you, you're all so obvious [when you've] gone 
wrong ... 
C Everyone takes responsibility, 
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A Everyone is so conscious of what they're doing wrong. [agreement} 
B One of the things that 1 really, really like about this is the way that I have 
felt, and it was really difficult coming into a group, not having played for 25 
years, and just sitting down and just taking the damn thing out and then 
putting bow to string, it was one of the most terrifying things I've done for a 
long, long time. 
D Yeah. 
B And one of the things 1 found nicest about it was the way that I felt there 
wasn't any sort of judgement at all, the way that everyone sort of accepts that 
you are the level that you are you know, that you can do as much liS you 
possibly are capable of dOing, that you will be encouraged to do that 
[agreement}. ' 
Student B suggests that there is an element of risk involved In joining a group. For her, 
the community within her group has supported her by providing a non-judgemental 
environment for her to ptay at her own level. Moreover, she Is encouraged to do so. 
Members of Group 2 echo this. 
'G That's vel}' Important as well and not feeling as If you are not really up to It 
else otherwise It's an Impossible mountain to dlmb. 1 started two years ago 
and 1 thought I would never be able to get to play with people for years and 
years and years and I tried ... some other group and my view was confirmed. 
Then 1 spoke to someone who plays and she saId try [Group 2} and I've, 
expect It's the wrong word, but I've been tolerated cheerfully [laughter} and 
that's Important for somebody In my posItion. 
I I think I've realised that there are other people who are as bad as me. 
[laughter] Which is not a very nice thing to say Is it? 
:J There are some people If they are very good players, they woUld:tie Irritated' 
I Yes. 
:J Uke a tennis player, not everyone but some people would play with you 
even if you can't play tennis very much, they are quIte happy to play WIth you 
though they /Ike to .play with good players as well. And so it's very good here 
that there are people that are better than us that are willing to play with us. ' 
. ~ . . . 
As well as being supported in this way by the community as a whole, Individual members 
of the community can offer support In different ways. 
'5}uly 2005 
. . 
The gamelan was laid out differently ... so I could /'Jeilr different Insu.uments. but 
not hear Instruments that I was used to hearing. This waoS hard as 1 cduldn't . 
heltr the Peking and I needed to for WJlujeng.· But 1 could hear [another; .',' 
student] and. that mat!e Wllujeng really easy~ The performance we",t really . 
well. ' ., " ,',." " '. ' ~. ' . " ;;, .• ,:' 
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The student that I could hear was not necessarily aware that he was supporting me, but 
just having the knowledge that I could hear where my part fits In during a situation 
where everything sounded different to what I was used to was enough to give me the 
support I needed to perform well. The community gave me the support I needed so that 
I could interact with my tools so as to make music; in other words, it gave me musical 
peer support. 
This diary extract shows how musical peer support allows the group to continue playing 
without the direction of the tutor. 
'11 October 2005 
Anyway, we did the song a couple of times and the last time we did it, it was 
really good. 1 find it quite amazing that there is a complete mixture of people in 
the group, with different western music abilities, yet in the space of six months 
we are able to keep a pulse together without the drum, when [the tutor] Is 
helping out with others, he stops playing. 
This support from the community manifests Itself in different ways for each student. 
Student A shows one way that her community supports her. 
'I suppose it's easier in a group in a way because you can kind of hide [laughs] 
and you can't with a teacher [in an individual/esson].' [laughter] 
It can be argued therefore that students are all engaged in a Joint experience as they are 
all experiencing support from one another, but it is the forming of a community that 
allows this to happen that Is vital. 
Rodgers (1987) outlines the forming of the group through a series of stages, forming, 
Informing, storming, norming and performing. However this is not a one off process. The 
group constantly evolves and therefore needs to be reformed, particularly In a learning 
ensemble where students are free to join at any time. For the learning group to function 
there must be a delicate balancing of the personalities involved. Each learner brings with 
them a different set of values, views, assumptions and expectations as well as a 
perception of their own ability and these need to be accepted by the other learners for 
the group to be cohesive. Although these qualities are not always transparent- I may not 
reveal my assumptions of gamelan playing, of my peers, of my tutor straight away and 
In fact, if at all, but they are present and may cause me to act in a particular way. For 
each member of the group there must be a volatile period where their own views and 
values clash with another person's views. These moments may be Internal and not made 
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explicit to the group, I.e. somebody does something that annoys me but I don't let it 
show. Or they may be external, I do let It show and the other members of the group 
experience my annoyance. There may be many small moments like this, possibly going 
unnoticed, or they may be large and explosive, either way they are the moments at 
which the Individual decides whether to stay within the group. They are 'make or break' 
moments. Once these moments have passed, and the individuals have either privately 
altered their own values or conformed for the sake of the group (Turner, 1987), or have 
left the group, the community has reached a stage .In Its evolution where It ·(an 'perform' 
better. 
The following diary extract shows a clash of personalities derived from one student's 
assumption about another student's needs. 
'23 May 2006 
It was funny really, as [the tutor) was showing us the tunes by repeating them 
over and over, everyone had their own way of remembering It. 1 was singing 
the numbers, others were remembering the pattem of left and right, and [one 
student} was being really annoying and singing out loud and playing an 
imaginary bonang. Ashe was getting It he was singing louder and louder as if 
to say 'I'Ve got It' and when- other people were having. II go he was singing the 
numbers for them and it was not helping. 1 must admit 1 was tempted to help 
out once but then 1 remembered that you'Ve got to let everyone do it in their 
own way. He really annoyed [another student}, she ended up saylng\ 'yes J .' 
know it's a 3 1 Just need to find out where the 3 is. " 
This Situation arose out of a misinterpretation of the need for help by the. first student, 
who Incidentally Is a flute teacher, and his natural reaction was to help out, but to both 
students this was a 'make or break' moment. EaCh student CoUld have dedded at that 
point that they could not work with each other, but they did·not, they.rose ~ It In 
order to maintain group cohesion. This moment helped to stabilise thE! I'1!lattonstdpof the 
two students Involved and the community as a whole as each student defined ,their 
status within the group (Turner, 1987). 
These moments ocOJr throughout the group and are an Important aspect of the concept 
of the community of practice. Barrett· (2005; 268) explains that 
'whilst 'communities of practice' Involve shared social pl7lCtlces and (J06Is.l»r-, 
the individuals within that community, this does not necessarily Imply that 
these communities are characterised by .• sense of 'harmony' or.conco.r.d· 
between all partidpants. ' 
, . 
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A community of practice has 'no single core or center' (Lave and Wenger, 91; 36) and 
the students always remain on the periphery of the community. If the student was 
central to the community then the 'make or break' moments could not aid the evolution 
of the community as, although occurring between two members, they do involve the 
community as a whole. Also, if the student at the centre of the community decided to 
leave as a result of a 'make or break' moment, the student-centred community would 
end. As Lave and Wenger say, peripherallty is 'a way of gaining access to sources for 
understanding through growing involvement' (p.37). In other words the student 
becomes more involved in the community by experiencing the 'make or break' moments, 
which takes them along a trajectory of deeper understanding of how the community 
functions, and therefore an ability to gain understanding of the practice through the 
community. It is Important to note at this stage that the community of practice is not 
constituted entirely of students, the tutor or tutors play an important function In this 
community and are not exempt from 'make or break' moments. 
The following conversation came from Group 1. 
'B You live with it because you can answer back and you just you know, that's 
his way .... No, I mean I know he can be, I think I talked to someone who found 
him quite disturbing ... 
A Yes, I'm the same. 
B ... But I really find him. [everyone talks at once] 
Who Is this, II tutor? 
B Yes, he's very passionate and I think it works I think it's brilliant because I 
think you do just you do caught up in the enthusiasm and yes you feel like an 
arsehole sometimes because you do something really stupid but, I like that 
kind of directness ... 
E I thInk we are kind of diVided about that [agreement] I can't stand that ... 
B Oh really. 
A Yes. 
E HectorIng us [laughter] treating us like we are five year olds, I don't like 
that. 
o No I don't like that 
E I simply don't like that I think it's very rude. 
Yes. 
B 1 just think it's funny. 
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D He's very rude yes. 
E 1 think his way is ... 
B But 1 like the rudeness. 
E He's not at odds with [the group] 
o Yes 1 wouldn't disagree with that. 
BAnd 1 know he's ... 
A But he's quite, oh [looks over shoulder] 
D I'll wam you when he Is there. 
There's nobody there. 
A He's quite different In the, when we do our orchestra bit our ensemble he's 
quite different, he's really funny and I usually like really laugh at him because 
he's just so humorous and witty, but 1 find in the technique class and I've just 
done level 3 technique with him now, this Is like my third term wIth him and 1 
do find it a bit. .. scary actually, I almost dread coming ... 
C Really. 
CWow. 
D When he's conducting the orchestra 1 find hIm very annoying, normally 1 like 
him ... 
C Oh really. 
A No, 1 don't mind 'that ... 
D When he's doing the orchestra .. ! 
A No, no. 
D 1 really want to kill him [laughter] 1 really want to kill him. 
B 1 find him very entertaining. 
C and I had to change when I first had him I was, ohno, I've got technique: .. 
A Yes, yes. 
C But then I did realise I Clln match hlssty/e/ltis not that he hildto chaiige his 
It was that I had to change how I perceived It, and now It's like, oh he's going 
to come up ahd tell me to change this and I'm not going to be ab/eto do It 
but ... 
A Yes, Yes. . " . 
C And It's like, who cares. 
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C But I learn though, I actually do learn. 
o I think it's very productive ... 
E I think it's terribly productive. 
o But I think it's productive, it's just that you've kind of got to put normal 
things on hold, normal relationships. I mean, I wouldn't .. 
B I just think you've got to take him with an enormous pinch of salt and just 
think he's being funny. I think he thinks, I'm sure he thinks he's being funny. 
o Yes, that's just him [laughter] 
E I'm just glad I don't learn the violin. 
B I think he's great. You know, as you say people are divided.' 
In this situation the tutor's way of Interacting with the community amuses some 
students whereas others actually find it frightening. Nevertheless, they all agree that 
they learn whilst they are within his group. The students are rising abov.e the 'make or 
break' moments for the sake of their learning. This shows that there does not always 
need to be complete cohesion in the group in oreler for the learning to take place, which 
then suggests that the learning is of more Importance to the students than the 
community Itself. 
Turner (1987; 32) says that levels of co-operation within a group can be increased by 
'explicit instructions to adopt a co-operative rather than competitive or individualistic 
orientation. ' But within a learning ensemble competition can be a healthy motivator 
(discussed in detail in W.9.a Competition, page 167). Moreover, students seem to be 
able to tolerate Interpersonal differences for the sake of the music. Student B highlights 
this. 
'The individual tutors are very, very different in their approach. And 1 know 
that some of them rub people up the wrong way, but I think that you would not 
be dealing with human beings if there weren't. That's a question of 
personalities and the benefit of the situation that exists is that if people really 
do find it difficult to deal with one particular tutor, there's almost always room 
for them to move elsewhere. There's generally a couple of tutor groups in each 
level, so 1 think if people really feel uncomfortable ... And I don't know that they 
do. 1 sometimes get the feeling, and this comes out of my experience of 
working with PTAs and other groups of people on a volunteer basis, 1 
sometimes feel that there are people who simply love to have something to 
moan about. And it wouldn't really matter if you gave them individual tuition 
and stood on your head while you were giving it to them, and made sure they 
had some champagne flowing all the time, they would still find something to 
moan about. ' 
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What is interesting about the evolution of the community in terms of the learning 
ensemble Is that the nature of the group can generate social cohesion where 
personalities may be against It. Turner (1991; 30) says 
'the greater a person's uncertainty about the situation they are In, what they 
are feeling and appropriate ways to behave, the stronger the tendency to 
affiliate with similar others for social comparison purposes. ' 
So by keeping the students In a position of uncertainty about the Situation they are In, 
I.e. by keeping them at the brink of their understanding, the students will be more Ukely 
to consider themselves peers and therefore conform to and remain in the group. Student 
l, who was Interviewed after he left his learning ensemble, highlights this. 
'That Jump from playing the tune instrument all the time to playing something 
else was a really liberating moment. You feel 'oh [the tutor] thinks I'm able'. If 
you're still playing the tune Instrument you know, six months, a year, and then 
still you're playing them and you're thinking everyone else is playing something 
else does that mean I'm not able to do It? Espedally if you are a kind of natural 
self doubter. ' 
Although not the only reason for leaving his group, the repeated experience of being on 
an easy Instrument and therefore not feeling comparable to other members of the group 
led him on a trajectory out of his community of practice. Therefore, whereas students do 
not necessarily need to like each other, they do need to feel comparable In order to 
remain In the community. So, Is It the tutor's role to ensure this? 
Although It may seem that the tutor Is using a different set of tools to fulfil a different 
object to the students, the tutor is In fact using the same tools as the students in the . 
same community of practice- the social creation of music, but as a director rather than a 
player. The tutor is more skilled In using the toots than the students, and must 
demonstrate this In order to·bUlld a strong tutor/student relationship (Davidson, 1997). 
The students work with the tutor within the community to develop their usage of the 
tools. The ski" then of the tutor within the community of prad:lce lies In allowing the . 
students to Interact with the community so as to engage In the u~ of the tools (fulfllHng 
the object), but to keep the students at a point where although the tools are being used 
successfully, there Is stili scope ·for. better usage. Therefore, the tutor must encourage the 
students to set themselves progressively more difficult objectives. 1,· 
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IV.4 Chapter 4 - Using the Tools 
The students participating in a learning ensemble are members of a learning group who 
form a community of practice. The practice of the community is the SOCial creation of 
music. For most of the students, what they saw as 'the learning' was in fact the 
interaction between themselves and the tools in order to reach their object. The tools of 
the students of the learning ensemble are a mixture of physical tools, such as 
Instruments and notation, and cognitive tools, such as the ability to listen and to 
aSSimilate information. In order for these things to function as tools, the subject has to 
develop certain skills to allow the tools to operate. These skills Include 
• The physical ability to put fingers and/or lips onto an instrument in order to 
produce a musical sound. 
• Being able to 'feel' a set pulse and then organising rhythmic units with and 
against this pulse in order to play in time. 
• The ability to Usten to the sound being produced by oneself, as well as by others 
around them and to assess whether or not the sound being produced Is what is 
required. 
• Being able to understand how the music functions so as to know what part is 
being played by each member of the group. 
Hallam describes the process of learning music as a balance between enculturatlon and 
the development of generative skills (Hallam, 2001). Throughout this research project-it 
seemed clear that the students viewed skills development as an Individual thing and that 
they felt that they could only concentrate on the development of one skill at a time, as 
shown by this comment by Student P2. 
'When I'm trying to concentrate on doing the notes right 1 can't get the timing 
as well [general agreement] but 1 get one right and then try and concentrate 
on the next aspect. ' 
However, the students were all aware that In order for them to play their Individual 
instruments they needed to simultaneously apply 'a whole sphere of skills' (Student P1), 
based on a combination of interactions between the physical instrument, the visual 
representation of the music through notation and their own cognitive skills, such as 
listening and 'feeling', or Internalising, the pulse. 
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IV.4.a Using notation 
The most fundamental skill that the students referred to was that of reading, 
understanding and Interpreting notation and the physical realisation of the notation into 
sound. This also caused the most frustration to the learner. Student a said. 
'1 can do it in my head but my fingers are ... you know, half II bar behind' 
She has accepted that she has the cognitive skills to read the notes but needs to develop 
the physical skills in order to put her note reading Into action: 
'1 have to sit there and it takes me about five minutes to work out how the 
sharps trans/ate into the position [of my fingers]. How the sharps trans/ate into 
the key, into what key it's in and then how that key translates into where 1 put 
my fingers. ' 
However, this student seems to underestimate the complexities of realising a form of 
notation through the physical playing of an Instrument. The student feels that she Is 
taking a long time to work out the notation but she Is In fact assimilating compound 
theoretical knowledge of tonal music. In order to translate the relevant sharp notes Into 
her finger position she· needs to firstly understand why the sharps are there, what the 
music sounds like without the sharps and In what way her fingers need to be corrected In 
order to play the sharp. If she were playing alone the part that she played would form 
one melodic line. If a sharp was missed then the student may not necessarily notice; the 
music may be modulating for example. But within an ensemble situation her part will 
also form part of a harmonic progression and that ml,~,sharp may be crudal to this 
progression and the tonality of the whole piece. For example, It may change a major 
passage into a minor passage, altering the overalf·sOu'nd~of the plece~ Therefore the 
student needs to have some form of harmonic understanding, hQwever basiC, In order to 
translate that sharp Into her finger position So that It soundsrfOht. Whereas the student 
believes she is concentrating on one skill at a time, acquiring the knowledge she needs 
'.' . : 
to play her Instrument, she Is In fact Interacttng with an array ,of tools In order to reach 
, , 
her object of getting her fingers in the correct position. 
, " 
Green (2002) discusses this acquisition-of technical knowledge In relatiot) totbe learning 
of popular musldans. She refers to the theoretical understiJridlri~il' of muSIc arid how this 
relates to the students' understanding of playing their Instrument.}n the case of ~he 
popular musicians used in her research, she found that although they said that they did 
• •• > • , • 1 j ".~, 1. . 
not know about musical theory, they were all using complex theoretical concepts within 
their music making. The musicians did not necessarily use notation In their playing, but 
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they were stili creating music within the traditions of Western harmonic, melodic and 
tonal structures. Moreover, the study also highlighted an interesting relationship 
between the popular musidans and the use of musical notation. Although a variety of 
different notations were used, such as tablature, chord symbols and traditional notation, 
they never relied on it; It was there as an 'aide memoir' or menu rather than a script. 
One musician described an account of being thrown Into a situation where at a session 
he was forced to use notation to play and how 'nerve wracking' it was to have to 
interpret the notation in full, on demand (p.3S). 
This would suggest that there is a spectrum of producing music through notational and 
aural means along which students can place themselves at any given moment in their 
learning, and that the students have a comfort zone along the spectrum where they are 
best able to produce music. This comfort zone seems dependent on how they initially 
learnt their instrument, on their community of practice. For example, the student in 
Green's study is comfortable at the 'no notation' end of the spectrum and to be suddenly 
forced to the OPPOSite end of the scale, although perfectly capable of producing the 
music through this means, caused him discomfort. 
An interesting position on this spectrum can be seen in Group 3. Some of the members 
of this group are accomplished musidans in the Western ClaSSical style, one of them 
being Student N. Here he recalls how he has relied on notation throughout his musical 
career. 
'Although I like jazz, I've never been a jazz player and so all my playing has 
really been in the classical notated field and so I'm just used to notation. And 
you know, give me a piece of music, I can read music on a number of different 
Instruments, in a number of different clefs. I'm happy [laughter]. But once the 
notation is taken away and it's all memory stuff I find, you know back in 1980 
in Bali, [my wife] would be trying to do things on her Gundair, I'd be listening, 
I'd want to write it down first before I played it, I'm the same here. ' 
Interestingly, he is interacting In the same way with his tools as he did learning Similar 
music over 25 years ago. Student M is In the same situation. 
'I feel exactly the same thing yeah ... I'm a reader. I mean the instruments are 
easy enough to play the notes but it's a question of rhythm, using musical 
notation I find it much easier. ' 
Student K has also used notation for a long period of time, however she has had 
experience of improvisation and therefore has a different viewpoint from Students M and 
N. 
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'1 really like this opportunity to do it a different way. 1 think it's really nice to 
have the opportunity to develop the memory. It's like using the other side of 
your brain or something.' 
This then raises the question, 'does learning music through reading notation create a 
dependency and If so, how willing are the students to break this dependency?' 
It would seem that students M and N do have a dependency on notation forged over a 
long period of time through their community of practice. Both students have been 
reading music to a high level for a number of years and have had little experience of 
creating music outside of this. Student K, on the other hand, has been using notation to 
create music at a high level for some years but has also had the experience of musical 
creation without it. Therefore she does not have the same dependency as Students M 
and N. However gamelan Is a completely different musical genre for Student K, and this 
Is what she says about learning without notation. 
'The first time 1 ever did bonang, it was a piece that wasn't like anything we'd 
done before, it was one of those strange ones that we sometimes do. And 1 did 
not know what 1 was doing at all. [The tutor} didn't tell me what the notes 
were, he didn't tell me where the I, 2 and 3 were. He just patted them and he 
said 'Did you get it?' 'No!' It was a 16 or 32 note thing, and he went through it 
and I just couldn't remember that many things without anything to hang it on. 
Without any numbers or writing it down or anything. I could have written it 
down, but he said 'No, I'm not going to tell you where the numbers are and 
you're not writing anything down~ And that was hard for me because I'm such 
a literate person, not to mention mUSician, but written word Is where I live, I 
write lists all the time and things like that. So to try and do something without 
writing anything down ;s a challenge. ' . 
She continues. 
'[Playing without notation] made me feel frightened as if I was trying to speak 
French to a French person and feeling terribly embamJsSed, you know It was 
that type of feeling. Which Is something that saresme about IfNlmlng. USUlJlly. 
I love to learn things, but there are certain situatIons where you thInk 'I'm just 
making a fool of myself here' and that's embamJsslng really, that's the 
embarrassment. But it makes you think 'Doh, IJust want togo and hide in ~~ 
comer~ But it's only happened once and I think [the tutor] probably changed 
his tactic because later on he let us wrlte dow'; the next bonang thIng and we 
found It together, as a little team and he let us write down, he told us what the 
pots were, where the numbers were and he let us wrlte It down and he let us 
write down what we were playing as well.' 
Like Student K I took a mid-way position on the notation/aural spectrum as these 
extracts from my learning diary show. 
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'13 May 2005 
1 found that when 1 was playing something different 1 really needed to look at 
the 'score' and see where my bit fits in. 
24 May 2005 
1 had to playa n§tch§, which was an improvisation over the top landing on the 
fourth note of each bit. 1 thought it would be quite hard but actually it was ok, 
1 just followed the lay of the tune. ' 
Within the gamelan group the tutor uses numbers to notate the basic tunes and then, 
depending on what instrument you are playing, you have to memorise how the 
elaboration of that tune works. So the music Is not entirely created from memory but 
there are memory elements to it. The comment from 13 May shows that when I was 
elaborating a tune I had to concentrate on the baSic numerical notation of that tune and 
fit my part into it, whereas the 24 May comment shows how at ease I was purely 
improvising over the top of the tune. Again, like Student K, I too have a great deal of 
experience of Improvisation, which may have made me at ease with the nAtchA. 
However, I have little experience of playing a piece from memory and although getting 
better at It, it is something that still scares me as a performer (and something that is of 
course very different to Improvising); no matter how well I know what 1 am playing, I 
still rely on written notation in order to support my playing. 
To answer the above questions, the students in the gamelan group who have learnt 
through notation clearly do have a dependency on it and some are willing to break the 
dependency in a learning Situation, others are not. However, It is perhaps not a question 
of willingness but more of being mentally able to cross over barriers that In some cases 
have been very long established. In the case of students M and N, they have used 
classical western notation for over 40 years and they are the students who find they 
have a real dependency on the notation. Whereas for Student K and myself, who have 
used classical western notation for around 30 years, and who have also had experience 
of the creation of music without notation, there is not quite so much a dependency. 
Similarly, at the opposite end of the spectrum, it seems from Green's study that the 
longer the dependency on memory and Improvisation, the more difficult it is to cross 
over to using notation. 
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Here Students M and N tell of how frustrating they find It not using their conventional 
notation. 
'N I just do find it hard to do things without, of course here we have got a lot 
more notation learning here than back In Ball where In our lessons we didn't 
have it at al/, it was all copying, watching copying ... but then there would have 
been more time there if 1 had have· stayed and done it properly. Within the 
gamelan set up here yes notation is used more so it's more, It's easier, but 1_. 
still find the memorisation thing and the fact that 1 haven't got my familiar -
crotchets and quavers ... is disorientating. 
Yeah? Do you find that? 
If I feel exactly the same thing yeah. I'm a reader. 1 mean the Instruments are 
easy enough to play the notes but it's a question of rhythm, 'using musical 
notation I find it much easier. ' 
The frustration is caused by being used to using notation to interpret rhythm whereas 
with gamelan there Is no rhythmic notation and so the students have to rely on their 
memory. 
At the end of the day does it really matter If we are notation dependent or aural 
dependent? The following conversation between Student K and I shows when we started 
to write things down when learning gamelan and why. 
'Tell me about that first concert ••• 
I was just lost, 1 didn't know what I W8S doing. I think m8ybe It was because 
the instruments were all in dIfferent places. Instead of being a little room It W8S 
this huge great big place. And then there were al/ the people around as well, 
the whole audience and they'd all come to do workshops. And 1 was late as 
well, as usual, so 1 wasn't quite ready at the beginning, 1 wasn't there for the 
little rehesrsal, 1 csme in when he-declared It was actually smrting. 1 was. , 
probably looking for the people I'd brought, to see If they were still there and 
things like that. And 1 hadn't written anything down becsuse at that point 1 
hadn't written down anything for the game/an at all, not even words, not notes, 
not rhythms, not anything because 1 was trying to go for it as an intuitive 
musidan who never writes anything down, ·as a bit of a challenge. 
j 
I did exactly the .. me thing you know. I started and I didn't write 
anything down. And I thought I w. chelttlng " I wn writing It down. 
I felt like I wa.,,'t _ml"" In the r/fIht way or a. a .. me/an ".,.,.,.. 
would _m. I thought 'RIght I'm flO''''' to (10 for this'. And then I 
slalied wrllllltllltUtt·do_. n __ .... willie, but ,.,.,."", .... ."", 
stuff do.",., 
I'm not as systematic stIH as some.peop/e.Jjomepeople have thelr.llttle 
game/an notebook and everything's In it so they can just reproduce It the next 
tIme. And I think that's not quite In the spirit of the thing. I'm not just trying to 
learn how to play the piece, because it's played, I'm trying to learn the culture 
In which you don't write stuff down and you've got It aI/In your head as well. 
Pege f·J.1S 
Some things 1 have got written down. I don't know if you call it means end 
ordering, but most of it I'm into gamelan for the means which is the means by 
which you do things and kind of the process. But the end is actually getting the 
thing right. So if 1 can do both, if 1 can get the nice means where you have it in 
your head and it's like part of you and it kind of gels and you don't write 
anything down, and get the piece right that's what it is, I've got both. But If I'm 
playing the bonang 1 don't have a chance of getting to the end unless 1 cheat 
on the means and use my own culture to write it down. 
Is that cheating though? 
Well 1 think it's legitimate, there's nothing wrong with it. It's just a way of 
doing things. It may take longer to get to be able to do things without writing 
them down if you write them down all the way, possibly 1 think. Because you're 
not training your memory up. 1 know I'm compromising, but it enables me to 
actually play the bonang without [the tutor1 telling me again if 1 write it down 
the first time. ' 
Therefore, it is not necessarily a case of which tools we are using that is Important, but 
how we use them. This will depend greatly on our prior experience and how we apply It 
to our current learning. 
IV.4.b Prior experience as a tool 
It is a widely accepted fact that all 'learners bring prior experience' Into the learning 
process (Hallam, 2001; 63). Within any learning group each individual will have had a 
different experience with the learning matter and this will affect the way the Individual 
interacts with the tools. Student 0 Is aware of this and gives It as a reason for not 
progressing as quickly as others. 
'Either because they were taught it when they were young or because they've 
been more diligent or because they are a higher stage will know the sharps and 
they can actually do it. ' 
However, it Is not always apparent to the learner that they can use their prior 
knowledge, as I found when starting to learn gamelan. 
'3 May 2005 
I've tried really hard not to count and not to use my known ways of learning 
music, but I find that it is the only way that 1 can keep from losing it. And 
actually, it's ok to do that. I felt very much at first that it might be cheating but 
it's not, it's just my way of learning and coping with the new material. ' 
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So whereas two of my fellow students were frustrated that they could not Interact with 
the music in the same way that they have done previously, Initially I was purposefully 
not Interacting in the same way as I felt it was somehow cheating. 
Once I discovered that it was perfectly legitimate to apply what I already knew, I was 
able to overcome my difficulties. 
'13 May 2005 
I found that when I was playing something different I really needed to look at . 
the 'score' and see where my bit fits in. 1 think that must be the way that 1 
work as 1 am always used to looking at scores and hearing where my bit fits in. 
I found it really hard to piclc up the antldpating off beat,. I really had to 
concentrate and sing in my head the notes that the others were playing 
alongside the notes that I was playing, to see how my part fits into the overall 
tune. ' 
This strategy of starlng at the score intently was also noted a few weeks later. 
'7 June 2005 
I've found today that I really need to look at the 'score' of the main tune when I 
am doing something different. I was playing a note above everyone In the 
sanpak and I couldn't do it unless I was staring intently at the score of the 
tune. ' 
This is something that Is directly attrlbutec:lto my own experlenceof teaming and 
making music prlor to learning within the gameian. Another example of this was noted In 
my learning diary on 20 September 2005. 
'We did some singing today, which 1 really enjoyed. 1 wanted to have a go at a 
song before but it looked really complialted •. 1 found it really easy to sing from 
the numbers. I even found that 1 could play the tune on the sarong and sing 
the song at the same time! I think it might be because It's related to singing 
from tonic sol-fa In the way that numbers Bre used. I,rea/ly enjoyed It. ' 
This extract shows how I was able to nnk mt current idmlng to: priOr learning anti' 
" . ~ . ,.; ~ . , ,~. , . 
use my experlence of a technique of learning notation to help me. Therefore" th~, . 
relationship between the two oo.tatton systems, Gamelan and Western Oasslc:al, 
fused to produce a syste~ that I can unde~nd Insta~tJy. If I had not have had-., 
choral training as a child, I would not have been able to make the same correlation. 
Therefore, my prior experlence was a too1thatinec:tla~lattlvity~ . " ,c,~,:; 
, : 
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'The Music Teacher's CompanIon' dedicates a chapter to the teaching of sight-reading 
(Harris and Crozier, 2001). This chapter starts with the following statement: 
'Fluent sight-reading is arguably the most valuable skill for young musicians to 
acquire. ' 
(p.45) 
The reasons given for this are that the pupil will learn new music more quickly, that good 
marks will be obtained In sight-reading tests In examinations and that pupils will become 
more musically independent. Harris and Crozier go on to suggest that good sight-reading 
skills will also 'prevent valuable time being wasted on tedious note learning'. This seems 
to be in line with the reasons why Student K writes things down when learning gamelan. 
However, this Is only true if you are learning within a community of practice that places 
the interaction with written notation as a priority for realising and Interpreting music. 
Groups 1, 2 and 4 are learning within this community of practice and there was much 
discussion on the Issue of sight-reading, I.e. the ability to Interact with and Interpret 
written notation very quickly, as a tool for fulfilling their object. 
Student L told of his experience of Singing with a choir in Europe and the different 
emphasis placed on sight-reading to that of his experience within this country. 
'The European way of doing orchestra, way of doing choir Is a lot less sight-
reading. And I noticed that the English way of dOing music, certainly performing 
music in orchestras and choirs, there's an assumption ... that, certainly true in 
church choirs, that here's the music, you're off. And so you are reliant on 
reading very very quickly and responding to it very quickly ... 
The European orchestra that we were playing with, or the European players, It 
was oh, can we go back to this one and can we go back, and it was eternal 
rehearsals, it felt like it, and all the English players were like, come on [lots of 
laughter} and because the focus wasn't on sight-reading ... and we would sing it 
from memory and so we never had a piece of paper in front of us when 
performing. 
And so the whole emphaSis, and It was very interesting to see those people 
who were much more profeSSional, like the people around here, who are much 
more professional English performers, who were saying but we dont need this, 
we are quite happy to see the notes once, it's already here, I can now play It 
and off we go. 
If you'd taken those notes away of course it would have been a different 
matter. ' 
This supports both Student K's reasons for using notation and those given In the 'Music 
Teacher's Companion', that of 'getting it right'. 
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The concept of wanting to get it right is discussed by Cross as a characteristic of an adult 
learner. As adults may not have the same speed of learning and processing information 
as children and young people she suggests that they compensate speed for attention to 
accuracy. This then lowers the risk-taking Involved In their learning and produces a 
desire to get it right (Cross, 1981). Student H talked·of how sight-reading skills are 
developed in his group and goes some way to explain why he feels It Is Important to 
have strategies for sight-reading when learning within a group. 
'And also of course that there's the sight-reading as every time we get a new 
piece essentially we are sight reading for the first time. So It's very good sight 
reading practice. ' 
'it's most important if you don't know your notes to [know] exactly where you 
are so that when you come to something that you can play, you can play It at 
the right time, so [the tutor} teaches us a technique called leapfrog sight 
reading where we play, we go through the piece and we Just play the first note 
of each bar, baSically so that we can all go through together and we know 
exactly where we are. ' 
Here the tutor Is giving the students strategies to develop their sight-reading. However, 
this Is not so as to get It right, but so that the students know where they are In the 
music and can contribute to the ensemble without hevlng to play every single note, I.e. 
by not getting It completely right. The emphasis here is that whilst the students do need 
to interact with notation so as to play the correct pitches, It Is more vital that they can 
Interact with the pulse of the music to keep themselves In Une with the other ensembl~ 
members. In other words, the tutor Is giving the students strategies for using their tools 
within the context of the Specific community of practice In order to be able to contribute 
as a member of that community. Not by getting the correct pitch, but by being able to 
join In at the right time. The following conversation highlights the difficulties that this 
presents to students within 8 learning ensemble. 
H 'Also the simple problem of playing In time ... you fondly Imagine that you can 
count to four. . 
J Yes. 
H But it tums out 
J Yes. 
. ~ .. 
H It's not as easy as that. [laughter] Yes, everyone can count to four but they 
cant necessarily count to four at the same speed. [lots of laughter] 
I That's exactly right!' 
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linked to this Is the counting of rests, as Student H points out. 
'H There's also the consideration of not playing as well as playing because if 
you're playing something for your teacher, and the chances are you've got a 
piece which you are playing continuously throughout, there might be a couple 
of bars' rest while your teacher plays something on the piano. But here you 
might have to not play for 10,20 bars and you have to ... 
I You have to concentrate ... 
H You have to know ... 
I You have to know how to count ... 
H Count ... 
I Count the bars. 
H Yes. Either explicitly count it or recognise the cues that will bring you In. 
JMmmm. 
H So that you don t have to count for 20 bars ... 
I Yes. 
H But you know when you're going to come in. That the, I, I dont trust cues I 
always count. ' [Laughter] 
An interesting point Is made here. Not only do the students have to count at the 
same speed as everyone else, they also have to listen to check whether they are In 
the correct place, and there are aural cues to help them do this. However, to Student 
H, these may not always be trustworthy. In other words, he Is far happier to Interact 
with his tools, I.e. the notation, by using counting skills used In prior experience, 
rather than Interacting using listening skills, which also would mean trusting that the 
other members of the group are also In the correct place. Student J shows how 
difficult it was to separate the sounds that she heard around her from her own 
sounds, and then getting her own sounds In the correct place, when she first Joined 
her group. 
'J When I first came if I heard a loud instrument behind me and they are 
playing ... at a different time to me, I wanted to, because I heard them I want to 
play with them instead of waiting for my bar to play and it took me quite a long 
time to get used to that particularly a loud instrument. I wanted to play with 
them. 
I Yes. 
J Instead of waiting, or play my bit before them or after them, not with them. 
[Iaugher] And at their time as well. [more laughter]' 
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I also had a similar experience in my learning ensemble. 
'1 November 2005 
We had to delay the gong very slightly in this. When It was {another student's] 
tum, he really delayed it, about a half beat, and I could not keep in time with 
the tune, I was naturally going with him and then my pulse was delayed a half 
beat too.' 
The following conversation shows the complexities Involved In Interacting with both aural 
tools and notation tools simultaneously in order to get something right. ,.. 
'F Listening to everybody else around you Is quite difficult to do when you're 
sort of watching your piece of musIc. It's quite hard to focus on what's going on 
around you. 
I It's sometimes hard to hear what you're playing ... 
FYes 
I Yourself actually ... 
F Yes. And 1 can't hear whether I've, with brass playing you've got different . 
mouth shapes. 
Ofc:ourse 
F So you can do the ... the right fingers ... 
3 Yes 
F And get the wrong note, many times {laughter] 
However, the students have to come to terms with the fact that they are not going to 
get everything right and then need to make judgements as to how best to cope with 
mistakes when playing In an ensemble. Students I and H discuss how In an Individual 
lesson there Is the space to stop and rectify a mistake, but In the learning ensemble 
there Is not. 
'lOne of my problems when I'm playing with my teacher Is If I make IJ mistake 
I stop and put It right. 
3 Mmmmm. 
F Yes. .. 
. :' . '\ . , 
I And that Is something, you cant do that liere., .' / . \ : .. .' \ ,'~' '. 
[laughter1 
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H That's a problem that 1 have in lessons ... 
I Yes ... 1 just stop and play the wrong note ... 
H 1 will stop and go back '" 
I You do the right one, you keep going. 
F Yes.' 
The orchestral flautist Richard Davies sees how important it is for a musician to keep 
going if they make a mistake. 
'Often, in practice, you make a mistake and you go back, you've ruined an 
opportunity, because in a concert, if you make that mistake, it might 
completely flummox you!' 
(lewis, 2005; 27) 
So by learning within a learning ensemble the interaction with the tools Is different from 
that when learning by oneself. The ensemble forces a student to Interact with notation, 
pulse and the soundscape around them in a more integrated way, putting less emphasis 
on interpreting the notation correctly and more emphasis on listening to whether what 
you are playing fits in with that of everyone else around you. So what we see emerging 
Is both an aural dependency and a notation dependency that would not occur in a 
different situation; the student has to interact with prior experience tools as well as 
develop the usage of new tools. 
IV.4.c New experience 85 8 tool 
Student H points to other areas where aural dependency is needed in order to realise the 
notation. 
'The difference between a solo piano, pianissimo and an orchestral one is quite 
dramatic and you don't appreciate the problems of balance until you've played 
with a group. ' 
Student J adds to this 
'Hearing others ... hearing another sound ... keeps you up to speed because when 
you, or 1 found I play by myself I go slower and slower and after I've done 
about five minutes I go oh it's time for a cup of tea [laughter] but you've got to 
keep going, you've got to keep at It. ' 
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She continues 
'And like 1 said you've got, you haven't got to play with, you play with them but 
not exactly the same so you've got to play your own part but in coordination 
with them, you coordinate better. You learn to share, sharing really. You're not 
eating the same dinner but you're giving some to them as well for them to have 
their tum to play.' [laughter] 
Green (2002; 61) describes this kind of listening with Intent to learn as 'purposive 
listening'. This is where the learner listens to other musicians with the Intended purpose 
of learning how to play. The examples given by Green are of people listening to CDs In 
order to copy and play along with them. In the context of a learning ensemble, students 
are listening to the others around them, both those who are playing the same part as 
them and those that are playing different parts, with the Intention of either copying them 
or fitting their part In with them. Therefore alt~ough the students may place themselves 
at the notation end of the notation/no notation spectrum, they are in tact Interacting 
with both sets of tools in order to reach their object. . 
The process of Interaction with these tools is evolutionary and it Is clear from my own 
learning diary that the longer I have been learning gamelan, the easier It has been to 
pick out the individual sounds within the gamelan and fit my part against It. 
'3"'ay2005 
1 found that today 1 could dearly heM the drum signals. 1 think that It was 
because 1 was on an easier piece. 1 could really listen to the Bonang and they 
were playing something that 1 have played before. So 1 could hear what it 
sounds like from the other side. 
7 }une2005 
We did Wlllujeng, which is pelog. 1 couldn't remember what the notes were and 
had to ask others. 1 mIssed the signal to go to the Ngllk at first, but then 1 got 
it. 1 was working on a bit with [the tutor], where we go double the speed of the 
tune, mirroring the peking, but we shared the notes out. 1 found It really hard 
at first to keep where 1 was. 1 kept getting lost. There were lots of 27232'56 
2723 things and 1 couldn't find where 1 was, whHst listening out for [the tutor} 
- which 1 found really hard. 1 latched on to the Peking, It was easier to hear 
and spoke the numbers 22 77 22 33 22 77 55 66, where 1 played the second of 
the group of two. That worked. I need to stop trying to listen to the other parts 
and concentrate on what I'm doing. 
6 December 2005 
He exp~ined what to do and that he would shout out the numbers to me, 
which he did. 1 did alright, although It·was difficult when It slowed down, as 1 
speeded up and:1 Just couldn't quite get the right timing. 1 played four notes to 
the tunes pair and the tune was on my 2 and 4 but I kept getting It.on 1 and 3. 
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The thing is though, I could hear that I wasn't right, and I just stopped and 
listened hard and got back in (with a bit of help from [the tutor)). He said that 
I did really well for a first time on an instrument - I'm just brilliant me! 
26 January 2006 
Was on the Peking again, doing the same one, I really cracked all the speeding 
up and slowing down this time and could start to hear other things that were 
going on. 
23 May 2006 
I went on the bonang paneris and this time I could really hear where I was 
supposed to be and I didn't sniff [in the rests to keep time] but it happened 
quite naturally. 
10 October 2006 
Played the Bonang Paneris today with [Student M] playing the Bonang. I was 
really pleased with myself because I totally managed to lock into what [he] was 
playing and it was a really good feeling to hear the gong in the right place. I 
really feel that I'm making progress. ' 
Hallam (2001; 64) says, 'the process of music enculturation continues throughout the 
individual's life. ' As I have travelled deeper into my community of practice, I have 
become more involved Into that particular style of music; I am travelling along an 
enculturation trajectory. Green (1988; 33) says 'style is the medium by virtue of which 
we experience music, and without which we could have no music at all. ' Therefore the 
more I travel along the enculturatlon trajectory, the more able I am to Interact with the 
sounds that I hear as they become more familiar and easier to anticipate. 
This use of my new experience as a tool allows me to travel along trajectories taking me 
deeper into my community of practice. The further I travel, the more my prior 
experience fuses with my current experience in order to allow me to gain the 
understanding that I need to continue learning. Over time, current experience becomes 
prior experience and a cycle of experience is generated. New experience Is essential In 
generating this cycle, and the more a student can Interact with new experience, the 
better they will be at developing tool usage. 
IV.4.d Confidence barriers 
Practice Is synonymous with playing, as discussed eariier (page 91), and the act of 
playing, and interacting with the tools, develops confidence. As students move along the 
notation/aural spectrum and travel along trajectories, they become more confident with 
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their ability to use their tools to produce the results that they want. Student J explains 
how playing within her learning ensemble has given her more confidence as an individual 
musician to be able to play outside of the group. 
'J 1 feel much more confident, at church 1 play every Sunday In the folk group. 
At one time 1 didn't know where they were, but now 1 feel quite confident 
playing in church. 
I 1 do as well . 
.1 Do you? 1 d~nt mind that people can hear me [laughs} at one time 1 was 
frightened of playing but 1, 1 just play out now whether in tune or not, 1 just get 
on with It.' 
However, not everyone in this group had developed this amount of confidence. 
'H Ever since 1 have started coming to this orchestra every end of term concert 
we have, [Student l} stands up and plays a solo piece ... And that, and that is 
something that 1 still don't have the courage to do . 
.1 Well they haven't run away from me yet [laughter}. 
H SO 1, admire that tremendously, and IIlso a few years ago she went to [a} 
summer schooL and that is brave. [laughter}. Because that [particular summer 
school} can be very hairy Indeed. ' 
Student J has been a member of her group for twelve years, Student H for six. Student 
G also did not have the confidence to playas an Individual. 
'I played to a group of old ladies in the hospital and they had all been stuck In 
their beds [laughter}. 1 go to the Irish Society, well my wife and 1 go to the 
Irish Society and one night quite soon I'm going to play down there because 
there Is amateur musicillns on a Friday night, and people keep on telling me to. 
But I'm really, I'm scared stiff of It, I'm going to hlJve to do It soon. ' 
Every student has a cOnfidence barrier and the deeper they are In their community of 
practice, the more barriers they cross and more able they become to play outside their 
community. For example, a beginner within a group may have a confidence barrier 
where she herself Is the limit, I.e. she will only play to 'herself. As the student plays more 
and becomes more confident, the barrier moves and she may play to one very tamUtar 
person, perhaps a parent or child. Again, as she becomes more confident by playing to 
the familiar person, her confidence banter may move again to Include playing to a group 
of familiar people. This perpetuates to Include unfamiliar people and larger groups. 
Depending upon the Individual's personality a student may stay within one -COQfidence 
barrier for a long period of time, or may move swiftly through their barrters, but tn my 
., -
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experience as a teacher and performer, all musicians have a confidence barrier that may 
be overcome by experience. Student F says 
'You have to get through that confidence thing when you're soloing. 1 went 
through a really bad time with that and I can remember 1 was in a church and I 
was in a little music group that I run over in Kings Clear and we were doing this 
solo thing, I was absolutely petrified and I was ready to walk out that church 
[Iaugher] and I thought 1 can't, I've got to do this, 1 was out of the back room, 
1 was shaking, warming up the oboe and 1 was thinking 1 can't do this, I really 
can't do this, I was terrified, they announced and they said er er [Student F] is 
around here somewhere and I thought [laughs] come on I've got to do it and 
so off 1 went and 1 did it and then from then on, although I was terrified, I was 
able ... ' 
This concept of confidence barriers can be demonstrated by my own experience of 
learning a particular type of vocalisation in my group. My gamelan were learning alok. 
These are vocal interjections during songs, traditionally males jeering a female vocalist. 
My learning diary explains how the more I did this, the more confident I became with it. 
'29 September 2005 
We did silly noiSes today. The men jeer at the women as they sing the songs in 
a suggestive manner and we did these. I really wanted to do them and did 
them really quietly and felt a little, well a lot, silly. It reminded me of learning 
to improvise and how silly I felt just going for it. 
4 October 2005 
More silly noises today. I'm getting more confident at them, but still find them 
a little silly and embarrassing. 
11 October 2005 
Did the songs again today. Felt a bit silly with the noises (alok), especially as 
there were two blokes there who 1 had not seen before, and they seemed to be 
drafted in to sing. However, they didn't stay long. As soon as they went, I was 
more comfortable with it. One of the other guys joined in with the nOises too, 
and he said the same thing, that he didn't feel as silly after the two blokes had 
gone. ' 
This experience took me on a strange trajectory. It transported me back to memories of 
being a child and teenager learning to play the flute but not feeling comfortable playing 
in front of people. This was not the only time when I was travelling along this trajectory. 
'3 May 2005 
Today we played a landrang and the Bonang deddes when to move to the new 
section. I remember when I did this once and I was too shy to move to the next 
section. 1 didn't feel that I could without being told to. This really took me back 
to my youth and learning to play the flute. ' 
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My confidence barrier with the alok moved when I had done it in front of the group a few 
times, however, when there were strangers in the room I was no longer confident. When 
the strangers left the room, I was again confident enough to do the alok. Now that I 
have done It In front of strangers once, this has given me the experience I need to start 
to move my confidence barrier and do It again in front of strangers. 
Many adult learning theories refer to experiential learning (see 11.4 Adult Learning, page 
23), but how far is the learning achieved by the experience or by the way In which a 
person Interacts with that experience? As I have stated above, different people move 
through their confidence barriers at different paces. The pace at which I move through 
my confidence barriers appears to be the same when learning as a chUd as when 
learning as an adult: 
'3 May 2005 
Today we played a land rang and the Bonang decides when to move to the new 
section. 1 remember when 1 did this once and 1 was too shy to move to the 
next section. I didnt feel that 1 could Without being told to [In case I did It 
wrong]. This really took me back to my youth and learning to play the flute. ' 
The following conversation between students A, B and 0 shows how they can relate their 
current experience of learning with that of when they were children. 
'A But other people though have leamt at school because like you did it when 
you were a child and al/ the rest of it, so I suppose there's all different personal 
things, and the people who have done violin at school you can usually tell, even 
though they might be In the same grade they are better, it's as if that has 
somehow stayed in their brain and their fingers. 
D Most of that's true, what was put In me when I was eight or nine is stili there. 
It's deep ... 
A B Yeah, yeah. 
D ... it's deep down somewhere in the bottom [laughter] no but It is there, it 
makes a difference. 
B No, you're right, you're right, It does. Yeah, what 1 notice particularly oddly 
enough is the bad things that I've kept from that time, the bad technIcal habits 
that I developed as a child that I now have to correct. But the good stuff does 
stay as weI/It's an odd thing.' 
Within the gamelan group there is a wide range of different experience of musical 
learning and for Student K the relationship with learning can be directly attributed to 
experience of learning as a child where her teacher instilled a wide conftdence barrier In 
her by putting her In different situations. 
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'I really like this opportunity to do it a different way. Because my first cello 
teacher was very much into improvisation and he would play me things and I 
would play it back and so he started me off doing that, and also performing 
right from the beginning as well and so never to be worried about that. 
However, when discussing a learning experience from 25 years ago, Student N shows 
the same characteristics now as then. 
'I'd want to write it down first before 1 played it, I'm the same here. ' 
This Is the way that he feels most comfortable interacting with his tools. Similarly we all 
have our own preferences of interaction and we know what works for us, and what we 
are more likely to use to get a required result. So, there are many ways of Interaction 
with the tools in order to reach the object, but as we interact with them we are taken 
along various trajectories that deepen our understanding of what we are learning. It is 
our communities that allow us to interact In such a way that we build links between the 
different tools we use and how we operate them, so as to achieve the results that we 
deSire from our chosen practice. 
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IV.S Chapter 5 - Ensemble EtIquette 
In Chapter 3 it was established that a learning ensemble Is a community within which its 
members develop a practice. The key to the functioning of that community is its 
evolutionary nature caused by changes in attitudes of current members and the 
Introduction of new members into the community. Lave and Wenger (1987; 110) say 
'Newcomers participate in a community of practitioners as well as In productive 
activity. Legitimate Peripheral Practice Is an Initial form of membership 
characteristic of such a community. Acceptance by and Interaction with 
acknowledged adept practitioners make leamlng legitimated and of value from 
the point of view of the apprentice. Leaming in practice, apprentice learners 
know that there is a field for the mature practice of what they are leamlng to 
do.' 
In other words, when a student joins a learning- ensemble they are joining a community 
where other members are further along their trajectories and can offer support In the 
form of peer learning to the newcomer. Student Pl sums this up. 
'Yes, I would definitely do whatever 1 could to help one of the newer members. 
In fact one of the newer members came along for one of [our] practices ... last 
week and she's only been playing for a few weeks but I encouraged her along 
but I thought It would be good for: her to come and have a seSSion with us 
really to see how It felt for her ... 1 encouraged her to do, 1 think It worked. 
Because 1 remember being like that myself. Even though L wanted to do the 
practice it was me who said come on let's get together and practice because 1 
knew If 1 didnt it would be even more of a struggle and 1 want to enjoy It from 
day one and 1 dont want to dread It I want to enjoy it, which 1 might have 
done If 1 just dldn t practice enough. And 1 think the main thing Is just to feel 
that you are not on your own. That's probably one 'of tile main attrllctlons of (a 
learning ensemble] is that you are never on your own. -As 1 say you ,C6n talk to 
other people, you can be with them and get some help apart from what [the 
tutor] can help you' With. . . · . ". ' ~ . '. : 
Would you uy th_ you .re teilehlllfl tItem'l 
Yes, 1 would yes. 
And you .re _mI. yourselftrom thIIt ~n7 
Exactly, yes, It's like a double teac/:ling situation. It might only be very basic 
things but It's stlH some teaching and some ht!lplng. ' 
ZV.5 ...... mlng with and from each other 
Cope (2002) places an. emphasis on the role of the 'session' as II forum ft.r self-taught . I 
musidans to gather information for their learning. In this context,the session Is where a 
group of musldans come together and play. It may take on the fonn of a band practice 
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where musicians know each other or it may be an open session where any musician can 
join in. Membership of the session Is gained by playing a particular type of music on an 
appropriate Instrument. For example rock musicians would go to a session where rock 
music Is played on electric guitars, drums and vocals whereas a jazz session may involve 
playing jazz music on instruments such as saxophones, trumpets, trombones etc. 
Talking to two self-taught musicians, Cope (2002; 97) found that 
'Sources of information [for learning] included watching and taking advice from 
other players and ... reading some materials. Both acknowledged the 
importance of the session in motivating them and influencing their 
development. ' 
Green's (2002) research on how popular musicians learn also has a strong emphasis on 
the role of the session or band rehearsal as a catalyst for the enculturation of students. 
'Friendship and the sharing of musical tastes are highly significant to young 
popular musicians and affect their learning practices in many ways' 
(p.83) 
Green's (2002; 76) definition of group learning is that it 'occurs as a result of peer 
interaction but in the absence of any teaching. ' She does acknowledge that informal 
learning can take place within a formal situation (p.60) but this suggests that there Is a 
difference between a formal learning situation and an Informal learning situation, the 
difference being the presence of a teacher. Folkestaad (2006) discusses the problems of 
defining musical learning as either formal or informal. He too defines fonnal learning 
situations by the presence of a teacher who 'can be another musician - but someone 
who is leading the activity~ He defines informal learning situations as where 'the activity 
steers the way of working/playing/composing and the process proceeds by the 
interaction of the participants in the activity also described as self chosen and voluntary' 
(p.141). If a formal learning situation is one where there is some kind of teacher 
presence, and an informal situation one where the activity steers the voluntary learners, 
where does a learning ensemble that is functioning as a self-selected, voluntary 
community in which the activity Is steering the learners, but has a tutor who Is an 
integral part of the community of practice, fall within the definitions of informal/formal 
learning Situations? 
Folkestaad continues his discussion by suggesting four aspects of learning that can be 
either formal or Informal. These are the phYSical situation (school or outside of school), 
the learning style (by notation or by ear), the ownership of the learning (self or teacher) 
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and the Intentionality of the learning (how to play or so as to play). Marshall (2008) took 
these definitions and suggested formal and Informalleamlng are not static concepts and 
that at anyone time, a student can be placed at different points along four continuums 
of formal and informal learning, shown In figure 19. 
Figure 11 - Four continuum. of formal encllnformel ....... Ing 
Formal······lnformal 
Situation -0-................ . 
Learnln. style •• _ ....... .0--._. 
OWnership ... --.. ~ .. -.-.. -.. ~ 
Intentionality -0-................ . 
(from Marshall, 2008) 
This suggestion by MarshaU is in the context of school musk: and he found. that pupils 
who managed to balance Infbrm~nlnd formal activitieS' In these four areas were More 
able to cope with school music at· examination level (I_e. opt Into GCSE music). Based on 
a longitudinal study of pupil attitudes to secondary school music he found that people 
who Inhabit the 'poles' tend to' opt out of schoo • .,,'uslc examination and that people who' 
achieve some form of 'equlllbrlum'r$main 'In It/cope with It. 
If we ~ke each of these four contlnuums anc:I apt)ly.the~.to learning in aa.rnfng 
ensemble we see that the nature 'of the leamlng ensemble allows the students ',to 
maintain an equilibrium of points along each of the four continuurns. Arstly I would 
suggest that the 'situation' continuum Occupies a' fixed potnt. A leamlrig enSemble may 
happen within a schoot, outside of a school, In a vluage hall or In an arts centre, but the 
place usually remains the same. The formal' (In terms of'School/outof sChOOl) structure 
of the leaml~ ensemble Is therefore sta~an(.f this stability gives members a fixed . 
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reference point for membership of that group. Secondly, as discussed in IVA.a USing 
notation page 111, the students may move along the 'learning style' continuum in terms 
of learning by notation and learning by ear, combining the two in the ensemble situation 
and constantly changing depending on what the student Is tackling. We have also 
already discussed how playing the music is synonymous with practising It, and therefore 
that by playing the music the students are learning how to play it at the same time (see 
IV.2.a The practice of practising, page 91). So depending on the specific activity at the 
time, I.e. whether the students are performing or rehearsing, they move along the 
'intentionality' continuum. Finally, movement along the 'ownership' continuum can be 
seen through the analysis of the rules of each specific learning ensemble. 
Each ensemble will have its own system of etiquette. Members of the ensemble will know 
when it Is appropriate to talk to each other, talk to the tutor or talk to themselves. In a 
learning ensemble the etiquette Is very different to that of a purely performing ensemble 
where members may not wish anyone around them to talk and be focussed on 
rehearsing music. One thing that immediately struck me on observing the learning 
ensembles was how noisy they were. This was echoed by Tutor TS. Tutor TS is in fact 
not a designated tutor as such. He plays semi-professionally, but he gives percussion 
support to his learning ensemble as his wife Is a member. He has not been employed to 
fulfil the role of tutor but, taking Folkestaad's (2006) definition of a tutor stated above, 
he fulfils a teaching role. He describes the learning ensemble. 
'There's a lot of chat going on ... Which, I'm sitting there thinking 'I wish people 
would be quiet so that 1 can get on' [laughs] but it is part of the learning 
process, the trumpets next to me will be talking amongst themselves sort of 
saying 'this bit's really difficult' and 'how do you play this' and ... yeah, there's a 
lot of mutual support going on and the conductor will, certainly on most of the 
woodwind heW come over and help if people are getting problems. 
Here the students are interacting with the rules of the community in order to engage 
In peer learning. For different ensembles this will happen at different times, for 
example Tutor TP said. 
'When 1 stop for a break they are all comparing notes and they get their music 
out that they have brought, other than the stuff that we do in the group. ' 
In my gamelan it is different again. For example, when we are playing a piece 
sometimes you will see that the person sitting next to you is lost. Within our 
community It is acceptable to point to where they are, sing the notes to them or tell 
them which line or section we are on. Also, when the music stops there Is usually a 
lot of chatter to both the tutor and to each other, discussing which bits went right 
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and wrong and why. Sometimes two members may start playing their bits together 
whilst the others are talking about something else, and this too Is acceptable. In a 
different group, the etiquette of the group would not allow this and other membel"$" 
may interpret it as rudeness. Within our gamelan community It Is accepted that 
others will play whilst others are talking. 
Student Y explains how this type of Interaction with others in the community has 
helped her. 
'And we do teach each other the new notes, you know, there's one next to you 
'oh how do you do that?' and you?1 just teach the person next to you or she 
doesn't know or he doesn't know then it passes along the line, or we?1 ask [the 
tutor] if we're all stuck. But, I mean I'Ve leamt loads from the lady who sits on 
one side of me, because she has lessons. So, she ... taught me a lot of 
altemative fingering and stuff, so yes, we do teach each other. But we also, I 
think as a band, we're probably listening to each other better now than we did 
in the beginning. Which is obviously, we've got to, like with tuning and that 
you'Ve got to listen to ... you just know don't you, when you'Ve got a chord, if it 
feels right or not. ' 
Student R deUberateiv joined a second group at a lower level than her own group so as 
to reinforce her understanding and help the others In the group. 
'I'm usually doing something backgroundy, giving structure to what they're 
doing. So usually I'm on tune or I'm on gongs, just giving structure to what 
they're doing. So there's somebody there who's got some lItt/e experience who 
can just hold It together a bit. I think it's useful for me and it's useful for them 
as well, it seems to work. I , 
What Is Interesting Is that'the students ~'ppear to want to ask their feHow students about 
J 
a difficulty before the tutor. This evidence would support Knowles' key assumption of 
adult learning that 'adults have a deepntied to be self directing' and that the role of the 
teacher Is to engage the student In the process of mutual enquiry (Knowles, 1990; 31). 
However, the followlr:-g conversation from Group ,1 demonstrates that not everyone Is 
- " '. " . ' 
receptive to this type of peer leamlng. 
'D What I do find annoying Is that most people dont listen l1ec3use ttJey~ $0' 
busy chit chatting to each other or tuning their violins or doing whatever they 
do because we are adults and we c.n do whatever we do, we dont have to 
listen to whoever Is in charge and so just chit chat and start bar 5, which bar? 
8 Right. 
D Which bar? 
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E But that's ... 
D What did you say, what did you say. And because people, it's part of their 
social life it's from half past nine till quarter to, what is it? ... 
A One. 
D One. It's part of social life you see you meet people that have the same 
interest playing music and so you need to chit chat. Instead of going out with 
each other on Friday night and chit chat then. 
o I don't know I think that what a lot of the talk around me is, is of basically of 
people who have not done the practice ... 
BMmmm. 
o Who are asking other people who they think might know more ... 
A Mmm. 
o Something that is not being told as we are going along. I mean if there is an 
assumption by the tutors ... 
A Yeah, yes. 
o That you are practising scales. And that you are better accomplished in 
reading music than you are ... 
A yes. Yes. 
o Particularly those who are real, real beginners. 
A Yeah. 
o Who are trying to work out as we are given a new piece and we are starting 
straight away and there are three sharps on it. And I mean I for one ... 
D But it's not you or me or anyone in the orchestra's job to do that, that's why 
there are five teachers walking around ... 
o Yes. But nobody's going to say in the orchestra ... 
DButthen ... 
o Excuse me ... I can't remember, is the second finger close to the first ... 
A Yeah, yeah, yeah, no, I know what you mean ... 
o Or close to the third. ' 
Here, although the others are happy with an amount of constructive discussion amongst 
students, Student 0 has a strong view on where and from whom her learning should 
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take place. She Is less tolerant of those who feel the need to discuss Issues with their 
peers as to her It Is getting In the way of her own learning. 
IV.S.b Finding the boundaries 
Rodgers (1986; 107) says that a disadvantage of learning within a group Is that 
I ., 
'some learners find it difficult to cope with such a variety of experience and 
views. ' 
It seems to me that an Important part of the group learning process is also learning the 
etiquette of learning within the community. In order to keep the shared norms and 
values of the group for it to function (see IV.2 Chapter 2 - Social Music Making, page 
90) there have to be boundaries. These boundaries can be anything from where people 
sit to what people do when the tutor Is addressing a small section of the group only. For 
example, In a performance focussed ensemble If the tenor saxophones needed to go 
over a small section of the music the conductor would expect the other member:s of the 
ensemble not to play. In a teaming ensemble the tutor may ask the other members to 
follow their own part so that they can see how that particular part fits in with others, 
other tutors may expect this to happen as a norm and therefore It is part of the group 
etiquette. During this time members may talk to one another about the music, as the 
above conversation with Group 1 shows, but it would not be appropriate to play wh,lIst 
the conductor was giving other members of the ensemble direction. In different groups, . 
such as Groups 3 and 4, the etiquette Is different and students can and do play whilst 
the tutor is discussing something with other members of the group. 
This etiquette Is all part of the accepted norms of the group and will be unique to the 
specific group. In many cases the etiquette may develop ... the group develops. For 
example my gamelan's etiquette developed as the community evolved. I remember 
clearly that In the earty days of the group when Instruction was being given to one .or 
two people on one or two Instruments the rest of the group would be quiet. This 
developed Into the rest of the group being quiet or chatting quietly about the music. The 
next stage of development was that other members may play somethlngqutetly tcf 
" .....'. . " ' . ":! ' . ,: . .' \ , ,. 
themselves and now we have reached a stage where we know.·that It Is ok, to ~ve ~ chat 
or play something whilst someone else Is receiving some Individual Instruction. In some 
cases the gamelan Instructor may call us all round to hear ~ spedftc:, other 
times he will leave us. Interestingly we all know when tIWt etiquette haSbeeri broken,' : 
usually when someone has been talking a bit tbo toudtV aboUt a; matter ~Iated to .. " 
gamelan. Once it is accepted that the etiquette has been broken, it will very quickly 
resume. This Is also closely linked to the occurrence of 'make or break' moments as 
described in !v.2 Chapter 2 - Social Music Making (page 90). During one of these 
moments the etiquette is broken and then reforms. Sometimes the reformation of this 
etiquette may be developmental and the etiquette moves on accordingly. This etiquette 
is often very codified yet intrinsic to the group, and It may not be entirely obvious to the 
newcomer. Therefore peer learning Is vital in order to 'train' newcomers into the 
etiquette of the group, allowing them to travel further Into the community of practice. 
IV.S.c Facilitating different paces 
Having ensemble etiquette also allows for people to learn at their own pace, as Student 
C explains. 
'1 think it's a bit unrealistic to think that 'cos it's such a big session, if everyone 
put their hand up. So for me there's no pressure, if 1 don't get it, 1 sit back, if 1 
don't get it here 171 go back and do it in my own time. But that's what 1 like 
about it here because when 1 was a child and there was that pressure to get it 
right, here it's like, if I haven't got it I'll sit back and no-one's going to tap me 
on the shoulder [agreement] and in my own time 171 go back and have a look 
at it and that's what 1 love about it [agreement].' 
An Important factor of the learning ensemble Is that different group members do 
learn at different paces, which in tum allows peer learning to happen. Students can 
take their time to work things out for themselves, placing them on the 'self' end of 
the learning style continuum. Or they can use all the teaching resources, be It tutor-
led or peer-led, to accelerate quickly, as students in Group 1 acknowledge. 
'0 No, 1 think there are lots of people ... as [Student D] said they want the first 
violin part ... 
EYes. 
o And they want to push themselves to their limit. [agreement] 
A Yes, cause 1 started at the City Lit with someone who's, well we've been in 
the City Lit for three years together, and he's gone up to level four, but I'm 
doing level three again ... 
The significance of allowing members to learn at their own pace Is that even If you have 
a learning ensemble where there are no newcomers and everyone starts at the same 
time, you will still get a rich peer learning environment. As a student moves Into the 
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community at their own pace, they are able to look towards others who are further In 
than themselves and also help others that are moving more slowly. These changes In 
participation contribute to group evolution and give students different 'viewpoints from 
which to understand the practice, evolve through changing participation in the division of 
labor, changing relations to ongoing community practices, and changing social relations 
in the community' (Lave and Wenger, 1987; 96). 
Therefore the rules that allow the student to engage with the community are crucial In 
producing a positive learning experience within the evolutionary and multi-level nature 
of the group. 
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IV.6 Chapter 6 - Master or Apprentice? 
So far, I have described the learning ensemble as a community of practice (IV.3 Chapter 
3 - Creating a Community, page 98), an environment where the rules of the community 
allow peer learning to flourish whilst enabling a newcomer to become established within 
the group (IV.5 Chapter 5 - Ensemble Etiquette, page 129). However, if we accept that 
a person may join a community of practice In order to learn something, and that learning 
Is facilitated by both tutors and more experienced members who are able to pass on 
their knowledge and understanding to the newcomer, we must consider the concept of 
apprenticeship. Lave and Wenger (1991) explore apprenticeship in reference to 
Legitimate Peripheral Participation through analysing the cases of five groups of people; 
Midwives, Tailors, Quartermasters, Butchers and Alcoholics. They consider the view that 
apprenticeship is a 'form of control over the most valuable, least powerful workers' 
based on the Western European experience as well as the 'relatively benign, relatively 
egalitarian, and non-explosive character to apprenticeship' seen in contemporary West 
Africa. However, through the discussion of the five case studies, they ascertain that 
within apprenticeships there are 'rich relations among community members of all sorts, 
their activities and artefacts. All are implicated in processes of increasing participation 
and knowledgeability' (p.84). 
If a community of practice then allows the apprentice to develop their expertise, then 
somewhere within that community, Is there a master? Is there a person or persons 
whom the apprentice looks to in order to familiarise themselves with the sodal wortd In 
which they have placed themselves so that they can deepen their knowledge and 
understanding of the community? Lave and Wenger (1991; 110) say that 'acceptance by 
and interaction with acknowledged adept practitioners make learning legitimate and of 
value from the point of view of the apprentice. ' Therefore, within the learning ensemble, 
who are the acknowledged adept practitioners? Who are the masters? 
By analysing the division of labour we can see how the newcomer's learning Is facilitated 
by primary and secondary constituents within the ensemble. Primary constituents take 
on a direct role In sharing labour, such as a tutor playing alongside a student. Secondary 
constituents take on an Indirect role in sharing labour, sometimes without realising that 
they are sharing the labour with others, such as the group continuing to play whilst a 
tutor plays alongside a student. We can also see how more experienced learners are able 
to develop their learning through interacting with the ensemble at greater or lesser 
levels, depending on what the goal of the person Is at that particular time. Alongside 
this, division of labour can also be explldt, where a tutor will purposefully divide the 
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labour amongst ensemble members, and spontaneous, where a tutor or a student will 
change their contribution to the group spontaneously to help someone who either asks 
for help or looks like they need help. The tutor plays a key role In both forms of division 
of labour and we must therefore establish what the role of the tutor within the ensemble 
Is. 
IV.fi •• Explklt division of I.bour 
Rodgers (1986; 108) states that within adult education, It Is the role of the teacher to 
'Watch the balance between the personal self-development of each leamer and 
supportive/challenge role of the group. ' 
The tutor is responsible for ensuring that each·leamer has the opportunity to achieve 
their personal goals and that the learning ensemble provides an appropriate context to 
allow this to happen. This Is done using both musidanshlp and teaching skill through 
guided division of labour. 
To Student B, the tutor is a strateglst- someone who can give a quick fix within the time 
constraints to improve the students' playing. 
'I think they're Vety 6ware th6t everyone has really busy lives and! notice that 
they ... have kind of strategies that they have built Into the pieces we're working 
on to talk you really quickly into techniCIJI tweaks that will make things sound 
better almost Immediately. ' 
This role of 'technical strategist' Is probably the most' common' perception of a tutor: the 
ability to show a student how to overcome a technical difficulty In a condse way, and 
give a strategy for overcoming future similar dtm~Ues. This then places th~ tutor as 
master, as the person with the most knowledge who is able to share their knowledge 
with others. 
The view of the tutor as the master of the g'roup Is shared by ottM!r students. The 
following conversation shows how Group 2 regard their tutor and how the tutor controls 
the division of labour within the ensemble so that the needs of the individual are 
. , , .' ", 
attended to and all students can be ~ngaged. 
',',: ".' 
'H Yeah, 1 think It's fair to ·say that shedeffnes the ethos 'of the group. 'That Iti$ 
very much a reflection of her approach to music really. 
~ And her generosity of time and ... 
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I/H Yes. 
J I mean she's not just being paid for two hours tutoring, all the work she does 
at home. 
H Writing out parts, arranging parts. 
FYes. 
I Yes, because all the music she produces herself. Well no, not all that's ... 
J But she rearranges music especially for our standard. 
I Yes, mmmm. 
I And that's the important thing. That's what makes it easier, do-able. 
FYes. 
I Is that she writes it. She asks you what your range is before you start and 
then she tries and fit the other pieces in and then once you actually .... 
FYes. 
F The difficulty is we are all at very different levels. 
I Mmmm. 
F Right from very, we've got two at the moment who are really very beginners, 
up unto grade 5 grade 6. So it's very difficult to get the balance but [the tutor] 
manages that perfectly. 
I When we ... 
F She gives a part that you can all play ... 
I Yes ... 
F So if you are grade 5 you don't get a part with about 3 notes on it you get a 
decent part. ' 
This conversation highlights two things. Firstly, the students are very appreciative of the 
time and dedication that the tutor gives to the group. It shows a respect between 
student and tutor that allows the tutor to be in control of the group and therefore In 
control of the music. Secondly, it shows that in this position of control, the tutor Is able 
to consciously divide the labour in the group so as to meet the needs of the Individual 
whilst maintaining a coherent musical sound. In other words, by differentiating the parts 
with an emphasis on the ability of the individual, the group becomes able to function as 
an ensemble. 
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Tutor T2 is very aware of this role and describes how computer software has made It 
easier for her to arrange music for her group. 
'I couldn't have run this orchestra if I'd still had to do everything by hand, the 
way 1 want to run it. With the children, this was 1980, and 1 was doing all the 
copying and all the transcribing and everything all by hand and then the 
photocopying from manuscripts. But with the bigger numbers and much wider 
range of instruments 1 really need to be able to do things like feeding a violin 
part Into the computer and turning It out as a clarinet part and stuff like that. 
It'. brilliant to be able to do that Isn't It? 
Yes. We'd actually had the music software about a year by the time 1 started 
the orchestra, so 1 was reasonably competent with it. 
That'. quite a key thing Isn't It, to be .able to a"anlle the stuff. 
Things Just do not come off the shelf for the sort of weird mixtures you've 
seen. And It's different each term because 1 only ask people to enrol for one 
term ... So It can change quite a lot from one term to the next.' 
Student H refers to how Tutor T2 also' gives strategies In order,to cope with the 
music at different playing abilities. 
'And she's very accommodating, she teaches us techniques to help us deal wIth 
the fact that we might not quite be able to play the tune, she teaches things 
like leapfrog sight reading which is basically, it's mC?st important if you don't 
know your notes to know exactly where you are so that when you come to 
something that you CJII1 play, you CIIn play It « the· tight time, $0 she·telIches 
us a technique called leapfrog sight reading where we play, we go through the 
piece and we Just play the first note of each bar, MsiClIl1y s'o tfJlIt we' tansll' go 
through together and we know exactly where we are. ' 
, . ~ ' .. I _." . J 
This explicit division of labour alSC) occurred In ,other groups. The following 
. ~. '. /) .. '. . ; ~ . '-. , 
conversation happened between members of Group 1. 
;-', "\ 
'0 Have you looked at the sort of music we are playing at all to see how the 
groups progress? l3ec(luse 1 mean 1 showed, 'wh.en 1 sort of started, my,' one Qf 
my children plays tile violln~ .. grade ~'st~nda,'rc! ... ' and plays 'I"" a."0tc!'e~~ w,as 
kind of surprised at the II!'tIel of tht! music that' we've bef!ndolng. ", .' 
TIuIt It ... more dltlfcult'l 
o That It was more difficult than he was expectIng~ 
:.' ' 
8 1 think so, 1 think that's one of the Interesting things. There'$ not s lot. of 
concession made to the fact that people are'b~glnnerS.;.; ( , " , 
" ',',' 
. , 
E Absolutely not. 
8 Which is brilliant because. 
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D They make an open string for you so that's fine. 
B Exactly, exactly.' 
By explicitly dividing the labour in this way the tutor Is able to fulfil the role outlined 
by Rodgers (1986) above, that of providing a balance allowing the individual to 
achieve their goals and ensuring that the group is suffidently cha"englng/supportive 
to all members. Tutor T3 highlights this as one of the essential parts of teaching 
gamelan. 
'One of the things that 1 personally find quite Interesting as a game/an 
teacher, sometimes difficult, sometimes wonderful, ends up being both, is that 
with gamelan you've got to teach, I'm not sure if it's a tension or a balance, 
between teaching individual people how to do individual, specific things with a 
particular instrument and also making sure the whole group knows What's 
going on as well. Because they're not having individual instrumental tuition and 
then playing in an ensemble, It's not like just directing an orchestra. It's like 
directing an orchestra but also having to make sure that I'm telling the violins 
how to finger that particular phrase as well, so it's one of the weird things you 
get. It's like having to focus on individuals at times but also make sure the 
whole group gets attention as well. ' 
Therefore one key role of the tutor is to explidtly divide the labour of the group so as to 
provide the right balance between Individual and group attention, allowing the student to 
Interact with the constituents of the activity system in order to achieve their goals. Here 
the tutor is the primary constituent; they are directly responsible for the labour division. 
They are the master of the group. 
Interestingly, a number of comments above show how the students feel that the tutor's 
character shapes the group. Indeed Tutor T4 sees this as a vital part of the functioning 
of the group. 
'1 think because a lot of the way a band works is down to the band master and 
1 think people coming In absorb the culture of it. I think the culture is very 
much driven initially by the band master and then it goes from there. ' 
He sees the role of the tutor as someone who drives the culture of the group; someone 
who creates the community, the rules and divides the labour so as to allow the students 
to enter Into the community of practice. The tutor Is a character who somehow defines 
the group. However, how does this work if the personal relationship between the student 
and tutor is not positive? 
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In Chapter 3 we saw how, although a tutor was disliked by some students and liked by 
others, they felt that they all learnt whilst In his sessions (page 102). The Implication 
that the tutor Is a master who defines the culture of the group then becomes distorted 
when a group is divided about their tutor's style of teaching. So how does this group 
continue to function when there Is a negative reaction to the tutor? Barrett (2005; 268) 
explains 
'It is important to note that whilst 'Communities of Practice' Involve shared 
social practices and goals for the individuals within that community, this does 
not necessarily Imply that these communities are characterized by a sense of 
'harmony' or concord between all participants. ' 
This must mean that the tutor's character Is not the only defining factor of the group, 
and if a master is someone who defines the group there must be more than one master. 
IV.B.b Spontaneous division of labour 
The following diary extract shows how a spontaneous Interaction between myself and my 
tutor allowed me to regain my contribution to the ensemble and provide me with a burst 
of motivation 
'6 December 2005 
I played four notes to the tune's pair and the tune was on my 2 and 4 but I 
kept getting it on 1 and 3. The thing Is though, I could hear that I wasn't right, 
and I just stopped and listened hard and got back In (with a bit of help from 
[the tutor)). ' 
In this Instance, I had lost my place and my object was to find where I was and join 
back In. In doing so the labour was divided between primary constituent, the tutor, with 
help from the secondary constituents, the ensemble. I was able to use listening tools 
along with cognitive tools using my knowledge of the piece to help me find my place. In 
seeing that I was trying to work out where I was, the tutor gave me some spontaneous 
help by singing the notes that I needed to play, this helped me lock Into my part of the 
ensemble. All of this was fadlitated by the secondary constituents, the ensemble; If the 
ensemble had not have been playing, I would not have been able to Interact with the 
tools needed to find where my part fitted In. 
Spontaneous division of labour can also be instigated by another student. Smith and 
Spurling (2001; 71) state that 
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'groups are evolution's answer to individuals' need to survive and prosper in a 
hostile environment. Helping and particularly reciprocal helping, is a key aspect 
of group behaviour. ' 
I have been a member of my gamelan for over four years; I am an old timer. When I 
play with the gamelan I am often alongside students who are either newcomers or not 
quite so much an old timer as I. I am now in a position to offer spontaneous division of 
labour. I can recall numerous occasions where I could see or hear that someone beside 
me has got lost and if the tutor is otherwise occupied, I am. able to either play a little 
louder so they can hear where they are In the tune, sing the note numbers or lean over 
and point to where we are In the tune. I do. this without hesitation and as a natural part 
of the gamelan playing. I am not the only one who does this; other old timers fulfil this 
function too. Similarly, as a conductor of a learning ensemble, I see other students lean 
towards someone who is lost and play louder so that they can use their listening tools to 
regain their place. 
What this creates is an environment where the rules help to fadlitate peer learning (as 
discussed In IV.S.a Learning with and from each other, page 129), but division of labour 
allows students to alter their contribution in order to support the learning of fellow 
students. Green (2002; 76) says that 
'group learning occurs as a result of peer interaction but In the IJbsence of any 
teaching. ' . 
Her view is that when people learn to play popular music, they do so through interaction 
with their peers using different types of listening and sharing tools. The Implication Is 
that there are no masters, just peers. However, much of this learning occurs when 
students listen to recordings or interact with others with greater skill; In other words, 
they enter Into a community of practice. Here the recordings and the other students are 
the masters. Therefore, In the context of a community of practice within a learning 
ensemble, the students also act as masters at different points. Moreover, my experience 
of having the ensemble as a secondary constituent In the dlvtston of labour shows how 
the other members of the ensemble can act simultaneously as masters.· 
For me, the outcome of the spontaneous division of labour desa1bed above was that It 
created the oppOSite of a 'make or break' situation (discussed InN.3 Chapter 3 -: . 
Creating a Community, page 98). This Is a point where the student Is highly motivated 
by a positive Interaction with the music through support from either the tutor or other 
students. This is a moment of 'elation'; a moment when the student feels that they have 
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accomplished something and can go on to tackle anything. The feeling I had after this 
incident was 'I'm just brilliant me!' 
How this supports learning can be explained by Vygotsky's concept of 'Zones of Proximal 
Development'. The Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) is 
'the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by 
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as 
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration 
with more capable peers. ' 
(Vygotslcy, 1978; 86) 
The developmental level of the others who share the same social environment as the 
individual determines the space between the two levels of the Individual's development, 
the actual level and the potential level. If the others have a higher actual level than the 
individual, then the individual's potential development level will also be higher. In other 
words, the potential for musical development Is determined by the level of others within 
the community of practice. As an old timer in my group, the level of my development is 
greater than the newer members, therefore I provide a gap between my musical 
development and their musical development In which they can progress- meaning their 
development potential is great. However, as one of the longest standing members of the 
group, I have one of the highest levels of development; therefore within my group my 
own development potential Is relatively small. This being the case, I occasionally take 
the opportunity to play with another, more developed group than my own so as to 
increase my ZPD. For me, knowing that I fulfil this role In my group helps my motivation 
when I do not feel that I am learning as much as previously. For others, It takes them on 
a trajectory outside of the group to another community and eventually they may leave 
the group. 
l'V.6.c Looking for other masters 
It Is easy to see that through division of labour an appropriate ZPD Is created and a 
moment of 'elation' could occur. The student has the opportunity to engage fully with 
community to overcome a difficulty, leaving a feeling of great achievement. These 
are the points that the student remembers and carries forward with them in their 
learning (see IV.9.b Recognising achievement, page 172). However, these moments 
cannot occur without a high level of co-operation between students and tutors and 
students and their peers. 
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Turner (1987; 32) says that within a group, levels of co-operation can be increased ~y 
'Explicit Instructions to adopt a co-operative rather than competitive or 
individualistic orientation. ' 
But as the above examples show, within a learning ensemble Individualistic orientation 
through division of labour Is fundamental to the production of music and the 
development of the learners. Moreover, students seem to be' able to tol~rate 
Interpersonal differences for the sake of the music and so the learning ensemble 
becomes more than ju~ a tolerant group of people, but a community of practice with the 
emphasis firmly on the musical learning rather than the cohesiveness of the community 
In which It occurs. The students show an Immense mutual respect for each other, 
regardless of personality, that allows a high level of co-operation within the community i 
providing a safe environment for the students to develop their musical learning tools. 
,Student H said: 
'we all like to try as hard as we can and playas well as we can ... If you playa 
wrong note or If you miss an entry no-one Is going to tum around and stare at,! 
you accusingly [agreement}.' 
Similarly, this conversation between students F and I shows that within the safe 
environment of the learning ensemble, students can take risks In order to develop thelr 
skills. it 
'I But playing to these people Is ok ... 
FYes. 
I It's great isn't it ... 
FYes. 
I Do you remember the first one I did? 
FYes 
I I went to play and my valve stuck. 
Oh ,.ally. 
I Yes, IJust, that. was just ... [laughter] and so I walked away.' 
However, my own learning experience shows that this safety Is Important to learning, 
but It took a while for me to feel safe within the group. 
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'8 November 2005 
More people were here tonight. We started with the nice easy song and we 
had people actually sitting at the·front singing instead of singing whilst playing. 
I volunteered. This shows that I'm now comfortable with the group enough to 
volunteer to do It. I remember before I wouldn't ask to do things I wanted to 
do, but I can now. It was great actually sitting In the middle and hearing It all 
as a whole. I really like the spaces In the tune In this piece because you can 
hear so much of what is going on. ' 
Therefore, as with formation of the group, there needs to be a period of time before the 
individual can feel safe. This may be after a 'make or break' moment or moment of 
'elation' has occurred when the individual feels that musical learning can occur without a 
full consensus within the group, in other words, when the learning ensemble has formed 
Into a tolerant group. 
The view of the role of the tutor as sole master now changes. Moreover, students often 
seek other masters outside of the group In order to become more proficient within the 
group. 
'e In the past I've had individual lessons and come here and for me definitely I 
think I need to go back to having the individual lessons ... Perhaps because I 
don't practise as much but just with regards to my technique and the little nitty 
gritty parts of it the individual lessons really help. ' 
B 'I don't know, I mean I feet , that we have the tuition classes here, the 
technique classes and they are quite small groups and I think [my tutor] 
particularly, I don t know about the other classes but I think that he does spend 
quite a lot of time correcting technique in so far as he can. ' 
D 'I had a few lessons after the four hours at [the group], from [a tutor] you 
know, and that helps too when you have a private, a private hour on holding 
your bow and doing simple things because you dont want to hold up the whole 
group do you?' 
o Well that's exactly what 1 feel the pressure is that everybody doesn't want to 
feel like the one holding ... 
A No, you don't want to be the worst ... 
o Holding up the group. And that's what I'm saying is exceptional among adult 
classes, evening classes there are people who are feeling very conscious of 
being the back [laughter] and having some kind of remedial catch up. 
[laughter] For me, for me I went on the summer school as a make up for lack 
of practice. 
E Yes, that's right. 
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o And I feel you've sort of gone up three steps sort of thing because I've been 
playing for a whole week at a summer school ... 
E Yeah. 
o So it's kind of a catch up as much as anything else. 
The feelin~ of not letting the group down seems to 'be important to members of this 
group and Is why they seek other masters. 
Group 2 students were all taking IndiVidual lessons ~t the time of Interview; they clearly 
saw that It was their own responsibility to develop their individual technique outside ~~ 
the group, which needed individual time with a tutor. However, learning the skills of 
playing with others was also helping to develop their Individual skills. When asked If the 
Individual lessons and the learning within the group cross over Student H said: 
'Well to the extent that sometimes ... when [the tutor] tries to help us with 
Instrumental problems, she's a flautist herself she also plays the Viola so she 
knows, she knows II lot about problems that wind players might hlIve. She 
knows also quite a bit about problems that string players might hllve in terms 
of fingering and bowing ...• But quite often 171 take a piece that I'm working on 
here to my teacher and she 11 help me figure out the best way to finger It. ' 
The perceived need for Individual tutor contact within the group Situation was 
diminished. 
My experience of learning showS that I need different levels of teacher 'Interaction' 
depending on what I am doing. The fotlowlng'extracts from my diary Illustrate this. 
'Z4 May Z005 
We then went to a new piece arid 1 moverJ the bonang, which 1 was pleaS'ed 
abOut. It took a'lIttle bIt to remember where 'the notes were 'but 1 was 6ble to 
work it out via listening to the notes and relating It to the previous tune. He 
then explained what I had to do and I don t think I really watched because I 
had to ask him again which ones I WIIS using, high oc/ow. I then couldn tpick 
up the upbeat. I find It really hard to play on the anticipating off beat. Anyway, 
I messed it up and he helped me and I tried it again. ' 
However, I was aware that while I am getting Individual attentton," 10 other stude~ts are 
getting no attention. A few' weeks later rather than ask for IndIVidual tutor attention, I 
started to latch onto other parts and develop my own strategy for not getting lost. 
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'21 June 2005 
We did Willujeng, which is pelog. 1 couldn't remember what the notes were and 
had to ask others. 1 missed the signal to go to the Nglik at first, but then 1 got 
it. 1 was working on a bit with [another student}, where we go double the 
speed of the tune, mirroring the peking, but we shared the notes out. 1 found it 
really hard at first to keep where 1 was. 1 kept getting lost. There were lots of 
272327562723 things and 1 couldn't find where 1 was, whilst listening out for 
[the other student] - which 1 found really hard. 1 latched on to the Peking, it 
was easier to hear and spoke the numbers 22 77 22 33 22 77 55 66, where 1 
played the second of the group of two. That worked. ' 
I do not remember being conscious of not wanting to take the tutor's time away from 
other students as before, but as my learning progressed I naturally started to develop 
ways of not needing the tutor's help. In other words, I was becoming more self sufficient 
as a learner and I was looking towards other masters. Student L also found himself 
doing this. 
'When I'm playing certain things and 1 can't tell which speed I'm supposed to 
be playing, and I'll look at [the tutor] and he'll know that I'm looking and why 
I'm looking at that very moment because he knows there is something wrong 
... if you're struggling on the bonang he'll come over and help you do it. But 
often if you're playing with your neighbour, then you're probably doing it right.' 
Student AA also found that as his learning progressed, he found himself listening to the 
others around him to help with his own playing. 
'One of the things 1 find 1 do now is I'm listening to other people, what they're 
playing, for cues for me to play. That has changed things. Before 1 was just 
trying to do it by counting and if you make a mistake you're finished because 
you can't ever catch back up again. Whereas if you actually know what other 
people are playing you can think 'Oh yeah, just after they play that 1 do ... ' and 
then you can jump back in again if you get lost. ' 
Not only this, he has also started to think about how his playing supports that of the 
others. 
'It actually makes me wonder if other people are listening to what I'm playing 
as well! Bit frightening really!' 
Interestingly, as the students' positions shift between master and apprentice, and 
students seek other masters, so too does the position of the tutor. This can be 
highlighted by an incident where the intervention of the tutor does not produce the 
desired effect. 
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'4 October 2005 
One of the guys was trying to get his head round [a particular concept] and 
trying to explain it by saying that we are trained to think of the first beat as the 
strongest, whereas in this music, the last beat of every four Is the strongest. 
He was trying to explain It as moving the note further towards the more 
important note. I got what he was saying but [the tutor] didn't, he [the 
student] was saying that all that happened was the note Just moved a quaver 
beat, which I got too. He was trying to explain the concept using his own 
understanding of music, but [the tutor] wasn't getting that. It all got a little 
confusing. ' 
Tutor T3 Is very aware of this. 
So It's ch.,lenlllnllfor you .s well then Isn't It really? 
Yes. I find I understand how it's working better because I then have to explain 
It to other people. It makes you think through things a lot more. ' 
We must remember that the tutor Is also a member of the oommunlty and that the tutor 
Is also learning alongside the students and from the students within the community. 
What we see is the· tutor's position being shifted from that of master to apprentice. 
Although not a musical apprentice, the tutor has to find waYs in which to develop his 
teaching skills in order to function in his role In the group. He.ls not the only tutor who Is 
aware of how the role of tutor In a leamlno· enSemble Is also a t~mlng experience for 
themselves, as Tutor TP shows when asked what attracted her to the role. 
'It was a challenge, I've never done, I've taught a few adults singly, which 
works but not terribly successfully, certainly with beginners. I mean If they've 
already got a standard or a level of achievement that's ok. Yes I fancIed It as a 
challenge ., 
Well, It's made me much more enthusiast/c. I've been In the job 32 years and 
you do get Into a rut of you know exactly what you are going to teach In the 
next lesson. I've ha,d to.thlnk differently and you do have to not so much thInk 
on your feet much more but you do have'to be prepared-to explaln'things ' 
much more, you have to be prepared to be questioned much more. It's made 
me a better teacher without a doubt because I've had to thInk and because I've 
had to evaluate what I'm doing. 
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so the whole thing has been a learning process In Itself? 
Yes, very much so. ' 
The way the labour is divided within the learning ensemble Is fundamental to the notion 
of transient masters and apprentices. The concept of 'master' is not a fixed state; 
students and tutors can become masters and apprentices of different things at different 
pOints. The role of the tutor is to explicitly divide the labour so as to create a balance 
between support and challenge for the individuals within the group. However It is the 
different roles played by the students and tutors that form the ZPD needed In order to 
learn in the group situation. The model used by Tutor T3 in teaching gamelan is taken 
from Javanese practice. 
'I quite like the model in Java, so 1 tend to verge towards that myself. 1 think 
most people actually teach fairly much like that. But in Java people would get 
together of an evening, they're not professionals, there's just amateur groups. 
If there's a gamelan around they?1 find someone who knows a bit more than 
they do or someone who can drum to lead the group and then they?1 get 
together and they'll just play pieces. ' 
Therefore the tutor within the learning ensemble Is a member of the community who has 
more knowledge or skill than other members of the community of practice, who can lead 
the group in social music making. The skill of the tutor In allowing themselves to become 
an apprentice and encouraging students to look towards other masters Is paramount to 
the successful division of labour. 
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N.? Chapter? - The Perlor",.nce 
So far the process of Interaction between the different elements of the activity system 
has been discussed In order to see how the student engages ina community of practice. 
The outcome of this practice Is the performance. It seems that a key Ingredient of the 
leamlngensemble Is the dual purpose of learning and performing. Within this, the 
performance Is the driving force behind the learning and fuses the group together. It 
places the student In a community of practice where they can flourtsh as performers. 
Some, like Student l, remain In the same place for a long pertod of time: 
'You wouldnt think so but this is my 11th year here. And I'm still In the second· 
violins!' 
Others move onwards and upwards through a series of 'p~ress'velYmore advanced 
< , ,:f-. 
groups, striving to reach their limits in order to progress as studentsasSttldents..E and 
o comment: ,\', . , , '., 
'E There are certain people who are very very competitive ... they want to get 
ahead ... they skip up stages. ' 
.; '". 
'0 I think there are lots of people ... they want the first violin part .. and they 
want to push themselves to their limit. ' . 
However, whatever the reasons for joining or motives for achlevlng,.when a student 
joins a learning ensemble they are from the outset a member of a performing group. As 
discussed in previous chapters, the students' musical skills are developed through the 
processes that they as Individuals engage In within the ensemble environment. As the 
members become more proficient on their Individual Instruments these processes will 
change, for example an elementary student might spend more time Interpreting written 
notes and finding the appropriate fingering for each note, as Student P5 explains: 
'When I'm trying to concentrate on doing the notes right 1 can't get the timing 
as well, but I get one right and then try and concentrate on the next aspect. 
And then one day you suddenly realise that you can play some notes and you 
think oh I did it, so it Is little steps forward and you suddenly realise that when 
I tried to do that a couple of months ago I just couldn't do It. ' 
In this case the student Is very Insular, looking only towards what they can and cannot 
do on as an Individual player on an Individual basis. They are on the very periphery of 
their community of practice, a newcomer whose learning has not developed enough to 
be able to place their playing In the context of the group. However, over time, as a 
student's Instrumental skill develops and their Identity within the ensemble strengthens, 
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they are able to move along an 'insider trajectory' (Wenger, 1998; 154) and become 
more outward looking, relating their participation in the ensemble to that of the others 
around them. 
IV.7.a Moving from Isolation to Integration 
In N.3 Chapter 3 - Creating a Community (page 98) we saw how students found It 
difficult to cope with the new sounds of the ensemble when they first joined. Student J 
recalled how when she first joined her learning ensemble she found It very difficult to 
focus on what she, as an individual, was doing in relation to what was going on around 
her. 
'When 1 first came if 1 heard a loud instrument behind me and they are 
playing at a different time to me, 1 wanted to, because 1 heard them, 1 
wanted to play with them instead of waiting for my bar to play and it took me 
quite a long time to get used to that, particularly a loud instrument. ' 
In order to be able to play her part she had to cut herself off from the group and 
concentrate solely on her own part, playing It In isolation to the rest of the group. 
Nevertheless, over a period of time she was able to Integrate her playing with that of 
those around her and now she is able to listen to the other parts and use them to ensure 
that she is playing in the right place. 
Through a process of being Immersed in a musical environment where different sounds 
occur at different times, she has moved along a trajectory from being very Inward 
looking in terms of her own playing, to being more outward looking and able to place 
herself within the ensemble, moving doser to full membership of the ensemble: 
.. 
inward looking outward looking 
Wenger (1998; 149) says that 
'Developing a practice requires the formation of a community whose members 
can engage with one another and thus acknowledge each other as partiCipants. ' 
To an ensemble director, ensuring that the members of the group are engaging with one 
another, including themselves, Is vital to a good performance and It is this aim that 
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catalyses the move along the Inward/outward trajectory. At any time within a learning 
ensemble different students will be In a different place along this trajectory, but a 
performance can force a member to move further down their own trajectory more so 
than If they were In a rehearsal. Student AA joined a second learning ensemble In order 
to 'play more [different} music'. After each rehearsal he would tell the conductor of the 
new learning ensemble that he Is battling to play the right' notes and that he' has no Idea 
where he Is half the time, however after this first performance with the group he said: 
'Although 1 couldn't play any of my notes, 1 knew that everything around me 
was working. ' . ' 
For the first time this student was able to sense what was happening around him and 
realised that the ensemble was prodUCing a good performance. Without participating In 
the performance he would not have known that the perfonnance was going well and 
, . . . I 
would not have been so sensitive to what was happening around him. Therefore the 
performance has forced him along the Inward/outward trajectory. 
This perfonnance gave him the experience of engaging with his group In a perfonnance ' 
situation. Now he has that experience he can draw on It in future leamlngsltuattons 
(Hallam, 2001), ustng It as a tool. He Is now half way to full partidpatton In the . 
community; all he needs to do Is put In his notes so that others can then engage'wlth 
him! 
Lave and Wenger (1991;53) say that 'learning is rlOtmerely iI condItion of membership, 
but is Itself an evolvIng form of membership.,' As the IndIvidual evolves by engaging with 
the group, the group will also evolve as a result of the individual's deve10pment. With 
each performance every student wilt move along a different trajectory, becomrng closer"· 
or further away to being a full member of the group, adding to the ever-changing group 
dynamic. Within this, each Individual student will have one or more different goals that 
drive their learning and their participation In the group~ These goals may be very small 
and personal, like getting a particularly difficult bar of musIC correct (many a time have I 
been ecstatic about hitting one particular note right In a complete work) or they may be 
large, such as playing together In an Important concert and feeling a sense of ownership 
of the music. Indeed, 
'the process of performIng Is Itself an achievement for those who consider 
, themselves to be -amateurs. '.".' . 
(Pitts, 2005; 25) 
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However, the aim of the ensemble remains to produce as good a performance as 
possible, and this is achieved by the success or failure of each individual student to reach 
their specific goals. So if there is an object or goal of the ensemble that Is different to 
that of the students within the ensemble, there must be an activity system for both the 
individual students and the ensemble as a whole. 
IV.7.b Working towards group cognition 
In discussing the activity system of a group of musicians engaged In an Improvised 
performance, Burrows transforms the triangular representation of the system as shown 
In figure 20. 
Figure 20 - Burrows' Activity $yIItem 
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m_~' 
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Individual 
cognition 
(Burrows, 2004; 8) 
The musicians are using their Individual Instruments, sounds and sound-actions as tools 
to create a group sound, the result is individual cognition contributing to group cognition 
and group cognition feeding individual cognition. The music Is placed as both artefact, 
the performers use the music to reach the object of Interacting with each other, and 
object. 
However, this model does not allow for the Interactions between the Individual and the 
social context In terms of community, rules and division of labour. If we Insert the 
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activity systems of the Individuals as shown In figure 21 below, we can show that the 
Individual goals, objects and outcomes of the students, along with their relationship to 
the social context, form music as a result of group cognition. 
Figure 21 - Activity system. In relation to group cognition 
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(Henley,2007b) 
This also recognises that group cognition Is permeable; some of the Individuals' activity 
will feed directly Into the creation of the music, others will pass through. Therefore, this 
allows for the outcome of any Individual's activity system to not only go towards group 
cognition, but also to come out of It. For example, the outcome of my new player In that 
first performance was to become engaged In the community of practice, but as he did 
not play any of the notes he did not directly contribute to the music, however his 
outcome was a direct result of the group cognition. 
The performance therefore Is a catalyst for learning. Tutor T3 explains 
'That's one of my main things about gamelan, for me personally It doesn't 
mean much to leam It unless you're actually going to do It for people and play 
something with it. 1 fully appreciate that there's Jots of, .It's really ·/ovely to 
leam an instrument even if youre Just doing it for yourself at home, but 
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particularly with gamelan it's very much about petforming in some way, not 
necessarily concerts but having other people around it, even if it's just as 
background music. For me it's a very important part of what gamelan music is. 
So 1 think it is important that we perform. And it allows people to do that, It 
makes it quite a different musical experience for people learning if they've got 
the focus of a concert and doing it in concert makes it very different, you'll 
know this anyway, playing when you're just in a group on an evening is very 
different from when you're playing if you've got an audience. ' 
The whole notion of performance within a learning ensemble is that it puts you Into a 
different situation; you are participating In a different activity with a different set of 
rules, community, division of labour, have different goals and are perhaps using a 
different set of tools, or at least using your tools in a different way. It is the performance 
that creates the perpetual motion of the activity, making the activity 'recurrent and 
cyclic' as opposed to it being a linear action (Engestr6m, 1999; 33). The rehearsal does 
not stop at the performance, instead the performance Informs the rehearsal, leading to 
the next performance and so forth. Student AA explains how he feels about performing 
and what he has taken from the experience. 
'And how about performing In concerts? 
Absolutely terrifying. To start off with it was terrifying, although those last ones 
that we did ... weren't so terrifying at all. 1 was a lot more relaxed about those 
than I've ever been before. 
That's Interesting. Why do you think that was? 
1 think it was because 1 joined the second group, and 1 was sort of Improving In 
confidence in playing with other people. And 1 think also, that has helped me in 
being part of the second group, it's helped me to read the music better. ' 
For Student Pl the concerts form a focal point to work towards. 
'I think that the format is good because you get two concerts a year so there's 
two points of focus to work towards. And I treat it quite seriously because 1 
don't like to miss any [rehearsals] either.' 
Similarly with Student R. 
1 think when I'm learning as just a student, without the petformance In mind, 
because you tend to rev up to the petformance, 1 tend to Just be more relaxed 
and laid back about it. When were coming up to a performance I'm trying to 
think 'how can 1 get this right to perform It?' 1 think It makes me more focused. 
Also, we tend to work out what tunes we're doing and make sure 1 know what 
I'm doing on that, know the Instrument that I'm on so It's not going to be 
something weird when I get there. Also, 1 think I just try to get the diSCipline 
that if 1 go wrong not to show it too much because If you just sort of panIc and 
go 'aaggghh!' it messes it up for everybody. It's much better just "to pretend 
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you're still doing It. I think really it just makes me focus better, and also it 
makes me listen for cues more because by the time we get in there you know 
what other people are doing and I listen to their cues more. 
Student F explains that although her first performance was a terrtfylng experience, It 
took her through a confidence barrier. 
'Oh gosh, that was terrifying. That really was the start of my playing together 
and performing, that really was. And after that I just sort of went from 
strength to strength and I love it now. 
And It w •• that experience of remembering being In the vestry or 
wherever, qulverln •••• 
I remember I went out to play ... I went out to tune the oboe and to have a 
blow and I was shaking, and I thought 'I don't want to do this, I want to go 
home'. And I was tempted just to run and then I heard them say 'oh, where is 
[she)?' and I thought 'no I can't, I've got to do It' and I did It. It wasn't very 
good but at least it broke the ice. And once you've done It once then the next· 
time is never as bad. I just got more used to It. And now I'm very relaxed at 
playing, I'm quite happy playing. ' 
This being the case, it is Important to undersand that the performance.ls not the sole 
product of the learning ensemble. The success of the students should not be measured 
externally through one performance taken out of context. Instead, the perfonnanc;:e Is an 
Integrated part of the process and events leading up to the perforinanceand what the 
students take away from It should be the factors that determine. whether, a sn.dent Is 
successful In their learning, as Student B explains: 
'The first [performance 1 did] I think, It was just really exciting to be able to do 
it again, you know 1 had a couple of people coming along and it was a really 
nice feeling. I didn't really have any sense of how it was going to tum out. I 
was a bit nervous. To this day I'm quite careful about who I ask along. I only 
ask people that I know who will take the Imaginative leap required to 
understand what the whole thing ,Is about. Because really by any stretch of the 
imagination they're not performance orchestras, In the sense that they're not 
things that, that sounds really unkind and I don't mean It unkindly, I just mean 
that the performance Isn't exactly the point. It's there and we do It and we 
need it as a kind of, we need It as a focal point to take us to a certain level of 
achievement in terms of each particular piece and I think it's really Important 
to have that. But I think the performance Is more for us than for anybody else, 
If you see what I mean. It's very Important to do things In front of people, I 
think, because otherwise It feels as If you're, well you~ never really riskIng 
anything are you~ I thln~ probably the laSt, the very upper orchestra . : 
sometImes sounds sort of more like something you m(ght be' able to InVIte 
objective peoPle to. '] suppose that's'the harsh realltytif It reaDy: BUt the'/J9!nt 
Is th8t there's something abol.it It. I think my brothf/!r wh~nhe\ (fISt Clime Slang 
said something about how he reany enjoyed seeing 'somett,lng like that, partly 
because you know how hard people are strivIng and there's a real sense of 
danger to It because .It could go desperately wrong at any Point. And It 
normally does at some poInt. . . ' 
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We do what we can, that's the important thing and everyone does absolutely 
as well as they can. And it's lovely to see it and it's lovely to see people who 
really didn't ever expect to be in that situation. Just a sheer sense of wonder at 
being in front of people doing something they weren't doing a year or so 
before. ' 
This is echoed by Student H. 
'The thing is, the audiences are almost entirely made up of family and friends 
of the players, so if the players are stili quite early on in their experience then 1 
suppose really the families in the audience are expressing the nervousness that 
the players themselves don't have time for. And frankly don't have to feel 
because they're not going to be that exposed, unless they're actually doing a 
solo spot. 
Sometimes It's worse though Isn't It, pillylnll'n front of people you 
know? 
Well yes, in a sense 1 suppose it is. Then that sort of audience doesn't have the 
same expectations as an audience who are just turning up and paying for the 
privilege. We don't ask our audiences to pay to get in, they get in for free, but 
once we start playing they have to pay to get out/' 
Therefore, although not necessarily the primary outcome, the performance is crucial In 
catalysing learning. It allows the student to work towards an intended outcome, it places 
the student in a different context so as to push their boundaries further and It gives a 
focal point for reflection upon the student's achievements. 
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lV •• Chapter. - A Socia' Activity 
What the first part of this discussion has showl) Is that by using ~Ivlty Theory to 
analyse the Interactions between a student and their social context, we can see how the 
cultural context supports learning. Looking at the ensemble as a community of practice 
has shown that the students form a working, tolerant group where they are able to show 
respect for each other and support each other's development either directly or Indirectly. 
We have seen how the students use the tools that are at their disposal, and develop new 
tools so as to find ways In which to continue down .a trajectory Into their community of 
practice. This Is supported by the rules of thegr:oup and I h8ve'demonstrated how the 
" , " .. ' . . 
enculturatlon process Is a vital component of learning. This In tum leads toa situation 
where students are able to help each other out and can SWitch roles spontaneously from 
apprentice to master, and how students seek other masters within the gt:OUp SQ," to 
form an optimum ZPO. The Internal catalyst Is the social environment; the external 
catalyst Is the performance. 
Therefore, the activity system of learning an instrument within a learning. ensemble Is 
presented In figure 22. 
Flaure 22 - The I_min ......... bIe aCtIvIty .,..... 
medlatlntl ..... fllcta: 
Instruments, notation, 
theoretical knowledge, 
listening sklls, 
ex~rlence 
outcome: 
-..... music, 
performance 
rule.: dlvl.lon of lebour: 
ensemble '---------~~-______ ~ tutors, other students, 
etiquette community: explicit or spontaneous 
ensemble, audience, 
wider community, 
other groups 
The curious thing about this Is that most of this Is done through the medium of music. 
The music encourages a student to set a g08I- 'I must learn how to do this so that 1 can 
play that.' The music will dictate the etiquette of the group- formal orchestra or Informal 
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learning ensemble. The music will determine what tools are used to carry out the 
activity- notation or no notation. The music will necessitate how the labour is divided 
and it is through the music that masters can communicate to apprentices, even In just a 
short space of time. It is this that gives rise to an interesting dichotomy; being social on 
one hand and socialising on the other. 
IV.8.a Being socia' and socialising 
Tutor T3 explains: 
'Gamelan is very much a social thing as well as a musical thing and it's quite 
important that we work as a group rather than just people who turn up, play it 
and then go. ' 
However, it wasn't until nearly two years after I started playing with my gamelan group 
that I actually knew everybody's name and felt comfortable chatting to them, as these 
diary extracts show. 
'18 October 2005 
[Two students) have invited everyone to their house next Tuesday (half term) 
for curry and gamelan videos. 1 doubt 111 go. It would be nice but I'm still a 
little shy of just going in and joining in, maybe next time. 
6 December 2005 
1 was chatting to a few people over crisps ... starting to feel a little less 
awkward socially, although 1 did Slip off at the end as everyone was talking to 
people and 1 didn't want to disturb them to say goodbye.' 
When we played together, we were supportive, respectful and communicative; we were 
social. When we stopped playing, we did not really speak to each other; we did not 
socialise. So the difference between being social and socialising seems to come from 
whether or not music Is being played. 
Most learning ensembles seem to have smaller sub groups within them, such as a brass 
group or clarinet group, as Tutor T4 explains. 
'There are a lot of smaller groups happening as well. The clarinets met 
together, the flutes met together, the s,axophones met together and so on and 
that helps [the learning process). ' 
These smaller groups are sometimes practice groups, as In group P: 
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'Pl Well we practise anyway and when there are two of you, you can hear each 
other very easily and when you're both right or wrong or one's right and one's 
wrong ... It's more difficult isn't it. 
P2 [talking over] So you practise two of you together do you. 
Pl Yeah. 
P2 That's good. ' 
Sometimes they are groups that have been Instigated by the students so as to try 
different music: 
'P7 [Two other students and 1] have been doing a trio recently ... and 1 had to 
really count to get my cello in the right, playing the right notes with the vIolin. 
It's very enlightening. [general laughter), 
Other ensemble members are actively encouraged to form smaller groups, as the 
following conversation from Group 2 shows. 
'H [The tutor] encourages us to play solo pieces and chamber groups and so a lot 
of people are involved with smaller ensembles as well ... 
3 Yes, yes. 
lOh yes. 
H And then we come together and perform those ... 
1 Yes ... we have a brass group. 
H That's ... 
Do you? 
H That's an Important part of it as well~-' 
This conversation also shows that the students do feel It Important to make music In 
smaller groups between themselves. The students however do not perceive these 
musical sub-groups as socialising with each other, as the following conversation 
Illustrates. 
'H It's, well, we don't actually; forfnstance I've been pllJ)'/ng In tM ore""'" for 
four years, It's not the sort of group that goes to the -pub 'Btterwaids;Mlilnly, . 
because we tend to rehearse In places that are a lItt/e far out, like here and people 
come from quite far. .. 
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1 Yes, we're very very diverse aren't we. 
HAway. 
J Well one woman comes from [about 30 miles away] ... 
Oh right 
J And she's been coming for a long long time. 
F That's far isn't it. 
H So by the time you start and the time finish ... 
J Some do come a long way. 
H It's not really easy to socialise. ' 
Although on reflection, Student I followed this conversation with 
'But having said that, having formed our little brass group, we do go to each 
other's houses. ' 
The point being, that without the music they would not SOCialise, but with the music they 
are social. Student Y on the other hand joined her group specifically to extend her social 
circle. 
'I felt that personally ... all of my sodal interaction was with other teachers, as a 
teacher I didn't have much social life outside of school anyway because of 
evenings being tied up and everything. 1 thought 'I want to meet other human 
beings who are not teachers~ In fact there's an awful lot of teachers in that 
band, so I haven't quite achieved it! But it was definitely, you know, 1 want to 
widen my social circle, again, and that's a good thing for people because if 
you're not going to always be at work, if you are forced to stop work for some 
reason or you retire then you don't want to suddenly go from having a life 
where you're with people all day to having a life of Sitting at home having no 
friends and no-one to mix with and no hobbies. ' 
So to this student, there is clearly an element of socialising In her motives for belong to 
her group and she connects making music with socialising. Some students realise how 
they are being social without socialising. Student I said: 
'1 don't really communicate with [the other students] except through the 
music. ' 
This communication through music shows how learning ensemble students can be social 
without SOCialiSing, and also how it can draw people together. As part of my Involvement 
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In a learning ensemble 1 was fortunate enough to be Involved in a prison gametan 
proJect. The project Involved a tutor working with a group of women prisoners for a 
week and then our community gamelan joined them for the final morning to participate 
In a concert. The experience of watching the women being fuUy engaged In what they 
were doing and creating music socially was very moving. What was really apparent was 
the way that they also engaged with each other, as a group. I was granted permission to 
Interview these women about their experiences of participating in the gamelan project 
and found that they had a similar experience to a lot of the other students that I had 
spoken to. Moreover, these were women who may find concentrating for extended 
periods of time difficult, who may have been disengaged with the learning process for 
some time and who may also find being in a social situation difficult; yet they worked 
together and they all acknowledged how well they worked. One woman told me that 
'We are all from different walks of life. I knew a couple of people before the 
gamelan, but I'd never even seen the others. We all got on really well. It was 
great. It was great to have such different people coming together like that. 
[The tutor] was brilliant at that~ 
The prison education officer also told me that the women were still In touch with each 
other after participating In the project, something· that very rarely happens with other, 
prison education projects. Through Interviewing them, I could see that the bond betw"n 
them was still eVident, even a fortnight after the project. The women talked about their. 
gamelan playing with pride and there was a strong feeling of achievement at having 
made music together. Similarly to other students they were nervous about performing, 
but were glad that they did it; and they also put a large Part of their SUcc8s$ down to the 
skill of the tutor. The women agreed that the best thing about:the tutor" was that. he 
treated them all with respect. Not once did he, or anyof~otherS t'rOmthe outSide 
: • •• • , •• ~I • 
gamelan group, ever make them feel that they were dlfferent,rand that was one of the 
most Important parts of the week. They also agreed that ~ng told that there;was no 
right or wrong way to play the gamelan, that they could hold the mallet how they liked 
and that It did not matter If they hit a wrong note, helped their confidence. Once they 
knew the rules, they could Interact with them and enjoy the experience. Alt women 
agreed that It was relaxing. For them that was the biggest Part ofplaytng In the 
gametan. The music just took them away and made them feel really calm 'and' relaxed. 
One woman said that 'It was amazing to create such beautiful music. ' A couple of women 
talked about how they had to listen to others and hoW the actuat playll1g of the, music 
-, 
was really easy and so they could listen out to what the others were doing so It all made 
sense. A number of the women also told me that they would like ,to take up gamelan 
playing when they return home. 
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The activity system as presented above does not operate In a vacuum; It Is functional 
within the context of social music making. Whether students want to socialise or not, 
they all want to be social music makers and that is fundamental to the learning process. 
The fact that such a diverse group of people can come together, create music and gain a 
sense of pride in what they have done Is largely due to them being within a supportive 
community, being able to Interact with the rules and having the labour divided so that 
they all work together. The experience of being within a learning ensemble made them 
social and once the group had formed, made them able to socialise. 
Vernon (1969; 96) says: 
'Many social groups arise initially with the purpose of performing an activity in 
which members have a mutual interest. Motivation Is enhanced, action Is more 
enduring and effortful, satisfaction Is increased, when people combine together 
to promote such activities. Indeed, It might be said that for the majority of 
human beings such social participation is the most valued and enjoyable part of 
their lives. ' 
This can be demonstrated using ActIvity Theory. By viewing the learning process In 
terms of a fluid activity system, we can see how a person uses the socia-cultural 
environment. Constituents of the system are shifted to different positions In order to 
generate motivational factors so that the desired objective can be reached. In order to 
demonstrate this, I shall discuss how the student interacts with competition, feedback, 
aspiration, Identity, affinity, affection, progression and transformation. 
The second half of this dIscUssIon will concentrate on motivation, Identity and 
transformation. I will use the activity system shown In ftgure 22 (page 160) to show how 
the Interaction of different constituents of the system provide motivation for learning and 
I will also show how Identities are defined and developed by shifting constituents to 
different points in the activity system, therefore changing the activity. Finally, I will 
consider the transient nature of the constituents of the activity system and then I will 
present a three-dimensional model that takes Into account the different activities taking 
place during the learning process within a learning ensemble. 
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IV.9 Chapter 9 - 'The music' or '.bout the music' 
We saw in IV.B Chapter B - A Social Activity (page160) that one student joined her 
group specifically to widen her social Circle. When talking to students about their reasons 
for joining a learning ensemble, many point to factors other than playing music or 
learning an instrument as their primary reasons for joining their group. For examplel 
Student C said 
'One of the reasons why 1 wanted to take up an Instrument was that 1 honestly 
thought that it would be good for my brain ... and 1 was told like if you do 
different things, creatively, you can work different parts [of your brain]. ' 
The goal of this particular student at the time of joining was to exercise her brain, so 
what role did the music play In her activity system? It Is certainly an outcome .of this 
objective; by exercising her brain through playing the Violin she Is prodUdng music, but 
her declared primary desired objective was to use a new mental process. Therefore, If 
we put the music as a tool" rather than the outcome, we can construct an activity system 
, ' 
that uses music as a tool to achieve the objective. Therefore this student is learning 
'about the music' In order to work her brain. Although the music is not the primary 
focus, It still acts as a prime motivational factor'in her learning as it Is the tool by which 
she alms to fulfil her goal. 
As this student has developed her musical ability and moved closer towards full 
membership of her ensemble, her activity system has changed and her goal Is now to be 
able to create music with others. As Nardi (1997; 75) says, 'activity theory recognises 
that changing conditions can realign the constituents of Iln activity', therefore the 
changing condition of the student's membership of the group has caused the emphasis 
to shift from learning 'about the music' in order to work her brain, to learning 'the music' 
In order to perform It. In other words, the music has shifted from tool to object. 
This shift from tool to object Is quite common amongst the students. Student Y described 
how she wanted to learn an Instrument In order to leam something new. 
'You get to the stage where you've trained for a job and you've had your 
education ... 'cos when you've just finished your education you think '1 don't 
want to learn, I've had enough of exams and learning and all the rest of It and 
I'm just gonna be a normal human being' and then you get to the pOint where 
you get almost bored with that and you want to learn something new. ' 
Student B found that she joined her group In order to fill In her spare time. 
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'People tend to, especially as they move into middle age 1 think, and I'm 
talking here personally, you tend to find yourself with a little bit more spare 
time on your hands than you've had for a long time, and a desire to spend 
it in a way that doesn't just involve sitting back and looking at the 
television or doing something quite passive. ' 
And as Student I said: 
'It's giving me an interest. ' 
However, what may have started as an activity in order to fill in some spare time has, 
through immersion in a community of practice, changed into a definite musical pursuit. 
When asked how she would feel if her 'interest' was taken away, she said 
'Devastated. Absolutely, yes. Yes, you don't really think about things like that 
do you? If it was taken away I'd have to try and find something else to join. 1 
mean, now I'm retired, if 1 hadn't found the horn, life would not be nearly so 
interesting. If you like, it's made my retirement. 1 wish I'd started it earlier, but 
then as things were, 1 mean when you're working, full time teacher and all the 
rest of it, you don't have an awful lot of time. ' 
I have also seen this shift from tool to object myself. When I started learning in my 
learning ensemble, the object was to experience learning an Instrument within a group 
as an adult, the music was the tool. However, as I have become more deeply Involved In 
my community of practice, my object has become to play music. In a recent 
correspondence with an acquaintance who was gathering anecdotes for a book on adult 
learning, I wrote 
'To be involved in creating the most beautiful music 1 have ever heard Is 
a privilege. I'm sure the music would be even more beautiful If 1 wasn't 
whacking my instrument at the wrong point, but nevertheless It Is 
mesmerislng. On a Tuesday night 1 leave the kids, the husband, the 
house, the work, the routine behind and 1 envelop myself In pure music. 
1 relax. 1 enjoy It, something just for me. ' 
This was written in 2007, nearly two years after I started to learn gamelan. In those two 
years the music has slowly shifted from tool to object. 
lV.9 •• Competition 
By allowing the music to change position in the Individuals' activity systems we can also 
see how competition motivates different students in different ways. 
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Vernon (1969; 119) says, 
'Adults tend to regulate their level of aspiration in accordance with what they 
think may be expected of them; and if they are highly involved in successful 
performance - that is to say, they feel that success is important - they may 
compete with themselves and try continuously to improve. ' 
In some groups the notion of competition amongst students Is very expliCit, as this 
conversation from Group 1 shows. 
'E It's like a competitive sport. Like a competition, a violin competItion. 
B The thing is you do want. .. to be not letting [anyone down] because it's so 
physical and so audible when you make a horrible mistake [agreement] 
D No but there's still a competition, people want to play the first violin ... 
A Yes. 
D They are on the same stage as I am ... 
A/O yes, yes. 
D In the same dBSS and they play the first violin because that sounds better 
than playing the second violin ... 
o Yes. 
D Therefore there are no second violins. 
o Yes, yes. 
D Because people don't want to play the second violin. The part although might 
be more interesting than the first violin, stili there are only a handful who play 
second violin. 
C I think there lire other reasons as well, for example today I took II first violin 
and a second violin... . 
o Yes, yes. 
C I normally play second Violin, but I couldn't get it .. 
o Yes. 
C And there were more first violins so it made It easier for me to pick It up lind 
I thought 111 go with the majority and I won't, If I miss a note It won't be so 
obvious. ' 
D We all miss notes. 
B I think it's only some people. There are certain people who are vetY very ... 
E Competitive. 
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B Competitive, they want to get ahead. 
E They skip up stages. And other people would rather be ... 
D When they are not necessarily ... 
E A bit better than the lower stage [agreement] the next stage up. 
o 1 think there are a lot of issues about people ~ personal achievement as like 
soloists at home and their wish to take part In an orchestra and I think that 
really if you are part of an orchestra you should play something that is within 
your capabilities for the orchestra but 1 think there's a lot of people who are 
kind of stuck, there's a lot of people who just want to be the best that they can 
be but within the orchestra and it's actually not necessarily within the 
orchestra's interest. Do you? 
Eldon't know, 1 think that might be the better, I mean the higher up maybe, 1 
don't know. 1 wouldn't have thought. .. 
o No, 1 think there are lots of people ... 
E Lower. 
o As [Student D) said they want the first violin part ... 
Eyes. 
o And they want to push themselves to their limit. [agreement] 
A Yes, 'cos 1 started at [an adult education college) with someone who~, well 
we've been [there] for three years together, and he ~ gone up to level four, but 
I'm doing level three again ... and I'm sort of like, what is he doing there 
[laughter). .. and like to today [laughter] ... In the full orchestra all of us are 
playing together, and he's in the firsts and I'm sort of thinking, well hang on a 
minute you know ... and I'm sitting at the back doing the second bit and I'm sort 
of thinking, weill should be in the firsts, but then I'm thinking well no I 
shouldn t and actually I'm not as good and maybe he~, you know and there ~ 
all this stuff going. 
D You all know the same thing and It's not that one part is more difficult than, 
in the big orchestra it is [agreement] but in the ensembles we play in It doesn't 
make a difference whether you play first or second. Sometimes the first is more 
interesting, sometimes the second Is. But It, people like to say they play the 
first violin. [laughter] 
A I do. 
D But 1 don't give a toss. I don't play then tum and everyone else ... 
A It does have a nicer tune though, this is the thing. 
DHa? 
A Usually have a nicer tune, this Is the thing and when you are stuck In the 
thirds and seconds you've got one note repeated and stuff. 
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D And then you have to fight somebody to say oi, you played violin one last 
term and now you play violin two because 1 want to play violin one. 
o Yeah, yeah. 
CWow. 
D I don't think so. [laughter] 
B Next term you swap with me. [laughter] 
D I'm a grown up, I can handle that. [laughter] 
The Image that this conversation conjures up Is quite hostile, however It should be noted 
that this conversation was light hearted. It clearly shows that In some groups there are 
people who see competition differently, and this can be demonstrated by considering 
where the music lies In the activity system of the Individual. For example, 
competitiveness can occur by Individuals competing with themselves in order to succeed; 
Indeed the essence of Self-Determination Theory (Reeve, Decl and Ryan, 2004) Is that a 
person strives to be autonomous and competent through Interaction with the 
environment. However, the motivation Is Intrinsic rather than coming from external 
sources. To this person, the music may be firmly placed as the outcome. The person's 
objective Is to play at as high 21 standard as they possibly can, which means pushing 
themselves onwards at 21 pace that Is far quicker than another person. However the pace 
of other people Is not the concern and rather than competing with others, they are 
competing with themselves. Here the person Is learning 'the music'. The music Is the 
primary focus and the motivational drive Is to constantly achieve a greater standard of 
music making than previously. On the other hand, If a person's objective Is purely to be 
the best at something, then the music will move to the position of tool. Here the person 
is learning 'about the music' In order to be an achiever; the motivational factor is the 
achievement (McClelland, 1987), the music merely the tool. 
So how do we distinguish between the two types of competitor described above? Without 
talking In depth to each person Involved, It really would be very difficult to discern 
whether they are competing so as to push themselves on, or whether they are 
competing for competition's sake. So, do we really need to distinguish between these 
two different types of learner? If the contribution of the Indlvlduaito the group Is 
constructive, and the group Is fulfilling the subjects' desire to obtain their objectives, 
whether It Is learning about the music or learning the music itself, then there Is no need 
to make 21 distinction. However, If the contribution of the Individual becomes destructive 
to the group, then a distinction needs to be made and the Individual· needs to either 
realign their activity system to avoid a 'make or break' moment (see IV.3.b EngagIng 
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with one another socially, page 102) or the 'make or break' moment must happen in 
order for the group to stabilise so that the community of practice can continue to 
flourish. 
Student D's explanation for the competitive element of her group Is as follows: 
' ... most people are probably between you know, thirty and seventy really, 
there's a whole range, but by that time you've kind of got your adult life 
organised and most people who come here are a fairly self selected group who 
manage they own lives or feel reasonably Intent and, and, of kind of 
competence in their work life and to actually come here and find you are not 
very good at something, It's quite hard ... ' 
Therefore the motivation not to fall Is strong and the perceived competitive nature of 
some individuals comes directly out of this. 
Group 1 provided by far the most extreme example of competitiveness In the learning 
ensemble, but competition with oneself and with other group members, although more 
subtle, does exist in other groups. This 'make or break' moment referred to earlier 
(IV.3.b Engaging with one another socially, page 102) demonstrates this. 
'23 May 2006 
As [the tutor} was showing us the tunes by repeating them over and over, 
everyone had their own way of remembering It. 1 was singing the numbers, 
others were remembering the pattern of left and right, and [one student} was 
being really annoying and singing out loud and playing an Imaginary bonang. 
As he was getting it he was singing louder and louder as If to say 'I've got It' 
and when other people were having a go he was singing the numbers for them 
and it was not helping. I must admit I was tempted to help out once but then I 
remembered that you've got to let everyone do it In their own way. He really 
annoyed [another student}, she ended up saying 'yes I know It's a 3 I just 
need to find out where the 3 is'. ' 
This was the first time that I had sensed open competition between any of the members 
of the group and I remember being amused by It. The particular reason for my 
amusement was that the two students concerned are actually both professional 
musicians, 'masters' in their own profession, and I think that this was more to do with 
proving their musical skills and justifying their status as musicians rather than one 
wanting to be better than the other. For a fleeting moment perhaps the music moved to 
the position of tool for both students and the objective became to vie for their place 
within the group. But In terms of motivation to learn gamelan, this competition 
facilitated the development of both students; the first student needing to continue to 'get 
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it' in order to maintain his position and the second student needed to be able to 'get It' in 
order to prove that she can. 
Whether the student Is learning the music or about the music, the motivation provided 
by the subject Interacting with the tools is a great driver towards fulfilling the objective. 
It seems that this particular type of Interaction manifests Itself through competltlon, and 
how others perceive this competition will have an Impact on the tools of their own 
activity system; are they going to compete and allow the music to move to the position 
of tool, or are they going to refrain and allow the music to continue In its position of 
object? Whichever they choose, it will motivate their own learning and aid the fulfilment 
of their own objective, and as long as It occurs within the conditions of the group, the 
community of practice will continue to function and students can continue to work 
towards their object. 
lV.g.b RfICOIInlslng Achle"ement 
High achievement Is widely recognised as a motivational factor In the attainment of goals 
(Locke and Latham, 2007). How the students recognise their achievements, wherever 
the music is In their activity system, Is vital to their motivation to continue In their 
group. Student 0 views her achievement in terms of 'money well spent'. 
'It is money absolutely well spent Isnt It, 1 mean It's one of those times In your 
life. You know there's plenty of times when you spend an evening dOing 
absolutely bugger all and you get to the end of the evening and you think . 
that's five hours of my life [agreement] gone, watching crap on TV and with 
this you go home and you feel as If, you are just filled with this rush of sort of 
virtue. 
Student A added to this. 
And all of my friends are very Impressed·[agreement and laughter] 1 mean 
everyone Is so Impressed [laughter]. ' 
This shows that her sense of achievement Is catalysed by her friends' reaction to tier 
achievements. 
Student K's measurement of success transpired In a different way: 
\ . . 
'1 dream gamelan now and so it all falls on to the gong at the end of the g'tr' 
and that's how you can sort of tell that you've got there. 1 think because you 
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start, it's like when you learn a foreign language and you start dreaming In it 
and then you can tell that it's kind of got down the levels in your head. ' 
Student K goes on to describe learning the damping technique applied to playing the 
'saron' and states how it 'did It all by Itself~ Therefore showing that some achievements 
have happened subconsciously; In other words, whilst she was concentrating on a 
different part of the music, the technique of playing became Ingrained In her motor 
memory as part of the learning process. 
In my own learning I discovered there were often little dues that I was achieving 
something as I was learning, and then big surges of a feeling of success, often triggered 
by the smallest thing. 
'r May 2005 
1 found that today 1 could dearly hear the drum signals. 1 think that It was 
because 1 was on an easier [instrument}. 1 could really listen to the Bonang 
and they were playing something that 1 have played before. So 1 could hear 
what It sounds like from the other side. ' 
Here, being able to hear a drum signal and responding to It was a little clue to the fact 
that I was achieving something. 
Another clue came on 8th November 200S: 
'1 finally got the anticipating off beat today. I'Ve always had problems with It as 
when we play something In Western music, we expect the first note to be on 
the beat, 1 suddenly got today that actually, the first note Is before the beat 
and the second note Is air the but .. 1 think 1 kind of knew this but It hils taken. 
this long to actually get out of my Western way of thinking and get this beat. ' 
And again on 26th January 2006: 
'[I} was on the peking again, doing the same one, 1 really cracked all the 
speeding up and slowing down this time and could start to hear other things 
that were going on. Then 1 had a.go at the piece on the 8onang. 1 think 1 did 
really well. The bonang did something different than 1 have done before but It 
fitted In with the PekIng so .1. was able to plllY In the rf9ht time lind, now that 1 
get how the bonang relates to, the tune, I could;et the bit where IS.slowed 
down. The main difficulty was knowing where each note ".IS, so 1 drew. . 
diagram. 1 was really pleased with my BOnang efforts~ . 
-, . 
All of these are achievements of small goals; goals that I set myself either consciously In 
that I speCifically set out to be able to do something, for example hear the drum Signal, 
or unconsciously as the result of trying to do something else, as In understanding how 
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the bonang relates to the tune through becoming proficient on the peking. Added 
together, these smaller goals contribute to the achievement of one larger goal: to play 
gamelan proficiently enough to produce recognisable music and perform it. 
IV.9.c Motivation through performing 
I have already considered the importance of the performance in IV.7 Chapter 7 - The 
Performance (page 152). The performance is a catalyst to the students' learning; it 
changes the activity of the student and places them in a different social context. We saw 
how some students were terrified of performing, yet recognised that it Is an important 
part of the learning process; performing is an achievement. Not only is performance a 
catalyst for learning, it is also a motivational factor, as Student 0 shows. 
'and there's concerts ... ok, got to practise now.' 
Student J also felt that concerts motivated her to practise as she wanted to perform well 
for the tutor: 
'It inspires you perhaps because if you are just playing a piece by yourself oh, 
that's not too bad but because you don't want to let other people down and the 
conductor leader you don't want to let her down particularly when we have an 
end of term concert ... ' 
The performance not only changes the activity, it also requires the individual to step 
through their own confidence barriers (as described in IVA Chapter 4 - Using the Tools, 
page 110) In order to perform. However, by passing through a barrier and being able to 
perform in front of people can provide a great amount of motivation. We saw earlier 
Student F describe her first performance and how it took her through a confidence 
barrier (page 158). 
'I remember 1 went out to play, 1 went out [of the room] to tune the oboe and 
to have a blow and 1 was shaking, and I thought 'I don't want to do thIs, 1 want 
to go' home~ And 1 was tempted just to run and then 1 heard them say 'oh, 
where is [she)?' and 1 thought no 1 can't, I've got to do it' and 1 did it. It 
wasn't very good but at least it broke the ice. And once you've done it once 
then the next time is never as bad. 1 just got more used to it. And now I'm 
very relaxed at playing, I'm quite happy playing. 
To the gamelan group performance was viewed differently. Student L said: 
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'1 hate performance and 1 love performing gamelan' 
I too shared the view of performing gamelan being a different experience to 
performing on other instruments, as this extract from my learning diary recorded 
after our first gamelan performance shows. 
'stt' July 2005 
We did the concert today. Everyone was really nervous but 1 wasn't at all. 
That's really interesting because 1 always get very nervous when 1 perform, but 
1 wasn't,' 
Why should performing gamelan be any different for me than performing on another 
Instrument? 
I remember my first performance. It was at school, I was probably about six and I 
played my recorder In front of the school. I was so nervous I was nearly sick. I was 
physically shaking and I could hear the trembling In my playing. The reason I remember 
this was that because I was shaking so much, 1 thought 1 was going to lose my skirt and 
as I was playing 1 was getting more and more upset about this thought. This may be an 
amusing thought now, but for me to remember that feeling shows that It must have 
been very distressing. Did this performance motivate me to continue playing the 
recorder? In hindsight It Is hard to tell; perhaps It did motivate me as I did not want to 
feel like that again. Perhaps It gave me a fear of performance that Is so deeply Ingrained 
It stili affects me today. What 1 do know Is that a great deal was expected of me and my 
self-efficacy did not match that expectation. Today, as a flautist, the feeling of being ,bte 
to perform without nerves Is a prime factor In what and when I chOQSe to perform.-My 
self-efficacy must match the expecotatlon of those to whom I am performing; otherwlse.1 
have no motivation to perform. 
A vital part of learning within an ensemble is being able to cope with performing; 
however the activity itself makes the performance a different experience than that of 
playing solo. In my experience asa young girl above, I was taught In a gn:M.tP but ' 
expected to perform as a sOlOist; the perforn1lng ~atlon did tfOt match the leamtng 
situation. In a learning ensemble there Is no great expKtation or pressu~ placed on the 
individual student to perform well and with the emphasis on the group experience, the 
pressure of performance Is shared betWeen the players. l11e students leam .. a group' l 
and perform as a group. Students may have an Individual awareness of how we'''they " 
played, but the fact that they are playing together and part of prOc:tudng mUsIc as a'; ,!', 
: .'':''. ,o., l) ·.l'·-!, L 
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whole, with a group goal of performing to an audience, is the primary focus. Brewer 
(2000; 58) tells us that 
'What is painful at the individual level becomes a source of pride at the group 
level - a badge of distinction rather than a mark of shame. ' 
So had my first performance been as part of a group, would I have been proud of it 
rather than ashamed of it? 
It is this that reiterates the fact that the performance itself is not the measure of 
Individual's success, but how the students prepare for the performance, allow the 
performance to motivate them and what they take from it that are the factors that 
should be used to assess achievement. The performance Is about being proud of 
participating In a group achievement and should be a positive experience. This positive 
experience can then be used to develop self-efficacy In order to continue along the 
learning trajectory, setting higher goals along the way. 
Student 0 recognises that one of the attractions of playing In a learning ensemble to her 
is to be part of one overall group goal: 
'Because [playing on your own] you can't be part of a tune, I mean even if you 
are actually playing the notes of a tune you are hearing [the music in full] and 
you are part of it and I just think that's a really productive way of learning.' 
Her perception that a single melody cannot be part of a tune Is very Interesting and 
shows that after only playing for a relatively short time, she is able to think about 
complex musical concepts such as harmony, texture and structure. Certainly in terms of 
gamelan all parts need to be present in order to produce the tune; there Is always a tune 
that cannot be heard unless all parts are there, 'known as the lagu batin, or Inner 
melody. Student N says that this experience In gamelan Is what makes It different to 
orchestral playing: 
'But yeah of course, even when you are playing In an orchestra you are still 
part of something big but you know, you come to that bit and there's the flute 
solo and that's you and you get to do your bit. But there's just nothing like that 
here'. 
However, Student N Is a professional baroque flautist and his orchestral experience will 
be very different to that of those In a learning ensemble. In a learning ensemble most of 
the Instruments are doubled and there are very few instruments that play their part on 
their own, therefore there are no very exposed parts for individuals to play without the 
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support of other players. This, coupled with the support received by the Individual when 
they interact with their community as described In N.7 Chapter 7 - The Performance 
(page 152), enables the student to experience performance In a safe environment In 
order to achieve their personal goals whilst contributing to a larger group outcome. 
By allowing the objective and the tools of the activity system to be transient, and by also 
accepting that students participate In different activities at different times to motivate 
their learning, we can begin to build an understanding of the Integral motivational 
factors that exist within a learning ensemble. Whether the students are aware of this 
shift raises questions of the controllability of this motivation. Questions as to whether 
the tutors are aware of this shift also arise. From my point of view as a leamer, when I 
started to learn gamelan my objective was different from what It Is now, and this shift 
will be discussed in Chapter 13. 
Lave and Wenger (1991; 53) say that 'learning Involves the construction of Identities.' If 
this is the case, the object of the activity system will have a big Impact on the Identity 
that Is formed by the learner. 
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IV. 1 0 Chapter 10 - Aspiration and Identity 
IV. 1 O.a Being part of a whole 
Vernon (1969) discusses motivational drive in terms of goal directed behaviour. He says 
that when people 
'consciously direct their behaviour and strive to perform certain types of 
activity, and to attain certain ends ... it would appear that they frequently 
attempt to reach some criterion of excellence ... and set themselves a 'level of 
aspiration ~ the standard they hope to attain. ' 
(p.ll7) 
In the learning ensemble community the students are being engaged in the creation of 
music. Sometimes they are engaged in this musical activity alongside others of a higher 
level, creating a Zone of Proximal Development (see IV.6 Chapter 6 - Master or 
Apprentice?, page 138). This community allows the students to see what can be 
achieved, through the achievements of others, and therefore helps them to set their 
level of aspiration. This in turn develops the self-concept of the student; by realising that 
there are 'other people who are as bad as me' as well as that better players are prepared 
to 'tolerate cheerfully' less advanced students, the individual is able to engage In the 
music at their own level, knowing that they are in a secure environment to do so but 
also that they can aspire to play like the better players. Members of Group 1 highlight 
this. 
'B I think that's one of the interesting things. There's not a lot of concession 
made to the fact that people are beginners ... 
E Absolutely not. 
B Which is brilliant because. 
o They make an open string for you so that's fine. 
B Exactly, exactly. 
o In fact the open strings often, when they are doing something that is in 12/8 
or something and you've got an open string and you're trying to find out where 
the hell you are [laughter] it's a big incentive to get some notes to get out of 
that section [lots of laughter] to get some notes to help you find where you 
are. 
D That makes you practise. ' 
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Here an open string part Is given to the beginners, In other words the string players bow 
their strings without using their left hand to create different pitches on each string. This 
means that the player can concentrate on bowing technique as well as giving them space 
to concentrate on the notation and rhythms, allowing the subject to reach their objective 
of playing with others without compromising the community. In the situation above It 
allows the students to playas part of the main group In a very dlfflcult time Signature for 
a beginner, and the students recognise that by having their own part, they are being 
prepared for playing at a more advanced level. Moreover, whilst In their group, they can 
see and hear the more advanced level and this helps to develop their aspirations, as 
Student G explains after attending a summer school. 
'The nice thing about the Summer School there were, 1 was probably one of 
the weakest there, but 1 could see where I might be next ye.r. That's the key 
thing. It's actually seeing what I need to do and being there next year. To an 
extent [my leaming ensemble] gives me that. ' 
Student B explains that through the way her community Is organised, she Is able to 
consolidate her own work whilst developing her aspiratiOns and therefore giving her 
motivation to progress. 
'But 1 think as it goes along you find yourself ~utomatlcally doing a little bit 
more because the more complex the music becomes, the more Interested you 
become in being able to play it really well. 1 think In that sense the group 
thing really acts as' a pull and 1 think thlIt the group thing where they have a 
fair mixture of a/l different levels, If you look at the way the orchestras are 
put together you have the [level] Js and 2s [orchestra], you know, people 
who've only been doing It possibly a year will now be In the sort of lead 
positions effectively. So from a very early stage you're given an opportunity 
to play an important role In an orchestra. And theh you havel/evel] 1,2,3 
[orchestra] which again gives the3s the opportunitY to be the IelJclers. Then 
you have [level] 3,4 [orchestral which does the same thing fbr the 4s but 
takes the 3s up to a more complex musical level. And then you have 
the[/evel] 3,4,5 [orchestra] which obviously pulls the 3s and 4s II bit further 
along and you've got the really good players at the top there. And so you've 
got a layering thing going on, where there's always something to aspire to, 
and there's always something that's challenging you a bit but something 
that's also consolidating your poslt/o" as an eWfclent and good player at a 
certain level. And so 1 think that that, maybe that's what It Is, a sort of 
combination of consolidation and aspIration. ' 
This layering of levels Is .., Important aspect of how Group·l's community works. 
However, this Is a large community and therefore layering of levels Is easy to do. The 
tutors of the learning ensemble are aware of the need to develop asplratton In order to 
motivate students to learn and do this by organising their communities In different ways. 
Tutor T2 recognises that the mixed ability community of her learning ensemble Is 
Important In motivating students who have less developed skills. 
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'Having the mixture encourages the less technically able to perhaps give it a 
bit more time than they might otherwise. ' 
She maintains the level of interest in her more experienced players by keeping 'the music 
more interesting and 1 just simplify the parts as necessary. ' In other words, she is using 
explicit division of labour (page 139) to preserve the motivation of her community. 
Tutor T3 explains how he allows the students to hear the next step within his community. 
He feels that an important aspect of learning gamelan Is for the students to see where 
they can progress to and he does this by changing the tools that the students are using 
in order to achieve their object. 
'Whenever 1 teach 1 like to do some things from memory but 1 find that if you 
have a group which tries to do everything exclusively from memory it can be 
very off-putting for people who can't remember the [tune] and stuff like that. 
It also slows you down in learning new repertoires and to my thinking, 
particularly with adults, particularly if they're adults with musical experience, 
it's very important to get them onto realiSing that gamelan is music as well as 
a process and that also there's more to it than just going 3,5,3,5,3,5. You 
have to let people have a taste of the complicated stuff in order to make them 
think it's worthwhile continuing and progressing, that they're not just going to 
be doing the same thing forever. And so 1 like to use notation just so that we 
get a good repertoire there, so that people have a taste of lots of different 
pieces. ' 
Tutor T4 explains how aspiration is developed through contact with the wider 
community of his learning ensemble. 
'I think the concert in January is one of the most valuable concerts because 
the guys at the bottom have a very good idea of what the hell they have got 
before them. Having [all bands] so they can see what's in front of them. 1 
think the experience was just you know, and then having everyone playing at 
the end. "1 can't play that", "well play what you can. Ir, 
His learning ensemble joins up with three other groups once a year for a performance. 
The groups perform in progreSSion of levels, from beginner through to advanced. When 
the newer players have performed they are able to relax and watch the other groups 
perform, each group gradually becoming more advanced. The concert ends with a mass 
joint Item. Therefore the wider community in which the learning ensemble is placed also 
plays an Important role In the development of aspiration. 
These methods of maintaining aspiration are caused by the tutor purposefully changing 
the constituents of the activity system, therefore changing the activity of the student. 
Sometimes these are done within rehearsal, as the garnelan group will change from 
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memorised pieces to notated pieces. Other times they will be done on one specific 
occasion through placement of the group within the wider community for one 
performance. By doing this, the student Is able to Interact In a different way to develop 
their level of aspiration. However, "/evels of aspiration are more realistic in the generally 
secure' (Vernon, 69; 120). Often, students will take themselves out of their communities 
into other communities in order to motivate themselves, but this does not necessarily 
cause a positive reaction. Student N talked of how going to see concerts of other groups 
affected his aspirations. 
"Seeing them, most of whom of course have been at It a lot longer than us, 
and seeing [a very advanced group], seeing some of the best Westem, well 
some of the best English gamelan mus/dans anyway, certaInly left me feeling 
that I've still got a lot to leam. ' 
By taking himself out of the secure environment of his community, Student N found that 
he was left with perhaps an unreachable aspiration. However, this experience could stili 
be turned Into a positive reaction by considering Student N's self-concept. 
ZV.l0.b The possible"" 
Hallam (1998; 91) highlights· 'Self Concept' as a motivational factor in leemlng an 
instrument; within this she Includes 'Ideal self, desired possible self and feared possible 
self. 'The idea of the possible self as tool to reach a'goal was put forward by Markus and, 
Ruvolo (1989). They said that 
"The crucial element of a goal Is the represenr.tlon of the Individual himself or 
herself approaching and realizing the goal. ' 
(p. 211) 
In order to reach what they desire, a person will construct a self-Image of the person 
that they want to be, and It Is the fulfilment of this self-Image that drtves the person to 
achieve. They say that the more elaborate the picture, the more chance there Is of 
success and go on to sUggest that a person may be able to actually feel what It Is like to 
be their future possible self at different points during the execution of the action that 
takes them towards It. In other words, a person may be able to dip In and out of a future 
personality, and It Is this experience that keeps them motivated throuGhQu~ ~ task 
(Markus and Ruvolo, 1989). Possible selves can be positive or negative and work best 
when a positive possible self Is balanced with a negative one In order to achieve the 
greatest result. For example, a student may construct an Imaginary picture of what It Is 
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like to pass their grade 5 violin and be a grade 5 violinist; how they would feel, what it 
would mean to them, how others may view them once they have achieved this level and 
where it may take them In the future. This is a positive possible self. On the other hand 
the student may fall that grade 5 exam. Another picture is constructed of the self as a 
failure. The person may be able to feel how they would react on falling the exam, how 
others may react to them, what their self would be like as someone who has not 
achieved the level that they want. The key to whether they succeed in their pursuit of 
the qualification depends on whether they can balance the two possible selves and use 
the negative possibility to drive them on towards the positive outcome. If the negative 
possibility is too strong, then it may overtake the positive one and become a reality; '1 
can't do It therefore I won't do It. I If the positive possibility Is too strong then It may lead 
to over confidence and perhaps lack of preparation. When the two are suitably balanced 
then the greatest success can be expected (Henley, 2008a). 
This can be seen by Student M'S reaction to his first performance with his learning 
ensemble. 
'Although 1 couldn't play any of my notes, 1 knew that everything around me 
was working. ' 
He was dissatisfied with his own performance, but he was fully engaged in the 
performance of the group, and to him the experience was 'electrifying'. This was a 
performance that he could be proud of; it conSisted of both his feared possible self- that 
of not being able to playa note, and his desired possible self- that of being a trombonist 
in a performing band. The fusion of his two possible selves in that one performance 
inspired him to practise and gave him confidence as a band member. 
I have also experienced the fusion of my feared and desired possible selves in relation to 
a performance. This extract was written a couple of weeks before a big performance. 
'st!' June 2007 
1 am so annoyed 1 can't play 'Sumyar~ 1 was just totally lost, couldn't 
remember the sakharan and couldn't get the imbal. 1 couldn't even get the 
basic bit right. 1 was rubbish. 1 just gave up in the middle and felt like crying. 
[The tutor1 came over and explained some things to me and then we tried it 
again and it was a bit better but 1 was still rubbish. 1 just think the whole piece 
would be better if 1 didn't play it. 1 was really looking forward to London but 
I'm not now, not at all. ' 
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Here my feared possible self was acutely realised; that of being terrible at playing and 
letting the group down. Despite this, I did go on and do the performance and this was 
my diary extract after the peiformance. 
'24th June 2007 
That was brilliant. Everyone was on a real high after the gig. That bit that 1 
couldn't do, oh my God. 1 jiJst smiled and kept hitting the thing! 1 turned round 
to [another student] at one point and said 'Are we at that 2 yet~ and she just 
turned round, smiling, and said 'I don't know~ Hee hee. We were both totally 
lost. 1 felt good about It, it was a good performance, 1 totally enjoyed It. ' 
Through participation in the concert I was able to engage with the group without having 
to be fully proficient at what I was doing. The object of the group was more Important 
than my Individual object and by being able to change my activity system from an 
indiVidual activity to a group activity, 1 was able to generate motivation. 
IV.10.c Being _ mu*hln 
What is vital In the creation of a possible self Is being able to place your achievements In 
context of the others around you as Pitts eXplains, there Is a 
, close connection between demonstrable achievement and musiClllldentlty ... 
Suggesting . that to be a 'musician' Involves not just ability and experiene,e, but 
must also Incorporate a degree of recognition from others and a strong sense 
of self-Identification with the values and skills attributed to this 'libel. ' 
(Pitts, 2005a; 6) 
This Is highlighted by Student I's self-concept as a musician. When asked about her 
musical background she said 
'I've no musical background really except a daughter who plllYs. ' 
However she later revealed that 
" 
'I've sung since 1 was 10. Nqt,onnw own,Jn II Choir, sung In II choir since 1 
was 10.' 
Not only this, her husband plays guitar and her daughter 'who plllYs' Is a professional 
viola player, so her family life Is surrounded In music making. When she started 'to learn 
her Instrument she kept It to herself for some time 'until jOining her teaming ensemble, 
as she explains. 
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'I tried to play the horn and achieved it so [my family] made me take lessons 
[Iaugher) and that was five years ago. 
And then I worked with a former member of the orchestra. 
Oh right. 
And she found out about my big secret which I never used to tell anybody and 
she said why don't you jOin, it's just what you need. And it is, just what I need, 
it's great. ' 
When she is within her family she feels unable to Identify herself as a musician as she 
cannot live up to the abilities of other members of her family, as this anecdote about 
taking grade exams shows. 
'When my daughter was little we decided that [taking graded music exams) 
just wasn't necessary. She was enthusiastic, she wanted to keep going 
because her father played the guitar, she played with her father and my 
brother, she was quite enthusiastic and I think the only reason really for 
taking the grades is to make them want to achieve a bit more. But she was 
quite happy playing with them so I didn't think it was necessary. When she 
went to secondary school they said 'Ooh well ... ' and she said "yes", she 
wanted to so she did from then on. In fact she never got grade one, so when I 
got grade one distinction I got something my daughter hadn't got! It was 
great. That was a great family joke that was, that I'd got something she 
hadn't. ' 
However, when she Is within her learning ensemble, she Is at the right level for her to be 
associated with being a social music maker. Therefore, her possible self is different when 
she Is within her learning ensemble to when she is at home as there is a far greater gap 
between her own level of skill and that of the other members of her community. 
Other students share the similar change In self-concept when In and outside of their 
community, as this conversation with students from Group 1 shows. 
'A And all of my friends are very impressed [agreement and laughter) I mean 
everyone is so impressed [laughter]. 
D Going home in the tube is actually very good when you've got your violin 
[lots of laughter] everybody looks at you and says, oh, she's ... 
A She's a musician [lots of laughter] 
E Especially ... 
D And then you start thinking to yourself, I can play [lots of laughter). 
A Yes, yes.' 
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When they were amongst people with less musical skill than themselves, or who did not 
know what their musical skill is, the students above felt confident enough to think about 
themselves as musicians. However when asked directly If they perceive themselves as 
musicians, their self-concept changed. 
'Do you perceive yourselves as musicians then? 
DNo. 
A No. 
E No. No. 
D I know I can't play [laughter] 
E Sometimes 1 think people think you are. ' 
When they are brought back Into the context of their own community, they feel that 
their skills don't match their perceptions of the values and skills attributed to the label of 
being a musician. They continued to discuss what a musician Is. 
'So what would be a musician then to you? 
E A professional. 
D Well no, not necessary a professional. If you can play straight away ... 
A Sight read. Yes, If you can sight read. 
D Level 4 or 5 here they can get a piece of music and they play It. That's a 
musician. 
o Someone can play to 'yoil,' 1 mean even at it very low level, If I Could pick the 
violin up see even a very simple piece of music, even like #I nursery rhyme or, 
you know, I'd actually be able to play the tune either by hearing It or by simple 
notation, first go through 1 would regard my$elf. .. [agreement] 
A Yes, somebody who can be In a pub In a group and just hang out playing and 
someone's on the ... ' 
D Or somebody says can you play [something} and you say oh yes. 
A Yes, yes. That's what a musician Is. 
B Well, 1 think to be honest I sort of, 1 don't perceive myself as a mus/dan, I 
can see that perhaps In a few years time I could see myself as It. I've regaIned 
a sense of there Is musical ability somewhere deep Inside there that C3n be 
drawn out and that music is much more Important to me than I've been aware 
of, you know I've managed toldndof sit on It ft>r years. 
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A I think it's a difference between being musical and being a musician 
[agreement] because I would say I think I'm musical but I'm no way I'm a 
musician. And to me a musician has got to be somebody who like as you say 
can just pick up something, improvise and entertain a whole pub. You know. Or 
be in like an orchestra or something. 
B But maybe we do all have that possibility to get there eventually and it is 
perhaps just shifting the perception is enough to do it almost. 
DA Yes. 
B Once you've. It's an artificial construct almost. 
A Yes, exactly. 
B It's like who is and who isn't a writer? Is a writer someone who writes 
because that's what they have to do? 
A Yes. Published. 
B Or is it because, yes exactly something Is published. 
C Well I always had, well if you're grade 4 and above then you're a mUSician. 
[laughter] 
B Yes, that is artificial. ' 
So it Is clear that the students have a definite idea of what a musician is, but also that it 
Is something that they can achieve; it Is their possible self. In this community, being 
able to see that possible self in other members of the community generates motivation 
and they are aware that they themselves can shift their own self-concept to be that 
possible self. 
The idea of being a musician was also discussed in Group 3. They too agree with Pitts' 
view that In order to label yourself as a musician, you need to be recognised as 
possessing the right values and skills attached to the label. 
'L My brain is working on that are you a musician question. [laughter] I'm 
thinking, I'm just dissecting that question as do you make music, would you 
culturally accept, are you culturally acceptably able to be called a musician. Do 
you consider a musidan to be of the right status to what you consider yourself 
to be? 
Absolutely. 
All Yes. [laughter] 
L You know there's a whole range, a loaded question. Because for some 
people, to be considered, oh I could never deign to consider myself a musician 
and there's, it's where ... It's a very .. .is it above you or is it really beneath you. 
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It's a really loaded question isn't it. It's a very Interesting question, I like that 
one. 
K And I think it's really interesting culturally as well becltuse 1 did a bit of 
ethnomuslcology ... 
Oh did you? 
K ... and thinking about music in its place in African society and it's completely 
different from here, because here you have the audience and the performers 
and never the twain shall meet and some wear funny clothes and the others 
clap and it's just utterly separate. But In a lot of other cultures It all gets mixed 
"\ 
up and people get up and dance and sing In the middle of It and go and pllty 
the Instruments and other people go out ltnd watch and It, and everybody's In 
it together. ' 
When asked if he considered himself to be a musician, Student L said 
'If I'm performing in gamelans and someone said were you the musician In that 
one then yes, but In any other context then 1 wouldn't. ' 
So for this student, his possible self Is based on the community that he Is In at one 
particular time. 
For Student G his motivation Is generated by a possible self that excels In what he does. 
He says: 
'1 don't think It's really self-Improvement, It's perhaps self-fulfilment. It's all 
about pushing yourself. ' 
If I'Ve ever had two fantasies in my life thltt were serious, one was wlnnlngthff \ 
Olympic 800 metres and one was playing a concerto In front of a great 
orchestra. That's part of It. Part of It Is knowing that It's worth doing. ' 
He is very self-driven and knows that In order to push himself he needs to be within a 
community where he can get a full experience of what he Is trying to achieve. 
'I'm sure that if I hadn't come here or something like It, I'd have Just been ... 
[pauses] ... It's a bit like leamlng to touch type, you know, Just going through 
the motions, whereas music Is a much more rounded thing ltnd there's II lot 
more to It than just putting fingers In the right pi lice. ' 
For Student G, his possible self must be very far out of his reach or else he will not be 
able to generate the motivation needed for his learning. Interestingly though, although 
the students are all engaging In sodal music making, their possible selves are not always 
connected with being a musldan. Student Y explains her motivation for Joining her 
learning ensemble. 
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'I'm not far off retirement. I suppose you've had a long working life and I 
studied a lot to become a teacher and I'm academically qualified in sciences 
and so on, I got to the stage, well I for one had breast cancer anyway, so 1 
had, you really do start to evaluate your life and 1 think other people in middle 
age evaluate their lives anyway, they think well, you know, you don't know 
how long you're going to be fit and active for do you, or how long you're going 
to live. I mean, it's a depressing thought but it's true and you think '1 don't 
want to go into old age having done nothing but work all my life and having not 
learnt another ski/l~ 
My job, you know what secondary school teaching's like, it is so stressful and 
your confidence is constantly undermined and much as I love kids, in many 
ways it's now so hard to teach them because of all the other things that go on 
in schools, that I think I've become in some ways quite disillusioned with 
education. I do my best still or I'd get out. I consider I do as good a job as I 
can and I try hard to fulfil my obligation to the children, but it is quite 
depressing really working in a school. And learning, actually going out on 
Saturdays and doing something else it's given me something else to think 
about, talk about, something else to relax with. 1 love gardening for instance, 
but you can't do that all the year because this time of year it's miserable Isn't 
it? And dark and cold and you can't relax out in the garden but you can get 
your clarinet out at midnight if you feel like it. ' 
Here she creates a complex feared possible self; someone who goes Into old age without 
ever learning something new, someone who is depressed in her job and can't relax, and 
someone who is suffering from illness. Therefore she is motivated in her learning by the 
thought of being a healthy, active person who is able to relax with an activity unrelated 
to work. 
Whatever the students' possible selves are, they can be generated by changing the 
constituents of their activity systems. They are able to move In and ~ut of activities, 
depending on what level of motivation they require. This fluidity in the activity system is 
vital in enabling the students to reach their objective on their own terms within their 
desired community so as to maintain a level of motivation to continue In their learning. 
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lV.ll Chapter 11 - Affinity and Affection 
'It could be argued that the ... tendency of human beings to form and belong 
to social groups is aimed fundamentally at the attainment of security ... The 
individual becomes securely embedded In the group which supports him In 
need and protects him from danger. ' 
(Vernon, 1969; 95) 
I have established that when a person Joins a learning ensemble they are from the 
outset a member of a social group. They learn together as a group and they perform 
together as a group, and this unique aspect of a learning ensemble directly contributes 
to the motivation of the students within the group. One main concept of the leamlng 
ensemble Is that everyone Is In the same boat as each other, therefore providing 
learning support In a different way to a student who has an Individual lesson. The 
following comment by a student highlights this. 
'when you find when you're finding something difficult, quite commonly other 
people are also finding It dlfflcult, and you can hear that as well' 
To this student, knowing that other people around her finds something difficult provides 
a certain amount of comfort. 
IV.ll.a Being In the .. me boat 
When I asked Manager Ml what he thought the attraction to leamlng In a group Is he 
said that 'there is a vulnerability In .Individual tuItion' but In the group situation this 
vulnerability disappears. He continues 
, 
'And you dont mind being wrong because It can be a bit of a laugh.' 
Other students echo this, such as Student R. 
'I think that anyone that's been there a while, they all have their moments 
when they cant do something.' 
Student AA Is also aware of being In the same boat as everyone else when It comes to 
making mistakes. 
:' 
'Weill know that other:people are making a mess of It as well. l'lJ1 not on my 
own. Other people make mistakes and do thIngs wrong. It's just that the . 
Instrument Ip/ay makes so much noise It's tMmn obvious when l,do Itl 
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Most students talk with good humour about making mistakes in their group. We saw this 
conversation earlier when discussing how students engage with one another (page ~02). 
'G Not feeling as if you are not really up to it [is important too] else otherwise 
it's an impossible mountain to climb. I started two years ago and I thought I 
would never be able to get to play with people for years and years and years 
and I tried, as 1 say, 1 tried some other group and my view was confirmed. 
Then 1 spoke to someone who plays and she said try [the learning orchestra1 
and I, expect it's the wrong word, but I've been tolerated cheerfully [laughter] 
and that's important for somebody in my position. 
11 think I've realised that there are other people who are as bad as me. 
[laughter1 Which is not a very nice thing to say is it. 
J There are some people if they are very good players, they would be irritated 
1 Yes. 
J Like a tennis player, not everyone but some people would play with you even 
if you can't play tennis very much, they are quite happy to play with you 
though they like to play with good players as well. And so it's very good here 
that there are people that are better than us that are willing to play with us. ' 
Here the students show that they feel secure enough In their group not to feel bad if 
they have made a mistake. So how does this security and sense of belonging facilitate 
motivation? Through interacting with the rules and the community, the student is able to 
move deeper into their community of practice; they are able to become more dosely 
associated with the other students and they feel more affinity with the group. 
According to Wenger (199B), a new member to a group will move along an 'Inbound' 
trajectory, this will take them Into the group through a process of Integration and 
acceptance by the 'older' members of the group. Student G above describes how he 
joined his particular learning ensemble because when he joined other groups, he felt that 
he was not up to the standard of the groups and therefore did not fit In. In this case he 
did not move far along the 'inbound' trajectory before he felt that the group was not for 
him. Perhaps the music was very difficult and he felt he was letting the other members 
down, or perhaps the other members could see he was at a different level to them and 
therefore did not accept him into the group. He knew he was not secure in the group and 
therefore his motivation to continue was low and his learning or his membership did not 
evolve. This 'inbound' trajectory turned into an 'outbound' trajectory and he left the 
group. However, when he joined his current group he found that he was 'tolerated 
cheerfully' and this was enough to make him continue along the 'inbound' trajectory 
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towards full membership of the group. The emphasis of this group on learning rather 
than just performing made all the difference to him feeling accepted by the group and 
therefore generated motivation. 
In order to motivate the student to continue along their 'Inbound' trajectory and move 
towards full membership of the group, they must feel secure within that group; the 
feeling of being in the same boat as everyone else makes a strong motivational force to 
continue Into the community of practice. When a student Is sure of their place within a 
group, they can then set themselves a level of aspiration In order to motivate their 
learning to reach a higher level (discussed In IV. 10 Chapter 10 - Aspiration and Identity, 
page 178). 
Having this affinity with the group Is not only vital In helping a student to become more 
deeply Involved In the group and therefore the learning process, but also helps to create 
an affection for the group, thus giving another motivational factor. Student K highlights 
this. 
'I'm not a sporting person, 1 don't come from a sporty familr, but 1 think 
playing team sports Is like that. People practise together as B team, they 
become one thing. But then what they do with that usually Is to play against 
another team, and that Is why 1 prefer music. 1 Just want It, when you're 
playing music you're all the Same team and you're all winning together, so you 
don't ever get a losing situation. 1 just think It's better. And nowadays you get 
sports days in whiCh nobody wins and nobody loses because It's horrible to 
lose. In a way that's not what sport day's about, It's excelling at things but you 
can't really win if nobody's really lost. Whereas with music you can really,. 
really win and nobody has to lose at all. ' 
To Student K, this feeling of being In a positive 'win/win' situation Is vital to her 
motivation. Vernon (1969) says that 'sentiments differ from Interests as the emotional 
element Is more prominent' and 
'The most salient characteristics are love of a particular object, person, sodsl 
group or sbstract Idea; and strong motivation to support and promote this 
object, and to attack or overcome anything which threatens It. ' 
(p. 113). 
When talking to students about their groups they show a great fondness for the group, 
as these comments Illustrate. 
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'S 1 feel so enthusiastic about it, aliI want to do when I'm there is play, that's 
aliI want to do, and I'm just so grateful that there's room to do that. 1 don't 
really understand why people go if they don't feel that sort of enthusiasm 
really ... 1 say 99% of the people 1 think share my sense of wonder that this 
thing is even there. Especially people who've never had a chance to touch an 
instrument before in their lives. It's just such a revelation to them, and they 
come on so quickly. ' 
'R It's like a family really, there's the elders and then there's the younger ones 
and it's nearly impossible to learn gamelan on your own, you have to learn in a 
group and the group seems to evolve together. ' 
'Z One headmistress once said to the group of children 'How can you go back to 
class and argue with each other and be nasty to each other when you've just 
shared a beautiful chord with each other?' 1 thought that was lovely, 'you've 
shared a chord~ So how can you possibly go back and bully each other and 
bitch each other or whatever. ' 
It Is clear to see by the language that the students use that their groups are very dear to 
them. These affectionate comments and references to groups as families Imply that the 
group are sharing something special, and the Individuals feel protected by that. As we 
have seen above, an affinity to the group allows the students to partiCipate in a 
community of practice, which in tum allows their learning to evolve alongside their group 
membership. But as discussed in N.B Chapter B - A Social Activity (page 160), the 
students do not necessarily go to their groups to become friends with other group 
members. Therefore, is it the people within the group that the students feel affectionate 
towards, or Is the activity that the group allows them to partldpate in that gives them an 
emotional attachment? I refer back to a conversation between members of Group 2 
highlighted in Chapter 8 (page 162). 
H It's, well, we don't actually, for instance I've been playing in the orchestra 
for four years, it's not the sort of group that goes to the pub afterwards. Mainly 
because we tend to rehearse in places that are a little far out, like here and 
people come from quite far ... 
Z Yes, we're very very diverse aren't we. 
H ... away. 
J Well one woman comes from [a town approximately 40 miles away] ... and 
she's been coming for a long long time. 
F That's far isn't it. 
H So by the time you start and the time you finish. .. 
J ., .. some do come a long way. 
H ... It's not really easy to socialise. 
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So it must be the group Itself that provides the sentimental motivation; In order for 
members to develop such affection for it, the group must be giving a person something 
that cannot be got elsewhere. 
IV.l1.b The perception ofothelS 
Sentiments vary greatly amongst different people (Vernon, 1969) but one particular type 
of sentiment, 'self-regarded' sentiment, acts to maintain pride and self-esteem, 
protecting the person from contempt, disapproval and frustrations. 
'Self-esteem depends to a considerable extent on the esteem given by 
members of the groups to which they belong, they seek to h.rmonlze their 
behaviour and their Ideas about themselves to accord with the opinions of 
others. ' 
This Is reiterated by Hallam (1998; 94). 
'One of the most poweffullnfluences on our behaviour Is what other people 
think of us. ' 
(p. 116) 
In the previous chapter I discussed how In order to accept the label of musician, 
students must feel recognised as one by their peers (page 183). However, In terms of 
sentimental motivation, this runs deeper than questioning whether or not they are a 
mUSician. Many students that I have spoken to have talked about how frustrated they 
have been with themselves when learning their particular Instrument and how they feel 
when they have done something 'wrong' in front of the group. Although the group 
provides a safety net in which to do this, It Is stili not always a nice experience when 
things go badly wrong. This Is something that I have experienced myself. The following 
diary extract shows one of the frustrations that I have had when learning gamelan. 
'SJune 2007 
I just can't get my ,bit on t/:Ie off bat lind l.nother student) Is trying to be oh 
so helpful and saying come on, you dap to my off bst, which I refusBd to dO. 
She should just leave It slone, It m.kes me feel worse MId that She's rubbl",'lt·· 
in that! cant do it. I'm sure she's not but that's how 1 feel. I just think the .. 
whole piece would be better If I didn't play It. It seems thllt evety time I hllve II 
difficult bit to do, we never practise It. The SlIme happened last summer with . 
my bonang bit, I totally cocked It up and It was awful, because I'd only played It 
about twice. ' 
I remember at this point I hated the group and everyone In It I However, on reflection 
this was because I was frustrated at not being able to do something and I felt that 
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everyone else thought that I could not do it; this was very different to making a mistake 
in a safe environment. I remember feeling very exposed and my self-esteem was very 
low. I was not In the least bit safe in the group, and at this point I probably felt the least 
affectionate towards the group that I ever have. So when I was not protected, when my 
pride was hurt and my self-esteem was low, I was very unaffectionate towards the 
group. When I feared that everyone in the group thought I was not very good, I disliked 
them. The other side to this is that on the occasions when things have gone very well, 
and I have felt that everyone In the group thought I was brilliant, I loved them! Both 
occasions motivated me to come back. The first so that I could prove that I could do It 
and regain the level of self-esteem that I had previously had, showing that 'the feeling of 
rejection is itself a motivating state' (Maslow, 1987; 7) and the second so that I could 
bask in the glory of my brilliance! 
Interestingly then, this shows that the sentimental feelings towards the group that act as 
motivators are actually generated by ourselves and not the other group members. 
Moreover, I have seen other members of the group in exactly the same situation as me 
and not once have I ever thought that the music would be better without them, or that 
they should not belong to the group. When I was in this situation, this was purely 
conjecture on my part. Maslow (1987; 22) says that 
'All people in our society have a need or desire for a stable, firmly based, 
usually high evaluation of themselves, for self respect or self esteem, and for 
the esteem of others' 
So is the sentimental motivation that membership of a group provides more to do with 
how we gain the esteem of others through the goals that we set ourselves, and how well 
we achieve them In the group context? 
One of the key aspects of Self-Efficacy Theory (Bandura, 2006) is that vicarious 
experiences are necessary to the formation of self-belief. Although It has been 
argued that self-belief (self-efficacy) is different from self-worth (self-esteem), they 
are connected, as my gamelan experience above shows. When I lacked self-belief my 
self-esteem was lowered. Similarly in situations where my self-belief has risen, so 
has my self-esteem. This Is central to how I perceive the value that my group places 
on my input, therefore in gaining their esteem. 
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Bandura (1995; 3) states that 
'Seeing people similar to themselves succeed by perseverant effort raises 
observers' beliefs that they, too, possess the capabilities to master comparable 
objectives. By the same token, observing others fall despite high effort lowers 
observers' judgement of their own efficacy and undermines their level of 
motivation. ' 
By observing other members of the group, self-efficacy can be raised or lowered. 
However, self-efficacy can also be raised and lowered by emotional states and so If 
an emotional attachment to a group Is formed, the security of the situation can lead 
to raised self-efficacy. Moreover, through this affection the student can feel both safe 
and that they belong, so, according to Maslow, self-esteem needs can be fulfilled. 
When self-esteem needs are fulfilled, self~actualtzatlon can occur. Therefore a 
sentimental attachment to a group provides a catalyst for self-efficacy, self-esteem 
and self-actualization - a catalyst for motivation • 
. 'j" 
J " 
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l'V.12 Chapter 12 - Progression and Transformation 
Feedback is vital to progression as it 'provides information as to the degree to which the 
standard is being met' (Locke and Latham, 1994; 18-19). When a student realises how 
far they have progressed It can allow a transformation of Identity to take place. 
Students from Group 1 found that the realisation of what they have achieved so far, and 
how this has affected their lives in general, was a strong motivational factor, as the 
following conversation shows. 
'0 It's really improved my listening, which I hadn't really realised, 1 was in a 
shop with somebody and heard a tune that was playing and a couple of weeks 
later, she said well, because we wanted to buy it, and 1 could remember it ... 
BRight ... 
o And 1 think I would never have been able to do that before. And when 1 hear 
things on the radio 1 can work out complicated rhythms a lot better ... 
B You can isolate different strands. 
o Yes, isolating strands better. And that's something which has just happened. ' 
Student 0 continues to say that being in a group was one of the enjoyable things about 
learning in this way and that the feedback about her own playing given from being part 
of this community has motivated her. 
'1 mean really it was when 1 started last year and I'd not read music before and 
being able just to play the open strings and follow, and learn to follow the 
music by just playing the open strings, there was a fantastic attraction, 
whereas 1 don't think 1 would have persevered with lessons or playing on my 
own because the feedback from playing on your own in the early stages is very 
poor. ' 
The feedback that the student above is talking about is not necessarily spoken feedback 
from a tutor; It is the feedback that is received by being able to place her own playing in 
relation to where she should be at the particular stage In her learning. If a student is 
learning as an individual In a one-to-one lesson, a tutor can give the student as much 
positive feedback as they can but still the student may not really accept it. I have heard 
a comment along the lines of 'you're just saying that to make me feel better' in many 
adult individual lessons. However, within a learning ensemble this type of feedback is 
readily available to a student and is apparent when they reach a point where they realise 
what they have learnt. 
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For example, a student may start In a learning wind band playing the clarinet. At first 
the notes that the student can play are restricted to the lower register and they cannot 
play many complex rhythms. Therefore, If they are In a mixed ability group, they may be 
given a part that consists primarily of longer notes playing a range of perhaps no more 
than a fifth (five notes) and doubling some of the Integral harmony parts played by other 
Instruments. Here the labour has been explldtly divided by the tutor In order to allow the 
student to engage In the music at their own level. Although playing at their level, the 
new clarinettist has much less of a role In the ensemble as a whole, with the other 
members of the ensemble taking a greater role In order to produce a coherent musical 
sound. However, as the clarinettist Improves their technical skills and note reading skills 
they can progress to 'clarinet 3' parts, which often provide lower harmony over a 
relatively small range of notes, but sometimes plays Independently of other Instruments. 
This progression may lead to 'clarinet 2' parts, providing a mixture of harmony and 
counter melody (a second melody complementing the main melOdy of the piece), and 
then to 'clarinet l' and 'solo clarinet' parts that are more technically demanding and 
often play the main melody. When the student realises how they have progressed 
through different levels of Independence and contribution to the music, they can see 
their progression. This feedback Is gained from havtng a greater contribution to the 
labour of the ensemble. 
However, not all students want to progress to more difficult parts, It may well be that a 
clarinettist will stay on 'clarinet 3' or 'clarinet 2' parts and not progress to clarinet 1. 
Some people prefer top.lay a harmony part, making their contribution to the overall 
music but without the pressure of 'playing the tune', but they can stili see their progress 
In terms of diviSion of labour. Are they leading the other darlnets? Do they have greater 
satisfaction In knowing that they can pl~y their part well? Do they feel more confident 
playing In exposed places? These are questions that allow the student to recognise their 
progression within the group. Unlike explldt and spontaneous division of labour seen 
previously (page 143), here ~e student Is In control of the division of labour. They 
themselves are making decisions as to how much they contribute to thelr$8CtiOn and If 
they are contributing more than they have previously done, although not playing a more 
difficult part, this can be measu~ as progress. 
lV.1.2 •• R.11slIt1on of /uml. 
The gamelan group f9und It easy to be mot:l~ated by realising what they have ' • .-nt, 
as Student K shows. 
'But the damping thIng I thought was really interesting the first, that time I 
came, he told us how to do the damping thing and how you sort of move your 
other hand along behind your first hand ... and I had to do it consciously. And 
the next week, without me doing any practice, my mind had got itself around 
that and when I began to do it my other hand just followed and 1 never had to 
think about it again. And 1 think that's really clever because it did it all by 
itself. ' 
Here Student K is looking back at something she found very difficult that has now been 
committed to motor memory. Playing gamelan Is relatively easy in terms of actual 
technique, the majority of instruments being struck with a mallet and dampened with 
the hand. The ease of gaining a sound out of the instruments therefore allows the 
student to concentrate on the complexities of the music. However, there can also be a 
downside to this as Student M points out. 
'The actual hitting of the Instruments Is really very easy Isn't It. 
If Yes, that's the core of it. Having, once having mastered that I'm not sure 
whether I'm really making any progress after that. [laughter] With all the 
problems of memorisation and rhythm. 
L You don't squeak '" they don't squeak. [laughter] 
K Like clarinets. It takes years to get over the squeaking.' 
Student M is a clarinettist, playing to a relatively high standard within local amateur 
orchestras. It may well be that his expectations of progression are far higher than what 
can be achieved in reality when learning a totally new concept of creating music. 
These moments of realisation come to all members of learning ensembles. Some, like 
Student M above, led to an 'outbound'trajectory; Student M left the learning ensemble 
shortly after this Interview. When interviewed a year after leaving the group he said: 
'1 think my reason for giving up was not so much because of external 
pressures, though there were those, as dissatisfaction with the style of music 
making.' 
However many give the motivation for students to continue along their 'Inbound' 
trajectory, as I discovered In my own learning experience. 
'6 December 2005 
Then we did good old Richet Richet. You know, it's quite amazing that after a 
relatively short period of time - Just under a year - we can do requests. ' 
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Then again on 10 January 2006 I noted this 
'J got there early [tonight]. There is a good group of beginners, probably about 
15 or so, a full gamelan anyway. It was their first session and they sound really 
good. It was interesting watching them as they were finding It so hard to 
dampen the notes and I remember being completely bamboozled by that! I 
knew exactly what they were going through. It's funny beclluse I was really 
pleased that there was a good group of beginners because It makes our group 
more secure as we will have more people moving up. When I first started 1 
remember how insecure I was In the group, watching my place and worrying 
when I wasn't selected for an instrument because I'd missed a week or two. I 
think that maybe as the group is more established and my skills as a game/an 
player are too that it means that I can Just enjoy being In the group. ' 
This extract from my learning diary shows that I needed to feel secure In my group and 
this moment of realisation of what I had learnt at this point satisfied this need to feel 
secure. I remember this session well; this was the point that I felt that I was a gamelan 
player rather than It being something that I was trying out. This Is where my 
commitment was forged. 
Knowles (1990; 31) states that a key assumption of adult learners Is that 
.j 
'Adu/ts are motivated to learn as they expertence needs and Interests that 
learning will satisfy. ' 
However, these needs and Interests need to be experienced on a SOdallevel before they 
can satisfy and as Maslow (1987; 30) says, 'II satls,fled need Is not a motivator.' Indeed 
It was not my need for security In my group being satisfied that motivated me, nor was 
It my need to be considered a gamelan player that shifted my level of commitment, It 
was the realisation that I had progressed; I was no longer Just having a go at 
something, but I was participating meaningfully In a community of practice. This point 
charts the start of my transformation from a person who plays gamelan, to a gamelan 
player. My Identity shifted as my object changed from wanting to find out how I learn 
.. 
Into wanting to engage in gamelan music. Not only this, the music changed from tool to 
object; I transformed Into someone who was learning 'the music' rather than 'about the 
music'. My possible self changed Into someone who could be a real gamelan player and 
the strong emotional attachment that I have for my group started to develop. All of this 
was realised tl1rough being exposed to my wider gantelan communlty- In this case, the 
.' • I • :. ' •. \ >, ... 
beginners' group. 
, '" I.i . 
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These shifts occur throughout the learning process. The following extracts show how 
three years later there occurred another shift in my activity system. This was again 
realised through exposure to my wider community. 
'January 17'" 2009 
I'm really feeling that I'm pretty good at gamelan. I've started to try and do 
everything from memory when I'm playing tune instruments. I'm playing the 
bonang in a piece and doing it all from memory, it is so much easier. I've really 
got to grips with how the instrument works along with the tune and In relation 
to the other instruments around. I think I've reached gamelan Grade 1! 
February 21st 2009 
I went to the Klenengan2 at the Royal Festival Hall today. It was brilliant. It 
was really good to be playing with fantastic people. I was pleased that I played 
a number of different things, and I was the most rubbish person there. It has 
sort of taken my gamelan playing to the next level. ' 
Here, by entering into a different community the division of labour of my activity system 
shifted considerably. In my group I have been gradually taking on more important roles 
on the structural instruments and also I have been singing; many gamelan pieces are 
songs and so the singer plays a vital role. I have also been playing easier Instruments In 
order to keep together the other players. What this has done is transform my activity 
system into that of someone who is playing in order to support others' learning. My 
object is still to make music, but it is being done in a supportive role rather than a 
learning role. My Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), as described on page 145, has 
been diminishing and therefore my progression has also diminished. However, by 
entering into the wider community with support from my tutor, my ZPD increased 
drastically. I relished the fact that I was nowhere near as good as the other players. 
Moreover, I felt that my self-concept shifted somewhat and I realised that I was capable 
of playing at this level, which in tum shifted my possible self. 
The above highlights major shifts in self-concept and activity systems. The following two 
extracts from my learning diary show how after a realisation of how the music works, a 
smaller shift occurred in my self confidence. 
'2J'd May 2006 
I had a bit of an epiphany today. I suddenly got it. I kind of feel that I've been 
bumbling along quite nicely but I'm now starting to get the bigger picture. 
2 A klenengan is a gathering of gamelan players. Anyone Is invited to join In and you can 
playas little or as much as you like. 
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Basically he described gamelan as a cross between serial Ism and jazz. Each 
instrument has a number of different things It can do and the player can 
choose to do whatever he likes, however each Instrument Is governed by a 
hierarchy of instruments which affects what everyone else does. So for 
example, on the slentham 1 can do a number of different elaborations but what 
1 do is dependent on where the bonang decides to go In the tune. There you 
go. So you can learn to play and enjoy it without knowing what the hell's going 
on, but having an understanding of It Just enhances the experience. 
30 May 2006 
1 am on fire! We did the sakarahan again today. It was really weird. When he 
was going through it 1 couldn't even remember where each number was but 
then as 1 sat down at the Bonang Panerls It just happened, It was easy, the 
pattern just came. Very bizarre. 1 was quite clearly the best, and I'm not just 
bragging. ' 
These extracts show that as my self-concept was raised through gaining an 
understanding how the music works, my confidence was also'ralsed and I clearly felt 
very good about what I was doing. Also my self-efficacy was raised, which drove my 
motivation. Other students have experienced similar moments where they realised how 
much they had learnt: 
'Earlier this year 1 suddenly realised that 1 rarely If ever get lost when we 6fe 
all playing these days. What's more, If there are parts thllt 1 just can't handle, 
too fast perhaps, then 1 am stili able to follow the musiC, play most of the 
notes and climb back on agaIn as soon as 1 can. In the past, 1 would have 
been absolutely lost and, all too often, unable to find my place ~gllin. 
1 go to [other music courses] as often as 1 can- six times II year. I love goIng 
there but until a few months ago, 1 always knew It was going to be difficult 
rather than enjoyable. Now 1 enjoy playing virtually 1111 of the music and, 
although there are many there better than me, 1 don't feel so WriJtr:hfJd. Thank 
heavens they are pleasant and gentle because 1 have come Kross elitist people 
[at other music courses] where they seemed to set up barriers on purpose but 
that is another story that stili annoys me. 
The tutor gave me a part lasttenn which took my violin playing well up beyond 
third position, which 1 am stili stn,Jggllng with. It was a struggle to play the 
notes but often 1 was able to get to the right notes by listening to II better 
player who sits next to me. The tutor Is very good at giving us parts that take 
us out of our comfort zones- but In a very constructive way. 
Allin al" 1 find myself being able tocompaltmentallse my mind so 1 can deal 
with ,several thl1(J9s going on slmultiln.eously" IIfjlt like' II time-sharing 
computer. ' . ' 
Here Student G shows how exposure to his wIder,CQmrnunlty and by explicit division of 
labour he has realised how much he has progressed. Student /ItA taUcsof stages In his, 
progression. 
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'Well, it has all happened in stages. For the first year 1 was afraid to make 
much noise in case 1 played a wrong note ... which happened quite often when 1 
was playing the band. This happened because 1 was pretty nervous, and you 
can't easily hide with a trombone! But, 1 got better with practice and started to 
gain confidence and played louder, and [the tutors} were always saying it Is 
harder to play quietly ... and it is. So being afraid to play wrong meant 1 played 
quieter which is actually harder, and so on. 
Then, 1 realised that other people were playing wrong notes too so maybe 1 
was not any worse than them. So playing more loudly without being afraid of 
making a mistake was stage one. 
Next was hitting those high notes. One of the pieces we played was Vaughan 
Williams HFlourish for Wind Band·, and that piece had a top F which 1 missed 
quite often. So 1 practised, but 1 never really managed it regularly. But still 1 
went for it. •. Stage 1 confidence made me try even though 1 knew it would go 
wrong sometimes. Suddenly, last year sometime 1 found 1 could get it every 
time, what a confidence boost. •• top F is just another note. Now 1 can get top G 
most of the time and 1 just know 1 will be able to get A if 1 keep working on it. 
So this is Stage 2. 1 know 1 am going to be able to play those high notes 
eventually, and 1 am not afraid to try and go wrong sometimes. 
Lastly, the biggest mountain to dimb. Reading the music. Remember 1 couldn't 
read music when 1 started. Up until 6 months ago 1 could only play by taking 
the music home and going through it note by note over and over again until 1 
just about knew big chunks off by heart. 1 play or practise every day. The 
problem with this is that 1 am now playing in 5 different bands and trying to 
learn all that stuff in a diminishing amount of time was getting difficult, 
especially since the standard is getting higher. Suddenly, just a couple of 
months ago while looking at some new mUSiC, 1 realised 1 was sight reading 
sections of it. That is the first time, and a big break-through! 
So Stage 3 ... 1 can sight read some pieces of music, not the complicated 
things, of course ... but this is new and recent and for me, very exciting!' 
Student AA talks of his self-efficacy rising with his confidence and also how exposure to 
the wider community, by joining a number of different bands, has helped him to pinpoint 
his moments of progression. His identity has shifted from someone who has to learn 
everything from memory in order to play, to a sight reader. In an earlier Interview 
Student AA said 
'I think those two elements are necessary [in being a musician}, both the 
ability to operate the instrument and a sort of a feeling for what you're 
playing. 1 think 1 have a feeling for what I'm playing, but it's the operation of 
the instrument that's the problem!' 
So as he has now recognised that he can operate his Instrument, perhaps he can see his 
transformation towards musldan. 
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However, these shifts can also happen In the opposite direction, as the following extracts 
from my diary following on from the above show. 
'6 June 2006 
I don't understand why I was so good at the sakarahan that {the tutor has] put 
someone else on it. I played Demung most of the evening. Then he put me on 
Bonang for Puspadenta and I really messed it up. I'd copied It down wrong, 
which didnt help. 
20 June 2006 
I'm worried about Puspadenta, I got It today, but I've only played It a couple of 
times and we seem to do it right at the end when there is no time to go 
through it again. He explained the quick funky bit today, but I didn't have time 
to do it. I can t make it next week so hopefully we can go through it the week 
after, before the concert. 
11 July 2006 
We did the concert last Saturday, {the tutor] said that It went really well but 
I'm not so convinced! I came last week but I had {my children] with me and I 
couldnt do anything, so I hadn't played Puspadenta for a long time. We 
rehearsed a little bit in the morning but we spent most of the time moving the 
gamelan in and out of the rain. We went through Puspadentll first outside and I 
couldn't hear the tune at all. Then we started with that one and {my daughter] 
came running up to me and started hassling me and my music was blowing 
away and I got really lost! It was bad! Anyway, we didn't do It agalnl Then we 
were playing the dance piece for the final time and I was on the slentham, and 
I got absorbed by the music and lost my place and stopped, and real/sed that I 
was one of the only ones playing the tunel I got It back again though. I also 
had a hairy moment on the peking. You know, take away the comfort blanket 
of {the tutor] telling us where we are and what we are doing and It all goes to 
pot.' 
What these extracts show Is a reversal of the shift that occurred In the previous weeks. 
The great burst of confidence received from working something out was reversed by not 
being placed on that Instrument again by the tutor. What Is Important to note here Is 
that the tutor probably did not realise that I had had my epiphany, and that I wanted to 
go on the Instrument again as I had not vocallsed this thought. The realisatIOn that I had 
progressed but stili needed support from the tutor helped my activity system to settle, 
giving me a focus for the next stage of my leamlng- to attempt to be more Independent. 
What can be seen here Is how turbulent the activity system can be. However, this 
turbulence Is needed In order to help the learner place themselves within their group and 
develop the necessary possible selves needed to generate motivation. The fad: that the 
constituents of the activity system can change dramatically at precise points In learning, 
as the two major shifts In my activity system above demonstrate, as well as within the 
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space of a rehearsal or even during one piece, is vital in our understanding of how a 
student generates motivation in order to learn. What strikes me as Interesting is that 
these shifts happen quite naturally within the learning ensemble, and in some ways the 
ensembles seem purposefully designed for these shifts to occur. 
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IV.1.3 Chapter 1.3 - Activity Constellations 
I have so far demonstrated how the constituents of the activity system are fluid and that 
they can be shifted In order to construct Identities and generate motivation. Sometimes 
these shifts are controllable, other times they can be an unconscious part of the learning 
process. In this chapter I will show how the multi-faceted nature of the activity system 
can be represented to acknowledge these shifts. The discussion of how different activity 
systems are related to each other, the shifts In constituents and the emotional 
attachment that catalyses these shifts also addresses Daniels' and Warmington's (2007) 
three issues of contradiction and labour-power, subject position and Identity and 
emotional experiencing In processes of personal transformation. 
lV.1.3.a Contradiction and labour-power 
Contradiction and labour-power refer to how an activity system develops. Contradictions 
exist In activity systems as 'the driving forCf! of change and development' of the system 
(Engestrom, 2001; 135) and 'manifest themselves In disturbances and innovative 
solutions' (Engest..om, 2008; 205). For example, we have discussed the contradiction 
between where music lies In the system; as the subject or as the tool. This contradiction 
Is key to the learning process as It allows the person to generate motivation based on 
where they feel the music lies at any particular time. If they are feeling low In self .. 
efficacy due to a perceived poor performance, then they can switch the music to tool; I 
am only learning about music in order to give me a new social circle. However, ·If self-
efficacy Is raised, a person may set higher musical goals by switching music to the 
position of object In order to drive them forward; I can be .. musician sol am going to 
push myself to see how far I can get (Bandura, 1995). Whichever way they look at their 
purpose for learning, they can generate motivation. Therefore the contradiction of where 
the music lies helps to develop learning. Not only are there contradictions locally, such 
as one thing occupying two places In the activity system, the activity Itself generates 
contradiction In that It Is an Individual's activity system yet the activity Is a group 
phenomenon, so the person Is 'simultaneously marginal and central within the activity 
system' (Daniels and Warmington, 2007; 381). There Is a double activity, that of the 
group, where the person Is marginal, and that of the person, where they-ere'central •. j 
'If, 
This raises a number of questions. When antndlvidual. acting. 8$ a member of • ,group 
to reach a meta-object (the ,obJective of the groU'p)~cfO othei"c:6nstttU'nts atsb'change? 
,. i : ._ I _.t • .'. ~) 
Is the division of labour -the'same? Is the-communlty the &.ne? Ate·ihere dttferent 
rules? And, as already dlscussed~ do c>bjtR:ts ~metOOYs? cOlildihere'aetuatlyt;e more 
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than one activity system running simultaneously where the subject interacts with 
different constituents of the activity at different times? can the subject change from an 
Individual central to the system to a group subject, allowing the person to adopt a 
marginal position as activity changes? Certainly from the discussion of the role of 
performance in learning ensembles earlier (see IV.l Chapter 7 - The Performance, 
page152), it would seem as if a person does adopt a marginal role when their learning 
ensemble performs, changing to a group subject in the pursuit of a meta-object, so as to 
cope with a difficult individual activity. If these contradictions are viewed as separate 
activity systems rather than as part of an unstable changing system, these systems can 
then be layered in order to show all the different systems that a person can utilise during 
their learning. 
IV.13.b Subject position and Identity 
'The way in which subjects are positioned with respect to one another within 
an activity carries with it implications for engagement with tools and objects. It 
may also carry implications for the ways in rules, community and the division of 
labour regulate the actions of individuals and groups. ' 
(Daniels and Warmington, 2007; 382) 
As previously diSCUSsed, Identity changes as constituents within the activity system 
change (see IV.10.b The possible self, page 181). When the constituents change, the 
subject interacts differently with other constituents and their possible selves change 
accordingly. This can also be seen when they consider their position against that of other 
members of their group. When I asked members of Group 1 whether they perceived 
themselves to be musicians, they said 
'DNo. 
A No. 
E/B No. No. 
D 1 know 1 can't play [laughter)' 
Yet in an IndiVidual interview, Student B said 
'1 mean it's certainly a huge part of my life, in a way that it wasn't before. 1 
think people are wary of using that because it sort of suggests, It sounds quite 
pretentious in a way. ... 1 think you shouldn't be scared of labels and if it's a 
vital part of your life then why not? 1 wouldn't say yet but you know 1 think it's 
not something I could write off entirely. If a mus/dan means being somebody 
who sees music as a vital part of their life and who really does have an urge to 
playas well as possible then 1 suppose 1 already am. ' 
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Within the group situation, there was a definite no, but on an Individual basis Student B 
does want to call herself a musician, but is worried that It may make her sound 
pretentious. Perhaps If she admitted this in front of her, peers she may have felt as If she 
had broken a rule that the purpose of the group Is to make social music together with a 
common agreement that they are all 'non-musicians' together. Or It may make her 
community interact with her in a different way. Therefore, depending on whether she Is 
acting towards a meta-object or an object, her Identity changes. Thls change Is therefore 
dependent on whether she Is acting as a member of a group or an Individual; In other 
words, where she positions herself as subject in refation to the rest of her group. So, the 
identity constructed at any particular time must feed into the person's positioning of 
subject. Here we can draw a loop between the outcome of the object and the identity, of 
the subject; the outcome helps to construct an identity, the Identity helps to define the 
position of subject. This is shown In figure 23. 
Figure 23 - Identity In the activity IIYStem 
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IV.1.3.c Emotional experiencing In ~ 0' peiflOtNll transformation 
Daniels and Warmington (2007; 388) sa'y that 
'We have noticed the considerable resistance to Change that ariSes when 
participants ... understllnd that they should make changes but cannot engllge 
with the processes of making those changes. ' . 
In the case of musical learning, this can be seen as the expecta~on of t~~ tut~r for. 
the student to practise and the amount of practice that the student Is willing to do. 
We saw earlier that the act of playing within a learning ensemble was practice (lV.2 
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Chapter 2 - Social Music Making, page 90). However, many students still feel that 
they should practise more, as Students A and C show. 
'C And 1 think there is an onus on all of us to, to do personal work ... 
A Well we all know that don't we. What we do and what we should do ... ' 
So even though the emphasis Is on learning whilst playing within a group, the students 
feel this tension between what the tutor expects them to do and what they actually do. 
Daniels and Warmington considered Vygotsky's (1994) concept of emotional experience 
acting as a prism through which the factors of the environment can Influence 
development. In other words, the emotional experience of this tenSion between knowing 
that personal practice would make the person better at what they do, and the reality of 
how much time can be spent on personal practice shapes the identity of the person. 
Their possible self is someone who has the potential to be a musician, and this drives 
their learning. 
So, within the learning ensemble we have an enVironment where the subject is both 
central and marginal, acting towards objects and meta-objects, where the subject can 
change depending on how they position themselves against other members of the group 
and where tensions help to shape the identity of the subject In order to drive their 
learning forward. This being the case, how do we represent this In the activity system? 
IV. 13.d A three dimensional activity system 
I have already demonstrated how the constituents of the activity system can shift. I 
have also shown that a subject Is capable of acting simultaneously towards objects and 
meta-objects. I would also suggest that this simultaneous activity occurs frequently 
throughout the learning process. For example, as the labour spontaneously divides 
through a student helping another student, the student who has become a master (page 
143) is acting In at least two different capacities where they are central to the actlvlty-
that of helping the other student whilst also acting towards their own individual goals. 
Not only this, they are acting towards a meta-object as a member of the group. 
Therefore, there are three different subject positions occurring at the same time. This 
being the case, a two-dimensional activity system Is no longer adequate to represent the 
interactions of the learning process. 
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Figure 24 shows an activity system where traditional two dimensional activity systems 
are layered next to each other. This three-dimensional system represents the different 
systems of each subject position: learner, musician, non-musician, master, performer 
and so on. The related constituents are joined by trajectories through which they travel 
when they shift. For example, the music may be placed as object in one activity system 
and tool in another activity system, so the person travels along the object trajectory to 
reach the music when they are utilising this as their object. The person can then use 
constituents from different activities creating an activity constellation. This constellation 
may change frequently during the course of activity. 
Figure 24 - A three dimensional activity system 
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The difficulty with this representation is that it does not demonstrate how the shift 
between systems occurs. When a student instigates a moment of spontaneous division of 
labour by helping another student, they are using the same tools as they are when they 
are a peer to that student, but the division of labour has shifted. This shift is facilitated 
by a change of identity. Therefore, identity is the key to moving along the trajectories 
between the individual activity systems and the group activity systems. So, by 
introducing identity as a constituent of the activity system, we can draw a three-
dimensional system that allows the changing identity of the subject to interact with other 
constituents, shown in figure 25 on page 210. The systems of each activity can be 
layered and as the subject changes identity, they can use the appropriate constituents to 
fulfil their object. By changing identity from peer to master during a brief moment of 
spontaneous division of labour, the student can travel to a different activity system and 
utilise constituents from this. This then allows for activity constellations to be drawn 
within the pyramid. 
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Figure 25 - An activity system incorporating identity 
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By presenting a three dimensional, fluid activity system, identity can now be taken into 
consideration as a constituent of activity. This allows motivation to be generated by 
changing activity and identity as necessitated by the socio-cultural environment. If a 
student is in an environment where they feel comfortable with the identity of musician, 
they can allow the music to become the object and utilise the tools that they need to 
reach their goals. If they become uncomfortable with the identity of musician, they can 
change it to learner, letting the music shift to tool. Therefore identity is key to 
understanding how the activity system operates. Moreover, by introducing identity into 
the activity system, we can begin to see how labour power can also be incorporated. 
Labour power affects how far the subject contributes to group activity. So, by placing it 
as an inward factor at the point of subject, we can allow the subject to change identity 
as the labour power changes and potentially shift from individual subject to group 
subject in order to fulfil meta-objects alongside their individual objects. 
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v - Conclusions 
At the start of this research project, I set out to answer three research questions: 
• How does the individual learn within the group environment? 
• How does the dual function of learning tool and performing ensemble catalyse the 
students' learning? 
• How do the students identify themselves as musldans - at what point do they 
class themselves as musicians? 
By analysing learning using activity theory I have demonstrated how a person develops 
the skills needed to use the tools available to them, and how they use them within the 
community to make meaningful music. Furthermore, I have found that the set up of that 
community In terms of the rules and division of labour Is crucial to the learning. I have 
also shown how performance Is an important part of the learning ensemble in order to 
catalyse learning; It provides feedback and forces the learner Into a different community, 
set of rules and division of labour so as to allow them to engage with the tools In a 
different environment. Finally, I have demonstrated how the activity system Is fluid and 
the constituents shift as students progress, transforming their Identity and generating 
motivation. 
Through this study I have learnt that the activity system can be volatile. There are 
numerous contradictions that exist in the way that'constltuents move around and that 
during the process of activity, a person will engage in more than One activity. There will 
be more than one goal; group goals as well as Individual goals, and therefOre by viewing 
it as one activity system, tension Is aeatecl between the various activities and goals. 
This study has shown that In fact there are layers of different activity systems goll1g on 
at anyone time and people move between these layers as necessary to carry out their 
activity. Wenger (1998; 146)states that 'identity serves as a pivot between the social 
and the Individual' and this Is crudal to my understanding of actlvlfy theory. By looking 
at the different activities that peopte carry out within a learning ensemble, I have been 
able to draw out that identity is the key element that allows people to move between the 
layers of activity systems, giving them access to different goals. It Is the pivot between' , 
individual activity systems and group activity systems. Therefore, by adding identity as a 
point on the activity system, I have been able to stabilise the activity system and show 
how activity constellations using different elements of dtifetent layets can be 
constructed. 
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To aid this, rather than view the activity system as a complex, unstable and volatile 
system, I have seen this In a positive light by seeing It as a flexible way of viewing 
activity. As discussed in the methodology (see IU.2 Flexible Design, page 43), this study 
has been organic in that I adopted an emerging research design. The flexibility of the 
activity system has suited this well as I have been able to build up the layers of the 
activity system as the study has progressed, understanding the ways In which they . 
worked together as my own understanding of ac:tIvIty theory deepened. This has suited 
my way of working as a researcher. Again, the methodology of this thesis sets out the 
approach that I have taken In terms of setting out to research something, asking 
questions as the research progresses, reviewing the research process and taking the 
research forward as a result (see III.2.e Grounded Theory, page SO). Activity theory has 
given me a flexible, theoretical tool that has enabled me to work In this organic way, 
drawing on other areas of Infonnatlon as necessary to Infonn my research. 
By looking at the sodal environment of musical learning, I. have discovered that there is 
a whole host of other things going on in a learning ensemble as well as musiQlI learning. 
I have demonstrated that whether students are learning about the music or learning the 
music Itself, often they U!$e music In order to reach. other goals. As well as being able to 
provide an In _ depth analysis of what is going on musically, I have also shown how people 
use music In order to deal with other areas or aspects of their lives. For example, 
Chapter 8 describes the experience of a group of prisoners parttdpatlng In a gamelan 
project (page 164) and this has shown. the therapeutic effect that participation in a 
leamlng ensem* can,have •. Otherpartidpants in this study. have recovered from Illness, 
have suffered chang~s of circumstance ~~ to accidents, have coped with bereavement 
through Immersing themselves in mu~ ac:ttvlty and so on. ~ this Is not a _ 
study purely about. musical learning, it. is also a study about how people use the social 
learning enviro~ment In order to fadlltateand cope with change~ 
I have also learnt abQut. the .sodal. m~ of partldpation in a learning ensemble 
-' " , . -,;" -
and. tbe notion, of eJther:jbelng a musician or. not being a musician. From this, I have. 
fou.nd that It is not as contentious an Issw;t as I thought It might ~. SometImes not 
being a musldan is .the best. motivator for learning as It allows the $tUdent to access . .. 
, . , ~ .. . . . ,!, 
anotberlayer of the activity system that could not be acressetJ If identity as a musldan 
was a fixed conc.ept.ThI~ study has .shown me that people need to Ile ab.le to move 
between being .• ~usldan and not being a musician, and that It only becomes 
contentiOUS when people, ~k.~ it. so. In terms9f the actual music, it does not make a 
difference. Where is does make a difference is in how people engage with the mUSic In 
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order to learn and the construction and maintenance of their own self-esteem within 
this. 
As a practitioner, this study has been extremely useful. As a teacher, I have used some 
of the outcomes in my own teaching and reflected upon them In order to Improve my 
own practice. As a researcher, I've used this bank of work for engaging with other 
researchers, giving papers at conferences and disseminating the outcomes so that I can 
exchange ideas and develop them. 
The implications of this study are threefold. Firstly, it has shown how the activity system 
can be stabilised by transforming it into a three-dimensional system. Secondly, it has 
made a contribution to understanding of what the significance of performance Is. By 
considering what students' perceptions of performance and being a performer are, along 
with how they overcome their fears of performance, the importance of performance as 
an assessment tool for musical learning other than learning to perform, Is challenged. 
Thirdly, this study has implications for the way in which musical learning for adults is 
provided. By providing an in depth analysis of the learning processes within the SOCial 
context, this study has shown that a learning ensemble Is an effective way of not only 
engaging with the musical learning process, but also with music Itself through 
participative learning. 
This being the case, a model of participative learning that takes into consideration the 
constituents of the activity system can be constructed. Partlctpatlve learning takes Into 
account: 
• The purpose of learning: Why is the student learning? If the student is learning In 
order to play in an ensemble, then learning should occur within that community 
of practice. 
• Holistic leaming: Are there a number of different tools available to students, and 
are they given the opportunity to use and develop them simultaneously? 
• The socialleaming environment: Who is the student learning with? Is there an 
opportunity within the learning environment for a student to move between 
different roles, enabling peer learning to take place? 
• The boundaries: How is the learning environment set up? Do the rules of the 
learning environment reflect the intention of the learning? 
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• Beyond the learning environment: Is there an opportunity for students to engage 
In the wider community? 
• Performance: Are students given the opportunity to perform In a different 
community as an integral part of the learning process rather than as an 
assessment of learning? 
The emphasis of the learning model as presented in this thesis is that students are 
learning this way In order to create music In a sodal environment. They are learning how 
to play with other people and they can only do this by participating In meaningful SOCial 
music making. However, It Is easy to see how this model can be used in other learning 
situations. Critics of the method of learning presented here may question how an 
Instrumental student develops their technique without rigorous technical exercises and 
expert tuition. Partldpatlve learning can be applied to the development of technique If 
that Is what the student wishes to achieve. The community of practice will be a 
technique class. The community will be formed of tutor and student(s). The division of "" 
labour will be distributed between tutor, student and resources such as technical 
exerdses. The rules of the practice may Include rules such as deliberate, repetitive 
practice of technical exercises. The student will develop the skills to Interact with the 
tools through the course of the activity. Performance will playa similar role In that It Is a 
catalyst for development of technique; a good technique will support the performance of 
music In a different environment and the performance will highlight areas of technique 
that need further development. 
Through this study, three questions have arisen: 
• How does the analysis using activity theory affect how teaching occurs in the 
future? 
• How should musical learning be assessed? 
• What are the benefits of developing a multi-faceted activity system? 
V.1 Actltllty Theory and TflllChing 
looking at learning through the lens of the activity system raises interesting questions 
about how teaching occurs. For example,· I demonstrated"that shifts occur In the 
students' Identity as they· move deeper into their community of practkle (IV.I0.b The 
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possible self, page 181), but how aware is the tutor of these shifts and can they control 
or harness them? Also, I demonstrated that division of labour can be viewed as both 
explicit and spontaneous, and that other students are able to divide the labour 
spontaneously so as to support their peers (IV.6.b Spontaneous division of labour, page 
143). How much should the tutor be In control of this division of labour? We saw that 
learning can stili occur when the students did not find their tutor easy to get along with 
(IV.3.b Engaging with one another sodally, page 102). Does this tell us anything about 
how a tutor can engage students when there Is a personality dash or how learning can 
occur without the presence of a tutor? 
These questions cannot be answered here as the focus of this research has been on the 
learners rather than the teachers, but by viewing the learning process through the 
activity system, the tutor is able to design teaching 50 as to accommodate these things. 
If a tutor can see how a student interacts with their tools, and has an understanding of 
the tools that are available, they can provide opportunities where tool usage can be 
maximised. For example, we saw how students moved along a notation continuum. 
Although students were willing to move from one side to the other, they were most 
comfortable within a safe space between two points on the continuum (IV.4.a Using 
notation, page 111). The tutor can design learning so as to allow the students on one 
hand to use their tools within their safe space and on the other develop their tools so 
that this space can be increased. Similarty, if a tutor is aware of how other students can 
provide spontaneous division of labour, they can design leamlng so that there are 
opportunities for this to happen. Not only this, but knowledge of the activity system and 
how a student engages with It In order to generate motivation, can inform a tutor as to 
how to keep their students motivated. 
All of these things are not necessartly new to teaching, but what activity theory can do Is 
map them out so that the tutor Is aware of how the student uses the social environment 
In their learning processes and can aid the development of this environment to support 
learning. 
V.2 Assess/ltfl Muskal Leam/. 
It became apparent throughout the research that although a major part of the 
ensemble's activity, the performance was not the primary purpose of the leaming. 
However, more often than not, it Is the perfonnance that is used to asSlss learning. We. 
saw that students often do not enjoy performing but see It as a necessary part of the 
learning process {IV. 7 Chapter 7 - The Performance, page 152). QUite often when 
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learning ensembles perform, they do so in front of a sympathetic audience which has an 
understanding of what the students have done In order to get to where they are. This Is 
a crucial point; If we assess a performance purely on face value, how can we see the· 
extent to which a student has engaged with the learning process? 
By using activity theory to view the learning . process, we can also see how It can be used 
for assessment. How far a student has Interacted with the community, rules and division 
of labour may tell us how much they have developed. Similarly, how they have utilised . 
their tools and developed skills In order to use new tools may also provide an Insight Into 
how much a student has learnt. This also allows for different levels of prior experience to 
be taken Into consideration. Also, noting how far 21 student has moved within a three- . 
dimensional system may allow us to assess learning. Atthe beginning of learning a· 
student may only use one activity system, but as learning progresses, they may be able 
to Interact with dtfferent activities simultaneously, therefore engaging In a wider activity , 
constellation. This also raises questionS as to how far shifting Identities can be used to 
assess learning. In short, 1 believe that further research into using activity theory for 
assessment would be very fruitful. 
V.3 A Ifu!tl-fllceted Activity Constellation 
The multi-faceted activity constellation that I presented (see W.13.d A three dimensional 
activity system, page 208) Is a natural evolution of the activity system .. By accepting 
:r ~. • , 
that systems operate simultaneously, and that a student can move In and out of 
~. '. 
activities as their learning progresses and identity transforms, we can view learning In 
terms of fluid activity. It allows for contradictions to exist between activities and 
students to change their identity without changing the practice of the activity. In other 
words, a student can set out to learn in order to become a musician, but then change 
I . 
this Identity as necessary so as to function within their community but without changing 
their actual physical contribution to the group. It also allows for students to use 
constituents from familiar activities, such as rehearsing, to help them with unfamiliar 
activity systems, such as performing. 
Using a multi-faceted activity system accepts that activity Is not rigid. Therefore the 
benefits of using this type ofsystern are that the system reflects ,this and ac:tivitycanbe 
seen In.rms of constellations where simultaneous activity can exist. The ftuld activity .• . 
system that I have presented Is a first attempt at stabilising the system and creating. . 
system that allows for constellations to be constructed •. Further resean:h muId test this. 
system and devefoplt tn termsqf where the labour-power lies In the system and 
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whether constellations can be drawn from group activity as well as Individual activity, 
with the subject shifting from person to group. 
V.4 Participative learning - a way forward? 
The driving force of the learning processes seen in this research Is that the students are 
making music; partiCipation is the learning. This research has been carried out on adults, 
although through the research I have seen how adult learning is not unlike learning as a 
child. I have travelled along trajectories that have taken me back to feelings and 
thoughts that I had as a child learner (see IV.9.c Motivation through performing, page 
174), and these thoughts and feelings have steered my behaviour. I have seen my own 
behaviour patterns that existed as a child (how I Interact with the community, with 
performance and with using the tools) transpire In my learning as an adult; even though 
I have a different understanding of things, my behaviour Is stili similar. I also discovered 
how one student learns in exactly the same way now as he did when he was an 
undergraduate student (see IV.4.B Using notation, page 111). This would suggest that 
learning patterns stay with us throughout life. We do not switch from one way of 
learning as a child to another when we become adults, rather learning patterns evolve 
through interaction with learning. Therefore, the question this raises Is, If the learning 
processes of an adult are similar to that of a child, can this model of learning through 
participation also be successful for children? 
This study has shown how learning can be assessed, how motivation can be generated, 
how progression occurs and how students are engaged, and there Is no reason to 
suggest that it cannot wort< equally for children as for adults. Whether we can create the 
soclo-cultural environment needed to facilitate this learning Is a question that needs 
careful consideration. Partidpative learning is a way forward for musical learning and I 
suspect that many elements of it already exist in music education. However, it embraces 
current thinking In terms of a model of learning that allows all who wish to do so, to 
engage In the musical learning process through active music making. Moreover, not only 
does it support differential learning, this is one of the key Ingredients that make the 
learning model work. 
The next step for participative learning is to engage in its practical application so as to 
test Its generality and to conduct further research so as to investigate the Impact of 
learning in this way. Once It has been aa:epted as a generic model for musical learning 
that can be applied to different situations both within and outside of the school, it can be 
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a powerful model for bringing musical learning to those who would previously have been 
disaffected by the traditional one-to-one conservatolre model of learning an Instrument. 
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Appendix I - Coded Pilot Study Observation Notes 
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--
Tell me about the 
Pilot ...... :InttINIew 
SUndIIy 7 NovenIber 2004 
What do you mean sort of what It does or the experience people of got. @ 
The experIenCe of the group, wild you enjoy about It. 
I think without it, probably, certainly for myself, I would have never have taken @ 
up an instrument. 
Right. 
Because I think one to one It's too Intense and I feel at my stage In life, I haven't IJJ\ 
got the time to really concentrate like the children do and I don't absorb things as \UI 
well. viere as when we are playing altogether, It's really Inspirational because you 
want to play with everyone else and you don't want to be the one who keeps II playing wrong. [general agreement] And It's a real spur and It's such a good 
~ group, people are nice, and you get encouragement. 
But also when you find when you're finding something difficult, quite commonly ® 
other people are also finding It difficult and you can hear that as well and also It 
helps you spot when you're making mistakes. 
Yes. Do you ell ...... with thIIt? 
It's a very supportive group and when we are trying to leam there are no great ® 
crltidsms 'shall we try that again' It's a very subtle sort of leamlng process. And I 
think that Is marvellous. [general agreement] 
Yeah, and I think_brilliant Isn't she because she doesn't ever sort of flinch. 
She doesn't point a finger and say you were wrong again. [laughter) She Just 
marches on. 
[something I didn't get] 
That's right. 
® 
® 
No you are given a few chances to sort or get It right, you know you sometimes @ 
play a sharp when you should have played a natural and you think oh yeah, J was 
a bit different to the others and you've got a chance to get It right again. 
Y .. h, ... do you ... the role or ••• tIeIIc:IMr _ • Nelly .......... nt role 
to you? 
Oh definitely [general agreement) 
I I'm sure It's different reacting with adults you know, Interacting with adults, as It Is with children. Children expect to be told exactly what to get on with. 
Ilfd .~...... I Yes we need to be told what to do but It's the delivery or It. It's very good yeah, I 
1-Y"" l.. think It's very Important. l~(Y"'" 
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I started last summer, and I started because my son started, he's nine, and I CD 
started with hiS teacher so I was only gettmg solo lessons, and I heard about this 
group and I caught the last lesson I think last term and I started in September 
doing it. And It is such a different experience from haVing one to one and I 
couldn't say anyone was better or worse particularly but It is such a different 
experience 
[something about confidence I think] 
It does. I find when I'm trying to leam, it Is harder trying to leam when you are 
older anyway, but I'm tryIng to leam with the spotlight on me, just me practising 
on my own or practising in front of the teacher. You really do sort of tense up, 
but whilst I'm In thIs group and we had a special cello session last time and he 
was saying JUst do it, JUst use the bow, just, and you can make all these really 
hornble nOises with gusto and it is such a different experience and I hadn't 
expenenced that at all in my one to one lessons I always feel really sort of 'oh 
that doesn't sound very good' and worried about it whilst when I come here you 
can just let go and It doesn't matter If you make a horrid nOise, well It does, but 
But when you make a good noise it Is wonderful, when you actually co-ordinate ® 
I'll let you know [laughter] ® 
Yeah we do, " and I do quite often don't we mate. [laughter] @ 
And you can hear that, can you hear that can you, you know when you've 
got it right. 
Well we practice anyway and when there are two of you, you can hear each other [) 
very easily and when you're both right or wrong or one's right and one's wrong ... 
It's more difficult Isn't It. 
[talking over) So you practice two of you together do you. 
Yeah. 
That's good. 
CD 
~ 
@ 
But we stili create some good sounds. 
Well you can tell when the group does. When the group plays a new one it ® 
doesn't often sound very good but when the group plays, because I'm new to it I 
haven't heard a lot of the tunes, but I can tell when everyone has played one 
before and it does sound much better and you're right It is very uplifting [general 
agreement] 
And how Important do you think you are to each other? 
Yeah 
Oh absolutely [general agreement] 
We couldn't do Without each other. 
The support is amazing. 
It is. 
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" 
Really amazing. 
Having lost a few people you know you have to build up again and it definitely 
helps for everyone to play together. It all the little aspects, you need to take 
yourself off and property practice and then come together and we've all got to be 
counting the same note at the same time you know or you are playing something 
different, you now v alas or ... (too noisy, can't hear) 
® 
And I wonder whether that's different with children, 1 can only judge by my son, () 
and I think t would be academic for him at his age of nine whether he is playing 
on hiS own or whether there are other people there really. It makes absolutely no 
difference. But [ think as an adult it makes a terrific different. 
It makes a terrific difference? [general agreement] 
I came last year and I was In my first year and I think everyone was then in their 
second year. 
Yeah that's right. 
And we, there was at least two of us here on violin, we used to sit there, and 
there were new cellists over here. But erm, we sort of, the notion of what the 
second year could do is what moved us. We could hear these wondrous things 
and when we went to this Christmas concert for instance they produced these 
things that we would not have dreamed. of. But the very introduction as 1---
remember 10 September of last year With, I went to the open day at the _ 
••••• and er,. sort of had the group play what it had done at the weeks 
through the year and I remember she said SIX weeks In we could do this and they 
played something and twelve weeks in. That was very good. All the time. And as 
well as that it's in, very much in proportion, and very much a lot of good return. 1 
think If I was one to one I think goJly there's someone here listening to me for a 
full time, for a full hour and doing nothing else. Whereas you come here and you 
think well It'S not all for me so it doesn't matter you know if I make the odd error 
and so that there's that side to it so that you are that more relaxed. Erm and as 
well as that you get the sort of, what IS it, oh yes you get the chance to relearn 
as well. You're not at a test, and I realised today for instance we've done book 
one and I've picked up things in book one that I certamly didn't pick up last time 
and so all this becomes acceptable doesn't it. 
© 
I think that's important isn't it, just going back to the start. Because you might ® 
think that I'm only playing open strings but then you are using your bow and so 
you might think I'll practice using my bow getting it really smooth. 
Yes, that's true. 
So I think that's important. 
Yes the basics are very important and if you can revisit I think it's great. 
Yeah 
What encourages you IS how you've improved as well . 
Yes . _~_"Ic:: @ L,(p 'oOV ...... 
It's quite useful/last summer?? 
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Hard and now I look back and play and I can do it with more gusto because It 
makes you realise that you've learnt. 
So that's the important way for you of measuring how successful you've 
been to revisit. How else would you measure your success? How else 
would you know that you are improving? 
I think some of the pieces we played for the first time we really struggled trying 
to play them, 1 mean that Can-Can even. 
It was frightemng. 
It was frightening, really 
Still is [laughter] 
1 would never be able to play that. 
Two years ago. 
And yet the last concert, was It the last one we played the Can-Can. 
Yes, Christmas again. 
And It was twice as long and much faster but we dId it didn't we, and enjoyed it. ('A) 
We were smiling. And then you know that you have moved on. @ 
We are defimte y plaYIng more natural, more complicated pieces and the June m 
concert was qUite Impressive wasn't it really. ~ 
It was. 
It should have been daunting but It wasn't really because of the informal .•. 
Oh that's Interesting. 
Arrangement of the audience. 
We enjoyed it. Yeah. 
So, It was quite nice to be up on the stage wasn't it really? 
So it's becoming an enjoyable experience? 
Certainly it's the targets for the year, the two concerts. So it hones your 
concentration. 
~ 
I was pleased that you got the opportunity if you want to do practical or theory 
tests that that opportunity has been given. I mean, It's not for everybody and not 
everybody wants to do that but r find it as a discipline it makes me actually sit 
down and think about it. It makes me really nervous [laughter] you know but it's, 
I find it very useful to have those in as well as the concerts. 
How have you find learning the notation? Have you all started from 
scratch learning the notes? 
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What completely, @ 
Reading musIc? ( 
Reading the music. 
It's harder than playmg the Instrument. It's so hare!. I mean that's why I get ® 
stuck here. Not with the mechanics of the instrument I Just can't aSSimilate the 
information on the page and my nine year old has not got a problem at all. We 
started at roughly the same time and he can pick it up like that but again as I 
explained earlier on, I Just can't take in new stuff like that eaSily. 
And repetition actually helps doesn't It 
Yes 
When we go back over something. 
Yes, yes it does. 
Also that you say to yourself why COUldn't I get that before [laughs). 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
Because I had learnt some notes before, I used to play at junior rather than, oh ® 
sorry, first year senior and I had to you know the relearning was quite interesting 
and I was quite surprised about what 1 needed to relearn and It's been very 
supportive but yes, as the age gets to you, you don't absorb it so qUickly. 
What's, sorry, what's marvellous here is the first time I came, I couldn't believe It ® 
because I was so used to being one to one I'm used to having to do something all 
the way through and then do It again. You can Just stop and other people just 
carry on playing [laughter) 
I try! 
Yes you fin. d you're on yo.ur own, all the other cellists are just sitting there finding ® 
where they are in the mUSIC, but you can stop. and nobody minds you know, you r 
can just pick It up again If you can find out where you are In the music and 
nobody minds and that's marvellous, 
How about you four with the notation? 
'
I did piano for a year when I was 11, erm but haven't touched anything since 
then but I could pick up again reading the treble clef fairly qUickly but find it a bit 
slow when you get onto the ledger lines working things out. 
® 
Yeah, I couldn't read music at all until I started three years ago and my sight- ® 
reading I think Is quite good now. 
Oh good. 
I'm really pleased, you know, the way it's gone on you know. But I think older ([) 
people they do it for them selves, not to Impress others, whereas children do it 
for the adoration whereas adults try to bring something out of themselves that 
they need to do. They need to feel that they are achieving something as they are 
getting older, they are not Just sort of you know, waiting for God sort of thing. 
[laughter) 
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You do, you like showing off [more laughter) @? 
Oh I'm a show off. 
Mind you the problem with that ... 
It's all coming out now. 
Is that I think you are much harder on yourself and you have higher expectations ® 
for your self than say a kid would. 
Yeah, but you might but somebody else might not, we're all different aren't we. €) 
You know, we've all got our colourings, 
I think I'm worried about failing more than son does. ® 
How have you managed to get over the barrier of finding the music 
reading hard? 
I haven't yet. CV 
You haven't 
No, it's still really really hard. ® 
Is that the same with everyone? 
You've just got to keep going. ® 
Do you see it as a barrier? Reading the music. 
[shakes of head] 
Not at all? 
Have you always, have you learnt before then (to another participant] ® 
I know the basic notation, what I couldn't get is those beat references, 4 over 8. 0 
And I 'm learning that still . I'm still not there completely. ~ 
The time signatures. 
Yes, counting's very hard isn't It? You think it's pretty basic boring stuff but It's tar\ IF>. 1 
quite intncate to keeping , ~ W 
Do you feel you can only think it? Sort of © 
Sometimes but ... ® 
I ... made something of it that Isn't actually here. In fact It is quite simple to cf) [claps] 
Yes I know but I think what we as adults, we've heard the music before and so ~ 
we know what we're trying to achieve and sometimes we have heard different f.J:) 
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versions of it as well and we're not listenmg to, you know we're not plaYing the 
notes as pnnting so •.•• whereas kids don't know what they are trying to play. 
That's the mag ic Of kidS Isn't It . ® 
It IS It can be... ® 
... when they playa piece or music that they've never seen berore and It's spot t75' 
on ~ 
They now the beat exactly . ® 
I can always remember when did things like that and you think [clicks 
fingers] you've got a musician in the family you know. It's magic. 
It's the counting that I find the hardest. ® 
Yes it is the hardest. @ @ 
_ I and . have been dOing a trio recently and what. And I had to really t:::"\ 
count to get my cello in the right, playing the right notes with the violin. It's very \H:J 
enlightening. (general laughter] 
But it is the counting ... 
It's sometimes easier With the violin ... @ 
, .. rests ... 
... because it's playmg the small notes isn't It @ 
Most of the time. It's playing the melody isn't it? Yes. @ 
So It's various skills that you want then really isn't It .. . ® 
Sorry ® 
... it 's various skills that you want... ® 
.. yes .. . @ 
It's a whole sphere of skills. Coming together ... 
c0 
... even counting . [laughter] (jj;) 
... all at the same time .. . 
I'll look forward to that. (£) 
Yes. 
Do you think that it's vital to understand everything that's on the page in 
order to make the music? 
Not initially, no. (3) 
That's something, .. 
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As time goes on It IS , because 1 thmk. does expect a sound at the end of the @ 
term . When we've been practlsrng a certarn song I think she actually expects us 
to Improve not to ... 
Yes, subtlety s the dynamIcs Isn't It? ® 
That's ng t . @ 
Often It comes sort of second. Getting the notes Is first. @ 
Do you do much playing away from the books? 
Some you get together don't you and play. @ 
Yes, but we always use the books, we use the music. @ 
Ohsorry. @ 
Playing scales for example with out the music. 
Yes, we do scales but nothing else. I'm really looking forward to the time when I ® 
can hear something and then play it but I couldn't even begin to find a note and 
play it at the moment. 
I tend to download a lot from the Intemet. ® 
Do you? 
Midi files and then I've got some software where I can print that out and often it's @ 
not quite in the range that we've got but you can transpose it easily enough and 
make an easier key, so we've got some reasonable pieces. 
Oh yeah, definitely yeah. It's quite useful yeahi it gives you some good Ideas of @ 
things to perform. 
What, play without music. ® 
But I fi nd the music rtself, by learning to read music you then depend on It. If I ® 
was gOing to play carols to a neighbour you've got to find the music. You're too 
lazy to learn it off by heart. 
You've got a wonderful ear though. I mean, I often hear you before we start /ff) 
and you're well away, you've got a wonderful ear for it . ~ 
ShOWing off you mean. @ 
No, it's really good . That 's what I'm arming for. @ 
I love you too darling . © 
You are very good [laughter]. ® 
Thank you. ® 
So, how about the physical aspect of playing then. The technical 
mastery? 
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..... 
What do you mean' © 
Posture, those kind of things. 
Again It 5 ano er 5 III that we are learning. ® 
Do you find it a challenge1 
Erm, ean, It 15 really. It's the bow hold and things like this that you suddenly t"il:"'I 
realise that you've got to get nght otherwise you are going nowhere. And the ~ 
fingering. 
My bow hold will never be right. [laughter] She hates me doing that. ® 
[demonstration of double jointed fingers] 
(That's gOing to sound really weird on the tapeJ 
Four fingered violimst, what a talent hey. 
I know that my fingers should be in a certain positIon when I do it but my little ~ 
finger doesn't always want to do it. Erm, whether it'S sort of stuck like that ~ 
because of the age or what ever, but I can't physIcally do what the position 
should be doing. 
No 
Perhaps the shape of the wrist and everything. So that's an inhibitor on getting 
the technique absolutely correct. But I think technique IS very Important, 
especially when you go into 3rd position or whatever and you do back stretches 
and things like that, you have to have learnt you technique In order to have 
achieve the, you know away from the first position. Keep practiSing. 
Do children have problems, I mean I find it difficult I have to force my hands Into 
the place where they are meant to be, it's certainly not easy ... 
You see we learn a lot quicker than children in some ways; we've achieved a lot 
more. 
Yeah . 
® 
@ 
® 
In, I mean my daughter can vouch for that; she's amazed at just how far we've @ 
gone In two years . That's still learning the basics; it takes them so much longer 
to do these th ings. 
How about the mental aspect of it1 Having to think about all these 
different skillS at once? 
Well you can't conscIously thlOk about them, they Just come and every now and 
then something just clicks into place. Don't forget that .. . 
That's what it felt like though, when I started trying to do some music. I started 
first of all trying on a keyboard, I thought I'd try to learn to play keyboard and 
sitting down trying to read music, which I can't anyway and do two things 
different with my two hands, I could almost feel my brain ... [laughter] 
Absolutely 
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® 
@ 
I could almost feel my brain (can't make it out) and I thought, I can 't do that. I'll ® 
try the cello, learn how to read music and come back to it later on. But even then 
it must be one of the rea lly satisfying things about the exercise is that I've found 
something at my age which is still really really really challenging, really hard , 
Really Intellectually, because you kind of get, you know, you stay with the things 
you know, Your Job, you carry on doing that, you're mum or what ever and you 
tend to settle in to the thmgs you know, but to take on something completely 
new that makes your brain creak. I can almost feel It gOing no, no . 
And I think In order to get over that you have to perhaps concentrate on one 
aspect of what you are trying to do at the time. I read the music or find the 
notes .. 
Yes, yes, 
~ On the instrument, or what ever or dOing the bowing. 
Yes, r find that. When I'm trying to concentrate on doing the notes right I can't ® 
get the timing as well [agreement) but I get one right and then try and 
concentrate on the next aspect. 
And then one day yo~d~y realise that you can play some and notes and you @J 
think oh I did It [agreement) so it is little steps forward and you suddenly realise 
that when I tried to do that a couple of months ago I Just COUldn't do it. 
Lovely. And just finally then. What sort of impact has learning together 
as a group has had on your life In general? I know that's a big question, 
but just briefly. ~ 
Well I love coming and I look forward to it. And for me that's my relaxation, @ 
that's my time, no one else is having it, I'm coming on Sunday erm. I didn't think 
I would feel like that. It was an accident that I came because was going to 
_ and instead of standing around _ said why don't you go and Join. wlth 
the vloltns and I said ME, pla~ .. and [came In and everyone was so nice and 
that was it and now I love it.-s not in It any more but I'm still here. 
Yes. ® 
Yes It has increased the SOCial circles hasn't it, especially when we get together as t?::'\ 
well . \j...J 
You get together outside of the .... 
Yeah, mainly for practiSing music @ 
Yes, but i t's like everything else, you've got to practice [laughter) @ 
If somebody had of said two years ago you're going to be on stage at 
the town hall and you're gOing to be playing a vlohn, I'd have laughed at them 
and thought they'd lost it completely you know, and yet we did it. And it wasn't 
horrendous, it was really fun . 
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-_ Interview 
Asking you about your musical experiences before the 
group, before you joined. It could be anything that you've done 
previously or not previously or .• 
Well I haven't even touched a musical instrument or read music. I assume I must 
have done It at school but I was obviously not very good at it and didn't enjoy It 
so I'm I don't remember music lessons as being anything pleasurable at all at 
school. Erm but I started because my son started to Jearn the cello and to keep 
him motivated I said that he could try and teach me to read music and to play 
after his lesson his week. So he had a quarter sized cello with the school so she 
started trylOg to teach me on this little cello. I'd always wanted to do it, always 
wanted to learn, well I say always, the last decade or so to learn a musical 
IOstrument and so I was QUite taken with it so he actually thought he might give 
up at around Easter time this year so I deCided to hire a cello of my own to keep 
on learning and in the end he did keep up with it and actually he's stili doing it 
but I started getting lessons then one to one with my sons teacher on a full sized 
cello and [interruption] so I stared gettlOg one to one lessons wit~and I 
think I heard about this group from her or it may have been, no It wasn't it, it 
was a girl that I work with who plays viola in an orchestra and she said there's a 
group that plays because I think we had been having a discussion about it as an 
adult and as a beginner there aren't very many forums where you can practice 
and have a go at stuff and she'd heard about thiS learn as you play erm so I 
came along then probably, well I got my own Instrument in May, probably it was 
the last two lessons that I attended before we split up for the summer in July or 
something like that. I guess the big change in doing that in havlOg the one to one 
lessons IS that It gave you a whole load more freedom and the ability to see how 
other people were doing and how qUickly they were learning and how you can 
aspire to and some experience. OOlOg one to one when 1 Just don't know, I've 
never played and instrument, I can't read music and I don't know how people 
sound when they do well apart from you know Yo Yo Mar, people like that, I don't 
know how people sound when they are dOlOg well, I don't know whether I'm 
dOing well, whether I'm getting on reasonably or if I should give up now, it just 
gives you an opportunity to sort of erm doing it amongst other people that are 
learning to try and gage the right sort of speed. I find well certainly _ I don't I know if she is representative, I have read some things on websites that about teaching adult begmners, and she's used to teaching children well more than 
_-I 
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adults anyway and I think children are probably a little less demanding, they will 
take in whatever Is feed to them so what ever IS fed to them they take it in and 
they do it at that pace but I find that was going to slow and In fact I find that my 
one to one lessons are still going to slow. 
Really 
I mean I've got my grade 1 cello next week and we got to a POlOt 10 the books 
that my son has, because we are using the same books, where I was gOlOg on to 
grade 2 stuff so we had to stop then. So we weren't allowed to go to the next 
page as it were, but I've carried on here in the learn as you play, I've carried on 
trymg to do first finger extensions and trying to do second finger, things that I 
haven't actually done with my teacher because that's not where you go, not the 
allotted sort of pace that you go at. 
That's interesting. How do you feel about that, how do you feel about 
being told by your teacher that you can't go on to the next page? 
Well, well It's frustratlOg and I have actually gone on to the next page and when 
we come to do it now I'll be able to do it now and I'll probably not do It very well 
and she'll be able to show me how to do It properly then but erm I think as an 
adult learner the teacher needs to be much more receptive to the pace that the 
adult wants to go rather than as children they will do what they are told really, 
and It's when, you have listened to music for 50 years, I'm 50, I enjoy musIc my 
hobby IS danCing so I'm used to rhythm and counting and I don't want to sit down 
and play jingle bells I don't want to play you know I want to try and stretch and 
do some hard things and I don't mind if I don't do them well, but I want to keep 
the interest up by trying to do hard things and I don't feel. I don't know whether 
that's traditional and that most people learn when they are little or when they are 
at school but I don't feel that the way that I am being taught one to one is 
keeping my Interest as an adult whereas thiS group does do that. 
Hmmm, that's interesting. So, thinking back to your one to one lessons 
then where do you feel that they fit together the two groups, your one to 
one lessons and the learn as you play. 
I don't feel that they do, it's entirely separate and different experience. I enjoy 
this more, I enJoy the orchestra more erm the only think I would be a bit worried 
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about I guess if I wasn't dOing one to one, you can play badly in the orchestra 
without, I mean you can't actually even here it, I know that I play wrong notes 
and miss notes out and if I look down I can see that I've got my fingers in the 
wrong place if I was playing on my own at home, or in front of my teacher, I 
COUldn't get away With that. I would have to correct that note and get it right. 
One of the things that have been quite hard actually IS being able to tell. To get 
my ear tuned in to what Is wrong with the note. I know it sounds wrong but I 
don't know whether It IS sharp or flat. I'm still not sure I know really Without 
looking at my fingers to make sure I have got it on the red spot [Iaugher] 
It takes a lot of practice 
Does it, not just me then. I don't think, I WOUldn't be able to gage that from here 
because you sort of you know, you play in mela of everybody else you can make 
mistakes without it really being noticed. I guess they are complimentary, and I 
I 
wouldn't want to be without the on.e to one because I think adults are much more 
v-\ perfectionist than kids and they do want to get it nght and they are much harder 
on themselves, so I would be wornedJlLwC!~onl doing this. But as experiences 
go it is completely different, completely separate, completely different and they 
are running along in sort of in parallel and not crossing at all. 
So do you think you are learning different things in, with the different, 
because you are having two different styles of teaching? 
Yes, with my one to one lessons I feel I'm leaming the technical stuff. How to do 
it fight, how to get the notes nght, but I feel it's very sort of tight and, it wasn't 
till I came here I started using the whole bow. So I can get the notes right and II they sound right and I can get the beats nght and everything but it's very sort of 
tight and restricted. But whilst coming here I get the notes wrong but the benefit 
.that I et from cominq here is that because I'm not w.onying about g,etting the 
notes wrong I can concentrate on uSi!!9...!!!Y wholej;)Qw and mak.e loads of nOise 
an~al~e. And I can draw a parallel with dancing because If you are 
doing dancing for exams you know, you have to have the right bit of your foot on 
the floor and you are not allowed to do certaIn, and there are only certain steps 
you are allowed to do at certain grades and if you go over them or do something 
a bit too expressive you can be penalised. But If you do completely free style 
dancing not outside the medal just some freestyle, you can do anything you 
want, it doesn't really matter. If you are being judged you probably wouldn't have 
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your nght bit of your foot on the floor at the right time but you can do much 
more, with your arms, you can be much more expressive, you can put a lot more 
into the musIc and they are like two completely different parallel and you almost 
need both really because you need that foundation of technical, of getting it 
technically right, but you need that freedom to just go and see how far you can 
go and how big you can be and how loud you can do It and how much bow you 
can do and all that and I don't get that from my one to one, 
But you do get It from the group. 
Yes 
Why do you think you get it from the group? 
Because you are not nervous about getting it wrong, you're not nervous and I 
mean is wonderful because she never, I mean I never even see her flinch, I 
mean I'm sure she ought to be, She sits at the piano going like this, and she 
never even flinches, she's marvellous, 
That's really Interesting. So, joining the learn 85 you play group what 
impact do you think that has had on you as a person, you're talking about 
this freedom and expressiveness, comparing it with the dancing. 
I thmk I possibly might not have keep gomg if I had carried on one to one, I may 
have but I don't think I would be feeling enthusiastiC about it, Because I have had 
a glimpse of what you can move forward to doing It here amongst other people 
and listening to the orchestra in the other room as well, you get a glimpse of 
what you could move on to whilst where you are only work 109 one to one, you 
can/t see that next step, you can't see that. And it's the same with dancing as 
well because you can have private lessons and learn your prescriptive steps for 
your exams and everything, but if you go out to dances and see other people who 
are dancing well and you're are trying to dance with other people who have much 
more experience than you and it drags you forward with them, it pulls you up 
with them, which IS, 
So its all this learning with other people Isn't It. Would you say that was 
one of the main factors of the group? 
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Yes, for me, yes, for me. Its also it's nice socIally but for me that isn't that 
Important to be honest. I like the musical support I get from other people but I'm 
not fussed about the social side of it. 
I'm quite interested about your relationship with music In general 
because interestingly you said when we started you silid you had never 
done anything but then you silld I've been listening to music for 50 so it's 
the reliltionshlp between the different styles of music, the dancing. And 
I'm kind of wondering how leilrnlng the cello In this group, whether you 
are connecting with thilt, with the other aspects of your life listening to 
the rildio. Do you listen to a lot of music? 
Yes I do, but it tends to be, I don't listen to classical a lot. I do like classical music 
and I have classical musIc in my collection but not really listening to it, I am 
listening to it more now but I do have a big gap between what I am doing here 
and the music that I dance to. Most of the danCing that I do in is 
SWing so it's SWing musIc that, so I've already felt a little bit frustrated that again 
I have such a big diVide here between what I enjoy which is Latin music and 
ballroom and Lind hop and what I'm actually playing and I'm actually thinkIng 
that maybe I haven't picked the right Instrument although I love the cello, 
because I can't play that type of musIc. But again coming here and meeting other 
people and I've been reading on the website that if you get to grade 4 apparently 
you can go to the swing band so maybe I can swap to learn to 
play double bass. And that would have never have occurred to me If I hadn't have 
come here I would never have thought about changing to another musical 
instrument or trying another group or anything. But this whole ethos anyway of 
give it a go, you can do It, just give it a go. It just opens up those new vistas to 
you. You think 'oh, maybe I COUld'. Keep going with the cello keep going with a 
classical stream but maybe 1 can try and play something that I can play with that 
string group as well and I would never have known that at all. 
It seems to me that the key thing here really is the relaxed atmosphere 
and not being afraid to have a go at things. It really does seem that this 
is the point. So would you say that is the most Important part of the 
? 
Yes, that you can come here and do things with not worrying about dOing things 
that are not absolutely technically perfect, which Is very different to my one to 
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one. This bUilding up to grade 1 exam. I mean I will do the exams but getting 
everything absolutely technically on the nose, I don't feel that I am really 
expressing. I don't feel like, I feel like I want to do a wrong note, but do a big 
bow and I can do that here I can't do it with my teacher I have to have the note 
right. There is a lot more freedom. 
I think that reflects the different teaching style. 
I Yes, possibly. But I say, you need to have that foundation I guess. One thing that 
I sort of, with my son and seeing hiS friends with hiS cello group at school that he 
plays in, is that they don't care if they making a hOrrible noise at that age, but of 
course grown ups do and they can hear It. And I worry when I am making a 
hOrrible noise with my teacher and I worry and I thmk I've got to get this light 
and do this you know It's sort of worrying stress and everything. Whereas when 
we come here, we still know we are gettmg the notes wrong but everybody just 
I turns round to each other and says ' never mmd'. It's that sort of camaraderie, 
we'll get it right next time sort of thmg. It's very supportive. 
I'm wondering whether, you said that you are listening to things and you 
are starting to listen to more classical music. But has your approach to 
music ch .. nged? 
Not from coming to . It's changed from starting to learn to play 
a musical instrument and starting to read music. It's like speaking a foreign 
language, it's like a whole new language, and when I am listening to music now I 
am much more aware of what Is going on in the music. I must have been aware 
sort of because of dancing. But I didn't know about beats In bars, you know 4 4 
time and all that stuff really. I just hear It and my feet move In time with It. So 
learning an instrument has opened all that for me, there's so much to learn. 
Has that helped your dancing? 
Yes, absolutely definitely. Definitely. Especially With sort of freestyle and Lind hop 
because you don't have a set partner you move around amongst people. Whereas 
ballroom I have a set partner. And it is a real struggle for most people to find the 
1, to find the 1 beat to start playing, to start dancing. And I can hear it now, now 
that I've started doing this, I can hear it and I can explain It to other people now 
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as well and that's something new. Obviously I must have heard it subconsciously 
because 1 don't dance off time. But now I understand how it works. 
How does that make you feel? 
Oh yes, It's great. I just wish I'd started it earlier because there is so much to 
leam Isn 't there. 
So you Intend to keep on playing. 
Definitely. 
How do you, do you intend to carry on, you mentioned to possibility of 
moving on to another group. Do you think you plan to stay within a group 
and play within that group. 
Welll'1I stay, I'll be anxious to move on as soon as I'm good enough . Yes, I like 
to be stretched, I like to stay slightly outside my comfort zone, I'd like to stay, I 
mean the social side of it IS nice but it WOUldn't keep me here so as soon as I felt 
that I was In my comfort zone here then I would like to move and I would. I 
would do another instrument or what ever it needs me to do. I don't know, 
.oJ maybe I'll be more IOto classical then so maybe I'll move into the orchestra If I 
get good enough. 
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Appendix IV - List of Research Questions after Pilot Study 
Does learning music through reading notation create a dependency? If so, how willing 
are the students to break this dependency? 
Does the teaching of notation as the sole tool for playing music create a barrier to the 
creative processes of music making? 
Do students have to be technically perfect in order to enjoy learning to play an 
instrument? 
How far can physical limitations be overcome by practice? 
Does the group learning situation aid the development of simultaneous skills? 
Do adults unnecessarily complicate basic skills and how can the group teacher help to 
simplify these issues for the students? 
Do the adults learn quicker than children through their very nature of being questioning, 
cautious learners or is it the learning community that is supporting the pace of their 
learning? 
Is flexibility of teaching style vital to the successful functioning of the leamlng 
community? 
Do the learning and teaching methods have to be rigorously planned out In the form of 
schemes of work with strict monitoring In order for the learning to occur? 
Is the fact that the learning is facilitated in a non-school like way a factor In the success 
of the learning community as a teaching method for adults? 
Does the learning community exist because of a mixed ability approach or can It exist In 
a same level environment? 
Are the students more mUSically sophisticated than they credit themselves for and are 
they able to unconsciously apply different skills simultaneously? 
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Is it the teaching style or the group envil1mment, or. combination of both, that Rrovldes 
support to the students? 
How do different teachers use their personal teaching sklUs In the group situation to 
provide the right environment for the learning community to emerge? 
Is peer learning a natural phenomenon of the learning community or is it reliant on the 
personnel within the group? 
Does the learning community aid the students' development of skills through being 
able to take 'time out'? 
Do all the students want to be engaged all the time? 
Is a mixed ability group essential for the learning community to thrive as a mechanism 
for supporting learning? 
Is the social support a factor of the learning community or does It exist separately? 
Is the feeling of being in the same boat as everyone else enQugh, to motivate students to 
continue to learn? 
Is being able to 'hear the next step' a vital part of the motivational support of the 
learning community? 
Is It a vital part of the learning process to provide opportunities for the students to 
realise what they have learnt? 
Are these five motivational factors related to success (performances, exams, progression 
to other groups, access to opportunities and evolving as musicians) exduslve to the 
learning community or can they exist without the group? 
, ' . , 
can the students stili receive the same level of motivation and the ability to Ilnk their 
learning to other areas of their lives without the learning community? 
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The PUrpoM of th .... to IIOrt of just have a chat to you about enn IIOrt of 
Initially your expertence. teaming with 8peCIfIc:a11y anell 'U8t 
wanted to .tart by ann jU8t finding out what your mu8lca1 teaming 
bac:lcground w .. before joining 
Right. Er. Well, shall I ... Well I've been playing erm I've been leamlng cello for 
about three years erm prior to that, with a gap of about 20 years since taking ® 
lessons playing ftute and saxophone. I hadn't played anything for quite some time H 
then I took up cello and after about three years er phoned my teacher, she 
does occaislonally phone local teachers to see If there Is anyone who might 
beneftt from some orchestral experience and I jOined the orchestra at that point. 
Oh right. interesting, lovely. 
~ ~ Erm I've got a very musical background and I've been playing instruments all my IF' ~.~ life. V 
<i" 
(interruption: Sorry, can I go that way. V_ of CIOU ..... I'll just take It that way. 
He's got a very Important piece of research to do, making tea. ~ubdy 
[laughter) get the water boiling. Are you alright with that wire over there? 
Yes I'm fine.) 
rrry 
y~ Erm, I've got a musical background, I've been playing Instruments most of my 0 ~ i life erm. Started the oboe a long long time ago and then came to \.!:..I 
RIght. 
just for a different experience with an orchestra. ® 
Right. 
And I've been here ever since. (J!,) 
Okey-cloke. 
Well I started to leam the violin when I was retired and then I saw about 's ~ 
orchestra in the newspaper erm, and you wouldn't think so but this Is my 11'" ~ 
year here. 
Go8h, wow. 
'-l.. ~ ~. And I'm stili In the second violins. [lots of laughter) 
Lovely. And 
~ Right well I've no musical background really except a daughter who plays. @ 
Mmm. 
~ As you know. By coincidence I tried to play the hom and achieved It so they ~ 
:c:. made me take lessons [Iaugher] and that was nve years ago. ~ 
RIght. 
And then I worked with a former member of the orchestra. @ 
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Oh right. 
And she found out about my big secret which I never used to tell anybody and ~ 
she said why don't you jOin, It's just what you need. And It Is, just what I need, ~ 
it's great. My only problem is the distance J have to travel [laughter]. It's really 
very good. 
Yes. 
And my musical background IS that I sing. @ 
Right. 
So I'm not a complete novice on learning to play, I sing, I sing properly, so r£l 
[can't make it out] [laughter] I can read music up to a point. \.d::./ 
Right. 
So I'm not a completely useless. [can't make this out] quite a lot. 
So do you all, you're all having lessons at the moment or not? 
lam yes. @ 
I, yes. @ 
Yes, that Important. 
Outside? And then you're coming to 
To learn to play with other people. @ 
for ... 1 
Yes, and have something to play she says play in your group and something that c:3) 
we practice and we get our teacher to help us with It if necessary. 
Yes. ~ 
Right. 
PlaYing With somebody else @ 
Yeah. 
As you obviously know IS very .. © 
And heating others.. d) 
Different from playing solo. © 
And hearing another sound and it keeps you up to speed because when you, or I tc;\ 
found I play by myself I go slower and slower and after I've done about five \JLJ 
minutes I go oh it's time for a cup of tea [Iaugher] but you've got to keep gOing, 
you've got to keep at it. 
Yes, yes. It's the only time I play two hours of a stretch [laughter] well not quite © 
two hours but. 
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We have a tea break. CZJ 
Yes that's right. @ 
Apart from that. CV 
So what you're learning with 
learning In your individual lessons. 
Yes, Cf) 
Yes, © 
Yes, ® 
Yes, ® 
00 they cross over? 
is working alongside what you're 
Well to the extent that sometimes erm er when trtes to help us with 
instrumental problems, she's a flautist h. erself she also plays the viola so she @ 
knows, she knows a lot about problems that wind players might have. She knows +t 
also Quite a bit about problems that stnng players might have in terms of 
fingering and bowing. Erm but QUite often I'll take a piece that I'm working on 
here to my teacher and she'll help me figure out the best way to finger it. 
Right, right. 
Yes, @ 
Erm. d? 
And also of course that there's the sight reading as every time we get a new 
piece essentially we are Sight reading for the first time. ® 
as every time we get a new piece essentially we are sight reading for the first 
time. 
Yeah. 
50 It'S very good Sight reading practice. ® 
Yeah. 
I could repeat what says with my teacher exactly the same. ~ 
So erm where have you seen your musical pl'OiIression with 
then, you mentioned sight reading. 00 you an feel that your Sight reading 
has ... 
Sight reading yes and also the ability to play at different dynamic levels which is 
something that you don't get. The difference between a solo piano, pianissimo 
and an orchestral one is QUite dramatic and you don't appreciate the problems of 
balance until you've played with a group. Also the simple problem of playing in 
time erm you fondly imagine that you can count to four 
Yes. @ 
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but It turns out @ 
cD 
Do you find that's the main challenge of playing with others, Is keeping In 
time? 
Listening to everybody else around you is quite difficult to do when you're sort of ® 
watching your piece of musIc. It's quite hard to focus on what's going on around 
you. 
P.l It's sometimes hard to hear what you're playing.. \....b-/ 
Yes @ 
Yourself actually ... @ 
Yes @ 
And I can't hear whether I've, with brass playing you've got different mouth ® 
shapes 
Of course 
So you can do the sort of do the right fingers... ® 
Yes (1) 
And get the wrong note, many times [laughter) cD 
And there 's .. @ 
/f3' You can't hear ~
There's also the consideration of not playing as well as play ing because if you're cH) 
playing something your teacher, and the chances are you've got a piece which 
you are playing continuously throughout, there might be a couple of bars rest 
while your teacher plays something on the piano, But here you might have to not 
play for 10, 20 bars and you have to 
You have to concentrate, . © 
You have to know... ® 
You have to know how to count .. 
Count... @ 
r-:r\ Count the bars. \...h'/ 
Yes. @ 
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Either explicitly count it or recognise the cues that will bring you in. 
Mmmm.@ 
So that you don't have to count for 20 bars. . ® 
® 
Yes. (f) 
But you know when you're going to come In. That the, I I don't trust cues I ® 
always count. [Laughter] 
Do you. 
The brass count a lot. I mean brass always counts a lot. 
Yes. @ 
When I first came if I heard a loud Instrument behind me and they are playing, as ~ 
says, at a different time to me, I wanted to, cause I heard them I want to ® 
play with them instead of waiting for my bar to play and it took me Quite a long 
time to get used to that particularly a loud instrument. I wanted to play with 
them. 
Yes.~ 
Instead of waiting, or play my bit before them or after them, not with them. c::IJ 
[Iaugher] And at their time as well. [more laughter] 
That's it yeah, absolutely. Erm what do you think the main aspects are of, 
because essentially you're learning orchestral skills within the group 
Yes,yes. @ 
What do you think the key aspects are of learning with each other? 
[Silence] 
I'm not quite sure what you... ® 
Erm. I n the fact that you're individually .. . 
Yes. (X) 
learning your Individual instruments but when you come here you 're 
learning to playas a group. 
Mmmm. @ 
So what are the main aspects of learning to playas a group? Are you 
helping each other out. 
I see what you mean. @ 
Oh yes. cf) 
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The main things we have to dO. @ 
And like I said you've got, you haven't got to play with, you play with them but 
not exactly the same so you've got to play your own part but in coordination with 
them, you coordinate better. You learn to share, sharing really. 
Mmmm. 
You're not eating the same dinner but you're giving some to them as well for rf\ 
them to have their turn to play. [laughter]. ~ 
That's a good way of putting it. @ 
Lovely. How about the support that you get from each other? 
That's great. [agreement] Well certainly in the brass section. [laughs] ® 
It's important that it's the sort of group which Isn't, which isn't at all competitive 
and we don't audition to get Into the orchestra and although we all like to try as r.::"'\ 
hard as we can and playas well as we can erm if you playa wrong note or if you \Q.) 
miss an entry no-one is going to turn around and stare at you [agreement] 
accusingly as what, I don't have any expenence of plaYing in a more professional 
group but I Imagine in a better 
Yes it does happen. @ 
That that kind of ethos can apply and It would be fatal to I think people of our @ 
level of accomplishment... 
I certainly would have packed It in if I mean I hardly played the first couple of g) 
times. I was just Sitting there going errrrrrrr. [laughs] 
INP~ 'Ccv 
It II' perhaps because if you are just playing a piece by yourself oh, that's not@ 
too bad but because you don't want to let other people down and the conductor J 
leader you don't want to let her down particularly when we have an end of term 
concert 
Mmmm. @ 
We try to erm give her and the rest, the other people, because If you played ~ 
wrong you put them off. So I'm thinking it gives you that sort of a social skill. ~ 
Mmmm. @ 
The difficulty IS we are all at very different levels. 
Mmmm.@ 
® 
Right from very, we've got two at the moment who are really very beginners, up f7:"'\F 
unto grade 5 grade 6. So It 's very difficult to get the balance but manages \C..) 
that perfectly. 
/-P) 
When we .. ~
She gives a part that you can all play ... cD 
Yes .. & 
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So if you are grade 5 you don't get a part wIth about 3 notes on it you get a ® 
decent part. 
And she's very accommodating, she teaches us techniques to help us deal wIth 
the fact that we might not quite be able to play the tune, she teaches things like 
leapfrog sight reading which is basically, It's most Important if you don't know ® 
your notes to exactly where you are so that when you come to something that 
you can play, you can play it at the right time, so she teaches us a technique 
called leapfrog sight reading where we play, we go through the piece and we just 
play the first note of each bar, basically so that we can all go through together 
and we know exactly where we are. 
Mmmmm. @ 
Urm, and she's quite happy that if when we are actually playing the piece 
properly that if we're not qUIte confident about certain .. we don't have to play, 
urm, she's not gOtng to tum round and glare at someone who suddenly stops ® 
playing as the chances are they've come across something that they just can't I , 
tackle at the moment and 's attitude towards that is well, playas much as 
you can and practice it and in time you will be able to playa bit more of It and In 
time you'll be able to play all of it. So in that sense It IS a very supportIve 
environment. 
Mmmm. One of my problems when I'm playing With my teacher is If I make a t=f\ 
mistake I stop and put it right. ~ 
Mmmmm. ~ 
Yes .. @ 
And that is something, you can't do that hear. <if) @ 
[laughter) 
That's a problem that I have in lessons ... ® 
Yes ... I Just stop and play the wrong note ... @ 
. .1 will stop and go back .. ® 
... You do the right one, you keep going. 
Yes. ® 
Another thing 
better things .. 
Mmmm ... 
said is that she is quite happy if we move on to hIgher and (f) 
~ That's the idea of it. 
After 11 years I'm waiting to move on to higher thmgs. Cf) 
[laughter) 
The problem round here is there is nothing another step up, it's either this or the ~ 
Symphony Orchestra which is grade 8 plus. lJ:::...I 
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Right. 
Mmmm. 
There's nothing in between. ® 
Yes but how far I come, there's nothing like this .. 
No 
Not at all . There are several... 
Right, in school's they have medium quality [agreement] ... 
Yes ... Cb> 
... like the juniors .. . Q.) 
.. yes .. @ 
and the medium and the really top players .. 
Mmmmm. W 
We've got nothing In the middle have we ... ~ 
C\ No ... the good thing is that we're all adults . ~
Yes. @ 
You would feel foolish playing with children. [laug hs) 
Yes. ® 
And they never buy a round afterwards. [laughter) 
Erm. When you perform w ith your concerts do you, do your children 
come and watch you or is it an adult audience that you are playing to? 
Some people do.. @ 
Some people bring young people with them but It's mostly partners ... ® 
Partners, yes. (£) 
Yes. Q 
And family members. ® 
You can't get that many ... 8> 
I think a lot of us have got grown up children haven't we © 
We don't get that many visitors do we. (J) 
No. 
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0:-Well, my daughter doesn't come anyway. [laughs) ~ 
We don't have very many Visitors. @ 
Do you not? 
o My teacher came last time. ~ 
Oh right. 
Which was very good actually ... @ 
Mmmmm. @ 
... I just happened to say to him well we're doing a concert and he said, weiv]:' 
perhaps I'll come to that '2:::) 
Mmmm. @ 
cD And that was good, you know, that he was interested. 
Yeah, that's really good. 
l And it certainly gives you a sense of purpose, it's somewhere to come really. Oh '0" 
'I well, Thursday night, must be ready to play. ~ 
Yes. ® 
Yes. @ 
You're not watching television. & 
I But also we're not just playing the orchestral repertOire, encourages us to 
play solo pieces and chamber groups and so a lot of people are involved with 
smaller ensembles as well 
... and then we come together and perform those ... 
we have a brass group. © 
.. That's ® 
Do you? 
... that's an Important part of it as well. ® 
® 
My teacher, one comment that he did make, Is that the pieces that we are PlaYing© 
are really qUite difficult. 
Mmmm. @@ 
n 
\ 
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He thinks that I'm probably playing, in fact he doesn't know how I do It, that I'm ~ 
plaYing above what I can do really. W 
Right 
has quite an eclectic taste when it comes to selecting music. A term rarely r;...~ 
goes by when we are not playing at least one Bach Chorale, and she loves Bach ~ 
Chorales. They are pretty good for practicing your intonation. 
Mmmmm. & 
But we've played, urm, we've played some quite prickly contemporary pieces as ® 
well. 
We do. ® 
There's a piece by Howard Skempton called Pole which she drags up into the light /.':l 
of day. V 
Mmmmm. ® 
[Door opens] 
I 'm sorry I'm late. ® 
Hello. That's alright, I'm glad you made It. 
We're playing some music at the moment that 
.. yes ... @ 
has written ... d) 
You know which he has just written. And then another member of the orchestra W 
that played the bassoon ... 
.. bassoon yes ... ® 
.r0 
.. what's hiS name, I've forgotten. \.::::L./ 
.C» , yes.~ 
, we've played a piece that he's written specially for us. @ 
Oh right. 
And her daughter in law has written a piece especially for us. 
Lovely. 
So we do as says .. 
We do get a very, r think I playa WIder range of music here than at (ft) 
Right. Mmmm. 
I Yes, we have played every age range from Mozart or below till now, to date. (f) 
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Yes. @ 
So it's really broadening your musical ..• 
Absolutely. CV 
Yes. @ 
Yes. @ 
We've just been talking about people's backgrounds before 
Right. ® 
In terms of musical learning and things and what drew you to join 
, ... 
and we've just gone on to sort of discuss about the things that you 
are learning while you are here. So feel free to pipe In [laughs]. 
Erm. So It seems that Is quite integral then Isn't she to, to the 
whole running and developing of the musical ... 
Yes. @ 
/-?'\. Yes. ~
Yeah, I think it's fair to say that she defines the ethos of the group. That it's very ® 
much a reflection of her approach to music really. n 
And her generosity of time and.. Gf) 
Yes. @ ® 
.. I mean she's not just being paid for two hours tutoring, all the work she does fJ=' 
at home. ~ 
Writing out parts, arranging parts. ® 
Yes. ® 
Yes, because all the music she produces herself. Well no, not all that's ... 
... but she rearranges music especially for our standard. @ 
Yes,mmmm. @ 
And that's the Important thing. That's what makes It eaSier, do-able. © 
Yes. ® 
Is that she writes it. She asks you what your range is before you start and then R') 
she trys and fit the other pieces in and then once you actually.... \6/ 
Yes. ® 
Yes, that's important. I've been playing JUst about two years now. ® 
\\ 
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Right. 
Absolute novice. And I tried somewhere else before I came here. @ 
Oh right. 
And I Just couldn't, Just couldn't even playa note and [ felt that 1 was an absolute (~ 
nUisance. It's not like that here. ~ 
NO. @ 
You could be miming [laughter) 
We haven't mentioned that have we? [laughter) ® 
My daughter said to me, the most important thing to learn before you go is how ® 
to mime. [laughter] 
That's very Important as well and not feeling as If you are not really up to it else 
otherwise It's an impossible mountain to climb. I started two years ago and I F;:::'\ 
thought I would never be able to get to play With people for years and years and W 
years and I tried, as I say, I tried some other group and my view was confirmed 
then I spoke to someone who plays and she said try . and I, expect it's 
the wrong word, but I've been tolerated cheerfully [laughter] and that's Important 
for somebody in my position. 
Yes. 
I think I've realised that there are other people who are as bad as me. [laughter) ~ 
Which Is not a very nice thing to say IS it. ~ 
There are some people if they are very good players, they would be irntated ,.. CD 
Yes. ~ 
V like a tennis player, not everyone but some people would play with you even if ~ 
I'\.. you can't play tennis very much, they are quite happy to play with you though ~ 
they like to play with good players as well. And so It'S very good here that there 
are people that are better than us that are willi ng to play with us. 
Yes. And there must be, when you get new comers into the group, there 
must be people that are, you say I'm really bad, but there must be people 
who come In who haven' t played as long as you ... 
Yes 
And you must be in a position to be able to help them as well. 
Yes, CJ) 
Yes. CO 
Yes and some are actually are good, there's a mixture come in. @ 
We've got a lady now who started plaYing violin. She's played the viola for very t?1:l 
many years but she always wanted to play the violin. I think she's been playing ~ 
for a matter of weeks. She came along and she said I'm not really sure I'm up to 
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It but all of a sudden she started to, to, because of her music experience I guess, 
she's catching up very quickly. But I think your word used ethos IS absolutely 
key. 
es, It IS ves. @ 
How about the social aspect of the group? 
It's, well, we don't actually, for instance I've been playing in the orchestra for ® 
fou r years, it's not the sort of group that goes to the pub afterwards. Mainly 1\ 
because we tend to rehearse in places that are a little far out, like here and 
people come from quite far .. 
Yes, we're very very diverse aren't we. cp 
... away. ® 
Well one woman comes from Marlborough... ~ 
Oh right. 
And she's been coming for a long long time. ® 
That's far isn't it. V 
So by the time you start and the time finish .. 
. ," some do come a long way. @ 
.. It's not really easy to socialise. ® 
But having said that, having formed our little brass group, we do go to each ~ 
other's houses. \2:::.J 
Do you? 
Yes. CI> 
And another good thing at Christmas we always give a charity concert. We go to, (f) 
IS it Saver Centre ... 
Yes. © 
.. and we went to another place last year. We've been to two places. Saver 
Centre and the one In town. 
Asda . ® 
Asda, yes. @ 
And we play Christmas Carols.. ® 
And It's been for .. 
... we collect for charity... ® 
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either Cancer research or some other form, some other charity. So we give some~ 
back as well don't we. Not much but we do some. ~ 
That's good. 
Erm, just check my list of things [laughs] ... yes, we'll finish in a minute 
so you can get and do some playing [laughs] but erm. The point of this Is 
get some background and then I'd like to come back towards the end of 
next term and talk to you again. 
Right. ~ 
Erm, but I'm quite interested in how you view yourselves as a musician. 
Would you say that you were a musician If somebody asked? You said 
that you hid your secret of playing [laughter] 
I did, I wouldn't tell .. @ 
It's interesting because .. ® 
. J wouldn't tell anyone at work for ages . 
.. before I started playing, it didn't so much happen with this group, but I started 
at because I found out about it through this. I went to their summer ® 
school and then joined. And It wasn't until I started playing at if you'd Ti 
asked me before are you a musician, I'd say, no I'm someone who tries to play 
the cello. 
Right. 
But after a while at and backed up by the experience I have here, I do 'H' 
regard myself as an amateur, as an amateur mUSician, but as a musician. I,[Y 
And that's come through playing here? 
That's come through, not through the work that I do in my Individual lessons but ~ 
the work that I do plaYing with other people, basically here and ~ 
Mmmm. 
That's how I get that, nurture that conviction that I am some ~f musician. ® 
Mmm. you've probably been playIng the least ... 
Yes. ® 
... amount of time than everyone here ... 
I've actually started to feel more rounded as a practitioner of the violin. I've got ~ 
years and years of ahead of me yet I hope unless the arthritis gets to me, but ~ 
erm ... 
Have you, had you, had you played music before? @ 
No, only a tiny bit about 30 years ago when I, I was a runner for, I run for years fi?).. 
and years and I ripped an Achilles tendon so I couldn't run so I played the violin ~ 
for a little bit then and I hardly, hardly learned anything at all ... 
/l{ 
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So you're learning music as well as .. @ 
I'd even, what 1 did, two years ago when I started, I'd even forgotten where my 
hands go and everything and I'm sure that if I hadn't come here or something ~ 
like It, ( don't think there are two many places like It, but I'm sure if I hadn't ~ & 
come here I'd have just been, It's a bit like learning to touch type, you know just 
going through the motions, whereas music Is a much more rounded thing and 
there's a lot more to it than just putting fingers in the fight place. 
~ Mmm. 
It's a feeling thing, and I'm starting to feel it, and I don't think I would have done C~ 
If I had of been by myself even with a good teacher. ~ 
Brilliant. 
Mmmm. @ 
I feel much more confident, sorry, at church I play every Sunday in the folk G) 
group. At one time I didn't know where they were, or 7, but now I feel quite 
confident playing In church. 
I do as well. 
I,..JUJ..I'" r:F\ 
Do you, I don't mind that people can ~ me [laughs] at one tIme I was ~
frightened of playing but I, I just play out now whether in tune or not, I Just get 
on with It. 
Yeah. 
( just get on with it. [laughs] 
I have an extra bonus that I mean I said I sing, I actually find It quite hard to ?F\ 
pitch a note correctly unless there's a background of plano or something but I I..:!::=.I 
fa nd I do that better. 
Oh really. 
Since I've been learning and Instrument and I'm quite sure that I'm better at 
singing, it's improved my singing. 
Yes, yes. 
Just to say, ever since I have started coming to this orchestra every end of term r.J 
concert we have, stands up and plays a solo piece. ® 
Really, [laughter] 
And that, and that is something that I still don't have the courage to do. ® 
Really. 
Well they haven't run away from me yet [laughter]. 
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So I , admire that tremendously, and also a few years ago she went to the rG'""\ 
summer school that , the , and that is brave. ~ 
[laughter]. Because that can be very hairy indeed. 
You have to get through that confidence thing when you're solOing. I went 
through a really bad time With that and I can remember 1 was In a church and I 
was In a little music group that I run over in and we were doing this 
solo thlng, I was absolutely petrified and I was ready to walk out that church ® 
[Iaugher] and I thought I can't, I've got to do this, I was out of the back room, 1 F 
was shaking, warming up the oboe and I was thinking I can/t do this, I really 
can't do thiS, I was terrified, they announced and they said er er 's 
around here somewhere and I thought (laughter] come on I've got to do it and so 
off I went and I did it and then from then on, although I was terrified, I was able 
1 But plaYing to these people is ok ... 
Yes . LB 
It's great Isn /t it... (J;) 
Yes. ~ 
Do you remember the first one I did? 
Yes (E) 
I went to play and my valve stuck. 
Oh really. 
Yes, J just, that was just .... [laughter] and so I walked away. © 
Just pretend to be playing John Cage [laughter]. ® 
I played to a group of old ladies in the hospital and they had all been stuck In 
their beds and they [laughter] didn't, I go to the Irish Society, well my Wife and I tCi' 
go to the Irtsh Society and one night quite soon I'm going to play down there \..::l.J 
because there is amateur musiCians on a Friday night ... 
~Right. 
... and people keep on telling me to. But I'm really, I'm scared stiff of it, I'm going t;:;"", 
to have to do it soon. ~ 
Talk to me later, I know an Irish group you can go and play with [laughter] I'm ® 
serious. 
Another thing Jennie you do appreCiate what a real mUSician, a professional if' 
musician, a solOist, you do appreciate the work that's gone into it to get it so \..V 
good [agreement]. 
It is ... @ 
Apart from the natural talent they've had to work jolly hard and you appreciate cJJ 
that all the more now, now that you've tried it yourself. [agreement] 
Ib 
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I have to sit there with the counting and I must stop it [laughter] 
You walt till you start conducting. [laughter] 
Lovely, that's been really really Interesting, It's given me a good Idea of 
the sort of things that you are getting and then and what I will do is I 
will contact you. Thank you very much for your time. 
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-Interview 
WMt I .. nt.d to do was juat all you. If you can think beck ..... ..........., 
what it was like when you tint joined and how you .... 
Oh.Um. 
Bec:aUM YOU'''' not ........... tbIIt long ..... you? A fww ,..... ...... " you? 
To be honest, my first thought was relief. 
Wait? 
Yeah. Because I'd already tried another 8111811 orcheItra thing and iI didn't work at .. , 
in fact I rather resenl8d the fad that 1_ told that people thIII cIdn't IIIck It didn't 
have any gumption. I felt lhat at my age .., my time 01 ... .., ...... I'd done, I 
didn't need some formidable woman who'd never done music in her ... a.ng me 
about gumption. So I was Vf1fY reIicMd to find somewhere that I could III !eat get 
started. BecaI_ playing with othera, eepeciIIy for .. 8duI, .. not that .-y • thing 
to achieve. 
Is it two,..... you'Ve ...... with or ....... now? 
I think it's coming up about • year end • heIf. 
About a,.... and. half. It? And how ... tbIIt cMI....., ..... you c:.me In 
and you ..... very .. ....,.. tbIIt you found • .,.. and ..,..-/IIIIfIg. 
It's been a struggle. It's been .1IIruggIe becae_ I'm not very good III keePng time. 
It's one thing playing by yourI8If and my mhi ..... to .... round~. I'm 
now getting to the stage, and It's been • struggle, ..... 1 C8I'I actually keep time and 
generally keep wiItI the music the whole .., through. And I know from talking with 
0IheIs it's not .. uncommon thing, but I'm pr.-y poor 1111 bec:aI_ 01 my 
flippitygibbet brain. 
And you've not clone any mueIc beI'oN ...... JOU, not ..... ? 
Not really. 25 years ago I had. dibble but It's nat f'IIIIIIy 1igI1IIIcInt. 
I think If.,....,""'" I think tM ........ Im .................. Ie....., . ....., 
dltllcult. A lot of chIIdNn lind It, 11'. just. dIIIIcuIt concapt to ...., and then 
actually trying to do ... ...... 
It's alright when the noM .... the .... 1IngItl. 
So aN you IIavIng 1 ••• _ ouIIIde tMlfOUP' 
Yes. 
You aN ............... ,..., ............... "they. 
I think it'd be impoafbIe to at to play the violin wiIhouI .... ....". . 
• 
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So what's the difference between what you get from your regular I ... ons and 
what you get from ? 
IS played with others, full stop. The musIc that I play at is probably 
not at the level that I play WIth my teacher, not necessanly anyway. But when I play 
with my teacher I can stop and I can start and she can tell me what to do So there 
a greater degree of Individual one on one With teaching. The other thing I get from my 
teacher, more and more so now is I play along with her, she plays the Plano or the 
VIolin. That is, I find that incredibly useful. And I'm hoping I should do that with 
certainly the lady I went to Summer School WIth last week. and a fnend of hers 
plays, ifs just playmg the violin less time than me, but she also has been 
playing the piano for 50 years and she's got a friend who plays the cello, so INe might 
get something gOing there. 
That's a nice combination Isn't It? How about performing then, doing the 
concerts? It was certainly a good concert. And you got up and did your Irish 
jigs didn't you? 
Yeah. well yeah. That was the first I1me I'd ever played in public. Apart from two or 
three Chnstmas carols to old ladles in the wards that I work at the hosprtallast year, 
but that didn't count because they didn't have anywhere they could escape to. And 
they said ' Oh lovely '" So that's the first time I actually played in public and I 
was really grateful that was there because she kept the thing together 
And how did you feel about playing, we,.. you nervous? 
Not particularly. The environment n the room was totally different. There's things 
going on in the room, you're conscious of people being there . I'd only really played 
with the Monday night prior to the concert. So we'd had three quarters of 
an hour or so on the Monday night and then INe ran it through once before the 
concert started. So really we were, I was, 's a good player but really I was 
sort of pushing the envelope a little bit. Nervousness, yes, of course I was nervous 
but I don't mind that. I was a competitive runner for 30 years and did any number of 
things standing up and talking . So I don't mind nervousness at all. It's competence 
that bothers me. We were sailing close to the wind I thInk, or indeed I was, but I just 
wanted to get it out of the way one way or the other. 
Has that given you confidence then to go and do more? 
Weill know how it feels now, so I suppose yes, 
I remember when I came down and we were talking and I remember that you 
were saying that the,.. was an Irish group or Irish club or something that you 
go to and you didn't have the nerve to play the violin and then there you were 
at the concert playing some Irish music I Have you played at the Irish club? 
No I haven't, not yet. I thought about it and one night I had the violin down there but it 
didn't happen because there were other things going on and there'd been a bIt of a 
tragedy. But sooner or later I will but it will happen rather than me fOl'Clng it, One of 
the reasons "m so careful IS the guys down there have been playing together for 
years and years and years . And they're not, they do welcome people, but I know that 
they're not really keen on too many extraneous excursions into what they do, And 
they do a good Job 10 be honest. So that needs to be handled with care, but it WIll 
happen. 
.. 
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I know what you mean. I lived in for a long time and there was a 
pan-Celtic group that used to meet in a pub and it was the same thing, and 
even though I'd been playing the flute for years, these people have been 
playing together for such a long time and they know exactly what they',. 
doing. 
You don't barge In. 
No, absolutely not. 
And sometimes people do try and barge in and it's not appreciated by anybody. 
Although I know everybody down there, so I'd get more of a welcome but I'm still 
gotng to be very careful. 
Yes, not to upset the balance isn't it? 
Exactly. 
Going back to doing the concert then, how do you feel about performing when 
you're within the orchestra? Because It's so different Isn't It, doing your solos? 
Yeah, totally Wen yes. That's nice. You can actually rely on other members of the 
orchestra to keep gOIng when I get it wrong. It makes quite a difference. I thInk one of 
the problems we have here is n01 enough Violinists. We're all a bit weak, and we'll be 
the first ones to admit it There aren't very many of us, we need another six violinists, 
we need to be as strong as the flutes are really 
The flutes are very strong aren't they? 
Exactly. We need to get the violinists like that We need more people on the violin. 
Where they come from is anybody's guess. And then we would feed off each other. 
That happens already does it? 
To an extent. I was away last week with . ' who is the lady that sits next to 
me in the violins, and we were up at the Summer School and we played together the 
whole week. And I think that's brought us closer together mUSIcally, and that should 
have a benefiCIal effect on Thursday nights because if nothing else I feel that 
now, who's a very experienced musician, knows what my weaknesses are, 
or really understands what my weaknesses are. I feel that perhaps I can encourage 
her when she feels that because she's not been playing for very long, she doesn't, 
little thtngs like bowing. If you're playing the piano you don't have to worry about bow 
direction. So now we have debates about that and she's come into that side of things 
as well . She and I will feed off each other and we really need tow or three more at 
least Violinists there I expect s aware of that. And to be honest, to be very 
blunt, I suspect the rest of the orchestra don't think that the violins are very strong. 
And you'll probably find the flutes are very superior. 
Oh really? , haven't got any of the flutes that I'm talking to. 
But I can ImagIne them, I think there might be six of them all playing together or 
something. It makes a heck of a difference . 
.. 
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It does. This is the difficulty isn't it? Because in a traditional orchestra you 
would have only two flutes, maybe three and the same with clarinets. And you 
would have far more string, a bigger string section. So of course, all the 
orchestral music is written for that balance. It's very difficult isn't it when the 
balance is tipped? 
It is. And even when the flutes are given Violin parts it doesn't really help the 
violinists. 
No it doesn'L It's the same In children's orchestras as well, there's not so 
many people learning violin any more, more people are learning woodwind 
instruments. 
Perhaps they're easier to learn, I don't know. 
I don' t know, I think It's hard to say. It depends on the person really. 
I was thinking about this today. The Summer School has caused me a lot of reflection 
because there were 130 people there of all different levels. I ran for 30 competitively 
at club level, modest times. nothing hugely fast. But if you take a typical road race or 
cross country race and a lot of people talk about people Just gOing along and turning 
up, we're talking about regular runners that do it every day if they can and race at the 
weekends When they start, unless they've got tremendous talent, they're at the back 
and they're struggling to keep up. And it's so much easier, it's easier for people at 
that level when there are big fields in races because there's a continuity from the very 
fastest to the very last. But when you get a few people just hanging on the back and 
they're miles behind everybody else, they get discouraged and they won't go. And it's 
the same with music. The nice thing about the Summer School there were, I was 
probably one of the weakest there, but I could see where I might be next year. That's 
the key thing. It's actually seeing what I need to do and being there next year To an 
extent gives me that GOing to , that's the 
on Saturday mornings would certainly give me that but it's a two hour dnve and I 
might find it difficult. Perhaps playing with and her friend will certainly help 
me progress along that way. But I suspect that applies to lots of adults because very 
few people have got this inborn. innate talent. Most of us have got to struggle, put it 
that way. And sometimes put up with all sorts of setbacks as well. When you tum up 
and you don't understand a word what the music is. 
Is that what it was like at the Summer School? 
It was, yes. The first afternoon we all had to go into this big theatre or this big 
performance area. And and I, we Just turned round at one stage and said 
What's the conductor beatmg?'. It was compound time. I didn't know what the hell 
compound time was. But the good thing was there were Instructors, teachers, who 
were walking around and standing with people who needed a little bit of help. And we 
had that. We had a full orchestra session every day and so by the second time 
around we were getting with it and by the last concert we were able to do our bits 
Which wasn't that significant. but at least we kept with it all the way through and that 
was thanks to the helpers, well large numbers. but certainly that instruction being 
available 
That sort of individual walking the floor as It were. 
Exactly. Walking the floor, coming up behind you with a violin and perhaps counting 
time or just dOing whatever needed doing. And by the last concert, the woman who 
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had helped us a lot, I was conscIous of the fact that she was there, six feet away, but 
she didn't need to do anything at all. So it was a struggle, it was a struggle of a week 
I tell you but there you go. It ought to be really, otherwise anybody could do it! 
As I talk to people and everybody says the same things, that it's hard, that 
there's a lot of setbacks, that it's a real struggle, but you carry on doing il 
What is it that makes you carry on doing it? There's something. 
Is that a question? 
I don't know, perhaps It isl What is it for you that makes you carry on doing it? 
It's worth dOIng. I was talkIng to a patient at the hospital yesterday and we did talk 
about things. Part of It'S fantasy. If I've ever had two fantasies In my life that were 
serious, one was winning the Olympic 800 metres and one was playIng a concerto in 
front of a great orchestra. That's part of it. Part of it is knowmg that it's worth dOing. A 
lot of the music that we hear in concerts at the , the concert hall in 
just down the road, we get to sit there and listen even to Schostacovitch for three 
quarters of an hour. It's not something to be taken lightly, it takes wo(i(. And you've 
got to know it and you've got to understand the context In whIch It was wntten. 
Whether you're plaYIng or listening, It doesn't really apply to music, II can be 
anything. any form of study or, and I hate the term self-improvement, but I don't think 
It'S really self-improvement. it's perhaps self-fulfilment. It's all about pushing yourself, 
And it certainly was for me when I was a runner for 30 years. I've learnt not to 
compare running or the mechanics of runmng with the art of music, but there's 
certainly endeavour that needs to be brought out and it's the only way, just to 
struggle. 
When you're listening to Schostacovitch, I mean has it, learning the violin and 
being a performer yourself. 
Absolutely. Even more so after being at with where she takes different 
sections of the orchestra and goes through a bit. And certainly after last week where 
we were divided Into first and second Violins and cellos and whatever. And even in 
our small start, we were Orchestra A, which IS the lower level, but when you spend 
an hour on SIX bars and not only how the bars are played, but how the different 
sections relate to each other. I can't say I've leamt an awful lot in terms of how it's 
done or whatever, but I do understand what's gOIng on. That's the main thing. And I 
had this sense of sitting and watching orchestras for many years about how the 
sections relate to each other, but I'm understanding more and more as time goes on , 
And that's the main thing, that's the Significant thing really. 
How everything relates to each other is interesting Isn't It? I'm very Interested 
In how you get a bunch of random people In one room, who you perhaps don't 
even know the other half of the orchestra but yet when you're playing together 
of course, you said It when you were talking about the violins feeding off each 
other and you know how you communicate musically, well the whole orchestra 
is doing thal Do you feel that you're doing that with the .... t of the orchestra or 
do you just feel that it's within the violins? 
No, I feel that it's Interesting. it's difficult because there are so few violins, 
just to be within the violinS. But I'm beginntng to. It's a long, slow Job. I'm beginning to 
feel at that, at least I'm understanding and feeling . It's definitely a feehng 
thing rather than a thinking thing. I think I can feel how the different sections bounce 
off each other without getting distracted and trying to play along with them which was 
.. 
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a problem I had. I'm beginning to understand that now You've got to watch your own 
music, you've got to watch the conductor, or at least be conscious of the conductor, 
you've got to be conscious of what's going on within the other violins In terms of 
tUning and playing. you've got to be conscious of what's gomg on for example in the 
violas or cellos especially, and then In the WIder orchestra /And to be involved In one 
of the major symphonies must be until you get used to it, perhaps you never do, must 
be quite an experience really. 
It's exhausting. 
Yeah, I can imagine. And keeping concentration up for 40 minutes. 
Old you find that after you've done concerts with or with the Summer 
School that you're absolutely exhausted afterwards or not? 
Yeah. Perhaps not so much at because we are fairly relaxed with it. 
Yes, it is very relaxed isn't it? It's nice, it's a nice atmosphere there Isn't It? 
That's right, it's a very gentle atmosphere and I think a lot of that comes from 
It's almost a sort of Quaker type approach to it At the Summer School I was 
exhausted, continually exhausted. Because as I say, if you spend an hour on six 
bars, it's not because you're just playing them round, it's because you're actually 
trying to get them right. And the tune, tuning and timing, it's all coming back to us. 
When I came down and spoke to everybody I was asking how people perceived 
themselves as musicians and what's your view on that. on yourself as a 
musician? 
I'm a potential musician. 
That was back In November wasn't It? So now, six months on do you feel that 
you're any closer? 
Yeah, I'm beginning to see what I need to do, It started WIth perhaps the last term at 
, it certainly has been reinforced at Summer School, but I'm beginning to see 
what I need to do to be competent. I'm at the sort of level of conscious 
Incompetence. There's sort of different levels. You get bores at concerts that have 
never touched an Instrument in their lives, they know everything and they're 
unconscIous incompetents. Then you get people like me that are struggling and 
we're conscious incompetents. And then the next wonderful step up must be 
conscious competence and then you get unconsCIous competence, that must be 
wonderful. So whether I've got long enough left in life to achieve that I don't know. 
But will you know when you've achieved it? 
No because I'll be unconscious! I watch orchestral players and they are obViously, 
they're Just dOing the job. In fact that's the stage where boredom starts to set 10 And 
that's when perhaps they get bored of their work and they find another challenge or 
something. 
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Appendix VII - Participant Codes 
Code Role Group 
P1 (8 Student Pilot 
P2 (F Student Pilot 
P3 (A Student Pilot 
P4 (Cl Student Pilot 
PS (D) Student Pilot 
P6 (E) Student Pilot 
P7 (G) Student Pilot 
TP Tutor Pilot 
M1 Former Manager Pilot 
M2 Current Manager Pilot 
A Student 1 
8 Student 1 
C Student 1 
D Student 1 
E Student 1 
0 Student 1 
F Student 2 
G Student 2 
H Student 2 
I Student 2 
J Student 2 
T3 Tutor and Manager 2 
K Student 3 
L Student 3 
M Student 3 
N Student 3 
Q Student 3 
R Student 3 
T3 Tutor 3 
S Student 4 
U Student 4 
V Student 4 
X Student 4 
y Student 4 
Z Student 4 
AA Student 4 
T4 Tutor and ManaQer 4 
TS Tutor 4 
Students from Group 5 were not coded as the interview was not recorded and 
transcribed. 
Codes given in brackets for pilot study participants are the original codes assigned when 
transcribing the interview (as found on the transcription in Appendix II). Codes were 
changed in order to distinguish between pilot study participants and main study 
participants. 
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Appendix VIII - Interview Scripts 
Interview Script - Group Interview 
Ensure lap top is recording! 
Thank participants for taking part in research and hand out letters. 
Explain purpose of interview 
Discussion POints 
Before joining this group, what was your experience of learning music? 
• Musical background 
• Others In household 
• School 
What particularly attracted you to playing In a group such as this? 
So far, what have been the key aSDects of learnlna with others? 
• Peer learning 
• Teacher 
Has anything been difficult, If so, how have you overcome this? 
• Learning notation 
• Physical as~ects of Dlavlna 
Do you think you have been seccessfulln your learning? How can you 
tell? 
Why do you come back each week? 
Would yOU describe yourself as a musician? 
Thank participants once again. 
Set up next interview. 
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Interview Script - Student 
Ensure lap top Is recording! 
Thank participant for taking part In research. 
Explain purpose of Interview 
Discussion Points 
Can you think back and remember how you felt when you first started In 
the group? 
Has that chan~ led? How? 
can you remember how YOU felt alvlna your first concert? 
How do you feel about alvlna concerts now? 
How do you reaard your fellow plavers? 
What sUPpOrt do YOU Get from the aroundvou? 
Would yOU describe yourself as a musician? 
Thank participant once again. 
'. 
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Interview Script - Teacher 
Ensure lap top is recording! 
Thank participant for taking part In research. 
Explain purpose of interview 
Interview questions for teacher interview 
What attracted you to teach Ina the Leam As You Play Group? 
• Prior experience with adults 
• New experience 
• DeveloD skills 
How do you view your role In the Leam As You Play Group? 
What do yOU think the key .... are of leamlna within the aroup? 
• Motivation 
• Peer learning 
• Anonymity 
How do yOU cater for different leamlnastyl. within the aroup? 
How do yOU know that the students are leamlna? 
In what wayS do you see the students develop? 
• Musically 
• As an ensemble 
• Socially 
• As a grouD 
How do YOU measure the success of the arouD? 
• As a teaching tool 
• As an ensemble 
• Yourself within the grouD 
What have yOU aalned from this teachlna ? 
Thank participant once again. 
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Interview Script - Nallllger 
Ensure lap top Is recordlngl 
Thank participant for taking part In research. 
Explain purpose of Interview 
Interview questions for teacher Interview 
Why provide a learn Ina oDDOrtunltv for adults? 
• Prior exoerience with adults ' "' 
Why. group leamlna method? 
• Band method 
• Material chosen 
What do you think the key aspects are of leamlna within the arouD? 
• Motivation 
• Peer Ie~ming 
• Anonymltv 
How do vou cater for different learnlna styles within the arouD? 
How do you measure the success of the arouD? 
• As a teaching tool 
• As an ensemble 
What have you aalned from providing this oDDOrtunltv? 
Thank participant once again. 
" 
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'LMmAs y""PItIy' 
An investiptioa iIlto add ilutnl-.eatallf'08P learaing: 
researehiq from tile Htside ad the iDside 
Jeaaie Healey 
This research project is a qualitative study of adult instIumentai students who have chosen to 
learn music through participation in an ensemble. The aims of the ,stfidy are thIeefold: firstly 
to discover how learning in the group situation creates a )earning commUDity~ and how 
iDdividuallearning takes place within this; secondly to investigate how far the dual function 
of a performing ensemble and learning group aid the students' learning; thirdly to discover 
bow the students view themselves as amateur musicians and how the development from non-
musician to musician OCCW'S. 
The research design is two-dimeosional using strategies as both an outside and inside 
researcher. This paper will discuss how the research design has evolved dwing the course of 
die project and why I decided to become a learner mySelf as part of the process. 
iIItrodaetion 
Working as an instrumental teacher I often come aCross· parents who teD me that eitbel'they 
wish they had the chance to learn an instrumerit when they were young or that they did learn, 
but gave up and now wish that they bad carried on.. My reply is of course that anyone can 
team an instrumen~ regardless of age, and that it is not too late to start. Most often than not 
this brings the response that either they are too busy or that they wouldn't know where to 
start. Some parents do decide to leam, quite often as a way ofkeeping a child motivated. 
This however brings the problem that adults seem to want a different learning experience to 
children and are not always happy following the same material as a chil~ as the following 
comment from an adult leamer, interviewed in December 2004, shows. 
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'1 don't want to sit down and play jingle bells... I want to try and stretch and do 
some hard things and I don't mind if I don't do them well •. bu;tI want to 1ceep the 
interest up by trying to do hard things ... I don't know whether that's traditional 
and that most people learn when they are little or when they are at school but 1 
don't feel that the way that I am being taught one to one is lceeping my interest as 
an adult.' 
Another student pointed out that as an adult learner you are 
. 'much harder on ygurselj and you have higher expectations foryourselj than say 
a /cid would. Adults are much more perfectionist than kids ,and they do want to get 
it right and they are much harder on themselves' 
. ,:' 
Also, children 
'don't care if they are making a horrible noise at that age. but of course grown ups 
do and they can hear it. ' 
The above comments make it clear that these adults have different requirements for th~ 
'. . ~ . 
learning situation, therefore a different method of teaching from the traditional tutor/pupil 
model, employed by many instrumental tutors, is needed to satisfy their learning needs. 
Historically many learning opportunities for adults have been housed within FE colleges and 
HE continuing education departments, offering adults opportunities to learn basic skills such 
as computing, accounting or languages as wen as more leisure orientated subjects like arts 
and music. However, recent government initiatives surrounding workplace learning and the 
development of sector skills councils have moved theempbasis towards learning ~ .~. 
employment opportunities, such as adult literacy and numeraey. WlUlst some institutions ~ 
able to continue to support a musical learning programme, others ate DIlt. This being the 
case, organisations are developing their own self-funded learning opportunities for adult . 
instrumentalists. 
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In 2002 Gloucestershire Music set up a new initiative called the 'Learn As You Play' 
scheme. The scheme was aimed at adult beginners who wished to take up an instrument, the 
innovative part being that all the students learnt together, in one large ensemble. They set up 
two groups, one string and one wind band so as to offer a wide choice of instruments. The 
scheme was a major success and continued to create four more wind bands, a jazz group and 
an orchestra. The scheme was so successful in training new adult instrumentalists that in 
2005 it evolved into a complete adult ensemble structure, that runs alongside the youth 
groups, feeding into the upper level adult concert band and jazz band that already existed. 
Many adults are now opting to learn to play instruments within a group environment, joining 
orchestras and ensembles that are specifically designed as learning tools but have a dual 
function as performing ~ as in OloucestersbiIe. Whilst some organisations have 
been established since the 1980s in this type of provision, other new groups are being set up. 
It is therefore timely to c:onduct reseaa:h on the leaming processes involved in group 
instrumental learning, with an emphasis on performance, and the impact of this experience 
on the adult student so as to provide a model of this particular type of learning. 
The Research Design 
The research is being carried out using three longitJJdinal case studies and the design bas 
been tested via a pilot study. When the project was initially designed I specifically chose a 
case study approach so as to gain _ in depth UJJden4w.RI oftbe rdatioDsbips and 
processes involved in learning music in this way. As Denscombe says, researdaers use case 
studies 
'in order to allow greater depth to their research, more attention to the dynamics of 
the situation. better insights that COIM from a detailed btowledge tmd 
understanding of a specific example. ' 
(Denscombe, 2002; 146) 
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Also 
<A strength of the cQSe study is ... that it allows for the use of a variety of methods 
depending on the circumstances and the specific needs of the situation. ' 
(Denscombe, 1998; 32) 
By using case studies I have the flexibility needed to adopt an emerging research design, this 
will then allow me to develop some grounded theory by way of collecting data, generating '. 
theory and then retwning to the field to test and develop the theory (Denscombe, 1998; 214-
8). 
Schofield tells us that although case studies are useful for providing <a picture of the current, 
educational scene that can be used for understanding or reflecting on it I, it is essential for ft 
the researcher to ensure that cases reflecting the 'typical situation', are chosen (Schofield, 
1990; 98). In order to do this, three groups have been chosen for the project and data will; he', 
cross-referenced between the groups to ensure that theoretical generalisationa are <typical 0/, 
other instances' (Denscombe, 2002; 146), and therefore valid. 
The negotiation of access to the groups has been relatively easy and so.far ell groups and i' 
students have been willing participants in the research. 
The research design is two--dimensional. 1be first dimension comprises three stages; initial 
observation, group interview and individual interview .. There are three layers to the '. ' 
individual interviews; students, teachers and managers. The initial observations took place in 
June 200S with the group interviews taking place between October 200S and January 2006 •. 
The final stage of interviews is currently taking place and it is envisaged that they will finish 
by December 2006. Interview data is being recorded, traDScribed for analysis and cocIed 
using topics and sub-groups (Blaxter, Hughes and Ttgbt, 1996; 210 .. 2), and I am writing up 
after each interview stage so as to allow for 'theoretical reflectio" • before collecting more 
data from which to test my 'emerging theory' (Bryman and Burgess, 1994; 4). 
The second dimension takes on an ethnographic approach and involves researching my 
own learning experience. The purpose of this second dimension is to 
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jind out how the members of the group ... understand things, the meanings they 
attach to happenings, the way they perceive their reality '. 
(Denscombe, 1998; 69) 
In order to do this I have joined a musical learning group that is different to my own 
musical training so that I can fully appreciate the complexities of the musica11earning 
processes involved. My experience is being recorded in a reflective learning diary, 
which is also being analysed at each stage of write up and cross-referenced against the 
interview data. 
This two-dimensional approach evolved from a pilot study conducted in the initial stages of 
the research. The pilot study was carried out between October 2004 and January 2005 on 
one group of adult learners. The study was written up and an evaluation of the effectiveness 
of both the research design and the researcher was carried out. From this, the main study was 
designed. 
Researching from the outside 
The evaluation of the research design led to the development of tile first dimension: 
Researching from the outside. The concept of this dimeusion is that I can enter the social 
context of the group and 'peer' into the world of the aduh learner from the outside, taking 
away a snapshot view of the learning processes and group dynamicswitbin that world on 
which to reflect and develop theory. Being on the outside would ensure that a distance is 
kept between the informants and myself, avoiding a situation where the context is 'too 
familiar' leaving me open to bias, missing the obvious and taking things for granted 
(Hockey, 1993; 202). 
In order to explore my research questions, I needed to collect information regarding the 
experience, emotions and feelings of the students. Denscombe suggests that using inttJMews 
is a good way to do this (Denscombe, 1991; 111) and therefore tile pilot study was designed 
using interviews as the main method of data collection. 
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After an initial observation, volunteers were recruited to take part in a group interview. I 
chose to conduct a semi-structured group interview, focussing on a list of key themes drawn 
out from the initial observation. My main aim was to engage the students in conversation 
about their experience so as to allow the key topics to be explored and also enable the 
students to bring in other related issues. I then conducted a round of individual interviews. 
These allowed me to explore the issues raised in the group interview more deeply whilst 
giving the students the opportunity to express themselves freely outside of the group 
situation. I was also able to steer the interview more easily and ensure that my agenda was f 
fully covered (Denscombe, 1998; 114). Finally, after devising categories, data was collected 
and analysed until all the 'categories were saturated' (Bryman and Burgess, 1994; 4). 
When designing the main phase of the project I decided to keep the same approach but to 
conduct a series of five group interviews over a period of eighteen months, using individual 
interviews only if necessary. This was because I felt that group interviews would provide me 
with more opportunity to explore the relationships within the group, a key element of my 
research. However, after the first set of group interviews I had a strong feeling that each 
individual student brought a different aspect to the research, and I wanted to explore this on 
an individual basis. 
After an initial thematic analysis of the group interviews, I decided that the best way to 
continue was to conduct a further group interview and then follow on with individual 
interviews. After writing:up the first interviews ~ it became,clear that these had 
produced a large amount of rich data already that needed to be .followed up individually to . 
get the depth that I wanted. I also felt that the relationships witbiD the group were not as .; 
explicit as I expected and that the group interview may have prohibited some informants. By 
digging for these relationships in a second group interview, I could aeate. a false dynamic 
and also alienate the participants. Therefore I decided to move straight to individual . 
interviews for the second stage of interviewing. 
Ironically, the research design for the first dimension bas DOW turned a mn cirde aodevolved 
out of, and back into the same design as the pilot study. The main difference between the 
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pilot and the first dimension study is that the case studies of the main phase are being 
conducted over a longer period of time, with more individual interviews. 
Researching from the inside 
Denscombe says 
'One line of reasoning argues that a cold and calculating style of interviewing 
reinforces a gulfbetween the researcher and informant. ' 
(Denscombe, 1998; 117) 
As an interviewer I wanted the students to 1rust me enough to talk freely about their 
experiences, particularly any difficulties or challenges in their own learning. I needed an 
emotional reaction from them, so I would need to show empathy. From the analysis of the 
effectiveness of the researcher in the pilot study I found that my open 'chatty' style had 
worked in producing some rich data, but it became increasingly clear that I had no experience 
of learning an instrument as an adult in the same way and therefore could not provide that 
empathy. LeGallais urges us to assess our position as researcher using an imrider/outsider 
continuum (LeGal1ais, 2003). This I did and found that as well as being able to define 
myself as stran~r or 1IIJIive at any one point in the research, I could also UIeSS myself alollS 
a scale that existed in juxtaposition to that continuum, that of master and pupil. 
All the students who participated in the pilot study knew that I was a mu.eieian, aDd as this 
was a local group, many knew me as a teacher, one student was in fact a parad of ODe of my 
pupils. Although I would be a stranger to the studmts participating in the maUl study. it led 
me to consider quite seriously how I could fully UDderstand the processes of an adult learner 
in this situation being so far removed from it. 
Moreover, I felt that this position could in fact produce a barrier betMen the students and 
myself. The following conversation occurred during an individual interview for the pilot 
study in response to the question 'Do you class yourself as a musician? 
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Student B 'No. ' 
Researcher 'Why not? ' 
Student B 'I just don't think I'm good enough to be called one yet. ' 
Researcher 'And what to you is a musician? ' 
Student B 'What to me is a musician? That's a good question. 1 don't know. I 
suppose one of my ambitions is to compose NlUlic. Now tltm to ",elfl can 
definitely say I can compose music then I am a musician. Now, ole, you also need 
to play the music so a musician needs to do both really. ' 
Researcher 'But you do play music. ' 
Student B 'Oh yes, I do and I'm proud of Uand] tell people and it usually gets a ' 
reaction. And] thinJc you just need to, ] think at some point I will leap into a stage 
where you have folt that you have reached a /e.vel of accomplishment I suppose, and 
I don't think I have quite got there yet. ' 
To this student a musician was someone with a high level of accomplishment, far greater ' 
than his own. This student's musician was on the top of an ivory .tower, a place thaHt i$ .. 
his ambition to reach. It occurred to me that as this student knew me as a musician, and 
had seen me perform, perhaps he viewed me in that way, placing me firmly as a master 
," J 
in his eyes. This took me to the decision that in order for me to gain a 1rUe understanding. 
of the processes in learning an instrument in a group as an adult, and to 'appreciate the·. "q 
full complexity of the social world at hand' (Hockey, 1993; 206),· I would have to put ,f. ' 
myself in the position of pupil. 
I have been reading music for as long as I can remember, I started to play the tlute wbcn 1, ' 
was nine years old but was singing in a chUrch choir and leamt the~. ~.PI'iot, 
to that. I have learnt new insUuments as an adult but being aDOto rcadcrand abady haviPa 
an in depth musical understanding, this has involved a different learning process to that of the 
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adult beginner. Therefore in order to become a pupil I needed to learn an instrument from a 
different tradition to that of my own musical roots. 
In 2005 a new community gamelan was set up locally and I was fortunate enough to be in a 
position to join. Javanese Gamelan is completely different in musical terms to traditional 
Western Classical music. 1he tuning is very different to the diatonic system used in Western 
music and it uses numerical notation rather than the symbols that I am familiar with. 
Furthermore, the emphasis of the music is on the end of each gatra rather than the beginning 
of each bar, something alien to my musical understanding. The Gamelan is governed by 
strict rules but within this the player is expected to make decisions based on the scope of the 
instrument that they are playing, and much ofit is done from memory. This is very different 
to orchestral playing where the music is notated and a CODductor gives directioa. Also, a 
Gamelan is a group of instruments that are all kept together. Gamelan players do not own 
their specific instrument and therefore are not expected, as in the Western traditio~ to 
practice alone and become proficient on their ins1rum.ent in its own right. Therefore all the 
learning has to take place within the rehearsal. Not only is this tradition of music different to 
my own, but it also challenges my concept of how music is constructed and played, putting 
me in a very close position to the students that I am researching. 
LeGallais says that we should be able to move benveeII die, -.ce of stTtlIIger and native so 
as to 
'utilise the best aspects of both roles to ""orm and enhance the research 
experience' 
(LeGallais, 2003) 
By putting myself in the position of the learner I am able to add this second c6meDsion to 
LeGallais' continuum, giving me the ability to place myself at any point within the box 
below and utilise the strengths of that position. 
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master stranger 
native pupil 
• j." 
This will lead to a lively and interesting discussion of the role of the researcher in the final 
thesis, particularly when the two dimensions merge. Maybe I will find a third dimension. 
CODelusion 
I am amazed at the impact that adding a second dimension is having on both my research aod 
my own learning. When interviewing·I now have a good unc:ttrstanding of what the students, 
are going through and why they react in the way that they do to their learning. It is providing 
me with an insight that I could not have had prior to leaming GameJan. On a personal level, 
it is giving me an enormous amount satisfaction. Being able to analyse my own learning 
processes, and connect them to events from my youth, is a very refreshing experience. 
Professionally, I can be more sensitive to my students when teaching and personally it is 
providing answers to questions as to who I am. I am totally hooked on Gamelan and it has 
added a fresh perspective to my musical being! 
In ~ the key element to the smooth progression of my project has been the adoption 
of an emerging researeh design.· I have let the design unfold as the·research bas cIevdclped. 
and it has taken me places that had my design been inflexible; I would.never have reached. .. ' 
For me, research is a personal jomney. Incorporating inside research in this way into my 
project has taken me further than I initially expected when embarking on this project, and this 
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alone bas given me the necessary confidence and motivation to continue, and complete, my 
research. 
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Learn As You Play: A Moelel for Adult Learning 
For many people Sunday afternoons are a time for relaxing, spending with family, gentle 
walking or simply watching a film. But for a group of students In Gloucestershlre, this 
time Is for dedicated rehearsals: learning technique In order to play dlfftallt passages, 
forming a sense of pulse and rhythm so that they may play successfully with others and 
developing ensemble skill In preparation for their next Concert. I'm not talking about the 
Youth Orchestra who are busily tackling some piece of great magnitude with the 
enthusiasm that youth orchestras do In the room next door, I'm taking about the adult 
beginners who are listening Intently to their tutor, many of whom are learning an 
instrument for the first time. This Is Gloucestershlre's Learn As You Play Scheme, where 
adults of any age are welcomed to learn to play an Instrument of their choice within an 
ensemble. 
It Is slightly surreal to stroll around the school where they meet and hear Tchalkovsky 
interspersed with 'pat-a-pan', more so when you realise that the children are playing the 
'mature' music and the adults are playing nursery rhymes. I have never seen a group of 
adults look so proud to be playing 'Old MacDonald Had a Band'i But the whole concept 
of learning together and playing, as a performing ensemble, from the outset has had 
considerable success in developing new musicians of a variety of ages. 
This Is not a new concept. The band method is widely used in America and is becoming 
more popular in schools in this country. What Is new Is that it is being offered specifically 
for adults, by a Music Service, as a way into music for people who may never have had 
the opportunity to learn an Instrument, let alone perform in front of a live audience. 
And the results have been astonishing. One member of Gloucestershlre's Learn As You 
Play String Group commented 'If somebody would've said two years ago you're going to 
be on stage at the town hall and you're going to be playing II violin, I'd have laughed at 
them and thought they'd lost it completely you know, and yet we did It. And It wllsn't 
horrendous, It was really fun. ' 
Somebody once told me that music Is going to benefit from the 'saga holidays 
syndrome', In that we are reaching a point in society where there Is more disposable 
Income, people are In a position to take early retirement, mortgages are paid off and the 
emphaSis of life Is shifting towards leisure. They were right. We are seeing a new breed 
of musiCians forming, the leisure musiCian. 
These musicians are learning in the safe environment of an ensemble and meeting other 
like-minded musldans. They are achieving what they never thought possible, which 
gives them an Immense confidence yet humble approach, this In tum Is revoIutlonlslng 
their relationship to music. People who would not have thought about going to a 
classical concert before are starting to become concert goers. They are being hurled 
Into a new worid of metronomes, tuning meters, deverly folded Instrument stands and 
the like, and believe me, adult learners love their gadgetsl But more Incredibly, music Is 
becoming such a large part of their lives, where It previously had played no part, that 
these people cannot Imagine a life without music. Yet, If I ask them If they consider 
themselves to be a musldan, they say no. 
The key ingredient into learning In this way, for adults, seems to be the dual function of 
a learning group and performing ensemble. It Is widely accepted that If children perform 
from an early age they can develop a positive attitude to pertonnance. But as adults, we 
already have experience of presenting ourselves In public and are aware of the 
difficulties that It poses us, and have given ourselves enough time to develop a fear of 
It; performance on a dasslcal stage Is no easy thing. That CX)UpIed with the emotional 
scaring left upon more adults than you might think from being told to mime In the 
school choir due to their complete tone deafness or that they were not Intelligent 
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enough to read music, makes you realise just what an achievement it Is to learn an 
Instrument and perform on It for these adults. 
Gloucestershlre (www.gloucestershlremuslc.co.uk) Is not alone in Its provision for adult 
learners. The East London Late Starters Orchestra has been established for over 20 
years and operates on an Immense scale teaching adults string Instruments through a 
progressive programme of technique classes, ensembles. and,orc:hestras (see 
www.ellso.org.uk). Other groups, such asDa capo (www.mooremuslc.org.uk) 
concentrate on teaching ensemble skills and developing rhythm, sight-reading and auraJ 
skills through orchestral teaching. The AssocIated Board has a Hvely adult learning forum 
and concerts have been organised by subscribers and like-minded musicians are making 
links with each other across the country. However, how many of you knew about these 
groups? lam sure there must be more that I have not come across too. 
It Is time to stand up and shout about what has been achieved for hundreds of adult 
learners by these groups and they need to show other organISations how adult learning. 
can be successfully delivered. I hope that through my research . Into how adultsleam to 
play within an ensemble In this way, a model of successful adult learning can be.. . 
developed and other organisations wHl be encouraged to dip their toe Into the ever 
Increasing wave of adult musiC making. 
Jennie Henley works for Gioucestershire Music as a flute tutor and music cent.., director. 
She has been Involved tn· the Leam As You Play Scheme ,since 2002 and currently djreds 
an adult concert· band', bom out af the scheme.· She Is researching adult Il'l$trumentai 
groupleamlng for a PhD at the University of Central England. 
.. ~ . 
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Learn As You Play; an Investigation Into adult Instrumental group I •• mlng -
where there'. a group, there's a way. 
Abstract 
In a rising trend of offering adults the chance to learn a musical Instrument through 
membership of an ensemble, this paper will concern Itself with how the Individual 
Interacts with the group In order to learn successfully. Using the concept of COmmunities 
of Practice, the social nature of learning will be discussed In relation to how the 
individual learns within the group environment and where the learning Is taking place; Is 
it the Individual learning within a group or the group learning as Individuals? Drawing on 
Activity Theory I will then Investigate how the music Is acting as a catalyst for this 
learning and to consider whether It is 'the music' or 'about the music' that Is being 
learnt. Finally, these two discussions will be used to explore the hypothesis that the 
group is a good learning environment for an adult instrumentalist. 
Introduction 
In 2002 Gloucestershlre Music set up a new Initiative called the 'Learn As You Play' 
scheme. Aimed at adult beginners who wished to take up an Instrument, all the students 
learnt together In one large ensemble. The ensemble operated as a performing group as 
well as a teaching forum and the scheme proved to be a very successful way of teaching 
an Instrument and training adult musldans In ensemble performance. Since Its Inception 
the 'Learn As You Play' scheme has continued to grow and now a range of groups are on 
offer to adults with opportunities to learn to play in wind bands, string groups and jazz 
groups In a progressive scheme of adult ensembles. 
Gloucestershire Is not alone In offering adults this opportunity and groups specifically 
designed with a dual function as learning tools and as performing ensembles are 
becoming more widespread. Whilst some organisations offering this type of provision 
have been established since the 19805, other new groups are being set up to 
accommodate the growing number of adults wishing to partldpate In this type of 
learning. 
These groups are aiding the evolution of a new type of musician, the leisure musldan 
(Henley, 2007). As people find that they are in a position to retire early, have more 
financial security and there Is a more focussed attitude to leisure time, some adults are 
turning to Instrumental learning purely for the joy of making music. Many students may 
not have had the chance to learn as a child and always wanted to play or learnt an 
Instrument briefly and then gave uPiothers, like the following student, simply want a 
new hobby: 
'I was kind of looking for a new hobby, I heard [about the group on a] radio 
programme, Radio 4 last year, and I applied to Join' 
The rise of the learning ensemble is allowing these students not only to learn an 
Instrument with other people, but also to give them the motivation that they need to 
continue learning. The following student tells of why she decided to learn to play her 
Instrument. 
'I started because my son started to learn the cello lind to keep him motivated 
I said that he could try and teach me to read music and to play after his lesson. 
I was quite taken with It so ... I decided to hire a cello of my own to keep on 
leaming and ... I started getting lessons then one to one with my son~ 
teacher.' 
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However, she found that 
, ~ , , 
'As an adult and as a beginner there aren't very many forums where you can 
practise and have a go at stuff. ' 
Her teacher told her about a 'learn as you play'. group and she decided to join. When 
asked how she found ·playfng In the group after havIng individual lessons she said: 
'It gave you a whole load more freedom and the ability to see how other 
people were doing and how quickly they were learning .... Doing one to one 
when I just don't know, I've never played an Instrument, 1 CMt't read music 
and 1 don't know how people sound when they·do well apart from you know 
Yo Yo Ma, people like that ... 1 don't know whether I'm doing well, whether 
I'm getting on rellSonably or if 1 should give up now. It just gives you an 
opportunity to sort of erm ... doing it amongst. other people that are IfNJming 
to try and gauge the right sort of speed ... ' 
To this student, the experience of learning alongside other people gives her the chance 
to place her own learning in context with other learners and also to ensure that she Is 
learning at a 'normal' pace. Unlike school children who often have others around them 
who are also learning an Instrument, this student felt Isolated as a beginner cellist. She 
continued: 
'I find that [In my individual lessons IJ was going too slow ... 1 don't want to 
sit down and ,play Jingle Bells ... 1 want to try IJIJd stretch and do some. hard 
things, and 1 don't mind if I don't do them well, .but I want to keep the 
interest up by trying to do hard things and 1 don't feel ... that the way that 1 
am being taught one to one is keeping my Interest as an adult whereas this 
group does do that. ' 
It Is clear that this student feels that she does not get as rich a learning experience from 
her Individual lessons as she does learning within her group. So, what Is It that the 
group provides that keeps her learning alive, and why can't she get this from an 
Individual lesson? 
A Sochlt Ac:ttvIty 
Traditionally, Instrumental learning has been carried out on a one to one .ba$I~~ ~expert'~ 
teacher to 'novice' pupil. The more 'expert' the teacher, the better t~ learning .. . ( 
experience. Recent ·years have seen a shift in instrumentaf teachfng towards group , . 
teaching but, as an instrumental teacher, I often come across the view that IfaQlJlctl, 
learns individually they are getting a better deal than learning In a group, group learning 
being considered as a cheap way out. This view comes not onty from JMlIltRtS·but .Iso 
schools and other Instrumental teachers alike. For an adult like the stuchnt itbove 
though, this Is just not the case. 
When asked "Why provide a learning opportunity for adults 8$ a le.ming ensem~?"i a 
manager of a 'learn as you play' scheme said : 
'Most of the things we do In life are done as groups, you know, we survive liS' 
f6ml/les In groups, we don't ahNys get on, but we!J&ll\llve. Weworlc In the- i 
work place generally In groups and when you 1ooIc./n·the 910uP context,.the . 
best groups are those that can Interact together and move forw(Jrd ~er 
and pupils In schoo/are used to working In groups, In grrJup$of JO", ;"c... 
sometimes in smaller groups, so why is it that In inst1'umentlll teaching the", 
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is 6 men~/ity amongst teachers that of course we can teach in groups but we 
are not going to get the same standard?' 
This Is a very Interesting question. Moreover, as lave and Wenger say, 
'learning Is an Integral part of generative social practice In the lived-In world.' 
(lave and Wenger, 1991; 35) 
The Idea that a person learns through the situation that they are In, and that the 
learning Is a fundamental Ingredient of the social wortd that they are a part of, Is the 
essence of the concept of legitimate peripheral partidpatlon developed by Lave and 
Wenger (lave and Wenger, 1991). If a person Is a member of a community of practice, 
for example the practtce of a learning ensemble, then their learning will evolve alongside 
that of their membership of the group. Although the partldpatlon will always remain 
peripheral, the Idea that learning Is constantly changing and that to reach the centre 
would assume a 'dosed domain' (Lave and Wenger, 1991; 36), the member moves 
along different trajectories across and within the group as their learning expands and 
develops. The more experience the learner has of the group, the doser they are to full 
membership of that group. The different trajectories that they move along may take 
them away from the group or they may take them more fully Into the group, but each 
holds a valid learning experience that Is unique to the particular community of practice 
that they are part of (Wenger, 1998; 154). 
In relation to adult learning ensembles, the key factor to the learning Is what the 
practice of the community Is. If the learner wishes only to learn for the sake of learning 
an Instrument and has no desire to partldpate In the social creation of musiC, then being 
part of a community of practice where the practice IS that of learning an Instrument on 
an Individual basis may sumce. However, If the learner wishes to be part of a musical 
experience with others and Join an ensemble, performing music In a sodal context, then 
they can only do so by being part of the practice' of the sodal creation of music. To a 
leisure musician the Idea of the act of learning an Instrument may not be the motivation 
for learning, but more the desire to create music and play with others provides a far 
greater stimulus; they do not want to leam an Instrument, but they want to be able to 
play the Instrument (whatever words they use to express this desire!). ' 
Davidson, Howe and Sloboda dalm that in the development of musical performance skill 
'the most directly effective 6ct1v1ty for skll1 aCquisition Is deliberate practice' (Davidson et 
al., 1997; 192) and the need for practice has been widely diSCUssed In relation to how 
musldans learn (for an overview of the research I~ture of practice see Mlklaszewskl, 
2004). However, to many students who are members of a learning ensemble personal 
practice Is not necessarily something that they want to participate tn, as these students 
show: 
Talking about a summer school: 
'but then at night you want to go to the bar and there are people still playing 
at night ... 1 don't think sol' 
'There are some people going Into rooms and practising away on their own!' 
Talking about weekly rehearsals: 
'If you know that you haven't really practised all week then It doesn't, then 
you sort of think that's the reason that I'm not very good. ' 
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'1 feel 1 put In that four hours here 1 don't think I've ever missed, .there's one 
session where I was ill apart from that I haven't missed anything_ ,But when I 
get home 1 tend not to do anything else. ' 
Talking about others within the group who do practise: 
'1 hardly say I do anything when I get home, very occasionally ... one of the eel/os, 
I think he played as a child, and when he came I think he said he wanted to 
become really good and he gets in from work at 5.30 and he has his cello sitting 
there and I think he practises every day from 5.30 to 6.30. And·that's what he 
does when he gets In. Now I don't have either ... the time but I basically I don't 
have the Indlnatlon because I suppose I could move aI/ of my lifestyle. 1 mean 1 
don't get In that early I must admit. I suppose I could move my life schedule 
back where I could say I could do It from nine to ten, but 1 don't have the sort of 
life where I would be prepared to [do that}. ' 
'if you are part of an orchestra you should play something that Is within your 
capabilities for the orchestra but I think there's ...a lot of people who Just want 
to be the best that they can be but within the orchestra and It's actually not 
necessarily within the orchestra's Interest. ' 
What this demonstrates Is that these people have chosen to learn within an ensembte 
speCifically as It fits In with their lives. The crudal point Is that although they don't 
perhaps realise It, they are practising; but unlike tl:le students who Davidson et 211. are 
talking about, their practice Is not spending time on their own to acquire a sound 
technique, It Is playing with others. The Idea that practice Is finite and It Is simply a 
matter of frequency that allows a student to accelerate (see DavIdson et at, 1;~7 faT a· 
discussion on the relationship between exam grades and practice h~rs) means that the 
students In learning ensembles will progress over time, and It Is precisely this longevity 
that 'provides learners with opportunities to m~ke the culture of practice theirs' (Lave ' . 
and Wenger, 1991; 95). . 
Fenwick and Tennant sum up the Vygotsklan Idea that learning Is sodal before intemat 
(for an overview of Vygotsklan theory see DanielS, 2001; 30-68). Whilst discusShig the 
processes of adult learning they state that 
'Learning Is rooted In the situation In Which a Person partldpates, not In Me 
heBd of Milt person as Intellectual cQncepts P~uCed by renect:lon. Knowing 
and leamlng are defined as engaging In changIng processes of human 
Plrtlclpation In a particular community of practice. ' . 
,. (fenwick aixl Tennant,i004; 63) 
Therefore to a leisure musician whose focus Is on the creation of music rather than the . 
technical mastery of an Instrument, no matter how well a student could grasp the 
Intellectual concepts of learning an Instrument within an . Individual lesson, their learning 
must be grounded In the social context of playing with others. . .... 
Different goa" but the Ame elm 
The key IngredIent th~n of the learning ensemble Is the dual purpose of teamtnganct 
performing creating an environment where the leisure muslcfatjcan ImrnerSethemself In 
the practice of playing with others. Within this, the performance Is the driving force 
behind the learning and fuses the group togethe .... It places the student In B'comrnuntty 
of practice where they can flourish as performers. Some remain In the same place for a 
long period of time:· .... . . . 
'. . .... ,-
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'You wouldn't think so but this Is my 11th year here. And 1'm still In the 
second violins!' 
Others move onwards and upwards through a series of progressively more advanced 
groups, striving to reach their limits in order to progress: 
'There are certain people who are very very competitive ... they want to get 
ahead . ... they skip up stages. ' 
'1 think there are lots of people ... they want the first violin part. .. and they want 
to push themselves to their limit. ' 
However, whatever the reasons for joining ormottves for achieving, when a student 
joins a learning ensemble they are from the outset a member of a performing group and 
the aim of the group is performance. The students' musical skills are developed through 
the processes that they as Individuals engage In within the ensemble environment. As 
the members become more proftdent on their Individual instruments these processes 
will change, for example an elementary student might spend more time Interpreting 
written notes and finding the appropriate fingering for each note: 
'when 1'm trying to concentrate on dofngthe notes right 1 can't get the timing 
as we", but 1 get one right and then try and concentrate on the next aspect. 
And then one day you suddenly realise that you can play some notes lind you 
think oh 1 did it, so it is little steps forward and you suddenly realise that 
when 1 tried to do that a couple of months ago 1 just couldn't do It. ' 
In this case the student Is very Insular, looking only towards what they can and cannot 
do on as an Individual player on, an individual basis. They are on the very periphery of 
their community of practice, a newcomer whose learning has not developed enough to 
be able to place their playing in the context of the group. However, over time, as the 
student's Instrumental skill develops and their identity within the ensemble strengthens, 
they are able to move along an 'Insider trs}«tory' (Wenger, 1998; 154) and become 
more outward lookJng, relating their partldpation In the ensemble to that of the others 
around them. 
One student recalled how when she ftrst jOined her learning ensemble she found It very 
dlfftQJIt to focus on what she, as an individual, was doing In relation to what was going 
on around her. ; 
'When 1 first came If 1 heard a loud InstnJment behind me IIfId they lire 
playing at a different time to me, 1 wanted to, because 1 helIrd them, 1 
wanted to play with them instead of wllltlng for my bIIr to play lind It took me 
quite a long time to get used to that, particufMfy II loud IRStrument. ' 
In order to be able to play her part«ae had to cut herself off from the group and 
concentrate solely on her own part, playing· It In isolation to the rest of the gmup. 
Nevertheless, over a period of time 'She was able to integrate her playing with that of 
those around her and now she Is able to listen to the other parts and use them to ensure 
that she Is playing In the right place. 
Through a process of being immersed Ina musical environment where different sounds 
occur at different times, she has moved along a bajedDry from being very Inward 
looking in terms of her own playing, to being more outward looking and able to place 
herself within the ensemble, moving closer to fuUmernbership ~ the ensemble: 
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Inward looking outward looking 
Wenger says that 
'Developing II prllctlce requires the formlltion of II community whose members 
can engage with one another lind thus acknowledge each other as participants. ' 
(Wenger, 1998; 149) 
To an ensemble director, ensuring that the members of the groupareengagmgw)th one 
another, Including themselves, Is vital to a good performance and It Is this aim that 
catalyses the move along the tnward/outward trajectory. At any time within a learning . 
ensemble different students will be In a different place along this trajectory,. but a 
performance can force a member to move further down their own trajectory more, so 
than If they were In a rehearsal~ As well as researching adult leemlng ensembles I. also 
direct an Intermediate adult concert band. A few months before an Important concert at 
a large venue I gained a new member. The student had been playing for a year. or,50 , 
and started playing In a beginner 'learn as you play' group: he stili plBy$ with the 
beginner group but has also Joined my Intermediate group so as to 'play more [different} 
music'. After each rehearsal he tells me how he Is battling to play the right notes and 
how he has no Idea where he Is half the time, however· after thJs first performance with 
us he told me 
'Although 1 couldn't pJiJy lIay of my notes,· 1 knew that everytjJ/~glN(JL(nd me 
was working. ' 
For the first ttme thls'student was able to sense whet was happening around hlm:~nd to 
realise that the ensemble was produdng a good performance. Without partlcJpating In 
the performance he would not have known that the performance was going well and. 
would' not have been so sensitive to what was happening around,hlm, therefore ~ . 
pertonnance has forced htrn along. the InwlH'Cl/outward trajectory. , ,'; ,J .,,' 
Whether this student remains In the same place along the trajectory, am. still haS this " 
same awareness In the rehearsals, Is yet to be seen, and we must be careful not to' . 
assume that the trajectory Is a one-way street. but what the performance has done Is, 
give him the experience of engaging with the group. Now he has that experience he Is 
more likely to draw on this prior experience In future learning situations (Hallam, 2001; 
63). He Is now half way to full partldpatlon In the community, all he needs to do Is put 
In his notes so that others can then engage with hlml 
'. . . . 
Lave and Wenger say that 'ielImlng Is not merely II condition of m~bershlp, butls Itseff 
lin evolvIng form of membership' (Lave and Wenger, 1991; 53)~, As the Indlviduai. 
evolves by engaging with the group, the group will also evolve as a result of the 
Individual's devetopment. With each performance every $tUdent will move along a 
different trajectory, becoming closer or further away to being a full member of the· 
group, creating an ever-changlng .group dynamic. WIthin this, each lndlvtdual stude~t . 
will have one or more different goals that drive their learning and their partlclpatlon-In 
the group. These goals may be very small and personal Dke getting a pa~1arIy dlm.C;~lt 
bar of mUSic correct (many a time have I been ecstatic about hitting one particular note 
In a complete wOrk) or they may be large, such as playing together lnan ~rtant 
concert and feeling a sense of ownership of the music. Indeed . 
'The process of performing Is Itself an achievement for those who'.'der 
themselves to be IImllteurs. ' 
(Pitts, 2005; 25) 
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However, the aim of the ensemble remains to produce as good a performance as 
possible, and this is achieved by the success or failure of each Individual student to 
reach their own specific goals. 
Wenger suggests that 'identity serves as a pivot between the socIal and the Individual' 
and that an Individual's identity must be the product of the 'mutual constitutIon' of the 
community and the person (Wenger, 1998; 145). The evolving Identity of the student 
within the group In tum aeates the evolution of the group Itself. As the student achieves 
their individual goals, they go through a process of changing Identity. The following 
comments were made by different students at different stages In their learning In 
response to the question 'Do you consider yourself to be a musldan?' and they show 
how this change occurs over time. 
'no way I'm a musician' Beginner learner. 
'I don't perceive myself as a musician, I can see that perhaps In a few yeaTS 
time I could see myself as it. ' After two years of learning. 
'I've actually started to feel more rounded as a practitioner of the violin.' Also 
after two years of learning. 
'I do regard myself as an amateur, as an amateur musldan, but as a 
musician. ' After five years of learning. 
Although this is not the place for the discussion of a musldan's Identity (for a detailed 
discussion of Identity in relation to musical partiCipation see Pitts, 2005), what this 
shows is that the student undergoes a metamorphosis from 'no way I'm a mus/dan' to 'I 
do regard myself as ... an amateur musIcIan' through continued engagement with a 
community of practice and by a process of achieving personal goals In order to fulfll a 
group aim. 
The group leamlng Individually or the Incllvlduala lumlng ... group? 
The notion of goal driven learning Is embedded In ActIvity Theory, as Nardi explains: 
'Actions are goal-directed processes that must be undertaken to fulfil the 
object. ' 
(Nardi, 1997; 73) 
Activity theory describes the process of activity through the Interaction between the 
people, the tools used to carry out the activity and the object of the activity (for an 
Interesting and condse Introduction to activity theory see Russell, 2004). The traditional 
model shows the Interaction only between the subject, the object and the tools (also 
known as mediating artefacts) In the form of a triangle and Is descrtbec:las an actIVity 
system. 
~m --________________________________________ ~ 
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The subject Is the student, the objecUs to playa piece of music and this Is done through 
the use of mediating artefacts such as Instruments, musical notation, physical gestures 
etc. The Individual cannot play the music without the Instrument, and the Instrument 
cannot play without the student, therefore It Is the mediation between the two that 
produces the music. 
EngestriSm devetoped this model by adding another layer, placing..it within the Social 
context of the activity to show how.the Interactions between t.he subject and the world . 
around them contribute to carrying out the activity..' " 
mediating 
artefacts 
- .... ~ outcome 
rules L-_______ ~'__ _______ ~ Division of Labour 
community 
(Engestrom, 19~~ 31) 
If we apply this to a student learning to play their Instrument within an ensemble, the 
activity system Is as follows: 
subject: 
students, 
musicians 
mediating artefacts: 
Instruments, notation, 
gestures 
_ ... ~ outcome: 
.. . musiC: . 
. '"!-
rules: ,DevIsloA,QfLabour: " ";; 
ensemble L-__ ----~~--.:-------~ roles of Instruments, . 
ettlquette teachers, learners 
An Individual student sets themself a goal, for example to be able to play all the notes of 
a certain piece of music. The process they then go through to do this Involves a complex 
set of Interactions between their Instrument and the notation, the physical gestures that 
the conductor will give to Inform the players where they are In the piece and how to play 
that part, their own Instrument and the other Instruments In the ensemble as well as the 
rules that embody the nature of the ensemble which are guided by the context within 
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which they are playing. For example, In order to play the right notes a trombonist will 
have to physically move their arms and place their lips In the right position 
simultaneously to get the correct pitch, however If the correct pitch Is not attained, and 
it does not fit in with what they can hear around them, they will firstly need to recognise 
whether the pitch needs to be higher or lower and then adjust physically to correct the 
note. The way that the particular note Is played will be dependent on whether the note 
appears at the beginning of a bar or phrase or at the end, and the player will have to 
make a judgement as to where they are In the music as to how much stress they need 
to give the note, this can be directed by the conductor or can be gained by an 
awareness of what everyone else In the ensemble Is doing at that particular time, or a 
combination of both. The note will belong to a series of notes that form a melody, a 
countermelody or be part of a harmonic sequence and therefore that note may need to 
be loud or quiet depending on where It lies In the texture of the music. The conductor 
may give a signal In the form of a physical gesture to Indicate to the player how to play 
the series of notes, for example to play smoothly by a smooth, flowing gesture, or 
detached by a more jagged gesture, small Indicating quietly and large Indicating loudly. 
Simultaneously, the player will have to be sensitive to what particular role their 
Instrument Is playing at that point In the music, are they providing the tune, Is It a solo 
or soli (a section solo, I.e. a solo played by a group of Instruments e.g. flutes), a duet or 
Is It an accompanying figure? On top of this the player has to be aware of where they 
are playing physically, are they In rehearsal or performance? Who Is listening? And what 
the particular rules are for that specific context, for example In rehearsal It may be ok to 
speak or 'tut' at themself or another person, laugh or even swear If a mistake Is made 
(depending on the type of rehearsal, each group will have Its own specific etiquette.). In 
performance this may change. All of this happens within a split second. 
What this activity system describes is that it is not merely a case of whether the 
Individual Is acting alone but being surrounded by a group of people, such as a person 
would If visiting a busy library, or whether people are acting as a group but In an 
Individual way, for example an audience showing their Individual appreciation for a 
performance (see Turner, 1987 and 1991 for a discussion of the sodal group and social 
Influence). Moreover a complex system of Intricate Interactions between the Individual 
and the group occurs constantly throughout the period of activity. Therefore both the 
group and the Individual are learning simultaneously, and both are contributing to the 
development of the Individual's Identity as a performer and the group's Identity as a 
performing group. 
The Music: object, outcome or artefact? 
We have so far considered the function of the group as a performing ensemble and 
found this key to both the placement of the Individual In a community of practice and to 
the evolution of group and Individual Identity, but what role does the music play In the 
complex Interactions between the various components of the activity system? 
As discussed above there are many reasons and motivations for deciding to join a 
learning ensemble, not all of which are musical. 
'One of the reasons why 1 wanted to take up an Instrument was thlIt 1 
honestly thought that It would be good for my brain ... and 1 was told like If 
you do different things, creatively, you can work different parts {of your 
brain]. ' 
The goal of this particular student at the time of joining was to exercise her brain, so 
what role did the mUSic play In her activity system? It Is certainly an outcome of her 
objective; by exercising her brain through playing the vIOlin she Is produdng music, but 
It was not the primary outcome, that was to use a new mental process. However, If we 
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place the music as the artefact rather than the outcome, we can construct an activity 
system that uses music as a tool to achieve the real goal, rather than the music being a 
by-product of that goal. Therefore this student Is learning 'about the music' In order to 
work her brain. 
As this student has developed and moved towards full membership of her ensemble, her 
activity system has changed and her goal Is now be able to create music with others. 
Nardi says that 'activity theory recognises that changing conditions can realign the 
constituents of lin activity' (Nardi, 1997; 75). Therefore the changing condition of the 
student's membership of the group has caused the emphasis to shift from learning 
'about the music' In order to work her brain, to learn 'the music' In order to perform It. 
In other words, the music has shifted from artefact to object. ·If 'leming Involves the 
construction of/dent/ties' (Lave and Wenger, 1991; 53) then the ~ of the activity 
system will have a big Impact on the identity that Is formed by the lear~; 
So far we have concentrated on the activity system of theindtvldual wl1;Nn· tt)e Ieamll19 : 
ensemble, but what of the activity system of the ensemble as a whole, and, where iioes 
the music occur within this? Burrows addressed the issue of placing the music as both . 
artefact and object In the activity system of an Improvised performance by a group of 
musldans by transforming the triangle as follows: 
Individual 
cognition 
m_~ 
sounds. InStnments, 
s~tlons 
sound1CtlGnl 
mlllllltlcnll art~*ts: .SOUIIdI. InStruntnts, 
Individual . 
cognition 
Individual 
~C~ltiOn; .... . '-.. , mecbtlCllllllert.n.cts : sounds. Instnm.u. 
.~ 
. m'~ Irttftcts: ~~ Instnm..-ts. \aunHc:tI..... . 
Individual 
cognition 
(Burrows, 2004; 8) 
The musicians are using their individual Instruments, sounds·and sound-acttot1s as a tool 
to create a group sound, the result Is Individual cognition contributing to group cognition 
and group cognition feeding Individual cognition. However, this niodel does not allow for 
the Interactions between the Individual and the social context In terms of rules and 
division of labour, both Important constituents of the activity system of 8 teaming 
ensemble. If we Insert the activity systems of the individuals, we can show that whether 
they are learning 'about the music' or 'the music', the Individual goals, objects and 
outcomes of the students, along with their relatfonshlp to the social context, form music 
as a result of group cognltfon. 
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Individual 
cognition individual & cognition 
individual \_._._.,. ~ 
~n / ' 
.... // "'. .& indivi.dual 
I \ ~~tioo 
. \ , . 
. Music '..?' I . 
~ (group cognition) ! 
~ \ i~~'ndivldual ,. . ~ ·tI 'nd"d I' I cog"' on I IVI ua. . It! ' ~ cogn on 4·...... ./ 
.. ...._._._ .... \ 
~ ~indiVidual 
I d"d I cognition n IVI ua 
cognition 
This also recognises that group cognition is permeable; some of the Individuals' activity 
will feed directly into the creation of the music, others will pass through. Therefore, this 
allows for the outcome of any individual's activity system to not only go towards group 
cognition, but also to come out of It. For example, the outcome of my new player In that 
first performance was to become engaged In the community of practtce, but as he did 
not play any of the notes he did not directly contribute to the music, however, his 
outcome was a direct result of the group cognition. 
A model for adult _mini? 
Why then should this method of learning be a successful model for adults who wish to 
learn to playa musical Instrument? 
.1 
As discussed above the leisure musician Js an Individual who Wishes to be able to play an 
Instrument with other people and the 'learn as you play'model provides just this; an 
opportunity to play and perform music In a group environment without having to take on 
a huge amount of extra work to become technically masterful. The dual function of the 
'learn as you play' model allows the student to learn through a 'process of participation In 
both rehearsals and performances and to develop their identities through a network of 
goal driven activity, the more Immersed In their group, the stronger their Identity will 
be. Moreover, as the following student comments show, the Instant gratification of being 
part of an ensemble as a beginner and contributing to the production of musical sound Is 
exactly what the leisure musician desires, and It is this that attracts them to the learning 
ensemble. 
'it was precisely the orr::hestral thing and I think it's because I've IIlwllYs 
enjoyed that and because it is that kind of set up of community lind II sense 
of small contributions perhaps but contributions In the overall thing, which 
can sound lovely. ' 
'even if you arent actually playing the notes of II tune you are hellrlng It and 
you are part of It and I just think that's a really productive way of learning. ' 
'1 find it hugely enjoyable but you can be lICtually part of an. attractive music 
sound at a relatively low level, you are pitched in straIght away and that WIlS 
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what attracted me because, 1 mean really it was when I started last year and 
I'd not read music before and being able just to play the open strings and 
follow, and learn to follow the music by just playing the open strings, there 
was a fantastic attraction, whereas I don't think I would have persevered with 
lessons or playing on my own ,because the feedback from playing on your own 
in the early stages is very poor. ' 
Overall, through this process of being Immersed into a community of practice and 
the Interactions between that community and the student, using artefacts to achieve 
their goals, the student can participate In an activity that provides them with a vital 
component of their motivation: the 'feel good factor', and It Is predsely this 
experience that drives the leisure musician's learning. 
'It Is money absolutely well spent Isn't it? I mean It's one of those times In your 
life. You know there's plenty of times when you spend an evening doing 
absolutely bugger all and you get to the end of the evening and you think that's 
five hours of my life gone, watching crap on 7V and wIth this you go home and 
you feel as If, you are just filled with this rush of sort of virtue. ' 
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Leam As You Play; motivation for adult musical participation 
What makes an adult join an ensemble and then continue to attend weekly 
rehearsals and perform regularly? The obvious answer would be to make music. 
So then, what would make an adult who can't play an instrument at the point of 
joining, Join said ensemble and then continue to attend weekly rehearsals and 
perform regularly? This was a question that I asked myself a few years ago when 
I was Involved In the Initial pilot scheme of such an ensemble. Before my very 
eyes I could see adults pick up an Instrument for the first time and work through 
a series of tedious one note tunes and quickly progress to the point where, after 
only a few months of playing the Instrument, they could perform a half decent 
piece that certainly any parent would be proud of If they were watching their 
children. In fact, in the audience of the first concert of this particular group, there 
were many proud children encouraging their parents. How come when many 
adults start to learn an Instrument they get to a point where the Interest Is lost 
and eventually give up, these adults have continued to flourish? 
The difference is that these adults joined a 'learn as you play' scheme. An 
ensemble specifically designed as a learning group as well as a performing 
ensemble. When I asked a student why she joined her particular group, she said 
'I find that [in my Individual lessons 1] was going too slow ... 1 don't want 
to sit down and play Jingle Bells ... 1 want to try and stretch and do some 
hard things, and 1 don't mind If 1 don't do them well, but 1 want to keep 
the Interest up by trying to do hard things and 1 don't feel... that the 
way that 1 am being taught one to one is keeping my Interest as an 
adult whereas this group does do that. ' 
So what Is It that Is keeping her Interest In this particular group, what Is 
motivating her to leam? 
ftl can't do It, but neither can they" 
Vernon says 
'It could be argued that the ... tendency of human beings to form and 
belong to social groups Is aimed fundamentally at the attainment of 
security ... The individual becomes securely embedded In the group which 
supports him in need and protects him from danger. ' 
(Vernon, 1969; 95) 
When a person joins a learning ensemble they are from the outset a member of a 
social group (for a definition of the sodal group see Turner, 1987). They learn 
together as a group and they perform together as a group, and this unique aspect 
of a learning ensemble directly contributes to the motivation of the students 
within the group. The concept of the learning ensemble Is that everyone Is in the 
same boat as each other, therefore providing learning support In a different way 
to a student who has an Individual lesson. The following comment by a student 
highlights this. 
'when you find when you're finding something difficult, quite commonly 
other people are also finding It difficult, and you can hear that as well' 
To this student, knowing that other people around them finds something difficult 
provides a certain amount of comfort. When I asked a manager of a learning 
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ensemble what he thought the attraction to learning In a group Is he said that 
'there Is a vulnerability In Individual tuition' but In the group situation this 
vulnerability disappears. He says 
'And you dont mind being wrong because It can be a bit of a laugh. I 
The students echo this and many talk with good humour about making mistakes 
In their group, but the Important thing is that the other members of the group do 
not mind them making mistakes: 
StudentG Not feeling as if you are not really up to It [is Important too} 
else otherwise It:s an Impossible mountain to climb. I started two years 
ago and I thought I would never be able to get to play with people for 
years and years and years and I tried" as I say, I tried some other group 
and my view was confirmed. Then I spoke to someone· who plays and 
she said try [the leaming orchestra} and I, expect it's the wrong word, 
but I've been tolerated cheerfully [laughter} and that's Important for 
somebody In my position. 
Student II think I've realised that there are other people who are as 
bad as me. [laughter} Which is not a very nice thing to say Is it~ 
Student l There are some people if they are very good players;. they 
would be Irritated .... . . . 
Student I Yes. 
'. 
Student lUke a tennis player, not everyone but some ·people 'would. 
play with you even If you cant play tennis very much, they are quite 
happy to play with you though they like to play with good players as 
well. And so it's very good here that there are people that are better 
than us that are willing to play with us. ' 
Here the students show that they feel secure.enough in,tbeir'gt:OUp not to f., . 
bad If they have made a mistake, letting the other members of the group down. 
As student G above commented, he tried a traditional orchestra, with no 
emphasis on learning, and he found that he felt that he was not up to playing 
with other people, whereas the orchestra with the emphasis on learning gives him 
the security he needs to learn his ensemble skill. So htJw does this security and 
sense of belonging aid the learning of the student? 
Lave and Wenger developed the notion of Legitimate Peripheral Participation as a 
way of explaining how a person learns through partldpatlon In a community of 
practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991). When a person becomes a member of a 
community of practice, for example the practice of a learning ensembfe, their 
membership of that group and their leaming within the group will evolve 
together. As the partldpatlon will always remain peripheral, the Idea that leamlng 
Is constantly changing and that to reach the centre would assume a 'dosed 
domain' (Lave and Wenger, 1991; 36), the member will move along different. 
trajectories across and within the group as their learning expands end d.velops, 
each providing a learning experience that Is unique to their partlQJlar community 
of practice (Wenger, 1998; 154). . 
..• 
For example, a new member to a group may move along an 'Inbou~' trajectory, 
this will take them Into the group through a process of Integration and acceptance 
by the 'older' members of the group. Student A above descrtbes how he joined 
his partlQJlar learning ensemble as he found that when he Joined other groups he 
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felt that he was not up to the standard of the groups and therefore did not fit in. 
In this case he did not move far along the 'Inbound' trajectory before he felt that 
the group was not for him. Perhaps the music was very difficult and he felt he 
was letting the other members down, or perhaps the other members could see he 
was at a different level to them and therefore did not accept him Into the group. 
He knew he was not secure in the group and therefore his learning or his 
membership did not evolve. This 'inbound' trajectory turned into an 'outbound' 
trajectory and he left the group. However, when he joined his current group he 
found that he was 'tolef7Jted cheerfully' and this was enough to make him 
continue along the 'inbound' trajectory towards full membership of the group. The 
emphasis of this group on learning rather than just performing made all the 
difference. 
Therefore In order to motivate the student to continue along their 'Inbound' 
trajectory and move towards full membership of the group, they must feel secure 
within that group; the feeling of being In the same boat as everyone else makes a 
strong motivational force to continue with the community of practice. 
"I just love my group" 
Whilst membership of a learning ensemble can offer the security needed to 
flourish in terms of learning, it can also provide a sentimental motivation for 
members. Vernon says that 'sentiments differ from interests as the emotional 
element is more prominent' and 
'The most salient characteristics are love of a particular object, person, 
sodal group or abstract idea; and strong motivation to support and 
promote this object, and to attack or overcome anything which 
threatens it. ' 
(Vernon, 1969; 113). 
When talking to students about their groups they show a great fondness of the 
group, as these comments illustrate. 
'I feel so enthusiastic about it, aliI want to do when I'm there Is play, 
that's aliI want to do, and I'm just so grateful that there's room to do 
that. 1 dont really understand why people go If they dont feel that 
sort of enthusiasm really ... 1 say 99% of the people 1 think share my 
sense of wonder that this thing Is even there. Especially people who've 
never had a chance to touch an instrument before In their lives. It's 
just such a revelation to them, and they come on so quickly. ' 
'It's like a family really, there's the elders and then there's the younger 
ones and it's nearly impossible to learn Gamelan on your own, you have 
to learn in a group and the group seems to evolve together. ' 
'One headmistress once said to the group of children 'How can you go 
back to class and argue with each other and be nasty to each other 
when you've Just shared a beautiful chord with each other?' 1 thought 
. that was lovely, 'you've shared a chord~ So how can you possibly go 
back and bully each other and bitch each other or whatever. ' 
It Is dear to see by the language that the students use when talking about the 
group that It Is very dear to them. These affectionate comments and references 
to groups asfam"les Imply that the group are sharing something special, and the 
Individuals feel protected by that. As we have seen above, the seaJrlty that the 
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group gives allow the students to participate In a community of practice, which In 
tum allows their learning to evolve alongside their group membel'$hlp. But Is It 
the people within the group that the students feel affectionate towards, or Is .the 
activity that the group allows them to participate in? When I asked a group 
whether they SOCialise, they said: 
Student H It's, well, we don't actually, for instance I've been playlng.in 
the orchestra for four years, it's not the sort of group th« goes to the 
pub afterwards. Mainly because we tend to rehearse in placeSi t:l»t are a 
little far out, like here and people come from quite far ... ' 
Student I Yes, we're very very diverse aren't we. 
Student H ... away. 
Student l Well one woman comes from (a town approximately 40 miles 
away] ... and she's been coming for a long long time. 
Student F That's far Isn't It. 
: ~ )- . . ~,I'~'. " ,~: ~ 
Student H So by the time you start and the time you finish ... 
Student ]., •• some do come a long way. 
Student H ... It's not really easy to socialise. 
So if It's not the actual people within the group that provide this strong 
sentiment, what Is? 
In order to develop such affection for a group it must be giving a person 
something in return, something that can only be got from that group. Vernon 
says that sentiments vary greatly amongst different people (Vernon, 1969; 115) 
but one particular type of sentiment, 'self-regarded' sentiment; acts to maintain. 
pride and self-esteem, protecting the person from contempt, disapproval and . 
frustrations. He says that 
'Self-esteem depends toa considerable extent on the esteem glvenby 
members of the groups to which they belong, they seek to harmonize 
their behllViour and their ideas about themselves to accord with the 
opinions of others. ' " 
(Vernon, 1969; 116) 
Or, as Hallam says, 
'one of the most powerful influences on ourbehllvloul'../swhat other 
people think of us.' 
(Hallam, 1998; 94) 
, " 
Many students that I have spoken to have talked about how frustrated they have 
been wtth themselves when leamlng their particular Instrument, and.how they 
are worried that they wHl do something 'wrong' In front of the grQUp. Although 
the group provides a safety·net In which to dQ this, It·ls stlll not,alwa~ a nice 
experience when things go badly wrong. This Is something that I have 
experienced myself as an adultleamer. As part of my research I have ~n , 
learning a new Instrument SOl as to get as close as lean to·the $tUdents·lhtlve , 
Interviewed. As I have been playing western music for ~ of mY,Hfe, 1 ~4IClded 
to bIIke up a non-westem tradlttonallnstrument and so joined .: gamel.-. To , 
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collect data from my own experiences I wrote a learning diary. The following 
diary extract shows one of the frustrations that I have had when learning 
gamelan. 
'5 June 2007 
I am so very pissed off with myself. I am so annoyed I can't play 
'Sumyar'. I had this brilliantly back in March, it was so good. I haven't 
played it since then for one reason or another and then we did it two 
weeks ago as we're doing it in London and I was just totally lost, 
couldn't remember the sakharan and couldn't get the imbal. I couldn't 
even get the basic bit right. Then I practiced with paper plates and 
thought that it would be fine and then we did it right at the very end and 
I was rubbish. I just gave up in the middle and felt like crying. [the 
tutor] came over and explained some things to me and then we tried It 
again and it was a bit better but I was still rubbish. That was it, we were 
out of time. I just can't get my bit on the off beat and [another student] 
is trying to be oh so helpful and saying come 'on, you clap to my off 
beat, which I refused to do. She should just leave it alone, it makes me 
feel worse and that she's rubbing it in that I can't do it. I'm sure she's 
not but that's how I feel. I just think the whole piece would be better if I 
didn't play It. It seems that every time I have a difficult bit to do, we 
never practice It. The same happened last summer with my bonang bit, 
I totally cocked it up and it was awful, because I'd only played it about 
twice. Everyone is trying to be nice but it was just rubbish. I was really 
looking forward to London but I'm not now, not at all. ' 
I remember at this point I hated the group and everyone in It! However, on 
reflection this was because I was frustrated at not being able to do something 
and that everyone else knew. This was very different to making a mistake and It 
not mattering; It was something far greater. I remember feeling very exposed 
and my self-esteem was very low. I wasn't in the least bit safe in the group, and 
at this point I probably felt the least affectionate towards the group that I ever 
have. So when I wasn't protected, when my pride was hurt and my self-esteem 
was low, I was very unaffectionate towards the group and didn't want to play 
with them any more. When I feared that everyone In the group thought I was not 
very good, I disliked them. The other side to this of course Is that on the 
occasions when things have gone very well, and I have felt that everyone In the 
group thought I was brilliant, I loved them! Both occasions motivated me to come 
back. The first so that I could prove that I could do It and regain the level of self-
esteem that I had previously had, showing that 'the feeling of rejection Is Itself a 
motivating state' (Maslow, 1987; 7) and the second so that I could bask in the 
glory of my brilliance! 
Interestingly then, this shows that the sentimental feelings towards the group 
that act as motivators are actually generated by ourselves and not the other 
group members. Moreover" I have seen other members of the group in exactly 
the same situation as me, many times and not once have I ever thought that the 
music would be better without them, or that they should not belong to the group, 
nor has my opinion d them altered in any way. This was purely conjecture on 
part. Maslow says that 
'All people in our society have a need or desire for a stable, firmly 
based, usually high evaluation of themselves, for selfrespect or self 
esteem, and for the esteem of others' 
(Maslow, 1987;.22) 
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So is the sentimental motivation that membership of a group provides more to do 
with how we gain the esteem of others by the goals that we set ourselves, and 
how well we achieve them in the group context? 
"I will get that bit right'" 
Vernon says that 
'Much human behaviour is characterized by Its organised, highly 
motivated, goal-directed nature. I 
(Vernon, 1969; 108) 
The notion of goal directed learning Is firmly embedded In activity theory and, as 
Nardi comments 
'ActIon • • ,.. gtMl-dlrected proc:eaes th_ muR be ulHlertaken 
to fullll the object. ' . 
(Nardi, 1997; 73) 
Originally conceived by Vygotsky (see Daniels, 2001),actlv.M:y ~ry explains the 
learning process through the Interaction ·of the Individual (the subj~) and the 
mediating artefacts (tools) tn order to achieve a goal. (the obJect). It Is most 
commonly represented by a triangle known as an activity syst.m~ 
tools· . . "" 
subject 
L-__________________________ ~~ ____ ~ o~ect 
... ·.1 
The Idea Is that In order to learn, a person will settl1emself aloat and In order to 
achieve It they go through a process of mediation using the tools that are . 
available to them within the specific context of the learning. So, for example, a 
person may decide to team to play 8 violin. At the particular point of· ....".ng:. ; 
their object Is to playa 0 major scale expressively, .tocto this their goal is to team 
to play 'Ode To Joy' (Essential Elements 2000 for Strings, exerdse205, -page 46). 
The object Is to learn the scale and· to think 'about how It appears In tile tune, and 
how the tune Is phrased. The outcome of this will be to play the .plece :of music . 
senSitively, paying attention to the rise and fall of scale within the'melQdy and 
expressing It accordingly. In order to do this they must physically -Interact with 
the Instrument and mentally Interact with the notation so as to produce the music 
as Intended. The person cannot produce the~muslc without the violin or, the 
notation (this is not dtscountlngplaylng ,from memory. as the tool of notation Is 
specific to this particular context of leaming), anct;the notation cannot produce 
the music Without the violin or person, nor can the violin play without the 
notation telling the person what to do; It Is the Interaction between an of these 
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things that allows the subject to achieve their object. When the object has been 
achieved, the outcome will noticeably different. 
Engestrom took this process of learning through activity further and placed it 
within its sodal context, adding another layer to the triangle, and showing the 
place of the outcome: 
mediating 
artefacts 
- ... ~. outcome 
rul6 L-________________ ~~ ______________ ~ Division of Labour 
community 
(Engestrom, 1999; 31) 
This shows how the subject also interacts with the rules, community and the 
division of labour of the social context in order to achieve their goal. In the case 
of the violinist above, If they are learning within an ensemble this then adds a 
whole extra dimension to their learning. The rules will be the specific etiquette of 
the learning ensemble, In other words how their particular group likes to conduct 
its rehearsals or whether they are In a performance Situation, which may require 
a different code of conduct all together (for a discussion of how the presence of 
an audience has an impact on the performer see Davidson, 1997). The 
community wiD be the ensemble and the audience, if present, and the division of 
labour will be how the violin Interacts with the other Instruments of the ensemble, 
whether this Is all violins, a string orchestra or a full orchestra, as well as the 
conductor and the other learners around them. So the object then changes from 
able to play the scale expressively so as to produce the tune 'Ode To loy', but to 
be able to play this securely enough to produce 'Ode To Joy' as part of ensemble, 
in time with the other players and how directed by the conductor (In terms of 
tempi, dynamIcS and articulation). This is demonstrated by the following activity 
system: 
rules: 
subject: 
student 
mediating artefacts: 
Instruments, notation, 
gesbJres 
object: -+ outcome: 
To play a D major 'Ode To Joy' 
scale expressively 
ensemble £-----------~--=------------~ 
etiquette community: 
Division of Labour: 
roles of Instruments, 
teachers, learners 
ensemble, 
audience 
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Once this goal has been achieved, the student will then set themself another 
goal. As an Instrumental teacher, I understand that using goals In this way Is how 
a teacher can guide the learning process of the student through a series of small 
tasks that contribute to a greater goal (tn terms of working on specific aspects of 
a piece of music such as dynamiCS, articulation, phrasing and so on In order to 
produce a piece as a whole), and as a learner I am also familiar with this learning 
process and the satisfaction that It gives when the goal Is achieved. The following 
diary extract shows my feelings when I had been trying to memorize specific 
bonang patterns called 'sakharan': 
'30 May 2006 
1 am on fire! We did the sakharan again today. It was really weird. 
When he was going through It 1 couldn't even remember where each 
number was but then as 1 sat down at the bonang panerls It just 
happened ... the pattem just came. The tunes stayed In my head and 
out they came. ' 
Galloway et al tell us that 'motivation Is not Independent of context' (Galloway et 
ai, 2004; 89). Therefore, by the nature of the activity of learning to play music In 
an ensemble itself, how smaller personal goals work together to create a larger 
group goal, there should be an Inbullt motivational factor. This is catalysecl by the 
dual function of the learning ensemble as a teaching group and a performing 
ensembfe. One student commented on how a performance motlvates,her to 
practise: 
'and there's concertS .,. ok, got to practise now: 
Whereas another student told of how they were motivated to perform well for the 
sake of the conductor. 
'It Inspires you perhaps because If you art! Just pleylng a piece by 
yourself oh, that's not too bad butbeclluse you dont want to let other 
people down and the conductor leader you don't want to let her down 
particularly when we have an end of term concert ... ' 
As well as researchIng adult /eamelS 1 also conduct an adult leamlng ensemble. 
The ensemble Is an Intermediate wind band; the players have either leamt from 
scratch through a learn as you play scheme, or have come In having leamt their 
Instrument a number of years ago and wish to take it back up again. Through 
taking this ensemble It Is easy to see how a perronn.nce can motivate students 
to raise their game. During the summer term ,a new member Joined the blind. He 
Is a trombonist and, in a band with very little lower blass, Is a crucial member of 
the section. During rehearsals 1 would look over to him to either bring In him or 
to check that he was In the right place and he would usually be loolcing ~t me 
with a lost expression. He would tell me lifter the rehearsal that he knew he could 
play the Bctu~1 notes, but he couldn't do It at the right time and was always lost. 
He found It really hard to concentrate on what he was doIng when everyone 
around him was doIng somethIng very different, and couldn't associate what they 
were doIng with what he was doIng. However, after his first performance with the 
band he said 
'Although I couldn't play any of my notes, I knew that everything around 
me was working: 
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Since this performance I have noticed a definite lift in the trombone section. He 
has raised his game and in a relatively short space of time is confident enough to 
play solos. Not only this, but he has lifted the other trombonist In the band; 
retired and In his seventies, he has never before partiCipated In concerts and I 
usually don't hear him play during rehearsals, but now I hear him having a go at 
things and he has also partiCipated in a concert. 
"Anything you can do, I can do better" 
In partldpating in the concert, the student above may well have achieved a goal 
that he set himself. Since the concert, it seems that the student has set a new 
goal; to try and contribute more to the ensemble. To do this he has had to build 
his confidence as well as develop musical skills such as rhythm and counting. In 
the two trombonists dlSQIssed above there are two different types of motivational 
forces; someone who has demonstrated that they thrive from achievement 
motivation and another who is happy to participate in interest centred activities. 
According to Vernon, these are two opposite motivational forces (Vernon, 1969; 
128), however I would argue that the two students have shown qualities of both. 
The new trombonist being very achievement motivated, but partidpatlng In an 
Interest centred activity, and the older trombonist who had previously been happy 
to coast along with the band suddenly found that he could raise his game and 
achieve something that he has never done before. Maybe this Is because having a 
second person In the section has given him a little more confidence, or maybe It 
was fuelled by competition. 
It Is widely acknowledged that competition provides a strong motivational force In 
a wide range of activities. In western dassical music competition Is almost 
ingrained into our musical upbringing; auditJons for orchestra places from a very 
early age, participation In festivals and competitions, grade examinations being 
used a basis to rate a persons 'musicality'. As a teenager, In a world of what 
seemed like a thousand flautists in the 1980s competing for the first desk in the 
county youth wind band, I recognised that to get where I wanted to be 1 had to 
fight off the competition and win my place. Being canny, I decided that the 
easiest way to do this was to get hold of a piccolo, giving me Instant promotion. 
However, I very quickly learnt that to hold my place, I had to be good. Not only 
this but I found that my self-esteem needed to be 'based on deselVed respect 
from others' (Maslow, 1987; 22) and so I had to feel that I deserved to be on 
that front desk, not just because I played the piccolo. Therefore what started off 
as competition between my peers transformed Into a need to set myself a high 
level of aspiration and striving to achieve that. Vernon agrees that aspiration and 
competition go hand In hand (Vernon, 1969; 121), and it is easy to see how this 
transpires within adult learning ensembles. The following conversation 
demonstrates how a competition can manifest Itself within a learning ensemble. 
Student E It's like a competitive sport. Uke a competition, a violin 
competition. 
Student. The thing Is you do want, you do want to be not letting, 
because it's so physical and so audible when you make a horrible 
mistake [agreement] 
student D No but there's still a competition, people want to play the . 
first violin ... 
Student A Yes. 
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Student D ... they are on the same stage as 1 am ... 
Student A/O yes, yes. 
Student D ... in the same class M'Id they play theflrst:violln beCfJuse 
that sounds better than playing the second violin ... 
Student 0 Yes. 
; 't. 
Student D ... Therefore there are no second violins. 
Student 0 Yes, yes. 
student D Because people dantwant to p~ tbe.second violin. The 
part although might be more Interesting than the first violin, stfllthere 
are only a handful who play second Violin.; • 
Student C 1 think there lire .other reasons liS well, for example today I 
took a first violin and a second violin ... 
Student 0 Yes, yes. 
, , 
Student C ... 1 normally play second violin, but 1 couldnt get It ... 
Student 0 Yes. 
Student C ... and there were more first violins ,$0 It !Mde It easier for 
me to pick It up lind 1 thought 111 go with the majority and 1 wont, If 1 . 
miss a note it wont be so obvious. 
Student D We al/ miSS notes. 
Student 8 1 think It's only some people. There are certain, people who 
are very very ... 
Student I Competitive. 
.ie' 
Student 8 ... competitive, they' want to get ahead~ 
Student I ... they skip up stages. And other people would rather be, ... 
Student D When they lire not necessarily ... 
Student I ... a bit better thlln the lower stage'{agreementJ the next 
stage up. 
Student 0 I think there are a lot of Issues about people's personal 
achievement as like soloists at home and their wish to take part In an 
orchestra and 1 think that rully·if you are part of lin ol'f:hestTa you , 
should play something that is/within your CIIfNIb/Htiesfor the orcbestl'll 
but I think there's a lot of people who are kind of stuck, there's" lot of 
people who Just want to be the best that they can be but withIn the 
orchestra and It's actulllly not necessarily within the orchestra'slntl!rest. 
Do you? 
Student E 1 don't know, 1 think that might be the better, l,m."thft, 
higher up maybe, 1 don't know. 1 wouldn't have thought ... 
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Student 0 No, 1 think there are lots of people ... 
Student E '" lower. 
Student 0 '" as [student D] said they want the first violin part ... 
Student Eyes. 
Student 0 ... and they want to push themselves to their limit. 
[agreement] 
Student A Yes, cause 1 started at [an adult education college] with 
someone who's, well we've been [there] for three years together, and 
he's gone up to level four, but I'm doing level three again ... and I'm sort 
of like, mmm why Is he doing there [laughter] and you do, and like to 
today [laughter] he's doing the first, in the full orchestra all of us are 
playing together, and he's in the firsts and I'm sort of thinking, well 
hang on a minute you know, and he's, and I'm sitting at the back doing 
the second bit and I'm sort of thinking, weill should be In the firsts, but 
then I'm thinking well no 1 shouldn't and actually I'm not as good and 
maybe he's, you know and there's all this stuff goIng, and it Is really 
yeah. 
Student D You all know the same thing and it's not that one part is 
more difficult than, in the big orchestra it is [agreement] but in the 
ensembles we play in it doesn't make a difference whether you play first 
or second. Sometimes the first is more interesting, sometimes the 
second Is. But it, people like to say they play the first violin. [laughter] 
Student A 1 do. 
Student D But I don't give a toss. I don't play then tum and everyone 
else ... 
Student A It does have a nicer tune though, this Is the thing. 
Student D ... ha? 
Student A Usually have a nicer tune, this is the thing and when you are 
stuck in the thirds and seconds you've got one note repeated and stuff. 
Student D And then you have to fight somebody to say oi, you played 
violin one last term and now you play violin two because 1 want to play 
violin one. 
Student 0 Yeah, yeah. 
Student C Wow. 
Student D I don't think so. [laughter] 
Student B Next term you swap with me. [laughter] 
Student D I'm a grown up, 1 can handle that. [laughter] 
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The image that this conjures is a fairly hostile, volatile situation between the 
students but the conversation mustn't be taken out of context and It was actually 
very jovial. Interestingly although one student feels that competition that exists 
within the orchestra is futile that there is no difference between parts, people 
only wanting to play the first part as an Image thing, the general feel of the 
conversation Is that people are competitive purely to. push themselves ahead. In 
my experience as an adult learner I have found competition rife within my 
learning ensemble, as the following diary extract shows: 
'23 May 2006 
As [the tutor] was showing us the tunes by repeating them over and 
over, everyone had their own way of remembering It I w.,s singing the 
numbers, others were remembering the pattern of left and right, ,nd 
[one student}was being really annoying and singing out loud and 
playing an Imaginary bonang. As he w"s getting It he was slnglnf louder 
and louder as If to say 'I've got It' and when other people were.h"vlng a 
go he was singing the numbers for them and It was not helping. I must 
admit I was tempted to help out .once but then 1 remembered that 
you've got to let everyone do It in their own way.· He really annoyed 
[another student}, she ended up saying 'yes 1 know it's" 3 I just need 
to find out where the 3 Is'. ' 
This was the first time that I had sensed open competition between any of the 
members of the group and I remember being amused by It. The reason for my 
amusement was that the two students concerned are actually both professional 
musldans and I think that this was more to do with proving their muskal skills 
and justifying their status as a muSician rather than one wanting to be better 
than the other. But In terms of motivation to leam gameian, this. competition has 
facilitated the development of both of the students; the first student needing to 
continue to 'get It' In order to maintain his position and the second student 
needed to be able to 'get It' In order to prove that she can . 
. 
The common theme with all of these examples is that the competition that exists 
In these learning ensembles has more to do with a person reaching their own 
level of aspiration than that of beating others. Therefore, within a learning 
ensemble where there Is 'a perceived need in some Individuals to be successful 
and better than others' (Hallam, 1998; 96), It Is actually the IndMdualsetting 
themself 
'a high stBndard of performance or level ofasplf71tlon .nd [strivIng] to 
reach this through [their] own efforts. ' 
(Vernon, 1969; 121) 
"The group Is the key-
In each of these four areas of motivation, security, sentiment, goals and 
achievement/competition, the linking factor Is the group. Without the group the 
learner could not feel secure enough to make mistakes, without the group the 
learner has nothing to channel their affection, without the group ttNtilOlls that 
the learner can set themselves are limited and without the group there Is no 
reason to set such a high level of aspiration. 
Vernon says 
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'Many social groups arise initially with the purpose of performing an 
activity in which members have a mutual interest. Motivation is 
enhanced, action is more enduring and effortful, satisfaction Is 
increased, when people combine together to promote such activities. 
Indeed, it might be said that for the majority of human beings such 
social participation is the most valued and enjoyable part of their lives'. 
(Vernon, 1969; 96) 
I cannot think of a more true statement to apply to a learning ensemble. 
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ABSTRAc.T 
This paper will explore 1be impact tbIt laming an 
........ through 1be ~ in aleamiDg 
C8IIeIDbIe can have OIl tbc liws of cbose who do it. Using 
1be c:ca:ept of 'possible sclftS' I will explore why 
ICudents within alelmiDg ensemble do DOt class 
1bemselves IS 'musicians' yet they have a rich music:al 
life, md how it bas catalysed die penoaal and musical 
development of these students. 1b.is will be done 1hrougb 
die analysis of the stuclc:nts' stories. including that of my 
own journey tbrougb a Ieaming ensemble. 
INTRODucnON 
Penny is a secondary school teacher. She 
teaches sciences and bas done for nearly 30 years. lohn 
runs a software compeny. PIt is a retired teacher and 
David works in a hospital.· What do these people bave in 
common? They all describe tbemselves as '1tOI mruical' 
yet they learn an iostnDnent dIrougb a pocess of 
immersiDs themsel\les in adive ID1ISic making and 
performance within a learning ensemble. They are self-
confessed 'noo-IDusicians', yet they bave a rich musical 
life. 
WHAT IS A 'NON-MUSICIAN'? 
When asking adult learners wbetbet they would 
consider themselves to be • ISIIiciaD I find that they 
often say 'no way I'", tI ,,,,,ricitm' or '1'111 tI potential 
mllSicion.' Our 'non-musicians' above all have a view 
ofwblt a musician is aDd why thI=y are not one. 
John: 'Weill think a """,iCian is able to play their 
insl1'llment with a retl8onah/e degree of COIIIP«fIIIC«. I 
mean, I view my son as a """,ician becQl/Se I think he 
can play with a reafOIfIlbIe degree of C01IIJIdetlCe, he has 
a certain amtJII1II of1llflSicallty as well. I tlrhtl tlwe two 
elements are nece.vary, both the ability to operate the 
insl1'llment aIfd a mrt of afeel;ngfor whld ".,'re 
playing. I think I have a feelingfor what I'm playing. but 
it's the operation of the instrument that's the problem!' 
1 Names have been dIInaed for purposes of anonymity. 
Pat: '/ think the actual word musician almost implies 
somebody for whom """,ic is their profession, someone 
who plays in an orchestra for money. When you talk 
about somebody being a musician, that's what it 
conjvTes up in my head. A.nd when people talk to me 
about """,ic I say 'oil / dabble in music' or 'music's my 
hobby', so / don't describe myself as a musician 
a/IhmJgh I Sll]Jpose technical1y 1 am, becQl/Se I sing as 
'well. In the choral society where I sing. the standard's 
pretty high and we perform with proj'asiona/s. both 
players and soloists, so in that sense 1 "'ight say I'm an 
amotetl1' .usiclan technically. ' 
Penny: 'Well Jfyou stick the word amatetl1' infront of 
it, then It does make a world of difference doesn', it? 
I'm all too aware of the limitations to my talent and 
ability in that direction. I've got some God-given 
iltUSicfII ability, / think I have because / learnt to sing 
and taught myself and at best it's a reasonable voice 
and a good enough ear in order to learn. But I haven" 
got perfect pitch by even close. But compared with my 
son I mean, I'm pathetic. He has such a good ear and 
such a good feel for it, a natural feel and natural 
ability. Y 011 broW, children that /'ve worked with. that I 
see in the school are really, really able musicians. 
71Iey've got a level of talent beyond what I've got. So it 
does put it all into scale. 
Dtnrid: 'Y 011 get bora at COItCet'ts that 1rave never 
touched an' i1I.ftru1Itent in their ltva, they know 
everything and they're 1IIIC000ciOlll incompetents. Then 
you get people like me that are struggling and we're 
consclOlll incompetenJs. A.1kI then the next wontlwfo/ 
step up must be conscious et»npetence and then you get 
rmconsCious competence, that m"" be wonderfuL ' 
1be students are making c:omp8Iisons Mtween 
themselves and people who they pm:eive IS musicians. 
These role models moe either dtiJdren or well-known 
professionals who bave reached III exbemely high 
standard. In other words, it"s like ~ your 
average 'SnncIay League' football playa' with a teenage 
Michael Owen or David Beckham in his prime. There is 
just no comparison, but does that stop the Sunday 
Leap pIa}er beiDg a footbaDer"1 
2 'Suaday Leape' mas to tbodIIIl Icapa in Ea8IIad tbr tealS of 
friends and wort coIleapes to play in, often OIl • Sunday mominJ. 
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It is not uncommon for music students to think. that they 
are not musicians. In Valuing Musical Participation 
Stephanie Pitts looked at the musical identity of music 
students dwing the transition from A-level to first year 
undergraduate level. She found that there was a lot of 
insecurity about the students' self perception as a 
musician and in the group of first year undergraduates 
she studied there emerged a 'close connection between 
demonstrable achievement and musical identity ... 
Suggesting that to be a 'musician' involves not just 
ability and experience, but must also incorporate a 
degree of recognition from others and a $trong sense of 
$elf-identification with the valrla and skills attributed to 
this label.' [51 Therefore, unless our adult learners 
believe they have the same skills as their role models, 
and others recognise it, they will never be musicians. 
Susan Hallam highlights 'Self Concept' as a motivational 
fador in learning an instrument; within this she includes 
'ideal selt desired possible self and feared pouible self'. 
[1] The idea of the possible self as tool to reach a goal 
was put forward by Markus and Ruvolo: 'the crucial 
element of a goal is the represen/lJlion of the individual 
himself or herself approaching and realizing the goal .• 
[3] In order to reach what they desire, a person will 
construct a self-image of who they want to be, and it is 
the fulfilment of this self-image that drives the person to 
achieve. They say that the more elaborate the pictUre, the 
more chanc:e there is of suc;cess and go on to suggest tbat 
a person may be able to ac:tually feel what it is like to be 
their future possible self at different points clming the 
execution of the action that takes them towards it. In 
other words, a person may be able to dip in and out of a 
future personality, and it is this experience that keeps 
them mOtivated throughout the task [3] .. 
Possible selves can be positive or negative and work best 
when a positive possible self is balanced with a negative 
one in order to achieve the greatest result. For example, a 
student may construct an imaginary picture of what it is 
. like to pass their grade 5 violin and be a grade 5 
violinist; how they would feel, what it would meim to 
them, how others may view. them 0DCe they have 
.achieved this level and. where· it may take.tbem in the 
future. This is a positive possible self. On the other hand 
the student may fail that pade 5 maun. Another picture 
is CODS1rueted of the self as a failure. The persOn DIllY be 
able to feel how they would react on failing the exam, 
how others DIllY react to them, what their self woukI be 
like as someone who has not achieved the level that they 
want. The key to whether they succeed in their pursuit of 
the qualification. depeads on whether they c;an balance 
the two possible selves aDd use the negative possibility 
to drive them. on towar$ the positive 0UlC0me. If the 
peptive possibility is too strong. then it may overtake 
the positive one and become a reaJity; <I can't do it 
therefore I won't do it.' If the positive possibility is too 
strong then it may lead to over confidence and pedJaps 
','. ;. 
lack of preparation. When the two are suitably balanced 
then the greatest success can be expected. 
In her recent book Instrumental Teaching, Janet Milb 
discusses 'aspects of being a musician' in relation to 
how instrumental teachers can develop their students' 
musical lives. [4] These are 
• Creating, interpreting and responding to music 
• Joining in performances that everyone feels 
proud of 
• Feeling 'musical' 
• Being moved by musi~ 
If these four aspects are what make a musician, do 
the students in the Ieaming ensemble have the 
opportunity to experience them, thus developing 
their music lives? If so, are they in a positicJn to 
pursue a possible self as a musician, or are they 
using music to reach IDOther possible self? 
CREATING, INTERPRETING AND RESPONDING 
TO MUSIC 
The leam.in& ensemble is a group that bas been 
specifically designed in order for students to learn how 
to play their instrument in a group environment Students 
are. ~ an ensemble. fi'om the outset and they learn to play 
theD' instrwnents sunultaneously. As their IlOte range , 
extends, so doe$ the complexity ofboth1he music that 
they play and how it fits 1rith tIIOadler ensemble 
Jnsttuments, and everitaaUy they mow on·to play ran 
bandlordtesIral arrangements. The anphesis is'OD the . 
.studenb learning to play toptber"and CftIItiDc .. 
eusemble soand. . . ... 
'. ,; ", .', ,. 
Pat is a retired teacher and she has been learning to play 
the hom for seven years. When we first met she told me 
'I've no mruicaU,adgrtnll'lllreally erupt II daughter 
who plays. ' At first she took some individual lessons, but 
kept her hom playiDg quiet until SOQleODe tbat she 
worked with ' ... fOWllll out aboId ..,. big Ie,:ret, which I 
1IeNI' used to teU ~. and61re ,aid why don't)lOll 
join [the leaming en.remble], it', ftut what YON Med 
And it ;"jat what I Melt· il',grellLBut:why ~ "itju$t 
what she needs? Why does she need to be part of the 
creation of music ia this W8)' to.be a ~ic:ian, and. why 
can'tsbedo it on berown'r ", . 
As it tm'IIS out Pat laM. wboIo lifetime of mulical 
experience: . '/'ve nng nnce I ". 10. Not on my own: in 
II choir-. nng lit II cItoir",," J ".10 .. ' Not CJIlIy ~ 
her husband plays guitar IDd her daghter 'wlto plgys.' is 
a professional viola player. Thelefote for most of Pat's 
life she bas beeD surrounded in musicmBkina. As. \ . 
, RIIhcr thin die CIaIIion ~ IIWIic ...... oriPII COIIIpOIMiaa. I 
have taken the word 'c:rcetion' berc to IIlCID the creation of a musical 
SOUDd. Some would tam this thc.'RCmItioo' ofmuaic. 
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member of a choir Pat has sung with soloists and 
orchestras and her experience of what a musician is 
consists of seeing highly trained individuals perform to a 
very high standard. Could Pat make this musician her 
possible self? When I asked Pat how she would feel if 
her group was taken away from her. She said 
'Devastated If it was taken away I'd have to try and find 
something else to join. 1 mean, now I'm retired, if 1 
hadn't found the horn, life would not be nearly so 
interesting. If you like, it's ",ade my retirement. 1 wish 
I'd started it earlier, but then as things were, I mean 
when you're working. full time teacher and all the rest of 
it, you don't have an awfullat of time. ' 
So to Pat her musical life is about social music making, 
about giving a point to her retirement, it is about 
experiencing a little ofwhat her daughter's life is like. 
Her possible self may be a person to whom music is their 
life, but she knows that reaching a very high standard of 
musical achievement takes a lifetime, whereas she bas 
only just begun. and therefore the possible self of a 
'musician' is not likely from where she stands. 
Lave and Wenger say that 'Ieaming is an integral part of 
generative social practice in the lived-in world' (2] The 
idea that a person learns through the situation that they 
are in, and that the learning is a fundamental ingredient 
of the social world that they are a part ot: is the essence 
of the concept of legitimate peripheral participation 
developed by Lave and Wenger. [2] As the person 
participates in their group their learning expands and 
develops. The more experience the learner has of the 
group, the greater their development. They belong to a 
community of practice, travelling along different 
'trajectories', each holding a valid leaming experience 
that is unique to the particular community of practice 
that they are part of. [6] 
In relation to aduh learning ensembles, the key fac:torto 
the learning is what the practice of the community is. If 
the learner wishes only to learn for the sake ofleaming 
an instrument and has no desire to participate in social 
music making, then being part of a community of 
practice where the practice is that of learning an 
instrument on an individual basis may suffice. However, 
if the learner wishes to be part of a musical experience 
with others and join an ensemble, perfonning music in a 
social context, then they can only do so by being part of 
the practice of the social creation of music. Therefore, 
each time her leaming ensemble meet, Pat is given the 
opportunity to create music as a group, intspet the 
music and respond to it This is why Pat's group is just 
what she needs, and her posst"ble self as social music 
maker perpetuates that need. 
PERFORMING MUSIC 
One of the unique factors of a learning ensemble is 
its dual function as learning group and performing 
ensemble. On one band, the students join their group 
in order to learn their instrument. However, they are 
joining a performing group, and it is performance 
that catalyses the students' learning. A performance 
can be a positive experience, giving a sense of 
achievement and realising a positive possible selt: or 
it can be a negative experience, having the effect of 
realising a negative possible self. However, when 
performing within a learning ensemble, the 
performance is shared between participants and 
therefore, if a performance does not go to plan for an 
individual, the collective achievement often 
outweighs personal dissatisfaction with one's own 
performance. Therefore the student gets a glimpse of 
a negative possible self: but because it is in the 
context of an ensemble performance, the student can 
still get a sense of achievement through the 
performance. It provides an opportunity for the 
student to balance their possible selves. 
John is a trombonist and he joined my Jeaming ensemble 
mid-way through the year. After each rehearsal he would 
tell me how he didn't know where he was, how he was 
completely lost and how he was sorry and would try 
better next week. After his first performance he said 
'Allhough I emIIdn'l play any of my nola, I knew that 
everything around me was working. 'He was dissatisfied 
with his own performance, but he was fully engaged in 
the performance of the group, and to him the experience 
was 'electrifying '. 'Ibis was a performance that he could 
be proud of; it consisted ofbotb bis feared possible self-
that of not being able to play a note, and his desired 
possible self - that of being a 1rOmbonist in a performing 
band. The fusion of his two possible selves in that one 
performance inspired him to practice and gave him 
confidence as a band member. As a result, he bas 
progressed from being an isolated trombonist in a group 
of people, to being able to intcgJate his }B't into the 
ensemble as well as playing solo sections with 
confidence. 
Taking pride in a group performance, although one's 
own performance was not brilliant, is something that I 
have disc:owred myself as an adult learner. I play with a 
Javanese Gamelan· and since joining as a begimler I have 
learnt as part of a learning ensemble, pel fOimod with the 
Gamelan and kept a diary of my experiences. This 
extract was written a couple of weeks before a big 
performance. 
'I am so annoyed I can't play 'Srmtyal' '. I was just 
totally lost, cOIIldn't remember the sakhDran and 
couldn " get the imbal. I couldn " even get the basic bit 
right. I was rubbish. I just gave up in tile ",idtJle and 
felt like crying. [The Mor] come over and e:zplained 
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some things to me and then we tried it again and it was 
a bit better but I was still rubbish I just thinlc the whole 
piece would be bener if I didn't play it. I WQS really 
lookingforward to London but I'm not now, not at all. ' 
Here my feared possible self was acutely realised. 
Despite this, I did go on and do the perfOl'lD8llCe and this 
was my diary extract afterwards. 
'That war brilliant. Everyone 'Was on a real high qfter 
the gig. That bit that I couldn't do, oh my God [just 
smiled and Icept hitting the thing! I hI1'ned round to 
[another student] at one point and said 'Are we at that 
2 yet', and she just hI1'ned rormd, smiling, and said '[ 
don't btow'. Hee heL We were both totally lost. [felt 
good about It, it 'War a good per/orman"- I totally 
enjuyed it. ' 
Regardless of wanting to give up a few weeks before the 
concert, I continued and it made me feel good. Without 
that performance I may well have given up after the bad 
rehearsal, but now I can't imagine not playina Gamelan; 
it is part of my musical being. 
FEELING MUSICAL AND BEING MOVED BY 
MUSIC 
David likes to achieve and excel in all he does. 
Outside work he used to run. He ran competitively for 30 
years and, although modest about it, reached a fiUrly 
high level. However. after an injury he needed to find 
something else to occupy the spa that running 
previously bad, and so he saarted to play the violin. 
Talkina about his learning. he told me 'I don't thinlc it's 
really se/f-improvemmt, it', perhaps self-folfillmenl. It's 
all aborlt fJN8hing your,elf. ' He is very self-driven. So 
why is he leamiD& through a learning ensemble where 
some might argue that he would not learn as effectively 
as be would through intense private tuition? He says 
'I'm SfIl'e that if I hadn't come here or something like it, 
I'd havejusl been ... [pauses} ... it', a bit like learning 
to touch type, you blow, just going through the motions, 
wherear music is a much more rounded thing and 
there's a lot more to it thanjust puttingftngers in the 
right place. ' 
He knows that he needs to feel the music in order to 
interpret it IIlCI communicate it to others, and therefore 
• be successfuL He is a repJar coocertgoer mel bas seen 
many professional orchesaras and soloists, and this is 
where his possible self is: 
'If I've ever had two fantasies in my life that were 
$er/OIIS, one was winning the Olympic 800 metl'es and 
one was playing a ctNtCe110 infi'ont of a great . 
orchestra. That', pan of it. Part ofit is knowing thot 
it'$ worth doing. ' 
He wants to play with an orchestra and therefore the only 
way to really feel orchestral music, is to learn within an 
orchestra. This makes him feel musical and takes him 
closer to his desired possible self. 
When I am in tbeGamelan, I am surrounded by the most 
beautiful musical sound. The different instruments lock 
together to produce something that no instrument on 
their own could. I smile when I have reached the end of 
a cycle and I hear the gong. or I am playing an ImbaJ and 
it is working and I know that we are playing as one. 
There is a certain spirituality about connecting with each 
other in a non-verbal way, knowing that although you 
don't know anyone particularly, you. are as one; and it is 
the music bringing you together. The more I experience 
this, the more llet myself go with it. The more I feel the 
music, the more I am moved by it. 
Penny bas had breast cancer. She fought the illness for 
five yean and bas now made a fiJll recovery. When I 
asked her why she joined her learning ensemble she said 
'I'm not far off retirement. 1 $Uppose you've had a long 
working life and I $tudied a lot to become a teacher and 
I'm academically qualified in sciences and so on, I got 
to the stage, weill for one had bretl8t cancer anyway. 
/10 you really do start to evaluate yourllfe, you don'l 
know how long you're going to befit and active for do 
you? Or how long you're going to live. 1 mean, it's a 
depressing thought but it's true. ' 
Penny had reached a point in her life when she decided 
that she needed to do JIlO1'e than work and so she took up 
the clarinet. But why music? 
My job, you brow whot secondllry $chool teaching's 
like. it is 80 meu.ful and)lOlll' conjitJImce is constantly 
undermined and much as I love /dds, in IIItII9' 'Wa)I$ it's 
now '0 hard to teoch them b«aMse of all the other 
thi,. thai go on in,cIIoob. thai I think I've become in 
SOIM ways" qtdte dI$illfl8io1ted vdIIt edMcoIion. I do my 
best still or I'd get out. I C01I8ider./ do tD good ajob as 
I CII1I and 1 try ~ to fi4IIl my obligQtion to the 
chi/ere", InIt it is qrme deprwsilrg reaUy working in a 
/lchool. And letII7Iing, actJtally going 0lIl 011 Saturdays 
and doing '011Iething else it', gIHn me something else 
to thhrA: about, talk about, sOI1Iething ebe to relax with. 
I love gardening for i1Ultmce, but you (tan't do thai all 
the year because this time of year it's miserable isn't it? 
And dark and cold and you CII1I't relax out in the 
garden but you CII1I get )lOIII' clQl'Inet out (II midnight If 
)'OM/eellike it. _ -
Music bas moved P-..y to such .... extcut thai- it takes 
her out of a depressing woddDa lifo and it ,his given her 
life new meaning after having such serious health 
problems. Not only does she get immense satis&ction 
ftom the social aspect of her ~ the development of 
her musical skill through the poop bas enabled her to 
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smround herself in her own music making whenever she 
likes. wherever she likes. Extending the capacity of the 
music to move her both inside and outside of her group. 
In her words, it has 'brightened up [her} life '. 
ARE WE STILL 'NON-MUSICIANS'? 
Peony, Pat, John, David and I have all been 
touched by playing music as an aduh learner in a group. 
Pat wishes music to encompass her life and fill the void 
that retirement has left, perhaps getting a glimpse of 
what it is to be like her daughter. Jolm simply wants to 
make and perform music with no desire for grandeur. 
David desires to be a professional musician, even just for 
one day. Peony has used music to take her away from a 
stressful job, knowing that she needs to keep her health. I 
wish to create music for its own sake rather than it being 
income driven. These are our desired possible selves. 
By learning within a learning ensemble, the students are 
by Mills' definition musicians, but it is easy to see why 
they don't consider themselves to be a 'musician'. They 
have rich musical lives but they are using music for many 
different reasons and not necessarily seeking recognition 
from others. Music has the ability to touch lives. It needs 
no other reason than enjoyment, yet it can have a life 
changing effect on a person who participates in it. This is 
music at its best. 
'I mean [music is} certainly a huge pari of my life, in a 
way that it was'n't before. I think people are wary of using 
[the term musician} because it sounds quite pretentious 
in a way. And also there's the sort of notion that you can 
only be a musician if you earn your living by it. I couldn't 
do that. I think you shouldn't be scared of labels and if 
it's a vital part of your life then why not. If a musician 
means being somebody who sees music as' a vital part of 
their life and who really does hove an urge to play as' 
well as' possible then I suppose I already am. I mean a 
poet is a poet whether they're published or not, if they 
write poems, that's what they are. ' 
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Learn As You Play: Gloucestershlre's Adult Ensembles From Scratch 
The Learn As You Play scheme in Gloucestershire provides opportunities for adults 
to learn to play an instrument within an ensemble, Beginners can join a group 
and learn together developing both ensemble and instrumental skill whilst 
enjoying making music in a social environment. But how does it work? Jennie 
Henley explores the issues of the sodal context of learning through participation 
based on her own research into adult learning ensembles. 
Background 
In 2002 Gloucestershire Music launched a new Initiative called the 'Learn As You 
Play' scheme. The scheme was aimed at adult beginners who wished to learn to 
play either a brass, woodwind or string Instrument within an ensemble. The 
scheme very successfully trained students In Instrument technique and ensemble 
skill and quickly developed Into a whole programme of adult provision within wind 
bands, string groups, jazz ensembles and an orchestra. 
The idea of the music service providing opportunities for adults came from the 
then Head of Service in answer to the question 'what happened to students once 
they left school?' If a student had reached a high level of playing, there were 
groups such as amateur orchestras ·for them to play in, but what of the students 
who reached grade 5, where could they play? 
During the 90's the government's emphasis on education services promoting 
lifelong learning coincided with this thinking and during that time Gioucestershire 
set up an adult jazz group and wind band, catering for exactly these sorts of 
people. This then paved the way for discussions about providing opportunities for 
adult beginners. As the music service had an excellent Instrument hire service 
that could hire Instruments relatively cheaply, a package was put together that 
involved the hire of an instrument and tuition within an ensemble environment for 
adult beginners. 
The Learn As You Play Scheme 
After appointing an Adult learning Co-ordinator, the scheme was launched with a 
'Bow/Blow It and see day'. This was an afternoon where people were Invtted, to 
come along and have a go on brass, woodwind and string instruments, helped by 
staff, In order to decide what they wanted to play. Potential students were given 
information about how the scheme would work, what the costs would be, what 
material would be used and how to sign up. 
The material chosen was Hal Leonard's 'Essential Elements 2000' and the 
students purchased their own copy of the book. The book Is written as a 'band 
method' and can be used with different combinations of Instruments; there Is a 
string version as well as a wind band version. The students can follow the book In 
the ensemble environment and as they develop their Instrumental technique and 
knowledge and understanding of notation, the music becomes more complex, 
moving from unison playing, to two-part playing and eventually to full 
band/string orchestra arrangements. However; the book also comes with a CO 
backing and 'Smartmusic' software so that students can also use It for personal 
practice. 
Two groups were formed Initially: a wind band and a strtng group. The first 
rehearsal was quite amazing, and very loud In the wind band room' Students 
were shown how to put their Instruments together and how to get a sound out of 
It. The students were allowed to experiment with their sound and most couldn't 
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walt to get their hands on their tnstrument. A matn tutor who was:a vlolln/Vlol, 
specialist and a support tutor, who was a cellist, supported the string group and a 
brass player led the wind band, supported by two woodwind specialists. 
The students gave their first concert after two terms as part of the annual 
showcase events for the music service groups. The results were phenomenal. 
What the students had achieved In such a short space of time was quite 
breathtaking and something that the music service could be proud of. 
From then on the scheme moved from strength to strength, developing very 
quickly with the formation of an intermediate orchestra, to accommodate players 
who had learnt previously but were not of the level demanded by 10<;81 amateur 
orchestras, and a second 'learn As You Play' wind band. Three more wind bands 
and a Jazz group fo1lowed soon after. . 
By 2005 It became apparent that students who had leamt In the Initial 2002/3 
'Learn As You Play' wind bands were reaching a level where they wanted to move 
on from the beginner groups and play more challenging 'real' music. For the 
strings, the progression Into the Intermediate orchestra was obvious, but for the 
wind and brass players the progression wasn't clear and ·restructU:rl"g .~~ . 
needed. Five Wind bands were In existence as well as· one Jazz group •. One wind . 
band remained as· a 'Learn As You Play' group and students could choos. to Join 
that group If they wished to continue at a beginner level. Then a new wlnf,t band 
was formed out of the other wind bands to accommodate players who wished to 
move on to the next level of leamlng in that envlronment.Thejezz grou'revolved 
Into an Intermediate jazz ensemble soW students wished to play jazz, ttMty could 
choose to join that group, If they wished to play orchestral music, they could 
choose to join the orchestra. To support this, Instrument specific ,technlall 
workShops were set up so that Instrumental technique could be developed .. 
alongside the ensemble skills that the main groups offered. 
During this period the existing jazz group and wind band also grew In both 
competence and numbers. Now they provide an outlet for both Instrumental and 
class teachers as well as players who have reached a high standard. of playing but 
have entered other careers. These two groups are the showcase adult groups In 
the structure and provide Gloucestershlre with a progressive scheme of groups 
where adults can learn to play together from beginner level to advanced. 
BeIng Involved in this scheme from ·the beginning has been an Inc:redlble journey. 
The adults gain so much from playing within their groups and the level of playing 
that they reach through learning this way Is Impressive. How many of us have 
spent a year teaching beginner children In school on a one to one level or In small 
groups of two, three and four, who would not be able to play In en ensemble 
situation by the end of their first yeer? So why does It wOrk?; ,. 
(. '. ) I '~ ,~ , . ~ 
TlteR __ reb 
~. "\ , 
That was the question I asked myself when I undertook a small researcb project 
as part of the AssocIated Board of Royal Schools of Music's CertIfIcate· of T-.chlng 
course (CTABRSM). Through this project I conduded that themethq(! of learning 
within a soda' group, and the fact that the group was aperfor.mlng ensembl" 
had a major Impact on the pace at which the students learnt and the depth of. 
their musical understanding. In short, more In-depth research was needed and so 
1 undertook a PhD at Birmingham Oty University, which I am In the throws of . 
writing up, to attempt to answer the questions left bV the Initial CTABRSM 
project. 
'. ! • 
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In order to understand the process of learning that occurs within these learning 
ensembles I took six groups, two of which formed a pilot study, from different 
parts of the country. All groups employ a large ensemble method of teaching 
adults. I observed each group, conducted a group interview with students and 
followed these up with individual Interviews and interviews with the tutors. From 
the data I have been able to Identify common themes across each case study and 
construct a picture of how the adults are learning within their groups, what the 
key motivational factors are and how partidpation In these groups shape their 
Identities as musicians. 
After the pilot study I realised that as an Instrumental teacher myself, I have very 
little knowledge of what it is to be a beginner learning music through participation 
in an ensemble. So I decided to do it myself. Since 2005 I have been learning 
Javanese Gamelan and recording my experience In a research diary. This then 
has enabled me to analyse the data from the case studies alongside that of my 
own experience as a learner in an ensemble. 
This aspect of the project has been the most exciting, illuminating and personally 
fulfilling part of the research. The experience has made me question how I learn, 
how I teach and why I teach the way that I do. Questions that we as teachers 
should continually ask ourselves In order to ensure our teaching Is relevant and 
effective. I have also found so much common ground between my own learning 
and that of the students In the research that I believe I can present a convincing 
case for learning In this way, based both on student case studies and 
ethnographic research. 
The Findings 
In order to explain what is happening within the learning ensemble Situation I 
employed a theory called Activity Theory. Activity Theory desa1bes the process of 
activity through the Interaction between the person undertaking the activity (the 
subject), the tools (also called mediating artefacts) used to carry out the activity 
and the object of the activity. Presented in the form of a triangle, it Is known as 
an activity system. 
tools 
subject 
L-__________________________________ ~ o~ect 
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In Its most basic form, the subject is the student, the object is to playa piece of 
music and this Is done through the use of tools such as Instruments, musical 
notation, physical gestures etc. The Individual cannot play the music without the 
Instrument, and the Instrument cannot play without the student,· therefore It Is 
the mediation between the two that fulfils the object of produdng the music. 
But this Is not an Isolated process and a second layer has been added to place the 
activity within Its sodal context and show where the outcome lies within the 
process of activity. 
mediating 
artefacts 
--t.~ outcome 
rules L-_______ ~ _______ ~ Division of Labotir 
community 
(Engestrom,1999;31) 
An IndivIdual student will set themself a goal, for~ample to be abfeto play all 
the notes of a certain piece of music. The process they then gQ through to. do ·thls 
Involves a complex set of Interactions between their Instrument and the nOtation, 
as well as the physical gestures that the conductor will give to infonn the .".yers 
where they are In the piece and how to play that part. This. is within the eontext, 
of where their own instrument fits with the other instruments In the en"mb'~" ,;'. 
the rules that embody the nature of the ensemble, which In tum are guided by 
the context within which they are playing. 
For example, In order to play the right notes a trombonist will have to physically 
move their arms and place their lips In the right position simultaneousfy to get 
the correct pitch, however If the correct pitch Is not attained, and It does not fit In 
with what they can hear around them, they will firstly need to recognise whether 
the pitch needs to be higher or lower and then adjust physically to correct the 
note. The way that the particular note Is played will be dependent on whether the 
note appears at the beginning of a bar or phrase or at the end, and the player will 
have to make a judgement as to where they are In the music as to how much 
stress they need to give the note, this can be directed by the conductor or can be 
gained by an awareness of what everyone else In the ensemble Is doing at that 
particular time, or a combination of both. The note wID belong to a series of notes 
that form a melody, a countermelody or be part of a harmonic sequence and 
therefore that note may need to be loud or quiet depending on where it lies In the 
texture of the music. The conductor may give a signal in the fonn of a physical 
gesture to Indicate to the player how to play the series of notes, for example to 
play smoothly by a smooth, flowing gesture, or detached by a more jagged 
gesture, small Indicating quietly and large Indicating loudly • Simultaneously, the 
player will have to be sensitive to what parttcular role their Instrument Is playing 
at that point In the music, are they providing the tune, Is It a solo or soli, a duet 
or is It an accompanying figure? On top of this, the player has to be aware of 
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where they are playing physically, are they In rehearsal or performance? Who Is 
listening? And what the particular rules are for that specific context, for example 
in rehearsal It may be ok to speak or 'tut' at themself or another person, laugh or 
even swear if a mistake Is made (depending on the type of rehearsal, each group 
will have its own specific etiquette.). In performance this may change. All of this 
happens within a split second. 
So the complex process of activity taking place within a learning ensemble 
presented as an activity system looks like this. 
rules: 
subject: 
students, 
musicians 
mediating artefacts: 
Instruments, notation, 
gestures 
object: 
A----------?. musical goals 
ensemble L-______ ~~=~--------Jio 
ettiquette 
outcome: 
music 
Division of Labour: 
roles of Instruments, 
teachers, learners 
(Henley, 2007) 
The ensemble situation allows this activity to take place In a different way than It 
would If the student was learning in a one to one lesson with a tutor. What Is 
crucial to the success of the learning Is what the purpose of the learning Is. For 
every one of the adults that I have Interviewed as part of my research, guided as 
a tutor within Gloucestershlre's scheme and shared a song with In my gamelan, 
the purpose of learning is to make music with other people. If you cannot make 
music with other people, why learn? 
One fundamental aspect of this type of learning Is the dual function of the 
learning ensemble as learning tool and performing ensemble. The students In the 
ensembles perform regularty and It Is the performance that catalyses the 
learning. A good example of this Is the case of a student who joined my learning 
ensemble a month or so before a big end of year performance. After each 
rehearsal he would tell me that he couldn't play anything, didn't know where he 
was and that he would try harder next time. He didn't have to take part In the 
performance, performances are not obligatory, but he decided that he would. 
After the performance he was very much elated by the experience and he told me 
'Although 1 couldn't play any of my notes, 1 knew that everything 
around me was working. ' 
For the first time this student was able to sense what was happening around him 
and to realise that the ensemble was produdng a good performance. Without 
participating In the performance he would not have known that the performance 
was going well and therefore would not have been sensitive to what was 
happening around him. What this performance also did was show him that he 
didn't have to play all of his notes perfectly In order to produce a successful 
performance and feel good about it, and the performance Is the result of a 
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combined effort that can far surpass the effort of the Individual. Since this 
performance that particular student has come on in leaps and bounds. His 
confidence Is greater and he has been able to Integrate his playing with that of 
the others around him, showing an awareness of the ensemble that he didn't 
have prior to that first performance. 
In this context the performance Is the by-product of the learning; It Is the 
outcome of the activity system. In music education we sometimes can put too 
much emphasis on the performance being the product by which we measure 
success or failure. Through my research I have come to the conclusion that the 
performance that the audience hears Is not the sum of the achievements of the 
students and that we as music teachers should perhaps take a step back and look 
beyond the performance. There are many Inspiring stories of adults using the 
learning ensemble to overcome illness, social Isolation or to simply fill the gap 
that retiring has left In their lives. Many adults who partiCipate In learning 
ensembles do not actually enjoy the experience of performance, but accept It as a 
necessary part of learning. They are learning In order to play, not to perform 
however they recognise that the performance helps them to play better. To 
others, it Is the most thrilling part of the process. But it Is the process that Is 
Important, not the outcome. 
Needless to say, more or less all of the adults who partldpated In my research 
said that they would not have continued to play their Instrument had they learnt 
purely with a teacher. All have different reasons for wanting to learn their 
Instrument, for some It has changed their lives (see Henley 2008), but the 
common factor Is that they wish to make music In a social environment and this 
environment, the performing ensemble, allows each individual's activity system to 
work In order to reach their own personal goals. 
What Next? 
For Gloucestershlre, the question Is where to go next. Decisions need to be made 
as to how to support the students who have reached a level beyond that of , 
beginner (and Indeed the Initial expectations of the scheme), how to train staffi to 
work· specifically with adult groups and how to extend the scheme to encompass 
other genres and reach other target groups. One area that Gtoucestershlre wants 
to look Into Is working with adults with dementia, and a growing body of research 
Is showing the effect that musical participation can have on the lives of people 
suffering with the condition. For myself, the question Is where does aU of this 
lead? 
To me the answer Is obvious; Into schools. If adults can gain an understanding of 
music through partidpatJon In an ensemble, why can't children? Once my, PhD Is 
completed I Intend to develop a project that wlU take my learning model (the . 
Intended outcome of my research) Into a school to see how It can fulfil aspects of 
the National Curriculum, the Music Manifesto and provide a follow up for Wider 
Opportunities schemes. Maybe it can also begin to address some of the Issues of 
tranSition from primary to secondary music whilst marrying the skills of the 
Instrumental teacher with the dass teacher through partnership working. If a 
project of this kind involving children Is as fruitful as projects Involving adults, I 
cannot begin to Image the possibUlttes that this may create for music education. 
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